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PREFACE

Concern for the relevance and effectiveness of instruction is nothing

new in educatiOn. In the.past five years, however, the science education comr.

munity has become increasingly concerned with such matters. While the impact

of science and technology on our daytoday lives can only be more obvious to

day than ever before, the
,

value attached to traditional school science pro

grams seems to be on the-decline. In April of 1979, a headline in The New

York Times summed up the situation, "Halcyon Days foil' Science are Over in the

Schools PostSputnik Fervor Wanes as 3R's Gain."

A few years ago, the National Science Foundation funded some extensive

studies-of the status of science education. The interpretation of the wealth

of data from theSe and other sources was the task of Projent Synthesis. The

purpose of this report is to describe the rationale, methodology, findings and

recommendations of that project.

In what proved to be monumental undertaking, five different groups of

educators participated, examining the data from varying perspectives. Chapter

1 of this report is an overall summary of the project. It consolidates much

of the work of the five groups. Chapters 2 through 12 are the individual

group reports.

This volume begins with an Overview and Summary (Chapter 1) and then

presents the work of the five working teams. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 represent

the work of the BiolOgy team. Chapter 4 includes a_brief.summary of Chapters

2 and 3: Chapters 5, 6 and 7 represent the work of the Physical Science team,

with a summary of Chapter 5 and 6 appearing in Chapter 7. Chapters 8, 9 and

10 represent the Inquiry team with Chapter 10 including a review of Chapters 8

and 9. Chapter 11 represents the work of the Elementary team, and Chapter 12,

the Sciencetechnologysociety team. Each chapter carries its own table of

conEents and page numbering system.

References for our four major data sources have been abbreviated for

simplicity. The works of Helgeson It al, National Assessment, Stake et al,

and Weiss are referenced as "OSU",, "NAEP", "CSSE", and "RTI". For OSU and

RTI, numbers in references referto page numbers. For CSSE, they represent

chapter and page numbers, and for NAEP they represent specific test item num
.

bers. In addition, references in Chapter 1 which represent quotes from other

chapters in this book refer to the group, the chapter and the page; for exam

ple, Bio 3 :4 references Chapter 3, page 4, which was written by the Biology

group.
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PROJECT SYNTHESIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Project Synthesis was a joint effort of 23 peoplerepreSenting a wide

variety of roles and perspectives within the science education community. The

purpose of the project was to make policy-relevant interpretations of a large

body of data which portrayed the state of science education in the late 1970's.

We approached the task with an objective and organized approach for digesting

and interpreting a large and diverse information base. Many aspects of science

education were Assessed in light of important educational goals, student capa-

bilities and limitations, and forces at work within educational systems. We

emerged from the proceSS convinced'that there is a major mismatch between the

practice of science education and the needs of individual students and our

democratic society. The basic problem is that the educational goals reflected

by practice.in science education appeared to be extremely narrow, and based on

the erroneous assumption that most students will take considerable coursework

leading to careers in science. Goals which appear to be largely ignored include

preparation for citizen participation in science/technology-related societal

issues, preparation to utilize science in everyday life, and preparation for

Making career choices in science- related fields. Even where materials

reflecting broad goals exist, their implementation seldom results in practices

which reflect those broader goals.

This conclusion, if accepted by the education community. has massive

implications for all activities related to science education. One major purpose

of this report is to share the evidence we found, the ways we processed that

evidence, and the lines of reasoning which have led to this conclusion. A

second major purpose of this report is to suggest courses of action which can

serve to improve the situation. Those suggestions emerged from an analysis of

the problem and of certain contextual constraints illuminated. by the data base.

It seems particularly ironic that science instruction is becoming less

valued at a time when the urgency of science/technology-related issues is more

apparent than ever in our society. A closer examination of existing science

programs, however, makes this situation easier to understand.



During the elementary years, a child's exposure to instruction in

science is minimal. During the remainder of one's precollege academic career,

science programs are primarily_ dedicated to the presentation of the "pure"

content of the various science disciplines largely free of personally or

societally relevant contexts or applications, and largely devoid of oppor-
9

tunities to experience the sense of inquiry which lies at the heart of

scientific endeavor. If one's concern is general education, the science

curriculum in our schools is greatly deficient.

The usual science sequence in high school appears to be designed pri-

marily for that small proportion of students who are likely to pursue science

in college and thereafter. Eveh for those students, there is little science

instruction which makes the connection between scientific knowledge and real

world applications. The existing courses which do place greater emphasis on

personal and societal relevance reach very few students, are often intended

for the low ability students and are most susceptible to being discontinued
4i_

due to a number or factors. An examination of the science programs in the

middle school and junior high years reveals that those programs reflect the

same purposes and implicit rationale as do the high school programs.

The concerns described above should not be interpre;ed narrowly. They

do not refer only to curricular materials or just to course offerings. Instead

they are representative of a systemic problem -- one resulting from a myriad of

factors which tend to perpetuate an orientation to science education which

neglects the needs of e large majority of the student population. Clearly,
4K

the underlying rationale for existing precollege science programs needs to be

reexamined.

Recommendations for actions designed to reduce the mismatch between

needs and practice fall l/argely into the following three areas.

Area 1: A Major Reexamination of Goals at All Levels and in All Disciplines

Goals of science education need to be examined for their consistency

with each of the following factors:

(a) the needs of individuals to utilize science in their own lives
and to cope with an increasingly technological world;

,410

(b) the-needs of an informed citizenry as it deals responsibly with
science and technology related issues;

(c) changes in emphasis within the various sciences;

11
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(d) the needs of studenti to make informed choices concerning their
future careers and preparation for those careers;

(e) psychological limitations stemming from students' developmental,
intellectual and personality characteristics;

(f) students' individual goals;

(g) community standards and values.

The need for all _groups concerned with science education to reexamine

goals is especially critical. 'Current "defacto" goals, as discerned from

curriculum 'materials, classrooM practices, laboratory experiences, student

achievement, and other indicators seemed largely out of step with the factors

listed above.

Area 2: Identification and/or Development of Programs Which Reflect Broader

Goals Consistent With the Factors Listed ill Area 1 Above

In addition to a need for reevaluating goals and establishing viable

change mechanisms, there is also a need for the identification, revision and/or

development of curriculum materials4 especially at the junior and senior high

school levels. In some areas (e.g., elementary school), appropriate programs

exist, but need to be identified and implemented. Strategies for meeting these

needs will vary.

Area 3: An Increased Em hasis on Professional Leadership and Su ort at the

Local Level

The fact that effective change does not occur simply as a result of.

deVelopment and one-way dissemination has been well substantiated during the

last twenty years. Thus, the reexamination of goals recommended above and

consequent program changes Can occur only with the help of strong leader4hip

and support services, in-service education and community involvement at the

local level. There is a need for considerable research and development which

can lead to effective mechanisms for change in science education at the local

level and_a need for,material and human resources which can put those mechanisms

into action. Local adoption or development of innovative materials are unlikely

to result in significant improvements unless they are accompanied by substantial

support of implementation activities.

12
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Simply stated, the purpose of Project Synthesis was to examine the

countenance of science education as it exists at the precollege level and to
. ,

make basic recommendations regarding future activities in science education.

. 'To insure that such recommendations be valid, it is necessary that they rest
,

on a sufficiently broad data base'and 'thai no important factors affecting the

state of science education be overlooked.- It is also necessary that.the study
/ .

leading to the recommendations incorporate a broad range of philosophic per-

spectives regarding enduring goals of education and that persons of good

judgment representing a variety of substantive points of view interact in an

organiied way with the information available to them. The various elements of

the operational'etructure described below were designed to meet these concePtual

requirements.

The Data Base ,

Recently, four comprehensive data bases have emerged which constitute

an extremely rich resource'for science education. These data bases include
. .

three studies funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and bne funded by'

the Office of Education (OE). The three NSF studies include an extensive review

of science education related research, a component of "The Status of Pre-College

Science, Mathematics and Social Science Education: 1955-1975" (Helgeson et al, 1977);

"Case Studies in Science Education" (Stake and Easley, 1977), an intensive study

of what goes on in schools and science classrooms; and "The 1977 National

Survey of Science, M Ethematics and SoCial StUdies Education" (Weiss, 1978)

which collected'data on materials, practicesand leadership in science education.

The OE funded project, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),

has cOmpleted its third and by far most comprehensive assessment of science

knowledge, skills, attitudes, and educational experiences of precollege students,

based on a broad set of objectives recently developed by NAEP.

As a set, these four studies provided a more comprehensive picture of
.

science education than has heretofore been available in such. an orgaLized and

usable form. These four studies became the backbone of the data base from
,

which Project Synthesis worked. That data base was later.' enlarged to include a,

survey of journal articles which dealt specifically with goals and objectives'

in'science education. As the study progressed it became apparent that science

13
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texts played a dominant role in science education, and the study was expanded. .

to include an analysis of the most widely used science texts as identified by

the RTI survey (Weiss, 1978). Finally, the knowledge and experiences of those

working on the project also formed a resource for information which was

especially useful in those areas not explicitly covered by the published

resources.

The Focus Groups

Various areas of science education were represented by five working

groups which focused on the task from different perspectives. Those were the

perspectives of biological science, physical science (including the earth -

sciences), inquiry, science/technology and society, and elementary'school science.

Although these tategoriet are not mutually exclusive, they do serve to reflect

important areas of interest in science education.

Project Synthesis was fery much a human endeavor calling upon the

intellect, judgment and experience ofa number of persons associated with

science education. It seems important to list those persons as each of them

certainly became a part of the structure" of the study.. The members of those

groups are listed below:

Focus Group

Biological Science

t.

Physical Science

Participant

Paul DeHart Hurd

(Chairperton)

Rodger W. Bybee

Jane Butler Kahle

Robert E. Yager

Ronald D..Anderson
(Chairperson),

Audrey B. Champagne

Position

Professor Emeritus of Educa
tion, Stanford University

Assistant Professor of Educa
tion, Carleton College

Associate Professor of Educa
tion and Biological Sciences,
Purdue liniversity

Professor of Education,
University of Iowa

Professor of Education,
University of Colorado

Associate Professor of Educa=
tion & Research Associate,
Learning Research & Develop
ment Center, University
of Pittsburgh

14
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Focus Group

Physical Science
(continued)

Science/Technology
and Society ,

Inquiry

Participant

Richard J. Merrill

Eric D. Miller

Lester G. Paldy

Emil Joseph Piel
(Chairperson)

Thomas Brown

David H. Ost

Douglas S. Reynolds

Wayne W. Welch
(Chairperson)

Glen S. Aikenhead

Leopold E. Klopfer

James T. Robinson

Elementary. School , Harold Pratt
Science (Chairperson)

David P. Butts

15
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Position

Curriculum Specialist, Mt.
Diablo Unified School
District, Concord,
California

Curriculum Assistant &
Instructor,. 'Boulder Valley

Schools, COlorado

University Dean for Con-
tinuing & Developing
Education at State Uni-
versity of New York at
Stony Brook

Professor of Engineering,
State University of New
York at Stony Brook

Private Consultant, Ithaca,
New York

Professor of Biology, Cali-
fornia State College

Associate, Bureau of Science
Education, New York State
Department of Education

Professor of Educational
Psychology, University of
Minnesota

Professor of Education, Uni-
versity cif Saskatchewan

Associate Professor of Educe-
. tion & Research Associate,

Learning Research & Develop-
ment Center, UniveKsity of
Pittsburgh

Staff Associate, Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study

Coordinator of Science,
Jefferson County Schools,
Colorado

Chairperson, Department of
Science Education, Univer-
sity of Georgia



Focus Group Participant

Elementary School
Science (con
tinued)

Philosophic Perspectives

Philosophic perspectives in the field of education are usually embodied ,

in statements regarding the broader aims and purposes of education. One of the

first tasks of the project was to identify in very broad terms the most basic

goals of science education which could be stated in,such a way that one could

Roger T..Johnson

Alice J.'Moses

1-10

Position

Associate Professor in
Curriculum and Instruction
(Science & Elementary Edu
cation), University of
Minnesota

Elementary Science Teacher,
University of Chicago
Laboratory Schools

evaluate the effectiveness of the various elements of the science education

enterprise in addressing each of those goals. In order to,perform this task, a

number of articles and publications dtscussing goals, rationale, or philosophic

perspectives in science education were identified. The goals were then

logically sorted into a limited number of goal "clusters" which embodied the

primary aims of science education as well as could be determined from existing

literature. For the special purposes of this project, it was'necessary for the

goal clusters to meet the following criteria:

1. As a set, they needed MA be broad enough to capture the important,
generally accepted goals of science education.

2. In both terminology and. content, they needed to have meaning for
many audiences', including those unsophisticated in science and in
education.

3. As a set, they needed to be "unbiased." There had to be at least
one "goal.cluster" with which any particular person could identify.
They could not be "our goals", but rather an organization of "the
goals" of science education.

4. They had to be limited in number.

5. Each cluster needed to have some conceptual Coherence and be
distinc- from other clusters in some meaningful way. (This does
not impl mutual exclusivity, which is probably impossible.)

16



6 Goal clusters had to lend themselves to operational definitions
in terms of student outcomes and elements of practice in science
education.

7. Goal clusters had to differ from one angther in ways which trans-7
late into some differences with respect to the operational
definitions mentioned in "6". above.

8. At the end of the study, the goal clusters had to lenethemselves
to.policy-relevant statements.

The term "goal cluster" was used throughout the process. This term

reflects the reality that it is impossible to, embody all, the, major goals of

science education,in a few short statements, but that if is indeed pbssible

to characterize broad goal areas by-relatively brief descriptors, useful in

discussing major emphases'in science education. The goal clusters used in

Project Synthesis were determined jointly by the project staff and the leaders

of the five focus groups, with useful input from Dr. Bentley Glass and Dr.

David Hawkins who joined us in the second meeting of group leaders. The goal

clusters as,described in this report and as operationalized by each focus group

served as Perspectives for much of the project work.. The four goal clusters

finally used,divided learning outcomes into categories of relevance for (1) the

individual, (2) societal issues, (3) academic preparation, and (4) career

choice. They are, defined briefly here, and in more detail in later sections.

Goal Cluster I: Personal Needs. Science education should prepare

individuals to utilize science for improving their own lives and for coping

with an increasingly technological world.

Goals that fall into Category I focus on the needs of the individual.

For example, there are facts and abilities one needs to be-a successful consumer

or to maintain a healthy body..pn shoulAelaave some idea of the many ways

science and technology affect one's life. ,lndWing-that is still not enough.

Science education should foster attitudes-in individuals which are manifested

in a propensity to use science in making everyday decisions and solving every-
.

.day problems..

Goal Cluster II: Societal Issues. Science education should produce

informed citizens prepared to deal responsibly with science-related societal

issues.
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Category II goals relate to the needs of society. They pertain, for

example, to the facts and skills a person needs to deal with the environmental

and energy issues which affect society at large. In order to vote intelli-

gently onscience-related societal issues or participate in responsible

community action, not only are specific facts and skills important, but also

an understanding of the role of science in society, a knowledgeof issues and

how science relates to .them and a recognition that in providing the solution to

one problem science can create new ones. Of course, to develop informed, con-

cerned citizens and wise Voters, science education must also be concerned with

attitudes. -It.must instill in students a sense of responsibility, an apprecia-

tion of the potential of science to solve or alleviate societal problems, and a

sense of custodianship to protect and preserve that natural world with which

science concerns itself.

Goal Cluster III: Academic Preparation. Science education should

w students who are likely to pursue science academically as well as profes-

sion lly to acquire the academic knowledge appropriate for their needs.

Goals in this category pertain to scientific ideas and processes which

form a partoft.he structure of scientific disciplines, which may not be easily

related to specific decisions about one's own life or about societal issues

yet which are necessary toi4any further study of science. (This goal cluster

is referred to as "fundamental knowledge" in some of the focus group reports.

Data interpretation after the original definition of goal clusters lent itself

better to the descriptor "academic preparation".)

Goal Cluster IV: Career Education/Awareness. Science education should

give, all students\an awareness of the nature and scope of a wide variety of

science and technology-related careers open to students of varying aptitudes

and interests. Students should also gain an understanding of the interests,

experiences and educational preparation which are usually associated with those

careers.

The Domain of the Study

The data base used in Project Synthesis addressed many elements of the

educational process. Since much of the data was categorized according to these

elements, they. also served as an organizer for the synthesis process. Some of

the elements of that domain included:

18
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Student Outcomes/Objectives

Program and CurriculumCharacteiistics

Program and Curriculum Dissemination/Adoption

Program and Curriculum Implementation including:

Exposure (course offerings, enrollments, requirements, time
allotments)

Teacher characteristics (training, certification, personality
characteristics)

Classroom practice (methodology, facilities/equipment, materials,
media)

Student characteristics

%Evaluation

Stages of the Study

The original project plan divied activities into three sequential

stages which were labeled Phase I: Desired State of Science Education;

Phase II: Actual State of Science Education; Phase III: Discrepancies and Recom-

mendations. Although it Was not operationally possible to draw sharp dividing

lines between these stages, the project activities generally carried out the

original intent of those stages. The primary intent of the first stage,

"Desired States", was to define the information we would seek in the very large

dati base. Largely, that definition consisted of stating in operational terms

the conditions one might expect to find in science education as evidence that

it'was succeeding, with regard to each of the four goal clusters and to other

characteristics defined by the focus 'groups. Phase TI activities consisted

primarily of examining and digesting the data base to determine the actual

state of science education, especially with respect to the "desired states", as

defined in Phase I. The purpose of Phase III was to identify needs growing.out

of Phase I/Phase II discrepancies and then to recommend courses of action for

meeting those needs. The nature of actions recommended was alio influenced by

a,number of historical and'contextual factors which became evident in the data

base.

19
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Phase I: Setting the Perspective

Desired States in Science Education

Followingithe overall design of the study and the development of the

goal structure, the focus groups were convened to begin Phase I of the study.

They had at their disposal a set of working papers reflecting early project

developments described above, a general description of the three NSF studies,

and an extensive set of unpublished working papers developed by NAEP in 1974-

1975 during its objectives development ,activities for the 1976 assessment.

The NAEP'paperS included specific learning objectives which were related to

broadly stated goals somewhat similar to the Synthesis' "goal Ilusters".

The task at Phase I waq to develop operational definitions of effective

science education. This definition took the form of "desired states" of

various elements of the educational process. The "desired states" resulted

partly from translation of the goal clusters into descriptions of the conditions

one would expect to find if those,brdad goals were in fact being achieved.

Primary attention was given to classes of student outcomes and to curriculum

chara&eristics logically associated with those outcomes. For each focus group,

a first step was to define the focus area by listing the smaller content domains,

or themes, which would become a part of the focus, and then to list student

outcomes in each domain which were consistent with major goals. These domain

definitions can be found in each of the focus group reports, and are suggested

reading for two reasons. First; they will provide the reader a clearer under-

standing of the perspectives from which the data were addressed, and second,

they can serve as a useful point of departure for future reexamination, of

science education goals.

During Phase I an unanticipated source of information regarding the

status quo in science education began to emerge. Our own fluency, or lack

thereof, in dealing with various questions reflected to some extent the "state

of the art" of thinking in science education. It was easy to list traditional

student outcomes associated with academic perceptions of the various disci-

plines (Goal Cluster III). It was also easy to list the kinds of activities

(e.g., "hands -on'' ; group discussion, student projects, lectures, etc.) which

apparently have,an effect on student achievement and attitude. However, some

difficulty was encountered in identifying specific learnings which were
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consistent, with the personal and societal goal clusters. It seemed- as though

we were often breaking new ground in documenting the relevance of particular

topics and processes for individuals and for society as a whole. We also

became painfully aware that,,most of us were much more fluent with questions
1

pertaining to how to teach science than with questions regarding. what to teach

and why.. However, the task of-assoCiating particular classes of learning

objectives with each of the four goal clusters was finally completed with some

sengeof accomplishment. This task had considerable effect on the mind-set

with which we attacked the data.

During Phase I, it-also became apparent that goal clusterS were more

useful with respect to content areas at the junior and senior high school

levels (i.e., biological science, physical and earth science, and technology),

than with respect to scienceedUcation at the elementary level or to the

general domain of inquiry. For that reason, the activities of the elementary

and inquiry groups tended to be directed toward general areas which did not'

always reflect distinctions among specific goal clusters.

As discussed earlier, the purpose of Phase I was to describe the condi-

tions one would expect to find if the major goals of science education were

being met. In the following sections, the desired conditions identified by

the five focus groups are discussed. They are :rganized into subsections of

"Learning Outcomes", "Curriculum Program Characteristics", "Dissemination and

Adoption ", "Course Offeings and Enrollments", "Teacher Characteristics and

Classroom Practices" and "Testing andIvaluation".

brief summary of common elegy. ,ts from across the five focus group reports.

More detailed descriptiOns and rationale are found in the individual group

reports, along with treatment of specific areas of special interest to each

focus group.

Desirable Learning Outcomes

Learning Outcomes for Personal Needs Goals.

Biology and life science classes which emphasize the personal needs

goal would stress many areas that apply to all of us in everyday life. They

include concepts and topics such as: basic concepts of human genetics, as

related to birth defects, genetic diseases, and genetic counseling and

21
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interrela,tionships betwe% bi ological and cultural evolution and the effects of

fl\
those factors on our ina..i.dla\';;.fe styles and behavior; the elements o -...,

nutrition as they apply to ot.lr individual diets, and the effects of inadequate

diets on Pre-natal nutrition, mental health and general health; the effects of

environwent, experience, age, sex, hormones and drugs on human behavior; the
x

biolOgy of reproduction and the uniqueness of human sexuality; the influence of

nutrition, training, exercise, and other factors on bodily growth and function;

and stages of human development from birth to death (Bio 2:6).

In examining &physical science program which did indeed pursue the_
"personal needs" goal, one would expect to find attention to common applications

of science principles, such as the use,of thermostats, air conditioners,

evaporative coolers, heat pumps, common insulating materials; physics of

internal combustion engines; common hydraulic applications (e.g., power...

steering and brake systems); energy requirements of commonly used devices;

effects of various kinds of radiation on people; principles for shielding from

radiation; common dangerous chemicals; effect of geological and climatic

factors ,(floods, earthquakes,' high winds, etc.) on the location and design of

homes; effect of temperature on air pressure in tires; etc. (Phys 5:7).

Inquiry skills and behaviors which represent the personal needs goal

include: monitoring health by measuring body indicators such as blood pressures,

heartbeat, temperature, etc.; recognizing the limits of scientific knowledge

and inquiry as applied to personal life; defining personal prOblems in solvable

terms and seeking information necessary for their solution or resolution;

identifying and seeking scientific information necessary for behavioral deci,

sions such as deciding whether to smoke cigarettes, use drugs, ride motorcycles

without a helmet, etc.; formulating and testing hypotheses which can lead to
/P4 .

the solution of a personal problem (Inq 8:9).

Topics and leAnings identified by Science/Technology/Society Group as

being consistent with the personal needs goal include: personal decision making

regarding the use of energy and natural resources; understanding the effect of

technological developments on family units, personal transportation and health

care; understanding of personal effects of 'human engineering developments in

birth control, organ transplants and behavioral modification; understanding of

ways in which personal behaviors affect the environment, in both the short run

and long iln; an understanding ofresearch in space exploration and national

22
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defense, including positive spinoffs which benefit peoplen their everyday

lives; ability to apply systems approaches to individual problem solving

(STS 12: 4).

Topics important for elementary children include personal health,

knowledge of personal and physical self, skills for gathering information for

personal use, recognition and acceptance of individual uniqueness, recognition

that their lives influence the environment, and awareness and knowledge of

constancies in themselves (Elem 11:10).

Learning Outcomes for Societal Goals.

Biology and life science classes which emphasize the societal goal

would stress concepts and topics such as: technological gains through biological

research; application of genetic principles in improvements of plants and

animals; bioethical issues involved in genetic manipulation of human and other

life forms; the' possibility, advantages and disadvantages of 'controlling human

evolution; worldwide problemg of malnutrition and the effects of social

patterns, life styles, advertising, research, etc., on the problems; widespread

effects of drugs, chemicals, territorialism, human and natural environments

and human values, etc., on group behavior; problems of population growth and

factors which affect it; the need to preserve living species and other natural

resources; the way achievements in biology affect the human life cycle; the

nature of possible environmental factors .:'rich could lead to death of the human

species Olio 2:8).

Physical and earth science courses which pursue societal goals would

include topics and concepts such as: limitations and potentials of various energy

sources; origins and limitations of water, mineral and other natural resources;

"apillications of physical principles,,such as the laws of thermodynalics which

place limitations on the production of energy; potentials and comparative

advantages of fusion and fission technologies; effects of human activities on

global- climatic factors such as polar ice caps, sea level,ozone layer, rainfall

patterns, acid rain, etc.; the chemistry of phosphates, nitrates and other

chemical pollutants; the effects of physical interventions on all natural

systems (Phys 5:8).

Inquiry skills and behaviors consistent with the societal needs goals

include: measuring the effects-of personal actions which influence society (e.g.,
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measuring heat loss from a home); interpreting data about societal problems and

judging the implications for personal behavior, for example, the effects of

limiting speeds to 55 m.p.h. on gas consumption; recognizing that scientific

knowledge regarding societal issues change and therefore demand a different

point of view consistent with new knowledge; determining the main issues of

science-related societal problems and distinguishing between scientific and

non-scientific evidence with respect to such problems; recognizing the need

for considerii3g alternative viewpoints regarding societal issues and identifica-

tion of appropriate evidence for making decisions regarding such issues

(Inq 8:11).

The Science/Technology/Society focus group identified eight areas with

which students now in school would most likely be concerned during the remainder

of their lives. Those eight areas and a few of the concepts and topics they

represent are: Energy - the import and implications of increasingly rapid

growth of energy use throughout the world; Population - the effects of techno-

logical development on population growth, the nature and mathematics of

exponential population growth and its effect on all societies; Human Engineering

the increasing implications of human-machine interactions on human behavior and

machine design; Invironmental Quality - the effect of personal and societal

'decisions on all aspects of the environment, and the necessary skills to make

such decisions inteDigently; Utilization of Natural Resources - the effects

of personal and group decisions and behaviors on our supply of tsic resources;

Space Research and National Defense - the potential, costs and spinoffs from

huge spending programs; Sociology and' Technology - the effects of sociological

and Psychological constraints technological developments; Effects of Techno-

logical Developments - the potential, limitations, dangers and side effects of

current and expected technological developments such as weather control, earth-
,

quake prediction, test tube babies, genetic engineering, nuclear energy,. etc.

(STS 12:11).

Learning Outcomes for the Academic Preparation Goal.

Biological and life science classes which emphasize the academic prepara-

tion goal would include topics and concepts such as: basic laws and facts of

genetics; evolution in structure and function; adaptation and environment;

clasles of foods and food supplements and their biological functions;
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similarities and differences of behavioral patterns across species; processes

of sexual and asexual reproduction and modification of genetic patterns through

reproduction; the relationships between principles.of genetics in sexual

reproduction and the evolution of species; structural-functional relationships

from the molecular level to
)
the world biome level; the mechanism of photo-

systhesis and ultimate dependence of all life on photosynthesis; interactions

among organisms; regulatory mechanisms within organisms; processes of respira-

tion, digestion, circulation; chemical cycles of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon

dioxide (Bio 2:11).

Physicaliand earth science courses Which stress the academic prepara-

tion goal would treat topics and concepts such as the n_:ure of fundamental

units of matter (molecules; atoms, subatomic particles, etc.); properties of

elements and compounds and their interactions; principles of kinetics, dynamics,

mechanics, physical geology, weather and climate; heat conductivity, kinetic-

molecular theory, and gas laws; laws of thermodynamics, potential and kinetic

energy, wave phenomena such as sound, light and electromagnetic radiation, static

and current electricity and magnetism, solar radiation, and nuclear physics

(Phys

Inquiry skills and behaviors reflecting the academic preparation goal

include: accurate observation and description of objects and phenomena using

appropriate language; valuing data presented in the form of functional relation-

ships in graphs, tables, equations, etc.; awareness of the changing nature of

scientific explanations and understanding that theories are dealt with in terms

of their utility rather than in terms of absolute truth;'understanding of simple

scientific statements and identification of evidence supporting or negating

such statements; accurate and complete reporting of experimental data and open-

ness to the criticisms of others concerning data and their interpretation

(Inq 8:15).

At the elementary level, there is no one set of basic topics appropriate

for science instruction. However, topics should e chosen (1) because they

develop skills in generating, categorizing, quantifying, and interpreting

information from the environment and (2) because they are interesting to students

of a particular age (Elem 11:11'.
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Learning Outcomes for Career Choice Goals. Science classes in all

disciplines and at all levels which prepare students to make informed career

decisions regarding jobs related to science and technology would logically place

emphasis,on topics and learnings such as: awareness of the many possible roles and

jobs available in science and technology including careers as scientists, engineers,

technicians, equipment designers, computer programmers, lab assistants, as well

as in jobs which apply scientific knowledge in agriculture, nutrition, medicine,

sanitation, conservation, awareness that persons of both sexes, of all ethnic

backgrounds, of wide ranging educational and ability levels and with various handi-

caps can and do obtain such jobs; awareness of the contributions persons in. such

jobs can and do make to society as a whole; knowledge of the specific abilities,

ierests, attitudes and educational preparation usually associated with particular

jobs in which individual students are interested; a view of scientists as real

people; a clear understanding of,how to plan educational programs which open

doors to particular jobs; a recognition of the need for science, math and

language arts coursework as well as a broad base in the social sciences to

better understand the relationship between science and society; a knowledge of

human and written sources for further information in all areas listed above

(Bio 2:13, Phys 5:9, Inq 8:19, Elem 11:11, STS 12:10.

Desirable Curriculum Program Characteristics

The focus groups described a number of characteristics of curricula

one would expect to find in educational pr6grams which address the fqur major

goal categories described and exemplified above. First and most obVious,

topics such as those listed above would be included in course materials.

Second, it was the consensus.of all five groups that any viable science Program,

regardless of its goal emphasis, would rest firmly on a foundation of basic

aspects of science--i.e.,,, skills, facts, prinbiples and concepts. There is,

however, a rather large universeof such aspects of science, and many ways in

which they can be selected and built into curricula. The rapid growth of

scientific knowledge experienced during recent decades puts new demands on

'selection of curricular content. Each of the focus group reports describes

specific ways in which topics could be selected and integrated into curricular

programs. A summary of points common to all focus group reports appears here.
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A common element of personal and societal goals is the importance of

the applications of science to problems of personal and societal relevance.

In order for students to be able to apply, science to such problems, it is

necessary to have an understanding of the problems, the aspects of science

which apply to the Problems, and of the relationship between science and rele-

vant problems. Students should also have experience in the processes.of

applying science to the solutions of such problems. Science education programs

designed to produce student outcomes'such as these could logically be designed,

in at least two general foimats. First they could present science principles

in the context of real world problems as suggested by our Biology Group. In

this approach, science concepts are organized in terms of specific personal
tits

and societal issues. This is in contrast to biology courses organized to

display the structure and logic of biology as a discipline (Bio 2:4).
,

Another approach would be to continue using the 'structure of the

discipline as the course organizer, but to develop the content through applica-

tions to real world personal and societal problems likely to be encountered

by the students. Our Physical Science group suggested this second format as

being appropriate for a major portion of the physical science curriculum. In

either case, considerable emphasis would be placed on presentationsyhi.chruld

show the utility of science knowledge in situations likely to be feCed by many

of the students in'later life, and which would provide the students oppor-

tunities to actively participate in such applications. Such active

participation would include the identification and definition of problems to

be attqcked or decisions to be made; applications of the p esses of scientific

inquiry in acquiring, interpreting and utilizing information n eded; identifi-

cation and application of principles related to the problem; an practicing

skills of decision making in problem resolution. A variety of problems

relevant to personal and societal issues would be included and a variety of

processes for'problem resolution alld decision making would be employed. The

science-related issues, the science concepts and principles, the processes of

scientific inquiry, and systematic decision-making models would be dealt with

in an integrated fashion which stressed the interrelationships among them.

Another common element of programs in all areas would be the inclusion

of fundamental aspects of science. Obviously, many basic learnings such as

those described above under the academic preparation goal are important for
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students planning science coursework leading to careers in science and engi-

neering. It was also the conviction of our groups that such basic science

knowledge is also essential for full understanding of science-related personal

ant societal issues. Decision-making or values-clarification learning

activities which ignore scientific principles., research data or potential

technological developments are pointless exercises leading to a-pseudo-.

sophistication in science- related issues which is probably more dangerous for

a society than is acknowledged ignorance.

One common, criterion of educational programs designed to meet the

personal, societal or _academic goals, is emphasis on the fullIspectrum of cogni-

tive levels. Personal and societal problem solving and decision making require

the application of'science principles, concepts and processes to specific

situations. Such applications require the acquisition and utilization of

factual material, the interpretation.of data, the analysis of complex' problems,

and the evaluation of alternative solutions and resolutions. Likewise, future

coursework leading to academic careers in science will rely heavily on

utilizing principles and concepts in new situations involving a number of

variables. Thus, the simple acquisition of discrete facts and isolated

principles is not in itself adequate for the pursuit.of any of the important

goalsof science education.

Because virtually every topic in science is related to specific career

options in science and tech..ology, materials designed to achieve the career-

preparation goal would have career information included as an integral part

of basic textual materials. A chapter on genetics, for example, would discuss

careers in genetic counseling, animal breeding, agronomy and basic DNA research.

In addition, one would expect to find opportunities for individuals to explore

careers'f interest by talking with people in such careers, by doing research

in school libraries, by on-the-job experiences as part-time workers or volun-

teers, by doing simulations, etc. In general, science topics would be dealt

with in such a way that the relationships between knowledge, the ways in which .

it was developed and the way in which it is applied are placed in the context

of ,the human endeavor and the roles played by various individUils and groups

in acquiring and applying knowledge.
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Desirable Dissemination and Adoption Characteristics

The purpose of the previous secticri was to describe the general charac-

teristics considered necessary for programs. consistent with the four goal

categories. The purpose of this section is to identify some characteristics

of dissemination and adoption functiona' which appear necessary for the adoption

of such goal-oriented programs.

One very important requirement of curriculum selection processes is

serious consideration of various educational goalsand philosophies, and the

subsequent identification of classes and examples of learner outcomes and

curricular characteristics consistent with those goals and philosophies.

Another important characteristic of curriculum decision making is the assess-

ment of needs of the various segments of the student population. These needs

depend on student age, cognitive development, interests and probable adult

roles. Although educators may be b'est able to answer questions of how to

achieve particular goals, the determination of broad educational goals and

philosophies is the responsibility of the entire community. Thus, it is

important that community, parent and student voices be heard during the

curriculum selection procei's, because all educational programs carry implicit

goalg and philosOphies with them.

Another important condition for' intelligent curriculum adoption is

knowledge on the part of curriculum decision makers of the various programs

available, and of the emphasis of those programs with respect to broad goals

of the school system. If positive change is to occur, it is especially impor-

tant that the decision Makers be aware of new'and innovative materials and of

the philosophic rationale reflected by those materials.

A final requirement of decision processes in the adoption of curriculum

programs which reflect shifts in goal emphasis is the existence of adequate

support for teachers. It is necessary that teachers receive orientation

_regarding the philosophic rationale underlying adopted programs, learn the new

teaching methods required of new programs, receive support for materials and

supplies dictated by the new programs, and generally hale some incentive for

the additional time and effort required in implementing new programs.

29
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Course Offerings and Enrollments

It is possible to describe the general nature of course offerings and

enrollments one would expect to find as indicators of emphasis on each of the

major purposfs of science education. As the personal, societal and career

choice goals are relevant to students of all types (i.e., are important in

"general" education), course offerings reflecting those goals would logically_

have the following characteristics:

1. They would attract enrollments of all types of students, including
those bound for college and technical careers, college-bound
students not entering technical areas and non-college-bound students.

2. As suggested earlier,basic science principles and goncepts would
be presented in a context which stressed their applicability to

common situations in the immediate environment of most, students,

to important science/technology-related societal issues and to the
careers associated with various topics.'

3. Such courses would exist for students at all grade levels. Courses
with societal, personal/and career choice emphasis would have
especially large enrollments at grades 11 and 12. This is because
of the emerging social consciousness of Students at that age, and
also because of the emerging sense of need to be prepared for
independent decision making as adults.

4. To the extent that such courses enrolled potential leaders in non--
technical fields (e.g., those planning college majors in the social
sciences, business, and law) they would especially stress the
interaction between science, society and technology.

5. Courses at racting non-college-bound student groups would stress
the applies of science most likely to be encountered in daily
life.

6. The course materials for use by general student populations yould
reflect the limitations of many students in reading ability and
mathematical background. Additionally, the development of reading
and mathematical skills would generally be secondary goals for
such courses, not the primary goals.

7. Laboratory activities would utilize "real world" materialz, and
situations related to personal, societal and career choice decisions..

Courses which reflect the goal of academie-preparation for further

courseigorkleading to careers in the sciences (the academic preparation goal)

might be expected to have the following characteristics:

3o
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1. They would tend to stress science principles in a formal "structure
0 of the discipline" context.

2. They Would expose students to technical terms and theory likely
to be encountered in later academic courses:

3. They would enroll students of high academic ability.

4. Reading ability and mathematiCal sophistication required of students
would be "above average.".

5. Laboratory experiences would, tend to reflect the tools of Scien-
tists and questions of interest to scientists.

One should keep in mind that the special group of students for which

such courses are appropriate have equally as much need for the type of course

described earlier as being appropriate for the general-populations.

1

Teacher Characteristics and Practices

Ultimately, the degree to which any educational program achieves its

goals depends upon classroom teachers. In all teaching disciplines We need

teachers who are dedicated to helping yOung people, knowledgeable in their

teaching fiel and skilled in, the techniques of teaching. Additionally,
__.)

certain teacher characteristics specific to science and to important goals of

science education'
\
ppear prerequisite to the achievement of those goals. Some

of those teacher ch\tacteristics identified by the focus groups are identified

in this section.

First, it is important that teachers base their curricular and instruc-

tional decisions on' interalized rationale rooted in sound philosophies

regarding science and education. A teacher with such a rationale has addressed

questions about the'broader goals of science educaiion, has reached some

resolution regarding the purposes science education should serve in society,

and actively. seeks materials, practices and techniques to achieve those purposes.

.
For science education of any sort to prosper at the elementary level,

teachers must value science outcomes and consider them worth pursuing. An

understanding of the contribution science can make to general cognitive develop-

ment is one possible aspect of such a valpe system. Another important attribute

for teachers at the elementary level his the percep4on that the study of

science is much more than an exercise in reading conzrehension. Rather, it is

a vehici for learni4-about-the-natural-world-:- -Teachers-who view soience_in_

3 1
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this way will naturally use a variety of techniques including direct observa-

tion, experimentation, individual and group projects, questioning, and reading.

They Willido this not only to'heipstudents learn about the natural world, but
also to develop those processes of inquiry tLy can continue to use to gather

and process information. Although the elementary focus group considered it

unrealistic to expect teachers' to have command of a large body of knowledge in

science, they were convinced that confidence in the teaching of science was a

necessary teacher characteristic. For confidence to exist in the absence of a

broad command of-scientific knowledge it is necessary for elementary teachers to

see science as a way,of investigating simple and common phenomena, especially

those in the immediate environment, Conversely, it is important thait elementary

teachers not feel it is their responsibility 'to convey a large body of facts,

theories or "scientific" terms to their students.

Several teacher'characteristicslWere identified by the focus groups as

being logically associated with personal needs4oals. Probably the most impor-

tant teacher charidteristic in this respect is the treatment of students as

individuals and the consideration of their individual needs in determining what

and hOw"to teach. If this consideration is combined with a thorough knowledge

of the applications of science'in people's everyday lives, and with a perception

of :science as a way of knowing.as well a body of knowledge, one would expect

to see certain practices. emerge. Whether or not the curriculum materials

include the topics and other characteristics dentified earlier as being con-

sistent with this 'goal, a classroom teacher c n actively introduce such

learnings into the curriCuluM. The teacher world also seek out ways.in which

the basic aspects of science and technology are applicable\in the everyday

lives of students in the locale in which the students live, and develop learning

experiences to help students see those connections. Individual projects would

be encouraged and problems of interest to individual student would be investi-

gated.

A number of teacher characteristics and practices which one would

logically expect to find in classes pursuing societal goals were identified by

the focus groups. One.important teacher characteristic associated with this

goal is a thorough understanding of ,the interrelationships among scientific
fp No

Endeavor, scientific knowledge, technology and many important societal issues

and problems. This understanding, coupled with a conviction that it is important
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for future citizens to be as well prepared as possible to make group decisions

in the arena of science- related societal issues would logically result in

certain patterns of'practice within science classrooms. In biology classes;

for example, one would expect at least some learning activities centered around

biosocial issues (such as the ethical implications of human genetic engineering).

Biological principles (such as the structure of DNA) would be presented in the

context of the biosocial problems (Bio 4;11, 12). Classes would utilize group

investigative efforts inseeking out knowledge pertinent to the issues andr.

Would employ systematic decision-making models in seeking resolution of the

issues. In all classes,.the teacher would serve as a role model in delineating

issues, examining values, and in freely admitting error .(Inq 10:17.). Student

questions, debates and philosophic-discussions would be encouraged. Students

would also be encouraged to seek out scientific knowledge from many sources

including direct investigation, texts, reference books, scientific journals

and the popular press. An important part of the learning process would be

judging the appropriateness of various kinds of information fOr specific purposes

and discriminating among fact, opinion and wishful thinking In effect, this

entire process could be quite similar to the processes by which society in

general would ideally resolve issues.

Teacher characteristics associated with academic preparation goals

overlap considerably with those desirable for the other three major goal areas.

Because a major component of the academic preparation goal is to help students

develop fundamental knowledge, it is important that the teachers have under --
\

standing which enables adetermination of what is fundamental. A thorough

grasp of the ways in which praCtitionersan science and technology apply various

aspects of science is helpful in determining which knowledge may be most useful,

later. It is also important that science teachers have a conceptual framework

which ties together knowledge from various areas within their discipline, and

among the science disciplines. In this way, they can select and elaborate on

thosse more powerful unifying themes of science. Finally, an understanding of

the skills and concepts needed,(and not needed) in later coursework is important.

Classroom practices logically related to the academic preparation goal

would include use .of a .variety of media for the presentation of concepts,

laboratory experiences which reflect the many ways in which scientists carry

out investigations, and discussions of the special responsibilities scientists

and technologists bear in a free society.
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1 The primary teacher characteristics associated with the career-choice

goal are awareness of the importance of educational and career planning for

students' futures, and a sense of responsibility for input into career-related

decisions. A teacher with these attitudes will naturally keep abreast of the

science-related job, market, be aware of sources of career information and

community resources, and pass this information on to students as a natural and °
normal part of science classes. The aware teacher will find Many opportunities

to discuss specific careers associated with specific topics in science and

science-related societal issues. In addition, the identification of local
0

practitioners of science and technology who can speak directly with interested

,,students would be extremely useful,in this respect.

Regardless of a teacher's philosophic rationale or the degree of

emphasis placed on general goals, it is unrealistic to expect that science

teachers can pass on to students all or even-most of the science information

they will need in the future. Thus, it is extremely important that students

be provided with a foundation of skills and attitudes which will prepare them

for acquiring and prOCesding knowledge in their future lives. One important
1

attitude is the valuing ofempiricism as an important and necessary information -

generating mechanism. A teacher who can answer a student's question by saying,

"I don't know, but let's see if we can find out," can serve as a role model in

inquiry. In order to succeed in this role, the teacher needs experience in

conducting investigations, knowledge of various inquiry skills and awareness

of many sources,of information. In addition to 'serving as a role model in

collecting information, the teacher should also encourage logical and reflective

thinking in the utilization of the information gathered. This requires ability

and experience in interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating information, and in

decision making for utilization of the information. It is unrealistic to

expect students to interpret, apply, evaluate and analyze information if their

only learning experiences are in acquiring and regurgitating information.

Testing and Evaluation

There are several ways in which testing and evaluation activities can

contribute to educational programs which are designed to achieve goals such as

those described earlier in this section. Tests developed to guide policy

de4sions at the district, state or national level can be most useful if they

broadly reprekent all the major goals of science education. They also should
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represent all aspects of science, reflecting not only recall of information,

but also the skills of acquiring information via inquiry, and the skills of

processing and utilizing information via analysis, interpretations and decision

making. Such broad based tests can then be applied diagnostically to science

programs as a whole 'in determining arms of greatest need, as reflected by

student performance. At the classroom level, tests can be employed to diagnose

student needs and-to prescribe specific instruction to meet those needs. It

seems reasonable to expect science teachers to use tests empirically and,

rationally; i.e., to collect the information needed to make.day-to-day instruc-

tional decisions and to utiliZe that information in making large curriculum

decisions.

Phase II: Determining the Status of Science Education

The task at Phase II was to "digest" the data base as completely as

possible. Each focus group spent from seven,to ten days of meeting time and

at least that much,time in homework systematically studying and discussing the

information sources identified above. Each group agreed upon a mode of tack,

assigned individual tasks and discussed group interpretations.

Most of the homework time was spent in°seeking information which was

relevant to the partidular perspectives of the various focus groups,. Special

efforts were made to determine those aspects of the status Which h4d'implica-
;

tidns for the questions posed in Phase I, but attention was not limited to only

those concerns identified in the earlier stage. Group members studied all

chapters of each of the three NSF-funded reports and National Assessmeht data

relevant to the particulaiefocus of that group. In addition, the Biology,

Physical Science, Technology and Elementary groups analyzed widely used texts

(as identified by the RTI survey) with respect to those questions raised in

Phase I.

°Much of the group meeting time was spent,merging the information and

inte:pretations of the individuals into group- approved statements

regarding status. Merging raw information about many elements ofithe educa-

tional system into relatively concise interpretive statement:. (rather than into

data summaries) acceptable to all group members, proved to be a difficult task.

The group process served several purposes. It resulted in the filtering-Out

of individual interpretations which could not be well supported by. the data.
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The group process also resulted in Statements which were broad enough to repre-

sent the perspectives of the diverse sets of persons serving in each grbup.

These focus group statements reflected' the specific information cited in each

group report as well as the gestalt developed in studying and discussing the

very large data baseopahuS, the specific quotes found in the focus group

reports often represent only a small sample of the many bits of .evidence dis-
*

cussed in the development of particular interpretatiOns.

Overview of Phase II Findings

There was a large degree of consensus within and among the focus groups

as to the general status of science education. ',SeveraYgeneralizations emerged

which reflect the conclusions of all focus groups, which are supported in

various ways by all components of the data base, and which appear to cut across

curriculum materials, course offerings, enrollments, teacher characteristics,

claSsroom practice and student outcomes. They are:

1. At all levels, science education in general is given a relatively
low priority when compared with the language arts, mathematics and
social studies, and with the exception of Biology, the status of
science courses is declining. .This low prior.%ty results in a
lack of support for science instruction at the local level.

2. Of the four goal clusters discussed earlier, only the goals
related to development of basic knowledge for academic' preparation
receive significant emphasis. Goals related to personal use of
science in everyday life, to scientific literacy for societal
decision making, and to career planning and decision making are
largely ignored.

3., The entire domain of inquiry receives very little attention, and
appears to be in a state of decline.

4. The domain of Science, Technology, and Society (STS) as defined by
the STS ,focus group is systematically excluded from precollege
science education at all levels and in all disciplines. Although
technology-related curriculum materials have been developed, they
have not been successfully implemented on an appreciable scale.

5. The typical science experience of most elementary students is very
limited. It usually consists of reading and memorizing facts
related to concepts too abstract to be well understood by students.
Excellent materials are available nationally, and many good
materials have been developed by local districts. However,
impleme.ntation efforts have generally failecloto get good programs
established in classrooms.
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Data and interpretations which support the abbve conclusion
'44as other conclusions of specific

interest to each focus group, are p

in each of the focus group reports. A summary of tho'se arguments is

here.

Priority Status of Science Education in Schools
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, as well

resented

presented

As stated by the Inquiry Group, "It was clear from the various

sources that not only the quantity, but also the nature of science educa

which occurs in the classroom is heavily dependent on the larger context

which education takes place. One important factor .is the general esteem

the school and community' hold fdt science generally. The evidence avails

data

tion

in

which

le

in the studies reflects a positive view of science in schools and among th

influencing schools. Nearly all teachers and counselors recognize the need

for minimal competency in science. School superintendents (CSSE 18:85) and

parents think_any trend away from science education should be reversed

'(CSSE 17:20, 18:35). There was considerable support from all groups for a
;

federal role in improvement of science education (CSSE 18:100) and there is

ose

some evidencethat younger students at least (57%), 'wish they had more scien

in school' (NAEP, C01-E05-13). Most states require at least one year of

science (RTI 25).

"Although there seem to be general positive attitudes about the value

of science education, there do not appear to be strong forces working to

prOmote science education (CSSE 19:10). School superintendents do not appear

to give science high priority (CSSE 17:20); state science requirements are

declining (OSU 121), and there,mo is some evidence that science instruction is

being deemphasized as a result of the back-to-basics movement (CSSE 5:28,
4

17:19, 18:55) and vocational education. Unfortunately, it appears many people

regard the basics as being the 3R's and not science. Although teachers

generally express positive attitudes about the value of science, 'a substantial

number of teachers do not enjoy teaching science, do not enjoy science them-

selves, do not take science-related coursework after they graduate, and do not

study *science on their own' (OSU 122). In what m4, (or may not) have been an

extreme case, one elementary principal said, 'I've had to almost force someone

to put the science kit in their classes. No one wanted to have anything to do

with it' (CSSE 10:19)" (Inq 9:5).
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The lack of contextual support often results in beget limitations

which negatively affect the practice of science education. "In many locations,

real money available for non-salary expenditure's is dropping and the 'share

of the pie' available for science has been declinineas more budget pressure:

is being exerted by other needs, such as career education and specialleduca-

tion (OSU 122; CSSE B:4, 19:25-26, 18:41, 6:23). About half of the

superintendents and science supervisors felt budget cuts had seriously affected

the science curricula, but fewer than 20 percent felt that such cuts had

resulted in 'more teaching from textbook, less with project and lab work'

(CSSE 18:41)" (Inc' 9:6). The affects of budget limitations on teacher in-

service, facilities, materials and organizational support are discussed in

later sections.

Status with Respect to, Four Major Goals

Centrality of Textbooks. The focus groups Were generally,convinced-by

the data sources that textbooks exert an overwhelming dominance over the science

learning experience (Bio 3:19-21, 35, 36; Elem 11:14; Phys 7:19; 20;

STS 12:20), Eyidence to support this conclusion were apparent in all the data

sources. The CSSE case studies found teachers to rely on texts (CSSE 19:6),

reported data that 90 to 95 percent of 12,000 teachers surveyed indicated they

used texts 90 percent of the time (CSSE 13:66), and ..ummarized a number of

Points by saying, "Behind every teacher-learner transaction . . . lay an

instructional product waiting to play a dual role as medium and message. They

commanded teachers' and learners' attention. In a way, they largely dictated

the curriculum. Curriculum did not venture beyond the boundaries set by the

instructional materials" (CSSE 13:66).

Because of the dominant position textbooks hold in determining learning

experiences, an analysis of widely used texas became an important step in

determining the status of science education. The Biology, Physical Science,

Elementary and Science-Technology-Society focus groups each reviewed a number

of the textbooks found by the RTI survey to be used most widely (RTI B44-

B45). Generally, they were inspected to determine if they reflected the

desirable program characteristics identified in Phase I (Elem 11:14-17;

lnys 7:21, 22; Bio 3:13-21; STS 12:20),
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Goal Emphasis in Textbooks. Generally, the most widely used texts in
disciplines and, at all levelswere lngely devoid,of the characteristics represen-
tativepf goals related to, personal utility, societal issues and career choice, as
described in an earlier section. Although there was some rhetoric on the importance
of such goals in the preface oftsome of the texbooks, there was notably little
treatment of topics such as those identified by the focus groups as being

representative of those three major goal areas. Additionally, there was virtually
no treatment of the relationship between traditional. science concepts and the
personal, societal or career-choice decision facing studdnts.

The Physical Science Group found,. "the net result of the sample analysis

is that little attention is given to Joal Clusters I, II and IV (personal,

societal and career choice) in the materials currently employed. The number
' of books which give significant attention to such matters are few, and in.thdse

fewcases, the attention given is not nearly as great as that given to funds-

mental knowledge" (Phys 7:21). One notable exception to this rule was the

NSF-sponsored Project Physics course, which "attempts to portray physics in a

historical and humanistic context."' The Phydical Science Group goes oh to

report, "Other examples of even a modest.attention to personal needs, societal

issues and career preparation are hard to find. The vast majority of physical

science textbooks used in schools give no significant attention to these

matters." .

The Biology, Group summarized its analysis of existing junior and senior

high texts in this way: ". : . discreet knowledge, in and of itself, continues

to be the emphasis of all programs. Inquiry is primarily used (if it is used

at all) as a means to relay information to the students. Careers in biology-

related fields are mentioned but not treated substantially. This is especially

true for the miudle-junior high school programs for students, many of whom are

thinking about their life work. There is little aetention given to personal

needs and social issues related to biology" (Bio 3:21).

The Elementary Group summarized its analysis ofthe four most widely

used elementary series by saying, "Content related to student needs was pri-

marily limited to portions of chapters on health nrelated_information-about-the--

-human-BOWT. . given explicit emphasis at the primary level, but missing or

only implied at the intermediate level. The relationship of science to society
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is illustrated only occasionally in (widely used) texts. Content which clearly

addresses the human side of scientists . . . was limited to a few short

biographies in some texts, but they were either ahgent or easily avoided in

most programs; the obvious conclusion was that this goal cluster was generally

neglected in all texts examined. The content is largely structured and pre-

sented with no intent to encourage students to generate either observations or

interpretations of their observations" (Elem 11:14-16).

The Science-Technology-Society Group summarized ae treatment of their

entire domain in two dimple sentences: "Teachers rely on texts for their course

content. There is little'or nothing of STS in presently available texts." By

"STS the group was referring to those areas of concern outlined earlier in

this'paper (STS 12:20).

To better illustrate the nature .of the most widely used textbooks, an

example of the kinds Of things we were looking for, and the kinds of things

we found may be helpful. Consider, for example, the topic of insects. The

typical high school biology course available to the majority of students includes

a unit on insects. Some examples of learnings about insects which might seem

particularly useful in people's everyday lives include: the value of insects

1 in our yards and gardens, e.g., bees pollinating fruit trees, earthworms

aerating the soil, various insects eating other harmful insects; the damage

done by insects in homes and gardens, ways of detecting this damage, and ways

of controlling the harmful insects without endangering useful insects, our

pets or ourselves. Learnings which reflect the goal of societal relevance

,include: the economic impact of insects on food supplies; the health threat

posed by ticks, malaria- carrying mosquitoes and other insects; the apparent

necessity for the use of insecticides in intensive agriculture, the

environmental side effects of insecticides, and consideration of tradeoffs

between these two factors in making decisions about banning or endorsing the

use of insecticides. Also important in understanding the interface between

science, society and technology would be .knowledge of the development of new

technologies (such as releasing sterile males).which control insects, etc.

Career awareness activities related to the topic could reflect a wide variety

ofjobs from insect externinatolw to entymologists who specialize in forest

management. However, when we look at the most widely used biology textbook,

we find these topict virtually ignored. What we do find is a chapter which
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pfaces insects taxonomically as arthropods. It goes on to devote the major

part of the. chapter to naming kinds of insects and describing in great detail

thm body parts of insects, especially the grasshopper. The scientific names

of many parts of'insects are presented. A short section on the behavior of

'social insects-rounds out the chapter. There is virtually no attempt to

associate insects with the experience of the students.

This example was as repiesentative of most of the, junior high texts we

reviewed as it was of the senior high texts, in the Physical and Earth Sciences

as well as in Biology. It was a common experience in reviewing these texts to

note places in the texts whereit would be logical and easy to integrate

information or activities relevant to the personal, societal or career - choice

goals, but this was 'virtually never done. Such an integration could, for

example, take the form of real world examples, and references relating basic
-

concepts to societal issues. Often, one sentence or a short paragraph strate-

gically inserted would achieve much in this 'direction. We considered the

failure to make such insertions as evidence that the ignored goals were given

virtually no priority,by those whoprepaied these popular texts.

Same texts. do pilesent fundamental knowledge in a more useful form.

This was generally a characteristic of the materials developed with NSF fund's.

For example, the BSCS "Green" textbook discusses insects in terms of their

environr.nt and ecological functions. . However, it still ignores the kinds of

topics identified above. Widely used physical science texts developed by NSF

for use' at the junior high level have made great strides in attention to con-

cept:development and inquiry skills, but they place no more stress on personal,

societal and career-choice goals than do commercially available texts. For

example; two widely used texts in this category, Introductory Physical Science

and ISCS Probing the Natural World/2, are dedicated almost.exClusively to

developMent of concepts of force, motion, energy, a particle model of matter,

and chemical reactions, all of which appear primarily of academic interest when

not applied to common problems and phenomena.

It is important to note here that we are'speaking of widely used texts,

as determined by the RTI survey. It is possible that a thorough review of all

materials available. would identify texts with much broader goals. The Ele-

mentary Group surveyed three categories of texts. The first category, "wi,dely

used texts", fits the general description stated above. A second category,

"NSF funded curriculum ", and a'third category of "new generation" texts are
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reviewed in their report (Elem 11:14). These other two categories of texts,

although(not widely used, were considered by the Elementary Group to meet their

criteria considerably better than those widely used in 1976. The Biology Group

also identified a number of texts (Bio 2:18) written for Lmeral use at the

college level which provided much better treatment in the personal and societal

areas, and some of which appear to be no more difficult than commonly used

high school texts. The Sclence-Technology-Society Group also identified

materials dealing with technology coficepts, but found that they were virtually

unknown to science teachers (STS 12:21).

Status of Dissemination and Adoption

The processes by which inforMation about curriculum gets to local deci-
-

sion makers, the decision processes which /esult in adoption, and the activities

directed towards the implementation of new curricula, all are extremely impor-
.

tant factors in the practice of science education. Although the data base did

not directly address these phenomena in detail, there is indirect evidence

which sheds much light in this direction. Some of the major recommendations in

the final section of this paper are related to studying this whole area in

greater detail.,

Teachers appear to be the primary decision makers in the selection and

use of curricular materials (RTI 99); teachers' involvement in this process,

either as individuals or in committees, is far heavier than that of district

supervisors, principals or superintendents. School boards, parents and students

are virtually never heavily involved in selection of materials (RTI, B48-B55).

As noted by the Inquiry Group, "Not only do teachers make the ultimate

decisions about the nature of the science they teach, they rely heavily on

other teachers as sources cf information about new developments. When asked

what sources of information about new developments were most useful, teachers

at the primary, elementary and junior high levels ranked other teachers above

all other sources listed. At the senior high level, however, journals and

college courses were ranked above teachers --ds sources'of information (RTI 152,

Table 73)" (Inq 9:7).

The Physical Science Group explained, "Informa:ion . out new materials

and programs reaches teachers through a wide variety of means. The popular

sources include professional meetings, journals, publishers' representatives,
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teachers, principals, courses and NSF institutes. Other teachers and college

courses are the most frequently used sources and local inservice programs are

reported to be useful sources by elementary teachers but not by secondary

teachers. About half of grades 10-12 teachers, one-third of grades 7-9 science

teachers, and 80 percent of state science supervisors indicated they had

participated in an NSF institute. Teachers who had participated in NSF insti-

tutes recalled them with much pleasure and believed them to be of considerable .

value (RTI 71-76).

"In spite of.the wide variety of means of dissemination, teachers'

perceptions are that'their needs are not completely met in this regard. At

all grade levels the list of their needs. is headed by 'learning new teaching

.methods' and 'obtaining information about instructional materials' (RTI

, B-106-115). Forty-three percent of teachers indicated they do not receive

adequate assistance in obtaining information about instructional materials

148)" (Phys 7:22).

One indicator of the information base from which teachers make decisions

about curriculum is their knowledge of various NSF-funded curriculum, as

reported in the RTI survey (Table B-20). The percentage of teachers who

reported they had seen or used certain NSF curricular materials was surprisingly

small in many cases. For example, only 27 to 33 percent of elementary teachers

reported having seen Science - A Process Approach (S-APA), 32 to 41 percent had

seen Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) materials, 6 to 11 percent shad

seen Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES), and 32 to

42 percent had Xen Elementary Science Study (ESS) materials. These numbers

are probably somewhat exaggerated, as 9 to 14 percent of the same teachers

reported having seen or used Science Explorations for the Future, a fictitious

curriculum material. Tempering the self-report data with this evidence of

slight exaggeration, it appears safe to estimate that from two-thirds to three-

fourths of all elementary teachers have not heard of each of these specific

NSF-funded materials.

At the secondafy level, similar data have somewhat less meaning, because

the curricular materials are available within specific science disciplines and

one would not logically expect large numbers of physical science teachers, for

example, to be aware of a wide variety of biology materials. Thus, the fact

that 78 percent of grades 10-12 teachers reported they had seen Biological

Science: An Ecological Approach (BSCS Green) appears to indicate a rather
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widespread awareness of that popular NSF series. The 57 percent of 10-12

teachers who had seen CHEM Study materials, the 69 perdent who had seen IPS,

the 53 percent who had seen PSSC Physics'and the 49 percent who had seen

Harvard Project Physics are also indicative that these materials are widely
-

known. By contrast, the data on two.technology-related curricula were extremely

disappointing. Only 14 percent of gradfd 10-12 teachers reported having seen

the Technology-Energy-Environment materials developed by the Engineering

Concepts Curriculum Project (ECCP) and only 18 percent reported having seen

The Man-Made World (ECCP) materials. Knowing that 13 percent of grades 10-12

teachers repdrted having seen or used a fictitious curriculum used as a validity

check, we come to the conclusion that probably 5 percent or fewer of all grades

10-12 teachers know of two leading NSF curricula specifically designed to

present topics relating science, techriology and society.

At'the junior high level, awareness of NSF-developed materials was

somewhat better than at the elementary level, but not as good as at the high

school level. Percentages of grades 7-9 teachers who reported having seen

specific materials included: Introductory Physical Science (IPS), 62 percent;

Investigating the Earth (ESOP), 52 percent; and Probing the Natural World

(ISCS), 46 percent. Once again, these numbers should be tempered by the fact
,

that5 percent of grades 7-9 teachers reported having seen fictitious materials.

In summary; it appears* that about one-fourth to one-third of elementary

teachers had seen more popular NSF-funded innovative science materials, about

one half of junior high teachers had seen them, and probably most high school

teachers had seen such materials in their particular discipline. However,

apparently only about 5 percent of the high school science teachers had seen

major technology-related materials.

Although much' remains to be done to inform elementary teachers of innova-

tive materials and to inform secondary teachers of materials developed around

science-technology-society related topics, the fact that millions of teachers

have seen the more popular NSF-funded curricula indicates that a concerted,

nationwide program-awareness effort can have a major impact on teachers'

'knowledge of innovative materials.

Leadership and Coordination 'Functions.

ft

Although the data base primarily reflected status indicators rather

than change indicators, the impression conveyed is that the general nature of
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tdienCP-Pducation has changed very little-in the last lew decades. In fact,

the materials and classroom practices reported often appeared quite similar to

those experienced by Synthesis consultants during their own years as students

twenty to forty yeais ago. The OSU literature review (16, 93) found evidence

of remarkably stable-teaching practices, over the past twenty-five years.

In light of this apparent lack oIlikiiigewquestions about leadership

functions naturally arise. Is there a sufficient leadership function in science
,education? Has this function worked in the direction of change, has--i
-Th

t been

a restraining factor, or'las it simply.haa little impact,?

At the local level, there are few designated leaders with sufficient

' time to affect major changes in teacher decisions,and behavior. The Elementary

Group concluded that "chances are two out 'of three that no one is available in

the school or district to provide the (elementary) teacher with any suggestions

on Sew techniques or materials (in science)." Also, elementary principals

feel less competent to provide leadership in science than in social studies,

languaie arts or mathematics (RTI 48). This situation is compounded by the__-

fact that at the local level, only 20 percent of the districts have as many as

one perion spending 75 percent time in science coordination (RTI 39):

The Physical Science Group found it notable that "persons in the

district o ice would put out bulletins from time to time on curricular, matters,

that import nt planning would be done by committees of teacher and administrators

and other resource personnel, and that the teacher seldom was personally in

touch with a curriculum coordinator per 'se. . . . There are few people outside

the classroom to provide quality control for the curriculum and assist teachers
1

with pedagogical problebs" (CSSE 16:43). This conclusion is supported by

teachers at,all levels who report the areas of "learning new teaching methods"

and "obtaining information about instructional materials" as being those in

which they receive the least adequate assistance (RTI B- 106 -115).

At the-state level, the leadership picture is also bleak. Only 55

percent of the states have as many as one person spending seventy-five percent,

of his time in statewide coordination of science (RTI 34). In this respect,

science ranks slightly behind social studies and mathematics (RTI 34) and

probably far behind other areas such as reading, vocational education and

special education. Across the nation, expenditures for statewide coordination

activities in science average $41,300.00 per state, which alsO ranks behind

mathematics and social studies(RTI 35). Thus, less than 10 cents is spent for
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each student enrolled in a science class on state level activities in science

coordination.

At the nationallevel, the National Science Foundation has been

the prime mover-and recognized leader in curriculum.development, curriculum

dissImination and teacher training through NSF-sponsored institutes. One good

indicator of the NSF impaCt is id the number ,o classrooms using. NSF-supported

curricular. materials.

The RTI survey collected information on the "Most'ammonly Used Science

Textbooks/Programs By Grade Range" (RTI B-44, B-45)% Table I below categorizes

those data into NSF-sponsored and non-NSF-sponsored curricula. As can be seen,

NSF-sponsoredimaterials are'the primary text in.at least 8 percent, 11 percent,

16 percent and 14 percent of classrooms at grades K-3, 4-6, 7-9 and 10-12,

respectively.

Table 1

Percentage of Classrooms Using
,

NSF and Non-NSF Materials, by Grade Range

Grade Range

Widely Used Texts* K-3 4-6 .-7--9 10-12

NSF 8% 16% 11% 14%

Nbn-NSFI 34% _51% . 37% 37%

-

Total perdentage
of classrooms
usineiddely
usedtexts" 42% 67% 48% 51%

*
"Widely used texts" include those used in 2 percent

or more of science classrooms at a given level.
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Information derived from course offering data (RTI 53) indicates that

at the time of the survey, there were approximately eleven million students

enrolled in science classes in grades 7-9 and six million in grades 10-12.

The'number of students enrolled in"courses which use NSF materials is apparently

at least 1.2 million
1
at grades 7-9, and .84 million at grades 10-12. Thus,

a ve44Conservative estimate is that over two million secondary, students were

using "widely used" NSF materials as their primary text at the,iime of the

survey.. .Adding gross (but conservative estimates of one-half million at

grades 1-3, one million at grades 4-6 and one-half million for students at 41

levels using NSt materials which did not make the 'widely used" list, we arrive

at a rough, probably conservative estimate that over four million students

were using NSF-sponsored materials at the time of the. survey.

There was considerable doubt in the minds of all focus'groups regarding

the fidelity,of.practice (especially regarding inquiry) to NSF intentions, and
1

the numbers repotted above represent a fairly small fraction of all U.S.

studentS. Nevertheless, the NSF efforts had the result that over four million

students per year used-as their primary text°those curricular programs judged

by our groups to be richer conceptually. than were the texts they replaced.
0

"Furthermore, it was a -gdperal'consensus of the groups that many recent texts

deVeloped by private publiShers have been strongly influenced by the NSF texts

developed in the sixties.

Several factors make these results seem significant.. The national

curriculum development effort of the sixties was the largest ever mounted.

The changes occurred despite the apparently strong factors in school systems

which serve as obstacles to change. finally, the new curricula were chosen by

teachers and others-who traditionally have had close contact with sales

representatives selling more "traditional" texts.

It is important to remember that the NSF developments occurred largely

as a response to fears that our production of scientists and engineers was

falling short of national needs. Russia's launching of Sputnik increased the

alarm and focused much attention on the shortage. Brecollege programs, along

1
The term "at least" is used, because other NSF materials which did

not appear on the "widely used" list were also in use. Note that the "widely
used" texts above accdunt'for only about half of total text use.
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with,other NSF educational programs, were designed to alleviate that shortage.'
Partially dye to these efforts, and partially due to natural labor-market
forCesk thai: shortage was alleviated.

liNummary, it can be said that although the NSF efforts did not
radically improve science education throughout the country, those efforts have
resulted intthe use of improved materials by over four million Students per
year, and they have demonstrated

that concerted, national-level efforts can
have a major impact on the materials used by significant number's of classroom
teachers.

Course Offerings and Enrollment

Ghent considering the status of science education with respect to the
f::_r goal Clusters, inquiry, and the special problems of the elementary. school,
It useful to consider a general quantitative o erview of the exposure of
students to science instruction K-12. From such an overview, it is possible
to form generalizations about the success of science education in achieving
some of the characteristics

identifLed in Phase I.

At grades K-3, tea-hers report spending an average of 19 minutes-per
day in science instruction. At grades 4-6, teachers report spending an average
of 35 minutes per day in science instruction. 'In both cases, science ranks
behind mathematic's and social studies.in reported instructional time. It is

I. probable that there is spme positive bias in these self reports, and that the
actual instructional time is less than that reported. Although more classroom
time for science would be desirable, quality factors (discussed later) appear
to be the greater problem at the elementary level.

One useful way of examining student exposure to science instruction at
,the junior and senior high develds to consider the number of students enrolled
in various types of science classes. It is possible to translate RTI secondary
data into student enrollment terms with sufficient accuracy for our discussion

. here.

Exhibit A (adapted from information in the RTI report, Table 27) depicts
student enrollment in the secondary schools (grades 7-12) both in terms of
millions of students and in terms of percentages of the total secondary student
enrollment. As can be seen by the exhibit, about 11.26 million students, or
nearly two-thirds of the total secondary

science enrollments in 1977 occurred
in grades 7-9: About two-thirds of that grade,7-9 exposure was in General
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Exhibit A

Distribution of Total Secondary Science Student
Enrollment Expressed iniMillions of Students",
and in Terms of (Percentages) - 1977. A Total
Enrollment of 17.6 Million Students is Represented
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Sciedce classes, and the remaining one-third was divided about equally among classes

labeled Earth Science, Life Science and Physical Scier..e. Although there are no

data regarding the split *within general science courses, our experience and our

review of popular texts indicate that these courses are divided about equally

among the earth, life andphysiCal sciences.

Courses labeled "Biology", offered predominantly in the tenth grade,

account for an additional 3.1 million students enrolled annually in secondary

science. Thus, in grades 7-10, approximately 14.4 million (81 percent) of all

secondary student exposure to science occurs. About ha: of that exposure is in

the life science and biology categories, with the other half being devoted to

the physical and earth sciences. Of the remaining 19 percent of, secondary science

exposure, most of which takes place in grades 11 and 12, 6.9 percent occurs in

chemistry, 3.1 percent in.physics, 2.8 percent in advanced biology, chemistry or

physics courses, and about 1 percent in each of the remaining categories of general
440

-cience, physical science, ecology-environmental science, and academic specialities

(astronomy, physiology and zoology).

Several clear generalizations emerge from secondary enrollment data.

First, at grades 11 and 12, enrollments and Course offerings appear to largely

'preclude exposure of most students to science courses of any kind, and the 30

percent or so who do enroll sc:ence classes are restricted to courses stressing

the academic preparation goal. Second, enrollments at grades 7-10 indicate that

the bulk (about 80 percent) ef secondary scienct exposure occurs with general

populations of students. Thus, with current enrollment patterns, the potential

exists for pursuing any or all of the goals of science education for most students

in grades 7-10. The study of textual materials and teacher practices, however,

made it apparent that the academic preparation goal also dominates at grades 7-10,

and that very little attention is given to course offerings/designed to.help general

student populations to utilize the concepts or processes of science in their

everyday lives, to deal intelligently with science and technology related societal

issues, or to begin to make' intelligent choices regarding careers in science or

technology. Third, courses which stress interactions between science, technology

and society (e.g., environmental/ecology courses which were the only ones registering

in the survey) enroll extremely small percentages of students, and it is unlikely
.

that many of our future leaders receive significant exposure in science classes, to
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problems related to the interface of science, technology and society.

Status of Teacher Characteristics and Practices

Centrality ofTeachers. Evidence cited in the previous section establishes

teachers as the primary decision-makers in the selection of curricular materials.

This does not mean that all teachers have the opportunity toake unilateral decisions

about the materials they use, as such decisions are often made by representative

committees at the school or district level. However, there was considerable

evidence that most teachers have autonomy in the way they utilize those materials

to teach science (Bio 3:29; CSSE 13:3). "Almost every science teacher had stronz'

ideas as to how the "basics" in science would be defined:
. and these ideaS

were c...mtinuing to be the prime determinant of what went on in the teacher's

classroom" (CSSE 12:5; Inq 9:7). This autonomy apparently encompasses teaching

style, modes of presentation, selection of supplementary materials, determination

of student activities, selection of tests, assignment of grades, and within lim-.

set by,the administration, the determination of out-of-school field trips, work,

experiences, etc.

Goals of Teachers. Teacher-made decisions in the areas suggested,above

operationalize the curriculum in ways which reflect the philosophies and goals

teachers consider to be important, achievable, and within their domain of

responsibility. Some extremely important,questions thus emerge. Wh4t are the

goals, philosophies and other factors which govern these decisions? Howbroadly,,

based are they? How do they compare with the goals espoused by other scien

educators? What are the implications for the four goal clters and for inquiry

science? The data base at our disposal provided some interesting insight on these

questions, and a summary of conclusions is presented here. This is also an area

in which 'more research could be quite helpful to those intending to improve

science education.

One striking observation is that the factors which affect teacher

decisions about day to day practice do not appear closely related to the

issues discussed so far in this report. That is', the ultimate utility (or

lack thereof) of science knowledge and skills did not appear to be central

guides in determining teaching practices. Rather, a number of important

factors determining practice were seen by the CSSE observers as fitting within

the general class Of "socialization", (CSSE 16:3-26).- Socialization goals

include inculcating students with the work ethic; teaching students tc learn

from a text; yaying attention to directions or presentations, carrying out 31
,assignments. preparation for tests; preparing tOr next year* observing the
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These sodialization goals apparently "take precedence over general
.41#

study skills, general study skills over specific operations, and specific opera,:..:ns

over subject matter" (CSSE 16;25). "Putting it in a nutshell, most teachers seemed

to treat subject matter knowledge as evidence of, and subject matter as a means

to the socialization of the individual in school" (CSSE 16:24). Of course,

teachers were also concerned with goals related to science. "Teachers must juggle

the expectations of the invisible, distant and mostly impersonal profession of

science education and r.12 local, powerful and relentless demand of teaching.

The two roles do not necessarily,conilict; but the latter usually overpowers and

pre-empts the former" (CSSE 16:26).

The pre-eminence of "socialization" goals appearsito explain much currer:

practice in science education. For example, one finding of CSSE was that one it

"constant, across classrooms which varied in many other respects, was that

instructional materials provided the conceptual structure for the instruction

than the teachers' or students' organization of thought about.the subject matt.

The principal reason for this now seems to us to be that the teachers socializat

goals.-- especially preparing students for success in later schooling --

required that pupils learn-to learn from materials" (CSSE 16:21). Our Inquiry

Group concluded that "the socialization goal is manifested in activities stress

authority and discipline; and for many teachers inquiry teaching is not conduci-

to these emphases. Classroom activities which appear to many teachers to enhanc..,

socialization ificlude written homework assignments, classroom recitation and

preparation'fcr tests. Unstructured, open-ended activities without a 'single

correct answer' appeared to,detract from teacher pursuit of the socializatiOn

goals" (Inq 9:9).

Turning our attention from the socialization goal to goals representative

of the four goal clusters_and inquiry teaching, we come to the firm concAsion

that teachers generally have a narrow perception of their responsibilities within

these goals. The apparent primary goal of most science teachers appears to be

that of learning "fundamental knowledge" whiCh is necessary to prepare for late;

coursewprk. Goals related to preparation for using science in the personal, societal

and career-choice arenas, and goals related to inquiry appear to receive very

little attention from teachers.

The strongest evidence for the above conclusions is the almost total

reliance on texts, and the nature of the texts themselves, as discussed in detail

1**earlier, and in the focus group reports. The centrality of THE TEXTBOOK appears

.r
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to be an extremely important and powerful cha acteristic of classroom practice.

For that reason, we quote at some length the conclusions drawn in Chapter 13

of the CSSE report, pages 59, 60, 65, 66. Those interested in reading more

on the topic are urged to read all of Chapter 13 of that report.

The teacher was "arbiter much more than authority when it came
to the curriculum. The source of knowledge authority -was not so much the
teacher--it was the textbook. Teachers-were prepared to, intercede, to
explain, but the direct confrontation with knowledge for most students w:s
with printed information statements. Teachers did it differently from
classroom to classroom, but regularly there Was deference to the textbooi:,
or lab manual, or encyclopedia, map or chard Knowing was not so much
a matter of experiencing, even vicariously (self-knowledge was not to be
trusted), but of being familiar with certain/information or knowing how
toproduce the answers to questions that would beasked."

That instructional materials could be so important while so -little atter-1---n

is given to text selections seems contradictory. The CSSE report continued by

"We did little to probe the procedures for changing and
selecting course materials. 4(Superintendents responding to the national
survey reported that in 70% of the districts the school boards did not ge-.
more than minimally involved in the review and selection of science
curricular materials.) It seemed to teachers and administrators not an
important topic. Some saw no leeway for changing,.no money or no4power
most felt that materials were not among the "big" problems.

After all, instructional materials were budgetarily trivial. Fa.
less than 2% of the average school district's budget was so spent. They
were seen as dull stuff by most observers of education: who could create
a poem, novel, or screenplay about the blossoming-of a textbook?

But the recent EPIE survey revealed these monetarily trivial,
topically dull things were crucial to instructors in the U.S.
Over 90% of the science teachers in a s ple of about 12,000 teachers

111

said their instructional materials were the heart of their teaching
curriculum 90-95% of the time. Behind early every teacher-learner
transaction reported in the CSSE study lay an instructional product
waiting to play its dual role as mediutl and message. They commanded
teacher's and learner's attention. InIa way, they virtually dictated
the curriculum. The curriculum did not venture beyond the boundaries
set by the instructional materials." (CSSE 13: 65, 66).
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If we accept these CSSE statements (and our groups found more evidence

supporting than rebutting those conclusions), we come to a frightening con-

clusion. That is, that although texts virtually dictate the curriculum and

therefore determine the emphasis of educational programs, major decision-

makers (school boards) are only minimally, involved in choosing them, and teachcrs

and principals do not see text selection as an important task.

The Inquiry Group found "considerable evidence that many_teachersai.d

parents consider the pimary goal to be preparation for the next level of

schooling. There seemed to be general agreement that 'the next level', be it

junior high, senior high or college would require preparation in knowledge rath

than in inquiry skills" (Inq 9:9; CSSE 13:10).

The Biology Group found evidence of broad, general goals in rationales

foi science instruction and to some extent in textbook introductions. However.

they found "in the classroom, narrow course objectives . . . were used as

opposed to general goals. . . there is little evidence that the general, stated

goals of science educati'n are ever translated into curriculum or classroom

practice. . ." (Bio 3:11). That group did, however, find evidence of small,

interesting enrollments in courses with goals oriented towards societal concern:

for example, ecology, marine science and oceanograph5i. The group went on to sz

"It is apparent, then, that the biology objectives are those of the biology

textbook(s). Only 17 percent of the teachers feel a need for further assistance

in establishing instructional objectives"(RTI B-115) .

The Physical Science Group found "It is apparent that Goal Cluster III,

fundamental knowledge, receives much more aite. ion .than the other three. .

with respect to personal neeas. . the emphasis is not great. The interface

between science, technology and society is not given a very big priority.

The academic preparation function. . . seems to restrict attention to societal

needs. . . To some extent, the failure of school science to deal with societal issues

must surely stem from the schools insularity; schools which make little attempt

to involve members of the community in curriculum.-. . or the development of

educational goals are not likely to assign a high priority to the inclusion of

societal issues in the science syllabus" phys 7: 16, 17).
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Teaching Practices. Teaching practices were generally quite consistent

with the apparent goals and perspectives described in the preceding section.

There was evidence that most teachers "view science as a body of information

to be learned as dogma and accepted on faith" (Bio 3:7). This view, combined

with socialization goals discussed earlier appears to explain the normal sequence.

in science classes of "assign, read, recite, and test". There is very little

utilization of out-of-school resources which would be espedially helpful in pug

suing societal and career-choice goals. Guest speakers and field trips, fcr

` example, are rarely used (RTI 103). Individualized instruction, a technique

logically associated with individual needs, is not widely practiced (Phys 7:21;

Bio 3:36). Laboratory exercises, when employed., pa to be used to help

convey the body of knowledge reflected in the-text.bdok, and, were not "explorations

of genuine phenomena in settings in which outcomes are not known in advance"

(Phys 7:20).

tudent Outcomes

rricular emphasis they receive. For example, our, Physical Science Group

Student_ outcomes across the four goal clusters reflected the apparent

summarized student outcomes across the four goal clusters by saying:

"It appears that the .apparent lack of-attention to Goal Clusters I, II

IV-is reflected in the student outcomes as measured by the NAEP Science

Assessment. For instance: (a) only about 20% of 'students know that world

population is increasing exponentially, (b) only about one-third know that plastic

in synthetic fibers is made from qil and (c) almost two-thirds erroneously

believe that the major cause of air pollution in most large cities is factories

rather than motor vehicles' (Phys 7:18).,

The Biology Group found mixed, but similar results (Bio 3:47-54).

The S/T/S Group found "a very low level of knowledge regarding S/T/S areas.

For example, only 12% of 17-year-olds knew, that plastics come from

petroleum, only 3% were aware that the-U.S. infant mortality rate is worse

than that of most western European. countries" (STS 12:21 ).
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Testing and Evaluation

One of the moredifficult decisions at Phase II was the decision that time

did not permit close inspection of classroo s and standardized tests. Thus, the

information available was limited to consultants' familiarity with such tests,

to rather brief treatments of testing in the data sources, to questions at the

ends of chapters in textbooks, and to the in-depth study of all:items used by

NAEP in 1976. However,, certain broad conclusions can be made with a reasonable

degree of confidence. It is fairly clear that the primary purpose for testing in

the cl- sroom is to assign student grades which in turn serve as a primary

inc tive to the student to master the assigned content (CSSE 15:19). It also

a ears that tests influence teacher behavior in that teachers tend to teach those

things which can be easily tested, i.e., facts and knowledge. As a result, the

process outcomes, being difficult to test, receive little attention (Inq 9:14).

It also appears that most tests are no broader in coverage of the major

goals and inquiry than is the curriculum itself. Thus, they are not amenable

to Use in broad decisions; and in fact, the case studies found the use of test/

results or instructional decision - making to be rare (CSSE 15:21-22).

The cycle IIINAEP tests, used in 1976, "represent a marked improvement

over previous tests (with respect to process), and may be an'important catalyst

for improving evaluation efforts in the inquiry domain" (inq 9:15). For thirte-

aid seventeen-year-old students, the NAEP test also included at least sixty

cognitive its tapping the interface between science, technology and society in

areas including energy, environment, technological development, natural resources,

. and decision making, and a number of affective outcomes also pertinent to this

area. :Iowever, NAEP coverage of the "societal" domain is still not nearly as good

as its coverage of the traditional "academic" areas, and coverage of the personal

and career choice areas is quite sparse.

Incuiry

*Our Inquiry Group considered the status, of inquiry from a slightly

different perspective than that used by the other focus groups. They considered

the educational "contexts", "transactions" and "outcomes" associated with inquiry.
. .

Exerpts from the inquiry report exemplifying their findings are presented here.
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"The widespread, espoused support of inquiry is more simulated.than
real in practice. Perhaps this discrepancy may be understood by analyzing
the context, including a prospective teacher's education and professional
training, where inquiry goals are articulated but the practice of inquiry
receives negligible attention. The greatest set of barriers to the teacher
support of inquiry seems to be its perceived difficulty. There is legitimate
confusion over the meaning of inquiry in the classroom. There is concern over
discipline. There is a worry about adequately preparing childre for the next
level of education. There are problems associated with a teacherm.s...411egiance to
teaching facts and to following the role models of the college professors.

I

The web of bariliers to teaching scientific inquiry becomes even more
complex with a myriad of 'vicious cycles', nonlogical rationalizations,
and social justifications. While these complications are identifiable, the
important point is that a desirable context for inquiry instruction is lacking.

The transactions which inaugurate and sustain the teaching of scientific
inquiry are conspicuously absent in most schools. A desired degree of inquiry
instruction is rare. One finds encouraging evidence in the presence of: lab
facilities and materials, some hands-on activities, teachers graduating from
NSF workshops, and NSF-sponsored curricula. Hbwever, it is difficult to observt
the assumed effect they have on classroom practice. The following statements
summarize the state of affairs related to the transaction of teaching scientifi.:
inquiry:

1. Not much time is spent on inquiry.

2. Little science is taught at the elementary level.

3. There are many pressures on teachers which compete for
the time it takes to learn inquiry.

4. Even when hands- on.experiences are provided to children,
they are not characterized by problem solving.

5. Student disruption and classroom control work against
inquiry development.

6. Teachers have not had many inquiry-type experiences them-
selves and appear to misunderstand it.

7. Inquiry learning is a difficult and high-cost operation.

8. Evaluation of inquiry outcomes is perceived as prohibitive
compared to the more easily measured traditional outcomes.

In all cases of studentioutcomes, achievement increased with the
age of the child, from 9-year-olds to 17-year-olds. The status of inquiry
teaching in schools (Phase II Report, Section "Transaction") does not
encourage one to conclude that science instruction causes the observed increase
in student achievement. On the contrary, there are several credible explanations
independent of classroom instruction. These include: intellectual maturation,
an increase in "test-wiseness", a sample bias due to drop-outs, an increase in
reading ability and the experiences which children gain at home and in their

. calitiuniW_LIpa_1018, 19). 57
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Elementary Science

The Elementary Group reported a not so encouraging picture" of science

education in the elementary school. They sound "the typical elementary science

experience of most students is at best very limited. Most often science is taugl.

at the end of the day, if there is time, by a teacher who has little interest,

experience or training to teach science. Although some limited equipment is

available, it usually remains unused. The lesson will probably come from a

textbook selected by a committee of teachers at the school or from teacher-

prepared worksheets. It will consist of reading and memorizing some science

facts related to a concept too abstract to be well understood by the student

but selected because it is 'in the book" (Elem 11:4).

Despite the existence of good curricular materials, only 10-30 percent

of, teachers have heard of NSF developed curricula, and only one in three teacher

have a district-designated person to 'support new techniques and materials.

There is pressure which mediates against effective science instruc-

tion at 'the elementary level. "The effect of the 'back-to-basics' emphasis is

but one example of ways in which it exists. The teaching of elementary science

is not so well established that it can exist independent of the influences of

school patrons, the administration, changing enrollments, budget decisions, or

teacher interests and professional preparation. None of these elements directly

prevents- the teaching of elementary science. But, in the days of more demanding

priorities, each of these contextual factors often results in a reduction in the

quality of the science being taught. It might be said that 'nothing works directly

against the teaching of science in the elementary schools--but, unfortunately

neither is anything working to enable it to exists" (Elem 11:5).

Summary of the Status of Science Education

Essentially,'Oe found science education to be pursuing rather narrowg...:als.'

The primary explicit goal was that of academic preparation for later coursewory..

Implicitly, students are prepared to be responsible, attentive and obedient

workers. Little attention was given to goals related to personal use of science,

preparing to make societal decisions regarding science,and technology, learning

about science-related careers, or the use of processes of scientific inquiry. Not

only is this true for the college-prep courses of physics and chemistry but it is
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also true for the students enrolled in "general" courses at grades seven throug

ten where 80 percent of all secondary science instruction occurs. At the

elementary level; science appears to have a very low priority.

These problems appear to permeate many elements of science education,

including the development, dissemination and adoption of materials, teacher

'preparation;teacher practice in the classroom, and student enrollments in variok.

courses. The narrowness of goals pursued is reflected by student achievement

on national assessment its which tends to be very low on items tapping knowli.':

of the science/technology/society interface.

The problems are difficult to overcome for a number of reasons. They

include a general low priority for science education and with consequently, small

expenditures for leadership at the local and state levels. The lack of leadership

personnel results in little impetus for change, and little information flow abou

curriculum materials and teaching techniques.

Phase III: Project Synthesis Recommendations

At the beginning of the project, we had certain plans for the Phase I__

report. It had been intended that during Phase II, a "profile of success"

across major goals would be developed, and that at Phase III we would make inter-
,

pretations and recommendations relevant to needs as related to each of these.

The reader of recommendations would then be able to select those recommendations

consistent with her or his philosophies regarding the broader purposes of science

education. However;me had not anticipated the overwhelming preporderance of
o

evidence that the whole system is driven by an apparent academic-preparation ethic,

pays virtually no attention to learning outcomes associated with personal,

societal or career-choice goals, largely neglects science education in the

elementary schools and gives little attention to the processes of inquiry

which lie at the heart of scientific endeavor. As a consequence of this unantici-

pated but unanimous conclusion we were no longer able to maintain a purely

objective stance. Therefore, the bulk of the recommendationse have chosen to

present deal with ways of increasing emphasis on achieving broader goals in pre-

college science education. This choice is not Made lightly. The.changes recommended

here are clearly at least as 'great in magnitude as those., intended by the NSF-backed

curriculum reforms of the 1960's. However, the danger that we may produce a

generation of citizens unable to cope, either individually or collectively,

with the increasingly powerful and complex influences of science and technology
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on their lives is certainly as important a stimulus to change as were the dank,

resu ting in auc.-.2Sputnik fear" mentality of two decades ago.

During Phase III, discrepancies between the "expected" or "desired"

states fined in Phase I and the actual states found in Phase II were identif-,

and studed. A number of problems in science education had become. evident duriz.

Phase II, fnd there was a general agreement within and across focus groups on r.--e

nature of most Of those problems. Thus, by the end of Phase II, there was an
\

emerging consensus regarding aspects of practice which needed improvement,

but mechanisms for effecting those improvement were far from obvious.

A major, part of the task at Phase III was to ascertain causal factors

which appear to perpetuate problems in science education, and to consider

alternative modes of attack on those problems. Various alternatives were

considered in light of the contextual factors operating in science education,
especially at the district level, and in light of successes and failures in

improving science educationin the last twenty years.

Rethinking' Goals

One over- arching recommendation applies to4ivery.person associated

with science education, from the local to the national level. The recommendati,:,.

is to rethink the goals of science education in light of basic. edUcational

philosophy and the unique role science plays in all of our lives and to

redirect the science education system toward those redefined goals. We

are, convinced that other-thoughtful persons will come to conclusions similar

to ours; that the goals of preparing the majority of students to use science

in their everyday lives, to participate intelligently in -group decisions

regarding critical science-related societal issues and' to make informed

/decisions about-potential-careers-in science and technology are equally as

important as the goal of preparing a minority of students for more advanced

coursework in science. We are also confident that other persons who make an

in-depth study of the status of science education will find precollege

science education almost completely dedicated to the academic preparation

goal, and will agree that majcr changes are critically needed.

Needed Changes At The Local Level

Because curriculum decisions are made primarily at the local level
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(here we use the term "local' very loosely to include building, district,

multidistrict and state levels), the success of any course of action designed

to produce major change ultimatel rests on its effectiveness in

impacting local practice by influencIngtocal decisions. Because the changes

recommended here may be antithetical to apparent basic assumptions and goal

perceptions of most science teachers and,because few new teachers are entering

the system, a first requirement of any _successful plan is the development of
,'activities which result in rethinking processes at'the local level. To the

extent than goal orientations at the local level reflect a shift in emphasis

toward personal and societal needs, there will be locally felt needs for

new methods and materials. Tiv..refore, a second requirement of any successful

attack on the problem is that methods and materials be available as new needs

are recognized locally. With these thoughts in mind, let us first consider

what an "improved" situation would lock like and then consider some strategies

for moving in that direction.eluch more detailed descriptions of "ideal"

programs can be found in the individual focus group reports:)

At the elementary level, teachers, principals and parents would

consider science a "basic". Local support systems would provide the training,

materials' and rganization necessary to enable the schools to provide good

programs with as little special effort as possible. Currently available

curriculum programs would be implemented to produce the desired states

described earlier in this report and in the elementary report.

At the middle school and junior high school level, the assumption

that the primary goal of science education is to prepare for future course-

wbriein academic science would shift to an assumption that the primary

responsiblity at this level is for general education. Materials used would

address issues and topics related to personal, societal and career choice

needs. Laboratory emphasis would, shift, at least in part, from the "re-

discovery" of scientific principles to investigations into the implications

of scientific principles and technological developments for problems faced

by individdirgahH-ty-society-w---Deaision=makIng and problem'-solving.skills

would receive increased emphasis. Important science facts, principles and
. .

0
inquiry processes would still be essential elements oT the curriculum.

However, the context in which they are presented would be changed: Those

principles, facts and processes which could be defended only because of

their utility in advanced courses or in specialized fields would be de-

. emphasized. 61
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At the high school level the picture would be more varied. The high

school introductory biology course (offered at grade 9 or 10) would still

capture very large enrollments. Because nearly everyone takes biology, a

shift to a general education emphasis with to cs presented in a personal

and societal context would occur. The effect of human activities (including

bio-engineering) on the living world, as well'as cur dependence on that

world and our responsiblility for preserving it, would be emphasized. Much

more emphasis would be placed on the human species than is currently the

case. Beyond grade ten, academic college-prep courses in chemistry, physics

and advanced biology would still be offered. However, to facilitate the

preparation of responsible scientists and engineers, those courses would

point out the relationship of developments in science and technology to life

and problems of the late twentieth century. In addition to these revised

existing courses, new courses would be offered to help students cope indivi-

dually with an increasingly technological world and to participate intelligently

in decisions requiring knowledge of science and technology. Those courses

would attract some students who now are enrolled in the academic courses as well

as many students who now take no science after biology. Although Jess quantitative

than existing courses, they would not necessarily be "watered down" science

courses but rather science and technology courses with a new emphasis. The

physical sciences would no longer be considered the domain of only "academic"

students; rather, courses stressing the many applications of physical and earth

sciences to everyday life would be made available to students.

Strategies For Change

At all grade levels, changes can occur only as a result of local re-

evaluation of priorities, evaluation of current program offerings and implemen-

tation of plans for change. This will probably require certain stimuli and

resources which are now generally not available for making local curriculum

decisions. Those needed stimuli and resources and consequent policy recommenda-

tion for national ;.ending agencies are discussed below.

A Strong Leadership Function At The Local Level. Because the changes

needed depend heavily on changes in basic assumptions implicitly embedded
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. in the entire science education
system, persistent long-range efforts will be

required. Such efforts are impossible without appropriate leadership at the
local level. Characteristics required of effective local leadership include:

(a) dedication to meet the needs of individuals and society,
without sacrificing academic opportunities for that
minority of students who plan to go on into scientific
careers;

(b) skill in implementing change processes at the local level;

(c) a thorough knowledge of resources available for improving
personal and societal aspects of science education.

Resources Needed For Local Change. There are a number of resources

which are beyond the means of most districts to develop, but which are apparently

needed in local change processes. They include:

f

(a) Goal-setting models, specific to science education, which
could guide locals through the important process of combining
inputs from students, teachers, parents, administrators,
researchers and others in determining the broad, long term
goals for science education to be pursued by the local
schools.

-(b) Methods by which broad goals could be translated into criteria
for the evaluation of course offerings, curricular materials and
classroom practices. This appears to be an extremely important
component of any effective change process, as a close inspection
of existing offerings, materials and practices reveals that they
are largely inconsistent with typical broad goal statements.
The "desired student outcomes",.and other materials developed by
our five focus groups during Phase I could be useful in this process.

(c) Accurate information about the many curriculum materials
currently available. Infoymation would include source,
cost, reading and mathematical difficulty,-supplementary

and laboratory materials needed, and emphasis on broad goals
of science education, such as the four Synthesis Goal Clusters.

(d) Step by step curriculum planning and development strategies
resulting in long term plans leading to the fulfillment of
goals set in (a) above. Strategies and techniques are
needed for the following

. Evaluation and revision of course offerftgs according to
criteria developed in (b) above.

. Evaluating currently used textual material an practices,
also using criteria developed in (b) above.
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. Identification and selection of materials and practices
which better meet district criteria.

. Development of supplementary materials to fill in where
commercially produced materials are not available.

. Development of materials and activities which utilize locally
available resources-7e.3.,local examples of science phenomena;
career opportunities exemplified by community scientists,
engineers and technicians; local problems related to science
and technology; and use of museums, factories, water treatment
plants, factories and other facilities which show real-life
applications ofscience and technology.,

. Implementations of new course offerings utilizing: public
information campaigns; involvement of teachers in all phases
of the change process; inservicing which stresses goal setting,
new content, new techniques; revision of district testing and
evaluation programs to reflect basic district goals; and
use of school board and administration mandates to insure
effective change.

. Identification and effective utilization of persons outside
the school who are willing to help improve science education
through volunteer activities, community influence, etc.

. Development of a case for science education in the, school
system and in the community at large by showing the value
of science education in achieving goals valued by the
communitye.g., cognitive development through "process
science" in the elementary school, learning "how to think"
by problem-solving and decision-making activities at the
secondary level, etc.

Leadership and Coordination Efforts At A National Level To Meet

Local Needi. There are a number of possible activities at the national

level which could greatly facilitate the development of the locally needed

resources listed above. Obviously, it is a long and expensive list for even a

national funding agency to fill. Howevrr, the alternative of expecting individual

districts to independently develop the resources listed above appears even

more expensive and quite unrealistic. Therefore, some strategies for developing

such resources at the national level are imperative if change is likely to

occur.

The development of such resources would require somewhat of,a shift

in priorities at the-national level. Historically, NSF has provided

resources for reasearch, curriculum development, laboratory materials and,

teacher training through colleges and universities. NIE has been inter
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in dissemination and school change activities. However, neither agency has

attemptedto develop a comprehensive system for facilitating change in

science education at the local'level. What we are suggesting is that

one of these agencies, or both acting in concert, broaden their sense of

mission to provide such a comprehensive system. If NSF, for example, chose

such a mission, its activities would no longer be limited to research,

development and dissemination. Rather, it would shift to needs assessment

(already begun) and subsequent coordination and facilitation of many efforts,

both inside and outside of NSF, to meet identified needs. Its research,

development and dissemination efforts would then be utilized to support

that coordination and facilitation.

Some specific examples of activities and functions to be carried

out in such an expanded mission include:

(a) Development of Model Systems For Change At The Local Level.

)
In the previous section, a number of resources which would

facilitate change at the local level were identified. We

recommend that model systems for change be developed at the

national level. The systems should be detailed enough that

a local agency could follow them with very little outside human

assistance. The systems would be based on: emerging research

in the fields of educational dissemination and educational

4'
change, examples of successful curriculum changes in science;

education and reports on the status of science education.

Although the field of educational change is not sufficiently

advanced to insure the development of viable systems, it is

certainly advisable at this time to develop the best systems

possible and to fund pilot attempts at their implementation in

a variety of sites. Some research activities which would help

refine such models are suggested later in the research section.

(b) Development of Information about Curriculum Materials. It was

suggested earlier that one important resource needed by local

agencies interested in specific changes in science education is

information about available materials. Literally thousands of

texts, laboratory guides, modules, tests, sourcebooks, etc. exist

and are either available or reproducible for local use. For
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any district interested in changing the thrust of its science

curriculum, it is probable that somewhere there are materials
they could use. Although various private and public agencies are
active in evaluating and cateloging subsets of this domain there

is no nationally coordinated effort to systematically search out,

analyze and evaluate these materials with respect to their utility

for achieving particular broad goals in specific situations. For

example, if a suburban district decided to revise its junior high

curriculum to deal more directly with societal issues, there is no

place that district could find a good answer to the question "What

are the available options in terms of texts to meet our purpose?".

We recommend that such information resources be developed at the

national level for two reasons: first, to provide sorely reeded

curriculum information to locals interested in change; second,

to determine the most critical areas in which curriculum development

is needed.

(c) Development Of An Information-Flow System For Science Education.

Evidence of little change in science education combined with

lack of.knowledge about innovative materials onithe part of

teachers, as well as emerging developments in the field of

educational dissemination lead to the conclusion that there

is an inadequate flow of information from research and development

to practitioners. We recommend the development of information-

flow systems which could serve as intermediaries between resources

and potential users of those resources. Resources appropriately

accessible through such a system would include the curriculum and

educational change information suggested in a and b above, pertinent

research information, the location of local systems working on

similar problems, sites at which specific change processes or

curricula are in operation, the names and credentials of consultants

with specific skills,needed in the change process, resource agencies

at multi-district:state, regional and national level and the

resources they provide, etc. Such an informkion-flow system would

probably require operation at some intermediate level between

nationals and locals. It might be developed cooperatively with

existing agencies at the multidistrict, state or regional level.

In any event, it should be readily accessible by phone to persons
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working at the district or school level. Examples,of agencies

which now provide such services for education in general include

the state dissemination capacity building projects which operate

through state educational agencies.

(d) Development of "Learner/Objectives Bank" And Test Items
Referenced to Major Educational Goals. As documented in an

earlier section, there appeari to be little direct relationship

between broadly stated goals and specific learner outcomes. Thus,

stated goals may change substantially with no apparnt change in

curriculum or learner outcomes. In our Phase I activities we were

able to list personally and societally relevant learner objectives

which served the purpose of "definition by example" for those

general classes of learner outcomes. We recommend that-similar

efforts be undertaken on a much more-comprehensive scale. The

result would be a list of learnerobjectives (things worth

knowing) referenced by rationalevo broadly stated goals as well

as to disciplinary topic areas. Inquiry skills appropriate to each

broad goal as well as examples of activities appropriate to the

development of such skills would also be included. Such objectives

could serve two general purposes: as an evaluation tool, they could

be used as a point of reference for evaluating curriculum materials

either at the local or national level; as a development tool,

they would provide a resource for selection of topics and learner

oblectives% Such a resource could be far more comprehensive than

any which could be developed by an individual development project.

It could bc used by school districts, state agencies, federally

funded developers and commercial text publishers. One reason

ouch a develOpmerit is so important is that most o us involved in

science education are saturated with an academic-0" truc e of dis-

cipline"_perspective-of-science: The-suggested -development would

provide us with points of reference and perspectives with which

we are generally not fluent but which need to be reflected in the

educational experience of most students.

With minor revision and editing, the working papers from

Synthesis Phase I working papers could serve as a "stopgap" set

of learner objectives for some purposes. ,-.1though inadequate
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in scope to be used as the primary resource for new course

development, it should provide adequate examples for the-

review of curricula and for local policy discussions regarding

directions change should take.

Closely associated to the need for a comprehensive set of

objectives which tap all four goal clusters and the various

aspects of inquiry is the need for tests which reflect these

areas. Because teachers tend to teach those things measured

by tests, and because personal, societal, career choice and

inquiry goals are largely not represented by existing tests,

there is a need for such test items. We recommend that one

of the resources to be made available include such test items

in an easily identifiabAkand accessible form. Either NSF,

NAEP or both working together should be able to collect and

make available such items in some type of item bank, such as

those being developed in other disciplines by the Northwest

Regional Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon. We

also strongly recommend that NAEP expand its coverage of

these areas in any new future developments. The coverage

of the academic arep-e-science already appears quite

adequate.

e. Facilitation,-And Coordination Of Curriculum Development

Efforts. I the above recommendations are successfully

carried out, a'significant shift in demand for educational

materials should occur. It is essential that some means be

found for meeting that demand. Any Major efforts in develop-

ment need to take several factors into account. They include:

1. Shifts in emphasis toward personally and societally
oriented goals are likely to occur only gradually in

practice. .

2. Textbooks are likely to continue as the backbone of

the school curriculum.

3. Various publishers appear to have a rather firm grip

on the textbook market.

4. The magnitude of,redevelopment need,,d may be extremely great.

5. Few districts have the resources to do a good job of

developing their own materials.
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Unless we assume, major increases in the amount of federal

money available for_ development, the factors listed above

preclude reliance on federally supported curriculum development

to meet all needs for new curricula. A more efficient use of

limited resources would place federally funded agencies in a

role which stressesileadership, facilitation and coordination

of many forces and resources involved in curriculum development.

As one considers various'alternatives in that direction, it

is useful to keep in mind.the alternatives available to a

local system which desires to broaden its goals to include

more topics of personal and societal relevance. Alternatives

include:

1. .):+-evelop its own materials.

2. Develop supplementary activities and materials
to complement existing materials.

3. 'Seek existing materials which meet the new criteria.

The '"objectives bank". idea, suggested earlier,- would serve as an

invaluable resource for a distric't in developing its own materials

or in supplementing existing materials. 'It could also enable

textbook publishers to react more quickly to perceived changes

in the marketplace. Likewise,'a comprehensive change model and

persons trained to facilitate educational change, both suggested

earlier, could facilitate local development activities.

All recommendations made thusfar could result in

considerable dUplication in the field of curriculum development

unless they are accompanied by a large scale information flow

system. We therefore recommend that an "effort coordination

function" be developed at the national level. Some activities

contained in this function would include:

1. Identification, and evaluation of existing
materials with reference to major goals as

discussed'in'detail earlier.

2. Aaintainance of current information about local
curriculum development projects in action.

3. Coordination of the many "limited focus" projects
the goals of which are consistent withthOse of
personal and societal needs. A few, examples of

,agendas yblich fall into this category are:
enviro ental education, career education,
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energy education, marine. education, conservation
education, safety education, etc.

4. Coordination with professional organizations in the
development of especial publications, newsletters, etc.

5. Development of the capacity to package and deliver #

resource information appropriate to the needs of local
systems as detailed-above.

6. Facilitating of communication and cooperation between

local systems with common goals and needs.

The activities destribed
t
above should permit a federal agency to

aid local systems regardless of the change alternatives they choose

Thus, it could facilitate change without being vulnerable to the

charge that the agency was promoting specific materials which are

philosophically unacceptable to certain special interest groups.

So far, we have suggested mainly market forces (i.e., change in

demand) as influences,on text authors and publishers. However, more

direct influences should be explored. At the very least, attempti

should be made to open lines of communication with publishers and

established authors, todiscusshe issues identified in this report

and other similar reports, and to seek ways of achieving some of the

changes recommended here.

One possibility for stimulating incremental change in existing

texts would be a national demonstration project in which the revision

and marketing Of a populeriy used text would be supported by a national

funding agency. The purpose of the revision would be to adpetsonal,

societal and career emphasis as quickly as possible to an existing text.

The result would be a "transitional text". Although such texts would
4 A

not meet all the criteria suggested in Phase I, they would have the

advantage of quick entry into the text market. Such a demonstration

project could serve a number of purposes. First, it would answer

questions regarding:

1. The feasibility of such revision

2. The cost of such revision

3. Market acceptance of texts revised to address new goals

4. Feasibility of federal agencies and private publishers
working c000eratively in.this respect
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f. Direct Curriculum Development. If increased funds are made

available by legislative action (and we strongly support major

increases), large scale curriculum development activities should

be funded at the national level. We recommend that the place to

start such development is at the middle school and junior high

school levels for the following reasons:

1. Science education at this level is not so strongly
based on assumptions regarding academic preparation.
Therefore, changes at this level may come more easily
than at the high school level.

2. Most of °Fr students' exposure to science occurs at
this level, especially for the general student population;
therefore, a limited number of programs could conceivably
reach many students.

3. The development of "transitional texts" as described in
the previous section appears less promising at this
level than at the senior high level.

Obviously such developments should be based on research and,

development efforts regarding the most useful knowledge and

skills for personal, societal and career decisions. Although
.

reading difficulty was outside the scope of our study, we were

often struck by the reading difficulty and abstract nature of

currently used junior high curricula. We urge that any new

development activities utilize the expanding knowledge ease

regarding cognitive development to a much greater extent than

have previous efforts.

Needed Research. There are a number of areas in which research

information would be very useful in facilitating improvement in

curriculum and instruction. Some which seem especially important

are discussed here.

1. More research in the curriculum decision-making processes
which occur at the local level is needed. From 'the data
base we inspected, some generalizations about these
processes could he formed. However, much more needs
to be known befoie comprehensive systems for facilitation
of this critical. activity can be developed. Information
is needed on the roles typically played by principals,
teachers, text salesmen, etc. Also, more information
is required about the criteria for appointment of
teachers to curriculum committees, and the criteria
they use in the selection of texts.



2. Research is also needed to determine effective ways
for local systems to achieve changes in science
education. Case studies of locals which have succeeded
in selecting innovative materials and implementing
those materials, as well as those which have
succeeded in modifying science teacher behavior
would be very useful. The CSSE case studies were
designed to randomly sample representative districts.
Their sample did not include distrf:ts which had

exemplary science programs, as measured bye the criteria
developed in our Phase I reports. To the extent that
such districts exist, they should be identified and
elements of their change efforts which led to success
should be analyzed and disseminated through whatever
information-flow systems are developed. Associated with
the case studies would be research into "barriers" in
science education (see Elementary and Inquiry Reports).
Essentially, it should be determined which barriers are
real and which are imagined. Research into ways of
overcoming those barriers is also needed. Research
is also needed to determine effective methods of producing
changes in educational practice consistent with specific
curriculum decisions. Although there is a considerable
research endeavor in general educational change processes,
there is not a sufficient research base to guide local
activities designed to produce the specific changes in
teacher behavior required for implementation of new
science_ curricula.

3. Collection and/or consolidation of research information
which can help "make a case" fpr science education in
general, and for a broadening of goals in particular
would be quite useful to science education departments
attempting to influence local administrators and school
boards to allocate resources to improve science education.
Useful information in this category includes: the effect
of "process" science teaching on cognitive development,
especially at the elementary and middle school levels;
the effect of relating science principles to societal
issues and Of practice in decision making on student
outcomes as measured by instruments assessing science-

society-interface topics (for example,,NAEP items in
that area); the effect of instruction on science-related
careers choices of students; student attitudes
regarding science courses stressing personal, societal
and career-choice goals, as compared to attitudes
regarding academic courses; the effect of various kinds
of science instruction On students'. "real world"
behaviors;
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Normative and theoretical research on goals and objectives
for scieTia-affeition-youId-be-esp4cially useful at this
time. As the domain of science information continues to
expand, the judicious selection ofisubsets of that domain
for public education becomes increasingly crucial and
increasingly difficult. Future or.eited research on the _

knowledge most likely to be needed by the general
population in the next few decades, would be especially
useful to those who choose curriculum on criteria
related to the utility of knowledge represented by the
curricular materials.

None of the changes recommended here can occur
without policy endorsement both at the local and national
levels. Ultimately, poliOy is set by political constituencies.
Because the goal clusters used in this project came from
broad statements of educational goals from Source's'

./

including a number of political constituencies, there is
a reason to believe they are supported by many persons
involved in educational policy. However, the extent
of. that support and its exact nature remain largely
unknown. We recommend that efforts be extended
at the national level to assess the relative importance
placed on major goals (such as those identified'by our
project) by various educational decision makers including:

parents
teachers
students
the general population
school boards

college professors of both natural science and non-
science disciplines (for whom many teachers are
preparing students)

working scientists

paid educational employees in leadership roles
legislators

We further recommend the development of local
processes for determining goal perceptions of various
local groups and incorporating those' goals'into curri-
culum-decision proceSses. These processes could utilize
some of the methodology developed in the national study
recommended above. We are convinced that the data
collected will provide a strong influence for change
among educational policy makers. Such influence will be
indispensible if change programs are to succeed.
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Rationale

The biology focus group developed a "desired" model for the teaching

of biology at the pre-college levels of education. The validity of the model

rests upon'(1) the present character of the scientific enterprise; (2) the

current emphasis on scholarship within biological disciplines; (3) biology/

social based issues that exist and are likely to persist throughout several

.decades into the future; (4) personal needs relevant to biology that are evi-

dent in contemporary culture; and (5) public reactions to conventional educa-

tional goals and practices.

The committee has preserved the basic concepts and principles of modern

biology as they have emerged from theory and research. What is different is

the educational context in which the biological concepts and principles are

displayed. In the desired biology program biological concepts are organized

in terms of personal needs, social issues, and career identification. This

is in contrast to biology courses organized in ways to display the structure

and logic of biology as a discipline.

The conceptual framework for the desired biology program was determined

empirically through a normative analysis of relevant biological, science, and

,educational literature. The primary sources of information are listed in the

bjbliography.

The justification for seeking a new rationale for the teaching of

biology results from recent transitions in the scientific enterprise and new

developments in the biological disciplines. The major shifts in science as

an enterprise have been tts influence n social process and its close align-*
dent in method and substance with technology. Science and technology have

become the,two faces of a single "coin". Advances in the biological sciences

Are the result of (1) new theoretical insights (sociobiology): (2) new tech-

nologies for research (recombinant DNA); (3) new interdisciplinary' perspectives

(biophysics, biochemistry, environmental psychology, human ecology); (4), new

concerns about biology and human activities (bioethics, human engineering);

(5) a new awareness that although human beings evolved by Means of natural

laws, future developments and survival are under control of the human species

itzelf; and, (6) new insights into biology as the link between the natural
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laws, future developments and survival are under control of the human species

itself; and, (6) new insights into biology as the link between the natural

and social sciences giving rise to new cross-disciplinary perspectives (social

biology, human geography, ecological psychology) and an effort to comprehend

human life as a whole.

The over-arching moo of the desired biology program is to use the

knowledge of the biological scie ces to enhance the understanding of oneself

and to benefit the quality of life and living for human beings. To achieve

these purposes _requires the study of the human organism in its natural, cul-

tural and psycho-social environments. The desired biology for pre-college

students is essentially a science of h an beings directed toward an increas-

ing capacity for human adaptation. Biol gy taught for these purposes involves

questions of ethics, values, morals, and a sthetics as well as scientific

considerations.

The design of a biology' curriculum o ented to human understanding,

human welfare, and social progress has dimensions in the personal needs of

individuals, their career aspirations, and the sociayilieu. The criteria

for the selection of salient knowledge to fprm the cuirlculum framework

arises from human beings and their interactions ratler tan from the structure

of biological disciplines. What such a curriculum might be like with these

characteristics is presented in the following sections of this report.

4.



Exemplars of Salient Biological Knowledge

Goal Cluster I - Personal Needs

Genetics.

1. Appreciates the role of genetic counseling in making
decisions about marriage and family affairs.

2. Can interpret basic concepts of human genetics in
terms of the implication they have for susceptibility,
transmission, probability and meaning of birthldefects,
genetic diseases, and health maintenance.

3. Understands the concept of the gene pool' and ilts role
in human evolution, including the effects of nlian's
intrvention (medical and gther advances) on ;he gene
pool.

Evolution.
!

1. Recognizes that human beings have a long history on
this earth and during this period of time naive under-
gone a continuous process of change and development

I

both biologically and culturally.

2. Appfeciates that changing biological and cultural
factors influence our life patterns today and will
continue to do so.

I

3. Understands cultural evolgtion as a coroll ry to bio-
logical evolution.

4. Understands the role of personal beliefs, Attitudes, and
values as a result of human evclution andAs they influ-
ence cultural evolution.

Nutrition.

1. Is able to choose a diet that will maintain optimal
health and efficiency.

2. Knows the positive and negative effects of personal
diets (for both long and short term diets).

3. Knows the long-range effects of poor diets (anaerxia,
pre-natal nutrition, aging, hyperactivity and mental

ability) and recognizes the necessary changes to
improve the diet.

Behavior.

1. Appreciates that human behavior is influenced by a
wide variety of interacting factors, such as, the
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natural, social, and cultural environments, genetic
makeup, life experiences, personal factors (sex)
and learning.

2. Recognizes that behavioral patterns in individuals
are not constant but are influenced by social and
biological development, chemical imbalances, nutri-
tion, cultural values, peers, and personal experience.

3. Understands tnat human behavior is the means by which
people adapt to conditions of life and living and
that motivation and learning are essential conditions.

4. Understands there are both positive and negative
consequences of behavior.

5. Recognizes and accepts that personal behavior patterns
are determined by the mores of the social group.

Continuity.

1. Understands that the continuity of humat life on earth
is maintained through a process of reproduction.

2. Appreciates the uniqueness of human sexuality compared
with that of other organisms.

3. Recognizes that the normal process of human reproduction
can be influenced by disease (VD), genetic factors,
birth control techniques, and personal preferences.

4. Understands the effects of mutagenic'agents on the
processes and factors of continuity.

Structure -- Function.

1. Appreciates that the well-being of a human being is
dependent upon a proper functioning of the various,
organs and tissues of the body.

2. Understands that the improper functioning of one bodily
system is likely to influence the normal functioning
of the other systems.

3. Knows that disease, drugs, and life style can disturb
the normal balance of the life maintenance systems'
with the result that optimal health levels are de- .

preciated.

4. Knows that some processes are necessary for continual
personal development (maintenance with change or growth).

Diversity.

1. Appreciates that all human beings are.unique in the
sum of their Charafteristics - biological, social,
psychological, experience, responsiveness, etc.
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2. Recognizes that the behavior of the human species
is unique in comparison to other organisms.

Integration.

1. Knows and can interpret the factors and conditions
which influence the coordination of bodily growth,
development, and functioning.

2. Recognizes the extent to which the effectiveness of
bodily integration can be influenced by personal
efforts, such as', proper nutrition, exercise, train-
ing, mental health, etc.

3. Understands the prenatal influence on sexuality,
personal growth and development.

4. Understands the importance of integrating the various
aspects (cognitive, affective, motor, and social)
of personal development.

Life Cycle.

1. Understands and appreciates the human life cycle as
it is influenced by biological, cultural, and psycho-
logical factors at different phases extending from
birth to death (birth, childhood, early adolescence,
adolescence, maturity, aging, death).

2. The human life,cycle can be influenced in its course
of development by prenatal conditions.; nutrition,
environmental conditions, disease, respons,e to social,
biological, and environmental stress, etc.

3. Appreciates the unique and special aspects (both
positive and negative) of the various life stages.

Energetics.

1. Appreciates that human efficiency and survival depend
upon maintaining an adequate internal an'_.? 'xternai energy

exchange system.

2. Knows that the energy exchange system within human
beings is related to a larger energy cycle that makes
it possible for all forms of life to survive.

3. Understands that one's normal metabolism can be nega-
tively influenced by such factors as drugs, poor nutri-

tion, environmental-Conditions, etc.

Goal Cluster II - Societal Issues

Genetics.

1. Knows that genetic principles can be applied to improving

plants and animals.

8.1
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2. Recognizes that various chemicals in the environment
(pesticides, herbicides, preservatives) may affect
the f'od web, change the evolving gene pools and re-
duce tne overall effectiveness of natural selection.

3. Accepts a personal responsibility for using genetic
information in advancing human welfare;'practices
bioethical tenets.

4. Recognizes the need for societal untie]. .tanding of

genetic issues and the danger inherent in misunder-
standing.

Evolution.

1. Is aware that human beings have some control over their
own evolution through differential artificial selection,
cultural practices and environmental controls.

2. Recognizes that efforts to control human evolution may
have negative as well as positive implications.

3. Is aware of differing points of view about the desir-
ability of efforts to control human evolution and the
direction it should take.

2-9

4. Knows the various processes of social-cultural evolution.

5. Appreciates the unique contributions of humans to the
evolutiotary process.

Nutrition.

1. Recognizes that malnutrition is widespread in all
countries and is not limited to impoverished peoples.

2. Knows about and supports research for the improvement
of food products and nutrition.

3. Recognizes that adequate nutrition is both a personal
and social responsibility.

4. Recognizes the role of advertising and other societal
constructs in influencing food choices.

5. Is aware of social patterns which influence nutritional
deprivation.

Behavior.

1. Understands and i3 aware of ways in which human behavior
is influenced by the social, cultural and natural en-

,

vironments.

2. Is aware of ways in which human behavior is influenced
by group pressures (political, peer, religious, economic,
territoriality).
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3. Understands the interaction of cultural and personal
values in determining human behavior.

4. Knows the conditions and effects of chemicals (drugs,
alcohol, tranquilizers, nutrition) used to modify__

- - ----human-behavior and the-need-for-gbtraa-E65Eiai.-

5. Understands both the necessity and the limitations of
societal control of drugs and chemicals (Pure Food
and Drug, FDA, etc.); and the effects of strong
lobbies on these laws.

Continuity.
b.&

1. Recognizes ,that human population growth can seriously
influence the quality of life in various ways (economic,
social, food, energy, etc.).

2. Is aware that cultural mores and personal and religious
values influence patterns of human sexuality and atti-
tudes toward offspring.

3. Appreciates the responsibility human beings have for
the preservation of all species of living organisms.

Structure -- Function.

1. Appreciates the interaction of human populations and
cultural systems and senses a responsibility for main-
taining the health of these systems (communication,
education, transportation, health services, natural
environment, etc.)

Diversity.

1. Recognizes and appreciates the uniqueness of different
cultures and social systems as wellcas variations in
human populations.

2. Accepts the notion of diversity as essential to human
survival and / cultural richness.

3. Recogni2es the need and the responLbility to retain
in a "pure" state unique cultuKes and 'social systems.

Integration.

1. Recognizes and understands the extent to which there is
need for social control (government) of products and
Circumstances likely to influence the normal biological
condition and responses of human beings.

2. Seeks to formulate a personal value system about the
extent to which controls over human responses should be
socially managed.

3. Recognizes the need for societal intervention into human
behavior patterns which are negative (battered wife, child,

etc.). 83



Life Cycle.

1. Recognizes the need to keep informed of changes, popu-
lation patterns in the human life cycle, such as,
birth rates, distribution of age groups, family
structures, etc.

2. Understands how achievements inScience, pxpecially
biology, may influence the life, cycle of human beings.

3. Recognizes ways in which environmental factors may con-
tribute to modifications in the life cycle of human
beings, including death of the species.

Energetics.

1. Understands that human beings are a vital link in the
web of life that sustains living forms on the earth.

2. Identifies and evaluated ways in which human beings may
influence the energy cycle through changing the bibmass
(green revolution, hybridization of improved nitrogen
fixing plant species, etc.).

3. Appreciates the possible effects of human population
distribution on the energy cycle.

4. Recognizes the negative impact of human societies on
many natural energetic systems and formulates construc-
tive changes.

Goal Cluster III - Salient Knowledge

Genetics.

1. Knows the basic laws and facts of genetics and their
relation to reproduction and the continuity of species.

Knows the extent to which patterns of heredity may be
modified by mutations, natural or induced.

3. Knows some factors which may Increase mutations.

4. Understands probability, chance, and prediction and the
way these factors affect human (and other) genetics.

Evolution.

1. Understands that all species of organisms, including
human, tend to manifest changes in structure and
function over time.

2. Knows that species differ in their adaptive capacity
but all are subject to environmental conditions.

3. Knows that human beings have developed ways of manipu-
lating the natural environment which can influence the
adaptive capacity of organisms including human.
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Nutrition.

1. Knows the classes of foods (fats, proteins, carbohydrates)
and their biological functions in maintaining growth,
energy and health requirements.

2. Knows supplemental food requirements (vitamins, minerals,
water), their functions and natural sources.

3. Knows the fundamentals of maintaining a diet for optimal
health.

4. Knows the consequences of not maintaining a proper diet.

Behavior.

1. Knows that the capacity for human behavior is determined
by an interacting combination of factors including
heredity, 'environment, experience (learning), physiological
(hormones) and psychological (responsiveness), and cultural
values/patterns (mores).

2. .knows that behavioral patterns are distinctive within
species and between species (individual and group patterns),
but that there are commonalities within species.

3. Recognizes ways in which the behavioral responses of human
beings are influenced by the social milieu, cultural
norms, physical environment (crowding, safety, etc.), and
personal awareness (self-concept, social hierarchies, peer
pressures, etc.).

Continuity.

1. Understands the processes of !reproduction, sexual and
asexual.

2. Knows that genetic patterns are modified in sexual repro-
duction.

3. Can interpret the meaning of sexual reproduction in terms
of the evolution of the species.

Structure -- Function.

1. Knows the.structural - functional relations in the organiza-
tional levels of organisms (molecular, cellular, tissue,
organ, individual, population, world biome).

2. Knows the life support systems of multicellular organisms
(plant and animal), especially those of human beings, in-
cluding the excretory, digestive, nervous, integumentary,
circulatory, respiratory, reproductive, regulatory, and
supportive:

3. Understands that the life support systems of animals is
ultimately dependent upon photosynthesis in plants.
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-Diversity.

1. Appreciates the significance of diversity in the
survival of living things.

2. Understands theT interactive-factors-of organism
diversity and the natural environment (including
the social environment in humankind.)

3. Recognizes the advantages of a classification system
in describing and identifying diverse organisms.

4. Recognizes that homeostasis and regulation are central

to the concept of function.

Integr.ation.

1. Understands the importance of unifyirig and regulatory

systems in multicellular organisms.

2. Kno.Ws the integrative mechanisms in human beings, such

as, (a) chemical controls - hormones, minerals, vita-

mins, enzymes; (b) nervous system - neurons, lecrning,
training, and, (c) circulatory system - respiration,

homeostasis.

Life Cycles.

1. Knows patterns of development among plants and animals.

2. Understands the uniqueness of human development and its

significance.

3. Recognizes that there are typical and atypical processes
of growth and development and their relationship to
biological, psychological, and societal influences.

4. Understands the human life cycle from prenatal (con-

ception) to death.

Energetics.

1. Understands the significance of various processes of

bioenergetics, such as, photosynthesis, respiration,
digestion, circulation, enzymatic reactions, and chemical

cycles (nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, etc.).

Goal Clukter IV - Career Knowledge/Awareness

Career education as an educational concept and priority from the

. elementary school through college was brought into focus in 1972 hy. a series

of congressional acts. In 1978, a congressional bill titled the National

Career Education Incentive Act was signed into law. This Act specified funds
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to implement career education in every school district throughout the nation. The

thrust of career education is to help students understand the close relationship

between education and work, to help them become aware of a variety of careers, and

to provide opportunities for them to test their interests.

The desired biology program with its focus on personal and societal

needs provides a broad range of opportunities for students to develop an

awareness of career choices in the biological sciences, to explore choices

that interest them, and, in some instances, to gain basic academic/vocational

skills.

Almost every topic in biology represents a career endeavor of some

person or persons. The teaching task is tc. help the student understand that

biology is a product of human endeavors as are all sciences. The production

of new knowledge through research4is not the only career opportunity in biology.

For every researcher there are many kinds of supportive vocations, such as,

technicians, laboratory assistants, translators, computer programmers, equip-

went designers, and many more. Then, there are careers for people that make

use of biological knowledge, for example, in agri.culture, medicine, nutrition,

nursing, pest control, sanitation, horticulture, conservation, caring for

animals, training of athletes, and hundreds of other fields. :There are new

careers being developed all the time.

'Teachers in the biological sciences should provide students with oppor-

tunities to meet and talk with people in biological vocations; to do library

research on careers; to discuss career characteristics with informed teachers or

counselors; to "shadow" people employed in biological vocations; to gain

work experience (paid or unpaid) whenever possible; to participate in field

trips where people are employed in biological endeavors. Films, bulletin

boards, career pamphlets and other materials should be continuously available

to stimulate student interest 1r careers.

Learning about carers in liology should be a continuing theme

throughout a course rather than dealing with careers as a single effort in a

special unit or module of classwork.

The biology focus group views the development of career awareness as a

major goal Of biology teaching and as an essential element of instruction. A

biology course designed for the advancement of human well-being ought not

neglect one of the central features of human living - that of work.
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MODEL: Relationship of Goal Clusters

Human, social,
and personal
contexts

Application, action,
use, technologlcal
implications, and
careers

Human populations
or races (social);
birth defects
inherited (personal)

EXAMPLE: Heredity
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How we know --
methods of inquiry
'(qualitative and
quantitative). How
we use knowledge:
decision-making

Improvement of plants
or animals; plant or
animal geneticist;
genetic counselor
(careers)

Empirical studies:
notions of probability
and risk; concept of
ethical judgments

FIGURE 1: A DESIRED STATE OF BIOLOGY TEACHING - THE CURRICULUM ORGANIZATION
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Information Desired Biology Program

When a biology program is placed in the context of personal, societal,

and career goals, how knowledge is managed also changes. How inquiring

systemS are designed and how_infOrmation_is-processed.take-on-new-dImensions.---
,-,The classical concept of scientific inquiry - problem identification, informa-

tion gathering, hypothesis, experiment, verification - is inappropriate or
--r

limited for resolving bio-personal and bio-social problems. The very fact

that variables in problems related to human life and living can seldom all be

identified, and even less frequently controlled (measurer:), limits the appro-
.,

priateness of the so-called "scientific method".

The teaching of biology in personal and social contexts is primarily

for the purpose of making knowledge useful in the human endeavor and in the

real world of the student. Thus, there is an emphasis on how knowledge is

used, as well as on how knowledge is acquired. The art of and formal processes

of using knowledge have distinctive characteristics that separate them from

ways in which information is acquired by investigative means.

The Project Synthesis inquiry group in their report is considering the

special characteristics of scientific inquiry (information discovery) and of

decision-making (information using). At this point the biology focus group will

only identify some of the major elements esential to teaching biology in the

context of personal, social and career toals. These elements are:

Bio-feedback: in natural systems

Probability: in a statistical sense

'certainty: in contrast to probability where possible outcomes are

kn wn

Risk: as a situation in which probabilities can be assigned to possible

outcomes of an action

Curvilinear relationships: diminishing returns, thresholds

1 Exponential growth: geometric growth

Interactions: ecological sense

Systems concepts: relationship of subsystems

Classification systems: advantages

Holistic: viewing of problems

Reductive: viewing of problems



t

Decision-making: as a satisfactory solution to a o lem 'nd an
optimization

Multicausality and multidimfnsionality: of biological problems
(multifactorial)

Systemic thinking: in contrast to linear-thinking

2-17

Tecision-making: in value, ethical, and moral contexts (perceptual
frames)

Limitations of scientific inquiry: for problems imbedded in personal
and societal contexts

Problem centering: in contrast to methodological approaches

Qualitative investigation: case studies, anthropological methods

Sampling techniques: individual, selected and broad populations

Longitudinal studies: growth or change over time

Tolerance for ambiguity

Problem resolution: in-contrast to problem solving

Futures methods and thinking: goal-setting, modeling, extrapolation.
projecting trends, intuiting, metaphor,
simulations, scenarios, forecast

The attributes listed above are illustrative of the information manage-

ment and'processing skills (including attitudes) that become important in the

teaching of biology when educational goals are student-directed rather than

being limited to those characteristics of the discipline.
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Critical Elements and the Desired Biology Program

Objectives and Student Outcomes

-The-ciliTe-EtTiTes-OFThe-aenTerbiology program focus on the study of the

human species as a part of nature (1) to understand humankind as a distinc-

tive organism; (2) to appreciate the universal human need to be in touch

with nature, our own nature, and all of nature; and (3) to learn to live in

harmony with nature and to minimize the disconsonance between human beings

and the social and natural environments.

Students are expected to acquire a knowledge of human existence, the

realities of society, and alternative futures for humankind to improve human

adaptability and attain a high quality of life. The salient biological

knowledge for achieving these objectives is described in a previous section

under the four goal clusters of Project Synthesis.

Program Existence

The desired biology program already exists in part in those schools

providing courses or special modules on such topics as: (1) environmental

studies; (2) human physiology; (3) health - particularly those aspects deal-

ing with alcohol, drugs, tobacco; (4) disease; and, (5) futures.

Program Dissemination

The major factor in the dissemination of a biology program focused on

the personal, societal, and career needs of human beings is a change in the

philosophy, rE.tionale, or conceptual framework teachers hold for the teaching

of biology. There are a number of introductory, first-year, general educaticn,

college biology textbooks that treat biology in the context of the Project
0

Synthesis desired course. Some of these textbooks are:

1. Robert McNally, Biology: An Uncommon Introduction; 1974,
Canfield Press, S. F.

2. Donald J. Parish, Biology: The Human Perspective; 1978,
Harper and Row, N.Y.

3. S. Singer and H. Hilgard, The Biology of People; 1978,
Harper and Row, N.Y.

4. N. D. Buffaloe and J. B. Thorneberry, Concepts of Biology:
A Cultural Perspective; 1973, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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5. IW. Sherman and V. G. Sherman, Biology: A Human Approach;
1975, Oxford University Press, N.Y.

Ar
6. G. Hardin and Carl Bajema, (3rd Ed.), Biology: Its Principles

and Implications; 1978, W. H. Freeman and a., S. F.

Some 300 colleges and universities now have courses or majors in huMn

biology in which the personal and social implications of biology are considered.

These programs could be made available to teachers through summer institutes,
Otk

seminars, or as an inservice program.

The difficulty of dissemination is minimized by the fact that new and
1,4

salient concepts of biology will not need to be acquired by a qualified

biology teacher. The change in subject matter is in the context in which

it is taught - a shift from a discipline focus to one that is taught -0a

shift from a discipline focus to one that centers upon the student as a

biological organism living in a cultural and social environment.

Program Implementation

The desired biology program requires no changes in time allotments in

schools. It is a course to be required of all students because the subject

matter is primarily directed to improving human adaptation on both an indivi-

dual and social basis. To requird the program of all students would mean

about a 15 percent increase in biology enrollment over the current number of

students taking biology.

Teacher Characteristics

The teacher of the desired biology course not only needs to have in-.

ternalized the rationale of the program but also must develop a mode of

teaching consistent with the conceptual framework., Effective teachilig

practices depend as much upon the teacher's personal characteristics as upon

instructional skills. Some of the essential teacher attributes for imple-

menting the desired biology program are described under the four goal clusters

of Project Synthesis as follows:

Personal Needs.

1. Seeks and tolerates conflicting points of view when
based upon knowledge and encourages discussion.

I..----.

2. Is affective in interpersonal relations facilitating

.

discussion.
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3. Doe, lot force closure - introduces new information,
raises Ile:: question, "appropriately" expresses own

. opinions.

4. Knows how to deal with individual and group activities
in a variety of situations.

5. Respects and care for adolescents and relates biological
knowledge to individual problems.

Societal Issues.

1. Uses group dynamics in the classroom,as an application
of, larger social issues.

2. Uses processes of group problem solving, decision making,
and conflict resolution.

3. Is aware of his or her and the studer s place and role in
the classroom, community, Society, and world.

4. Knows the major biosocial.problems and ..: :elate
biological knowledge to their resolution.

Salient Knowledge.

1. Knows the concepts and principles of biology as they
relate to personal needs and social issues.

2. Has a knowledge of the basic concepts in those cognate
fields (anthropology, psychology, sociology, economics,
human geography, political science, future studies)
that are relevant to the.personal-social-career goals of
human biology.

3. Recognizes that curriculum and professional development
are life-long processes for teaching an up-to-date,
action-oriented, personal-social biology.

Career Knowledge/Awareness.

1. Knows sources of information oh biology related careers.

2. Has contacts with practicing biologists in various work
fields.

3. Knows and makes use of community resources for developing
career awareness in sutdentsi.

Classroom Practices

Methodology. The major adjustments in teaching methodology required for

the desired biology program entail:

1. A Problem Approach to Curriculum Organization and Teaching -
These procedures are described in the Project Synthesis
Inquiry Group Report and in the inquiry supplement reported

in a previous section of this report.
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2. Individualization - The goal cluster, personal needs,
requires individualized instruction at appropriate
places in the curriculum.

3. _Caaperat4Ne-ArtivitUI-=-Vii-Tocietal issues goal requires
members of the class to work cooperatively in the resolution
of problems and issues.

4. "Laboratory" Work - Here activities are as much experi-
ential and field-oriented as they are experimental and
confined to the laboratory table. Laboratory activities
require students to locate information sources (libraries,
computer retrieval systems, expert opinion) in some
instances and to "discover" information at other times.
Whatever methods of investigation are to be used, they
are to be justified in terms of the problem. Issue
oriented laboratory problems take place in an ethics,
value or moral context and lead to decisions rather than
to conclusions. Ideally, laboratory activities will be
but a beginning to thought, action, experience, and
learning. An investigation is viewed as a confrontation
between a student and a personal problem or social issue.
In this way, it becomes possible to convey to students
that scientific knowledge does not exist in a void; it
is knowledge of something and for something. We want
students to recognize that facts are the means as often
as the end of an investigation. The most worthy investiga-
tions have. tangible results which are useful in (1) making
a decision, (2) taking an action, (3) providing an inter-
pretation, (4) identifying the "real" problem, (5) making
an application, or (6) forming a concept. In a personal-
social-centered biology program an investigation provides
a pedagogick device for students to discover the inter-
connectedness of events, people, and biological phenomena.

Equipment, Supplies and Facilities. The desired biology program does

not place a demand on acquiring new equipment, supplies, or facilities. What

is required is the greater use of the natural environment, community resources,

and the students themselves as objects of study.

Evaluation

The foci of the evaluation program are: (1) the effectiveness of the

studen_ to use a knowledge of biology to interpret personal problems and social

issues, and (2) a demonstrated ability to formulate rational decisions in

the context of personal problems and social issues.
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Bibliography: The Sources of Goals for the Teaching of Biology

The publications cited here represent, in part, the normative data

base for identifying the "desired" goals for the teaching of pre-college

biology.

The dialogue about the need for reform in secondary education as a

whole and in the teaching of science and biology in particular is reflected

in the following representative publications. Each of the publications is

eitheva symposium volume or the report of a committee, providing on

hand a wide perspective of opinions and on the other a consensus. Curricu-

lum movements in biology arise from a diversity of social pressures and

school dysfunctions along with new insights and shifting emphases 4i,thin

biological disciplines. There are also other factors which contribute to

the ferment which signals that the time has arrived for a new curriculum to
r

emerge.

Transformation in Science

1. DAEDALUS, 1962, Science and Technology in Contemporary Society,
The American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, Mass.

2. DAEDALUS, 1965, Science and Culture.

3. DAEDALUS, 1974, Science and Its Public: The Changing Relationship.

4. DAEDALUS, 1977, Discoveries and Interpretation:, Studies in
Contemporary Scholarship, Vols. I and II.

5. DAEDALUS, 1978, Limits of Scientific Inquiry.

6. National Science Board, 1976, Science at the Bicentennial: A
Report from the Research Community, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C.

7. National Science Board 1974, Science and the Challenge Ahead,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

8. Spiegel-Rosing,'Ina and Dr. de Solla Price (eds.), 1977, Science
Technology and Society: A Cross-Disciplinary Perspective, Sage

Publications, Beverly Hills.

Reforming Secondary Education

1. Bell, D. and A.M.sRivlin (Co-chairpersons), 1969, Toward a
Social Report, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, W. S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.
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2. Perkins, C. D. (Chairperson), 1970, Needs of Elementary and
Secondary_Education for the Seventies: A Compendium of Policy
Papers, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives,
Ninety-first Congress, First Session.

3. Conference Report, 1972, American Youth in the Mid-Seventies,
National Association of Secondary School Principals, Washington,
D.C.

4. National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education, 1973.
The Reform of Secondary Education, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York.

5. Report of the Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory
Committee, June 1973; 1974, Youth: Transition to Adulthood,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill.

Widening Perspectives in Biology

1. Albertson, P. and M. Barnett, 1971, Environment and Society in
Transition, Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 1S4,
New-York.

2. National Academy of Sciences, 1970, The Life Sciences, National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.

3. American Biology Councll. .?72, Contributions of the Biological
Scianzes to Human vol. 31, No. 6, Part II; Federation
of American Societies for Experimental Biology, Bethesda, Md.

4. Grobman, A. D. (ed.), 1970, Social Implications of Biological
Education, National Association of Biology Teachers, Reston, Va.

5. Jorgensen, (ed.), 1972, Biology and Culture in Modern
Perspective, Readin from Scientific American, W. H. Freeman
& Co., San Francisdo.

The Human Habitat

1. MEDALUS, 1967, America's changing Environment, American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, Mass.

2. Ewald, W. R., Jr. (ed.), 1968, Environment and Polic': The Next
Fifty Years, Indiana University Press, Bloomington.

3. ,Institute of Ecology, 1971, Man and The Living Environment,
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison.

4. National Academy of Science';'' - National Research Council, 1969,
Resources and Man, W. H. Freeman & Co., San Francisco.

5. Report of the STudy of Critical Environmental Problems, 1970,
Man's Impact u the Global Environment: Assessment and Recommen-
cations for Action., the MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.
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Change and the Future

1. DAEDALUS, 1967, Toward the Year 2000: Work in Progress, American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, Mass.

2. National Science Foundation, 1976, Project Knowledge 2000,
National Science Foundation, Washington'D.C.

3. Meadows, D. H., D. L. Meadows, J. Randers, and W. H. Behrens-'III,
The Limits of Growth, Universe Books, New York.

4. Mesaro4c, M. and E. Pestel (eda.), 1974, Mankind at the Turning
Point, E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc./Readers Digest Press, New York.

5. Spekke, A. A. (ed.), 1975, The Next 25 Years: Crisis & Opportunity,

World Future Society, Washington, D.C.

The Biologists Speak

1. Dubos; Rene, 1968, So Human an Animal, Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York.

2. Glass, Bentley, 1970, The Timely and the Timeless: The Inter-,

relationships of Science, Education, and Society, Basic Books,

Inc., New York.

3. Glass, Bentley, 1965, Science and Ethical Values, University of
North Carolina Press, N.C.

4. Grobstein, Clifford, 1974, The Strategy of Life, (Second Edition),

W. H. Freeman and Co., San Francisco.

5. Handler, Philip (ed.),.1970,Biology and the Future of Man,

Oxford University Press, New York.

6. Platt, John R., 1966, The Step to Man, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

New York.

7. Simpson, George G:, 1969, Biology and Man, Harcourt, Brace &

World, Inc., New York.

8. Swanson, Carl B., 1973, The Natural History of Man, Prentice-

Hall, N.J.
P

9. Waddington, C. H. (e(1), 1972, Biology and the History of the

Future, Aldine-Atherton, Inc., Chicago.

10. Wallace, B., 1972, (3 Vols.), Essays in Social Biology, Prentice-

Hall, N.J.
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The American Association for the Advancement of Science, since 1970,

has issued a series of bibliographies under the title of Science for Society.

The sixth edition (1976) "focuses on ideas having to do with the interrelation-

ships of humankind,, the environment, science, and_technologe. The several

thousand citations in this reference reflect the events, issues, and

problems fostering new directions in biology teaching.
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PHASE II BIOLOGY REPORT: THE ACTUAt< BIOLOGY PROGRAM

Introduction

3 -5

The Phase I Biology Report of Pfoject Synthesi describes an idealized

Biology curriculum reflecting: 1) current developments in a biological

sciences; 2) bio-social issues in contemporary society; 3) in icators of present

and future personal needs for an understanding of biology; and the contempor-'

ary nature of science as a social process. The Phase II Biolo: ort is a

study of the actual conditions and practices of biology teaching in he American

sObools'as they existed in 1977. The Phase III Biology Report goes on dis-

cuss implications of discrepancies betWeen "ideal" and "actual" states.

The organization of the Phase II report is consistent with that of

the Phase I report. These reports describe ideal and actual precollege biology

teaching in terms of four broad goals related to: 1) personal needs; 2) societi\

problems;. 3) scientific knoT.41edge; and.4) career awareness and education. Essen-:\

tia1 to the attainment of these goals are a number of critical elements important
\4

to sustaining the curriculuM and teaching practices. Such elements include

laboratory facilities and equipment, time to teach, qualified teachers and other

factors. Critical elements such as facilities, teacher quElifications and extent

of student exposure to biology instruction are examined in terms of the stated

goals and objectives for the teaching of biology described in the Phase I Biology

Report. In addition to the four broad goals mentioned above, the actual state

of biology instruction will be described from a fifth perspective - inquiry.

The data fOr describing the actual state of biology teaching in the

United States were obtained primarily from the following sources: "The 1977
O

National Survey of Science, Mrltbematics and Social Studies Education" conducted

by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI), "The Status of Pre-College Science,

Mathematics, and Social Science Education: 1955-1975," a literature review pre-

pared by the Center for Science aacinthematifis Education at the Ohio State

University (OSU), "Case Studies in Science Education" conducted by the Center

for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation at the University of

Illinois. at' Urbana-Champaign (CSSE), and the "Third National Assessment of

Science" conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).

Additional data were obtained-from the BSCS Biology Teachers' Handbook, third
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edition, and "A Survey of Science Teaching in Public Schools of the United States

Volume 1, Secondary Schools" (ERIC/SMEAC).

Additional information on the status of biology teaching was obtainedl

from an analysis of commonly used textbooks in junior high school science and

in high school biology teaching. These books are cited in the sections of this

document in which they are described.

The Phase III Biology Report discusses discrepancies between the desired

and actual biology programs; identifies information gaps, makes suggestions for

needed research and recommends possible solutions to problems and issues of bio-

logical education.

Major Goals

''The discussion of the actual state of goals in biology teaching will

focus on the following areas: inquiry, personal needs, societal problems,

scientific knowledge and career knowledge.

The Inquiry Goal

It appears that science teachers give little effort to realizing the

inquit=y goal (CSSE 12:3 and 7). For example, the BSCplaboratory guides (CSSE

12:5) are likely to be stored and not used (BSCS 60). Also, teachers dc not use

questioning techniques or other instructional procedures that Pacilitate system-

atic inquiry (CSSE 12:4). Although 50% of the biology teachers have attended NSF

institutes (CSSE 12:7), they do not feel confident in teaching biology by inquiry;

processes (CSSE 12:3). A variety of instructional resources for teaching inquiry

have been developed, such a:: laboratory "blocks," "invitations to inquiry,"
,r41

student research problems and inquiry films and slides, all in addition to the

laboratory_ exercises accompanying the BSCS textbooks (BSCS 60). Investigations

designed to indicate the effectiveness of inquiry materials for teaching biologi-

cal inquiry have produced conflicting results (BSCS 55-57). There is little

positive evidence that students in biology attain an understanding of scientific

inquiry as a process, that they develop relevant inquiry skills, or that they

can use these skills to think critically about science-related problems.

There are a number of factors preventing widespread success in attain-

ing the inquiry goal. First, teachers are not "model inquirers" for their stu-

dents (CSSE 12:2), nor have they been educated in methodologies of biological

research (CSSE 12:7). Second, biology teachers lecture more than 7N,Of class-
, ),

time (BSCS 56); thus, students have few opportunities to initiate questions
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(CSSE 12:5; BSCS 56). Third, inquiry as a goal of science teaching is generally

not seen as productive and 1,s, therefore,'not accepted by biology teachers .

(BSCS 56; CSSE 12:7). Fourth, teachers who are aware of inquiry as a goal of

biology teaching often feel that only bright, highly motivated students can

profit from inquiry teaching (CSSE 12:7). Typically, twothirds of tenth grade

biology' students are at the concrete level of intellectual development (BSCS 62)

which undoubtedly limits their ability to comprehend the attributes and processes

of scientific investigation. Students taught inquiry skills are no better than

students not taught such skills at applying these skills to novel problems (BSCS

60). Fifth, inquiry teaching is' seen by teachers as time consuming, reducing

the time needed to teach "the basics" (CSSE 12:5). "Basics" is interp d as

the learning Of facts and getting "right answers" (CSSE 12:10).

Research biologists, learning psi/chologists, and science educators

associated with the curriculum reform movement of the 1960's advocated teaching

biology as a process of inquiry. Curriculum materials, classroom and laboratory

were designed to engage students' actively in procedures biologists use to estab

lish reliable information. However, this goal was not generally acceptable to,

teachers who are more inclintd-co iiew science body o:
learned as dogma (CSSE 12:9) and accepted on faith (CSSE,12:10).

The Personal Needs,Geal

There is cor.siderable rhetoric by administrators, teachers and parents

about meeting the personal needs of students through science education. This

rhetoric takes the form of "life and work skills related to science" (OSU 172),

the "preparation ethic" (CSSE 12:16) and vocational o- career education (OSU 147).

Science courses profess to emphasize "things that will be useful in everyday

living" (CSSE 12:45). It appears, however, that the goal of fulfilling personal

needs is not realized in practice for two reasons: (1) young people not knowing

what they need (CSSE 12:45) and (2) the increasing emphasis on the "basics"

(CSSE 12:16).

There are attempts being made to meet personal'needs through advanced

placement courses or courses on such topics as health. For example, a socially

relevant course on environmental education provAes fundamental knowledge that

stimulates students to "examine the life worth living" 4CSSE 12:43).

The goals of personal needs as identified in the Phase I Biology Focus

Report ha e always been subordinate in science programs, especially when compared

)
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to "basic" knowledge goals related to scientific knowledge. In the past ten

years, the goals of personal needs have increased in importance. These goals

are closely related to the goals pertaining to societal problems and career

knowledge.

The Societal Needs Goal

Science teachers and "state level personnel" have shown an increasing

interest in societal-goals (OSU 172 and 175; CSSE 12:43) and in objectives to

make science relevant to the concerns of all students, not just to those who are

academically talented or collegebourd (CSSE 12:41).

The goals for teaching secondary science are in transition; there is

increased emphasis on environmental concepts, societal concerns and world prob

lems, decisionmaking and interdisciplinary studies (OSU 21). There is evidence

also that state departments of education are influencing these changes through

their legislative and regulative powers. For example, there are specific re

quirements to include Conservation, environmental problems, health, alcohol and

drugs, nature study and outdoor education in educational programs (OSU 120).

Soc)etal goals are sometimes met by elective "popular science" courses.

Examples related to biology include: environmental education, ecological studies,

and marine biology (CSSE 12:43). Biology is less academically prestigious than

either physics or chemistry; however, biology plays a more important role in

general education and is responsible for "getting students ready for the bio

logical responsibilities they will face in life" (CSSE. 12:20).

Related to societal goqls is the "socializing" of students through

science teaching (CSSE 12:16, 17; 19:5). Socialization however differs from

the conventional notion of a societal goal (OSU 21). Socialization refers to

the widely held belief-and common-practice among teachers that- schools are the

instruments of inducing conformity of behavior and uniformity of goals in young

people. Many science teachers extend the socialization concept to teaching

Practices; for example, many believe that children should be disciplined to

learn expeditiously from textbooks (CSSE 15:6,7). Socialization, therefore,

differs radically from the societal goals calling for relevant, issueoriented

biology courses.

Contemporary societal issues are influencing science programs. For

the most part, it seems science teachers are developing new courses to meet

societal goals and not incorporating societal issues into core or bas
>
ic courses

105
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in any substantial way. An' interpretation of this situation could be the conflict

between the disciplinary:perceptions of teachers and the interdisciplinary nature

of contemporary problems. Disciplineoriented teachers tend to feel that soci

etal issues are "outside their area of responsibility."

The Scientific Knowledge Goal

Biology curricula are composed primarily of the knoWledge and Skills

characterizing an academic discipline (CSSE 194). In the classroom, knoFledge

and skills goals become the facts, concepts an8.principles which reflect the

structure of a science discipline (OSU 172). Science teachers report that they

want their students to understand the subject matfer of science. For example,

they want their students to know scientific concepts, to define scientific words,

and to demonstrate problemsolving skills. "Ufiderstanding" is generally inter
_

preted as passing a test (CSSE 12:3). Science teachers feel that the present heavy

emphasis on facts and knowledge is about right (CSSE 12:9). Knowledge of the dis

cipline has been an important goal for two hundred years of American, science edu-

-caton. Understanding, as a goal of science, is an aim that is "widely honored,

conscientously pursued and regularly obstructed" (CSSE 12:3).

Scientific knowledge is the only science goal_whiCh has been included

in tale basics movement and, then, very rarely. Declines on composite ACT scores,

on the biology achievement tests of SAT, and in science knowledge on NAEP tests

are probably factors-tor putting renewed emphasis on this goal (OSU 172).

TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTiON OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
COMPONENTS AS REPORTED IN STATE

GOALS FOR EDUCATION

Component Number of States
Including Component

Facts, Concepts, Principles 17

Process, Inquiry, Investigation 8

ScienceSociety Interaction 3

Appreciation, Attitude 6

Self and Environment 6

(OSU 173).

1 Og
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In recent years, there has been increased concern for personal, career

and societal goals. The federal projects of the 195G's, 1960's and early 1970's

were based on Bruner's-concept of "the structure of the discipline" - the know-

ledge and skills important for the discipline of biology. During the 1970's, there

has developed a new focus concerning life and work skills, ecological problems

and the impact of science and technology on sc,ciety (OSU 172-175).

Biology subject matter and instructional materials are used for social-
)

ization, i.e., the inculcation of values, although this use is not specified in-

the biology objectives:' This may be one of the reasons for the rejection of in-

quiry strategies and experimental materials (CSSE 19:7). It, along with elitism

and concern for college preparation, may also be a reason that personal, societal

and career goals are not incorporated_ into the curriculum (CSSE 12:19).

The Career Knowledge-Coal

One of the recognized goals of biology education is to provide informa-
_-----

- 0

tion andikraining that will be useful in future employment (OSU 147; CSSE 19:30).

Recent concern for this goal is partially due to public 'opinion (OSU 16C) and

is constant across all science programs. What matters most in science teaching

is: first, the knowledge needed for the next course, and, second, the relation-

ship in the long-run of all. courses to one's future job. The "argument

is that if knowledge is'treated as a collection of pieces. rather than as

ideas or models of metaphors, then the vocational relevance of courses can be

controlled witk the irrelevant pieces trimmed away, or never acquired in the

first place" (CSSE 12:22). 411

There is some resistance to the career prepSation goal in science edu-
P

cation. Teachers and communities have questioned that a function of schools

should be to help labor needs. That is to say, should science help prepare for

work? (CSSE 1222). They have questioned the apparent conflict between the tit

vork of the school and the world of work (CSSE 6:53). Science teachers seem to

be unwilling to sacrifice the scholastic program in order to get the young

prepared for jobs (CSSE 17:21). Furthermore, when teachers, parents and science

coordinators are asked about vocational goals of science courses they all agree

that they should be included,et, the majority would select general education

goals over vocational goals "if forced to choose between the two" (CSSE 18:107).

One obvious omission in most biology curricula is any information which could
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help students choose a biology-related career or vocation. The work of scientists

(usually historic) is sometimes mentioned, but there is virtually no treatment of

biology technology-related careers toward which many students might aspire.

The%State of Ob ectives for Biology Education

A perennial question for biology educators was first asked by Herbert

Spencer in 1854, "What knowledge is of most worth?" Biology educators' at. wer Co

this question is represented in their program objectives. Examining the state of

biology education begins by reviewing ~he objectives of.current biology programs,

and this is one purpose of this section. First, the goals of science teaching

are discussed, and next, the related goals of biology education are examined.

In the twenty-year period, 1955-1975, the goals of science teaching

have changed little (OSU 170), but presently they are in transition (OSU 21, 190).

The s 'ence curriculum improvement projects developed during the past twenty-yearer

peri d focus on goals related to the conceptual structure of scientific dlsciplines

and their processes of inquiry. Throughout this period of curriculum reform, the

litetature on science edtication included.a number of. reports emphasizing the
0

importance of a broader perspective for science teaching, including societal and

cultural aspects, the interrelationship of science and technology, personal and

humanistic foci, and decision-making skills (OSU 170-173, 179--1,803). In practice,

however, the emphasis has been on basic skills, vocabulary and study habits as

primary objectives (CSSE 12:5; OSU 192). In the classroom, narrow course objec-

tives (explicit statements ofratis to be learned) were used as opposed to

general goals (e.g., the nature of inquiry). The latter are more likely found

in district objectives (CSSE 12:5). AlTKough there is little evidence that the

general stated goals of science education are ever translated ,1.1to curriculum ,

or classroom practice, it is apparent that teachers do advance such general goals

as justification for science instruction (CSSE 2:6, 1:89). The stated goals of

science curricula include understanding oneself, appreciating technology, prepa'F-

ing for college science, advancing today's culture and understanding societal

issues (CSSE 1:89).

Goal statements such as "the purpose of science is to make better citi-

zens, to study issues in society and to identify science overtones in politics"

are appearing (CSSE 2:6). Enrollments have increased in courses u_th goals

oriented toward societal concerns, for example, ecology, marine science, and
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oceanography (OSU 25) as well as environmental education and integrated science

(OSU 21). These courses include objectives reflecting biosocial issues such as

environmental concerns, societal and world problems, decision-making skills, and 4

interdisciplinary concepts (OSU 21). -

Generally, teachers shwa little enthusiasm for teaching biology as inquiry

(CSSE 1:42). Instruction directS students to the "right" conclusion and little

heed is paid to developifig'an appetite for submitting beliefs to an empirical.
/

test (CSSE 12:9). The curriculum is. the textbook, and the objectifies are those in

the text (CSSE 9:26; 10:241 13:5, 59, 60; OSU 17). However, in spite of common

texts and objectives, there are great differences in biology subject matter from

grade to grade, course to course, school to school, and teacher to teacher (CSSE

2:23).

In 1973, Ribble (OSU 172-173) fouh d that 40% of 42 states did not specify

goat' for'the teaching of science and, for those which did, a majority (70%) listed

"facts, concepts, principles" and a smaller-number (30%) cited "process, inquiry,

investigation" as common goals of instruction.t Otheris ience teaching goals

were cited by only 25% of the respondents or fewer. Compared to information

goal:: sl: ::Her ars of mi;c: i=7:cr:ance.

"The textbook was usually seen as the authority on knowledge" (CSSE 12:1),

and for 50% of the science teachers this means a single textbook (RTI 88). In-

dividual teachers or groups of teachers are involved in selecting the textbook

used in 98% of the school districts (RTI 99). It is apparent, then, that the

biology objectives are those of the biology textbook(s). Only 17% of the

teachers feel a need for further assistance in establishing instructional objec-
I ,

tives (RTI 8-115). Three biology textbooks, Modern Biology and the BSCS "Green"

or the BSCS."Yellow" version (RTI 91), represent the textbooks used in two-thirds

of the biolOgY classes (RTI B -45) with an enrollment of approximately 3,000,000

students (RTI 61). The extent to which these textbooks also serve as supp e-

mentary references in other biology courses cannot be ascertained' from the

able data.

avail-

An analysis of these three bidlogy textbooks for stated objettive and

for related major biological topics and concepts was made. The following section

is a summary of this analysis. (Refer to Table 1 for a detaileedestription.)'
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BSCS Textbmits

Goals are explicitly stated and tend to be reflected inthe reading and

activities-throughout these textbooks in a variety of ways. This is particularly

true of the inquiry objectives and objectives concerning the historical perspec-

tive given to the development of biological concepts. The historical perspective

provides opportunities to learn about careers through individuals who have made

major contributions to biological thought. The "Green" version gives more atten-

tion to modern biologists and their contributions, while the "Yellow" version em-

phasizes historical personages.

The objectives of both the "GreenY and "Yellow" versions touch on

personal, and social implications of Iliblogy.throughout the text but only marginally.

While humankind is not neglected, it also is not dealt with in a substantive

manner or in ebiJsocial context. The closing chapters of each text identify

major biosocial issues which face human beings today but do not deal with

possible solutions. The "Green" version devotes approximately, 10% of the entire

text to biosocial issues, the "Yellow" version, a Single chapter. The full

import of social topics in terms of normative, ethical or value considerations,

is not considered.

Both of the BSCS texts are oriented toward investigative Procedures

A.*

used in scientific research and the major concepts representing biological dis-

ciplines. Specific objectives are identified for each chapter and, throughout the

textbooks. The objectives tend to represent a range of cognitive levels from

simply observing, discussihg, or, demonstrating to making predictions, synthe-

sizing data and hypothesizing.

Modern Biology

"In general, flodern Biology approaches the structure of biology through

factual information arranged phylogenetically. While the broad goals of Modern

Biology are not identified, specific objectives are stated. The objectives of

some chapters in Modern Biology are related to the major goal clusters of Project

Synthesis, specifically to personal and social problems. Nutrition is a major.

topic; but, societal issues of food resources and meeting human nutritional

needs as biosocial issues are not discussed. Tobacco, alcohol and drugs are

dealt with in terms of their effects=on the person. The sections on pollution,

the envir-nment and conservation introduce these as major problems but avoid

treating these issues in the .context of personal and softer actions.
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To summarize, the goals of biology education seem to be in transition

reflecting emerging objectives of science education in general. Some restrictive

factors, such as the "basics" issues, are having an impact; but more, importantly,

new objectives of wide educational importance seem to be emerging from social

and personal concerns, (e.g., ecology and the environment) and from efforts to

improve the "quality of life." Texts are the curriculum, and the analysis

of the major biology texts reveal that they include objectives related more to

older goals such as "the structure of a discipline." They do not emphasize in

a substantial way goals related to contemporary biosocial issues.

Actual Biology Education Programs

Thus far, the existing goals and objectives of biology education have

been described. The next question is, "To what extent do curriculum programs re-
,

present the stated goals of biology education?"

Changes in biology programs are being influenced by two important factors.

One dominant factor is the back-to-the-basics movement (CSSE 19:2; OSU 147, 149).

The "basics" is perceived as reading, writing and mathematics (CSSE 19:2-3). It

would seem that existing science programs tend to address the "basics" of science

since they are primarily knowledge and skills oriented, grounded in academic de-
;

scriptions of science (CSSE 19:4-5). However, science itself is not considered

"basic," and many biology teachers feel there is a shift away from science subjects.

However, only 7% of science teachers rated "belief that this subject is less im-

portant than other subjects" as a serious problem. Thirty-nine percent thought this

attitude was somewhat of a problem, and 51% indicated it was not a significant

problem (RTI 158).

The direction of change in biology programs is further confused by a

second factor, namely, science and society issues (OSU 21). Such issues were

largely neglected in NSF science-improvement curricula programs of the 1960's (OSU

Response to the concern for social issues is perhaps best represented by the

rapid expansion of earth science programs between 1965-1975 and the implementation

of environmentally and ecologically oriented courses in the biological sciences

during the'same time period.

Biology teachers were asked to rank in order of importance problematic

factors influencing their teaching. Lack of materials for individualized instruc-

tion was ranked first; insufficient funds and inadequate facilities were ranked
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TABLE 1

OBJECTIVES OF CONVENCIONAL BIOLOGY PROGRAMS
AS REFLP.C1ED IN TIIE TEXTBOuRS HOST WIDELY USED IN SCHOOLS

BSCS YELLOW

Science as Inquiry and Investigation

OBJECTFVES: Hake specific observations regarding
a biological phenomenon (p. 4)

GOAL:

Develop:v.:hypothesis to explain the
observatiOns thus made (p. 4)

Demonstrate how data can support or
not support the validity of an hypo-

thesis 4)

Conduct .simple biological experi-
ment (p. 4)

OSCS GREEN

An Underslnnding of the Nature of Scientific
Inquiry

Identify in a given investigatory situation
the elements of scientific procedure (p. T311)

Construct hypotheses appropriate to a given
(problem (p. T1B)

Discuss the values of mensurement in scienti-
ficrinvestigation (p. T311)

Explain the meaning of n vnriahle (p. T3B)

The History of Biological Concepts
and Discoveries

OBJECrIVES: Compare the hypothesis of Aristotle
with that of William Harvey regard-
ing the circulation of the blood
(p. 66)

Describe the evidence used by Harvey
concerning the functioning of valves
In vein.; (p. 66)

Describe the experiment of Loewl and
what it cent:Alia:ea to our under-
standing of motor neurons (p. 83)

Relate the contributions of John Rny
and Carolus Linnaeus to the concept
of species (p. 100)

MODERN BIOLOGY (1973)
OTTO, TOWLE MADNICK

(Biological) Science is a Body of Knowledge

(P. 3)

Name the five stages In the life span of an
organism (p. 13)

Define the terms matter and energy (p. 26)

Describe the structure of the atom (p. 26)

Explain the functions of carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins and nucleic acids (p.'26)

Understand Mendel's law of Independent
assortment (p. 97)

An Understanding of the Limitations of Science
and of the Scientific Method--

Distinguish between speculltions and theories
(Chapter 10)

Describe the environmental conditions in which
life may have originated ( Chapter 10)

Explain how biochemical experiments have pro-
vided n degree of plausibility for speculationn
on the hiochemicalorigin of life (Chapter 10)

Biology Is also the Logical, Scientific
Method (p. 3)

Demonstrate the use of the scientific
method (p. 3)

Explain the limitations of the light micro-
scope (p. 3)

Explain the advantages of the electron
microscope (p. 3)

Describe the banes of scientific classifi-
cation (p. 163)

Demonstrate the 'ability to clnssify an or-
gnnism (p. 163)

NOTE: Thege BSCS Yellow and BSCS Green goal statements nre from the first commercial edition (1963) and
were Included In the edition used for this compnrison, Third Edition (1973)
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BSCS YELLOW

The Genetic Continuity of Life

OBJECTIVES: Describe the pathways involved in the

coord
ination of breathing, including

the organs affected by the coordina-
tors (p. 82)

Identify genotype and phenotype (p. 194)

Compare the terms heterOzygoup and
homozygous (p. 194)

Define allele and gene (p. 194)

Describe the life cycle of Drosophila

(P 194)

TABLE 1 (continued)

BSCS GREEN

OUr Understanding of the Diversity of
Li(e of the interrelationa of all Orgnntsms

Recognize a variety of structural adapta-
tions in familiar Animal species '(p. T89)

Predict the environment in which unfamiliar
animals might suitably live, given a set of
selected structural adaptations (p. T89)

List plant groups that may be found in much
hnbitats: marshes, deserts, seawnys (p.
T145)

Infer functional differences from observing
differences In plant structure (p. T165)

MODERN. BIOLOGY

Biology Arose from the Humnn Heed to Under-
litand Events and Solve Problems (Social)

(P 3)

Describe sickle-cell anemia (p. 127)

Understand the inheritance of mental disorders
(p. 127)

Explain the genetic basin of Down's syndrome
(p. 127)

Describe the effects of smoking on the body
(p. 597)

Describe the effects of alcohol on the body
(p. 597)

DisCuss alcoholism as a disease (p. 597)

Understand some of the causes of drug addic-
tion (p. 597)

COAL: Chnnge of Living Things Through Time:

Evolution

OBJECTIVES: Summarize the evolution in green plants
(p. 133)

Describe the conditions necessary for
the formatIon of fossils (p. 231)

Explain why fossils are relatively rare
(p. 231)

Explain why a virus could represent an
early stage in the evolution of organ-
isms (p. 231)

Identify the age of the oldest fossils
of which there is a record (p. 231)

An Appreciation of the Beauty, Drama and
Tragedy of the Living World

Explain the effects of mankind's develop-
ing technology on the extension of the eco-
systems of which particular human popula-
tions were a part (p. 7'661)

Relate wastes to resources (p. T661)

Lint nt least 5 cntegorlea of substances
that are currently regarded as wastes
(p. T661)

Describe the problems of disposal posed by
nt 1e nut 3 of these (p. T661)

Apply the idea of "trade-off" to at lenst
one waste-disposal problem (T661)

Biology has grown from the Work of Mnny
People in Mnny Different Lands (History) (p.11

Expinin the roles of Redi and Spallanzani in
the theory of spontaneous generation (p. 13)

Describe Pasteur's experiment that proved bio-
genesis (p. 13) .

Describe hog Koch investigated a n :known dis-
ease (p. 195)

unknown

Describe the contributions of Edward Jenner
(p. 195)
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TApLE 1 (eoptin0).

'BSCS YELLOW
/ BSC1 GREEN MODERN BIOLOGY

Diversity of Type and Unity of Pattern An Understanding of the Biological Bases of Our Snciety Accepts and Supports Modern\among Living Things
Probleiiiin Medicine, Public Health, Agriculture, Science (p. 4)
and Conservation

OBJECTIVES: Give examples of the sites from which
sensory neurons pick up messages (p.
83)

Recognize reproduction as essential
only for perpetuation of the species
not for the life of the individual
(p. 92)

/

Describe three common patterns of sex-
, ual reproduction (p. 92)

Relate sexual reproduction to the
process of evolution (p. 92)

Distinguish between the two principal means of
controlling behavior (V. f479)

Describe the chemistry of a synapse (p. T479)

Distinguish nmong the physiological activities of
stimulants, ranoutlizers, and hallucinogens (p.
T479)

Explain the1dangers to an individual of self-
administration of dins (p. V.79)

Extrapolate these individual dangers to effects on
human social organization (p. T479)

GOAL: Regulation and Homeostasis: The
Preservation of Life in the'Face of
Change

OBJECTIVES: State why oxygen is essential to most
living cells (Chapter 12)

Distinguish between respiration and
'breathing (Chapter 12)

Describe the part diffusion plays In
respiration In a single-celled organ-

ism such as, Paramecium (Chapter 12)

Identify the primary source of oxygen
for all animals (Chapter 12)

116

-----7,
An.Understanding of the Historical Developmenrof
Biological Conepts and Their Dependence Upon the
Nature of Society and Techtlelagy of Each Age

Order chronologically 3 or 4 principal events in
the discovery of the cellularlty of organisms
(p. T345)

Stale the three principal Parts of the cell theory
(p. 1345)

List 4 or more major discoveries that led to our
present underslaadial of photosynthesis (p. T349)

Relate Mendel's observations to the chromosome the-
ory of heredity (p. 1559)

Understand the universal nature of science
(p. 3)
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TABLE I (continued)

GOAL:

BSCS

04. an-! Development In I'm individual's Life

OMIECTIVES: Contrast development and fertilization (p. 225)

Identify four processes of development (p., 225)

Relate mitosis to mwth (p. 225)

Describe the consequences of cellular differentiation
(p. 225)

BSCS GREEN

An Understanding of Man's Own Place in Nature: Namely, that He is a
Living Organism, that He has much in Common with Other Organisms and
that lie Interacts with All Organisms in the Biological System of Earth

Name organisms that owe their present distributions to man's (1)
deliberate and (2) accidental agency (p. T231)

Describe 3 or more examples of man's alteration of natural biomes
(p. T231)

Explain man's effects on ecosystems in-terms of succession (p. T231)

Describe at least 3 major ways in which man has physically changed
inland-water ecosystems (Chapter 9)

Explain the changing effects of a sewage inflow along a length of
river.(Chapter 9)

List at least 4 kinds of things that, when added to natural waters by
man, reduce the biotic potential of those waters (Chapter 9)

GOAL: The Complementarlty of Structure and Function

OBJECTIVES: Describe the necessity for coordination within a multi-
cellular animal (p. 82)

List three conditions necessary for coordination (p. 82)

Recognize the two major coordinating systems is the human
body (p. 82)

Explain how the breathing mechanisms that maintain con-
stant concentrations of oxygen add carbon dioxide relate
to the theme of homeostasis (p. 82)

Recognize the neuron as the unit of structure and function
In tie nervous system (p. 82)

COAL: The Complementarity of Organizational Environment

OBJECTIVES: Identify how primitive man used artificial selection in the

origination of cultivated plants (Chapter 34)

Describe some centers of origin of Important crops and domes-
tic'enimals (Chapter 34)

Describe the specific relationship that man has to his envir-
onment which is different from that for other animals
(Chapter 34)

GOAL: The Biological Basis of Behavior

OBJECTIVES: Relate which of our unique abilities can be ascribed to the
-functioning of our brains (p. 8J)

Give examples of conscitps and nw:onscions activities controlled

by the central nervous system (p. 83)
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second and third respectively (RTI 159). There are also other problems contribu-
!,

ting to concerns about biology programs. A number of NSF curricula have proved

difficult for average and below average students. The difficulty is due to high

reading levels and the difficulty of the concepts (OSU 35). Junior high school

science teachers have indicated that there are fewer programs available, 4nd the

programs are less appropriate for their students' needs (OSU 95). Another curricL

ulum) problem is the influence of state regulations. On the one hand, new courses

have been required that relate to societal issues and are aligned with the biclog-

ical sciences, e.g., ecology (OSU 120). On the other hand, state regulations

have reduced the amount of science required for graduation, they have indirectly

reduced money for science programs, and in some cases, they have eliminated pro-

grams (OSU 120-121).

The instructional programs represented by the most commonly used text-.

books were determined by a qualitiative analysis of the BSCS Yellow, BSCS Green,

and Modern Biology programs. Although there are conspicuous differences between

the three programs in organization and in thematic structure, there is a common bOdy

of biological knowledge represented by the life support systems in plants and ani-

mals. Principles of biological evolution and of ecology are used to provide an in-

tegrative perspective to the courses. Personal and societal, goals in a human con-

text rnd career awareness are only minimally treated in the subject matter of the

textbooks.

The middle/junior high school life,science curriculum has been recon-

structed from textbooks used most commonly in the intermediate grades as identi-

fied in the RTI survey (see Table 2). This approach is well-grounded as a means

of evaluating existing programs since 90% of intermediate teachers base their

instruction on a single text (OSU 17). These bOoks have been examined qualita-

tively to determine the emphasis on the major goals: inquiry, personal and societal

needs, scientific knowledge and career awareness. The attgOrs' educational goals

for their textbooks have been reviewed as well as their approaches to 1:,boratory-

type activities.

The stated goals were typically the following ones: (1) to present in-
-

formation representative of biological disciplines such as botany, zoology, human

anatomy and physiology, ecological distribution of organisms, genetics, and

deve"Y*lopment; .(2) to acquaint students with aspects of scientific inquiry such as
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making aservations, recording information, reporting findings; (3) to develop in

students personal scientific attitudes such as curiosity, respect for reliable

informatioa, importance of critical thinking, willingness to be wrong, appreciation

of science and of living things; and, (4) to develop skills associated with inquiry..

development such w.! recording
Alt
observations in tables, charts or graphs, "experiment

ing" or-investigating problems.

The goal that dominated all of the middle/junior high school programs was

the acquisition of biological information. The major emphasis was upon acquiring

facts about living things such as knowing th structure and functions of various

parts kplants and animals, the names of organisms, and the vocabulary used in

genetiCs. Knowledge was interpreted as recall of facts. In several of the

textbooks an effort was made to have students organize their learning in terms of

broader concepts such as the relationship of living things to their environment,

the dinstinction b-:tween a "simple" plant or animal and
*
a "higher" plant or animal,

or the importance of a taxonomic system.

Laboratory activities were typically distributed throughout the text

books. As opposed to reading to get information, these activities required the

learner to bf physically involved by doing such things as sprouting bean seeds,

observing the parts of a plant or animal, taking one's temperature or comparing

several related organisms. Textbooks also presented some experimental activities

in which students were asked to answer a question or solve a problem by gathering

and interpreting information in an organized way. In experiments, students were

required to measure, count, or describe observations in some quantitative way.

In a minority of textbooks (e.g., ISCS and Interaction of Man and the Biosphere),

there was a special effort to make the laboratory activities an integral part of

learning; this approach, however, was not typical.

The study of ,the human specks in middle/junior high school textbooks was

limited to a knowledge of anatomy and the functitaing of various systems. Such

topics as genetics, behavior, reproduction, development and "history of life on

earth" (evolution), frequently had a rerence to human beings, but were never

central to the study of the topic. However, disease, nutrition, drugs, and health

topics were typically considered in a human and personal context.

Biosocial problems such as conservation, pollution, energy shortages,

water purity, use of insecticides, and overpopulation were generally grouped in

a single chapter located near the end of the textbook. The problems were identified
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and described but were not explored either in terms of conditions necessary to

resolve the issues or in terms of individual responsibility for appropriate

action. At various places in many.of the textbooks, there were supplemental

questions to chapters suggesting students might want to study a biosocial prob-

lem in personal terms.

In the middle/junior high school programs, there Was little attention

given to information on different careers in the biological sciences. Textbooks

did provides photographs of famous biologists and descriptions of the scientific'

contributions made by those individuals. The extent to which this material was

made a part of the instruction is not evident from the textbooks.

In most ways, the middle/junior high school life science programs,

in subject matter and organization, were mirror images of high school biology text-

books. The reading level was usually lower than that of a high school textbook

and terms were defined in more detail. However, in a small number of junior high

schools (about ten percent), a biology program was offered in the ninth grade

that used a textbook commonly used in senior' high schools.

To summarize, existing biology education programs are apparently under

social pressure eb change. The direction of changes is, as yet, unclear. An

analysis of existing programs at the secondary level (middle/junior high and

senior high school) reveals that discrete knowledge, in and of itself, continues

to be the emphasis of all programs. Inquiry is primarily used (if it is used at

all) as a means to relay information to the students.. Careers in biology-related

fields are mentioned but not treated substantially. This is especially true for

the middle/junior high school programs for students, many Of whom are thinking

about their life work. There is little attention given to personal needs and

social issues related to biology.

Program Dissemination

The lack of a national, centralized educational system in the United

States makes the dissemination of information about new instructional programs and

materials to thousands of schools a difficult task. One way teachers and prim-
,

cipals have learned about,Relf biology programs is by attending NSF institutes.

These institutes for teachers and administrators have attracted slightly more than

20% of the principals of, grades 7-9 and 10-12, 32% of the teachers of grades 7-9,

and 47% of the 10th-12th grade teachers (RTI 69, 71). The proportion of teachers
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TABLE 2

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS ANALYZED

Grades. 10-12

Biological Sciencei Curriculm Study, Biological Science: An Ecological Approach,
(BSCS Green Version, 3rd edition), Rand McNally and Co., N.Y., 1973'(teacher's

edition),

(Also, 4th edition, copyright 1978)

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, Biological Science: An Inquiry into Life,

(BSCS Yellow Version - 3rd edition), Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1973

(Also, separate teacher's manual)

.Otto, James H., Albert Towle, and Myra E. Madnick, Modern Biology, Holt, Rinehhrt
and Winston, N.Y., 1977 (teacher's edition)

Otto, James H., Albert Towle, W. David Otto and Myra E. Madnick, Laboratory Investi-

gations in Biology, 11c4x, Rinehart and Winston, N.Y:, 1977.

Otto, James H., Albert Towle, W. David Otto and Myra E. Madnick, Biology Investi-
sations, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, N:Y., 1977

Grades 7-9

Abraham, Norman, Richard G. Beidleman, John A. Moore, Michael *ores and 'William J.

Utley, Interactidn of Man and the Biosphere, Rand McNally and Co., N.Y.,

1975 (teacher's edition)

Blanc, Sam S., Abraham S. Fischler and Olcott Gardner, Modern Science: Earth, Life

and Man, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., N.Y., 1971 (teacher's edition)

3randwein, Paul F., R. Will Burnett and Robert Stollberg, Life: Its Forms and

Changes, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., N.Y., 1968

Heimler, Charles H. and Charles D. Neal, Principles of Science - Book One,and

Principles of Science - Book TWO, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., Columbus,

Ohio, 1975 (teacher's edition - 3rd edition)

Heiler, Charles H. and J. David Lockard, Focus on Life Science, Charles E. Merrill

Publishing Co., Columbus, Ohio,1977 (teacher's edition)

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) Investigating Variation (Probing the

Natural World/Level III), Silver Burdett, Morristo , -N.J., 1972 (teacher's

edition)

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) Well Being, Sillver Burdett, Morristown,

N.J., 1972 (teacher's edition)

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) Why You're You, Silver Burdett,

Morristown N.J., 1972 (teacher's edition)

Intermediate Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) A Matter of Strength, Silver Burdett,

MorristOwn, N.J., 1972 (teacher's edition)

Navarra, John Gabriel, Joseph Zafforoni and John Edward Garone, Life in the Environ-

went, Harper and Row, N.Y., 1973

Otto, Modern Biology, Holt, RinehartJames H., Albert Towle, and Myra E. Madnick,
and Winston, N.Y. 1977 (teacher's edition)

Otto, James H., Albert Towle, W. David Otto and Myra E.

gations in Biology, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, N

Otto, James H., Albert Towle, W. David Otto and Myra E.

tions, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, N.Y., 1977

Tater, Harold E., Thomas D. Bain, l'rederick L. Fitzpatrick, Living Things, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, N.Y., 1977 (teacher's edition)

Madnick, Laboratory investi-

.Y., 1977

Madnick, Biology investiza-
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attending an institute is not constant throughout the United States;- those (of

grades 7-9) in the West have attended more institutes than those in other regions

(RTI 70).. More than two-thirds of the state supervisors of science have .attended

one or more NSF programs, such as,,summet institutes (69%), inservice: (18%), aca-

demic year institutes (36%), administrator conferences (30%), and leadership

development projects (30%) (RTI 61, 70 and B-8). Of those persons generally re-

sponsible for local science curriculum deVelopment for:grades 7r12,' 40% 'have

attended an NSF summer institute, 18% an inservice progrdm, and fewer than 10%

any other type of special program (RTI B-9). Ten percent of school principals

(grades 7-9) attended NSF summer institutes and 5% inservice programs. These are

the two NSF activities in which principals participated Most. The percentages.of

'high school principals participating in these twg activities were 20% and 8%

respectively. These figures do not necessarily mean that the given NSF program was

oriented to biology or even to science in general (RTI B-10). Among the many

NSF programs available, the NSF summer institute programs have been the most widely

attended by administrators, supervisors, and teacherS of math, social studies and

science and, therefore, have been significant forces affecting program dissemina-

tion (RTI B-11).

Half of the states have a means, through the state 'science supervisor, for

disseminating information about new biology programs. Knowledgibility of sources

of curriculum materials is seen as an important characteristic of curriculum
,

supervisors by 89% of science supervisors for grades 7-12 (CSSE,16:45)... The major

sources of information for state supervisors were publishers and sales represents-
, r

tives (sources for 84% of supervisors) journals and other professional publicS-%
tions (76%), meetings of professional organizations (67%),\ federally sponsored

workshops (65%), teachers (54%); all other categories of information were each

reported to be used by iess'than 50% of supervisors (RTI 73, B-13).

The locSl curriculum respondents for grades 7-12 received, their informa-

tion about a new science program from publishers, (63%), teachers (62%), journals

and professional publications (61%), college courses (49%), and professional

meetings (44%); other sources were of lesser significance, being under 32% (RTI

B-14). Grades 7-9 science teachers reportedly learned about new science programs

mostly from other teachers (66%) and from college courses (53%), followed by

publishers (37%). Approximately one-fourth of these teachers got their informs-
,

tion on a new curriculum from a subject specialist (26%), a federally sponsored
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workshop (23%), or a professional publication (28%). Inservice programs were not

a frequent source of information (18%) (RTI B-15). As. financial support has

tightened, the number of science consultants available to help teachers has de-
.

creased in number. Inservice efforts generally take the form of staff meetings,

special inservice days, and enrollment in university courses. A decline in such

programs is explained by (1) fewer inexperienced teachers, (2) less incentive

for gaining credits and degrees, and (3) fewer dollars for resource persons (CSSE

16:48). Teachers, however, continue to be interested in help from universities.

Science teachers of grades 7-9 want (1) help with curriculum development (43%),

(2) special inservice workshops made available (16%), and (3) courses specifically

oriented to teacher needs (12%) (CSSE 16:49).

To see or learn about a new science progravis important, but is the

information of much value or use? Fifty-two percent of teachers of grades 7-9

perceive the information they obtain from other teachers to be "very useful" while

54% of the 10-12 teachers rate such information only "somewhat useful." Forty -nine

percent of the teachers of grades 7-9 rate professional journals and college

'ourses as "very useful," while 54% of the grades 10-12 teachers give similar

ratings (RTI.B-118). Although half of the teachers rate professional journals

their most useful source of information (RTI B-118), only 63% of grades 7-9

science teachers and 78% of 10-12 science teachers read such journals (CSSE 18:24).

The number of education articles read per month by these who do read professional

journals is 5.5 articles and, the number of articles on science or science teaching

.read is 12.1 per year (CSSE 18:24). The average number of education books read

by 7th to 9th grade science teachers per year is 5.1, and of books about science

the average is 4.4 fOr the same teachers (CSSE 18:24).

Federally sponsored workshops are seen as "very useful" by 26% of the

7-9 teachers and by 29% of the 10-12 teachers. Approximately, one teacher in Lye

finds the information obtained at professional meetings and from inservice p-ograms

"very useful." Information about new programs obtained from other sources is

rated "very useful" by fewer than 15% of the teachers; these sources include:

principals, local subject specialists, state department personnel, teacher union

meetings and publishers (RTI B-118). A survey of 535 grade 7-9 science teachers

reveals that only 37% of the teachers found professional journals "particularly

useful" (RTI 156).
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The network of communication about new curricula and instructional materi-

als centers upon professional publications and professional meetings where the

source of information is combined with the usefulness of the information obtained.

1 Teachers themselves area majorIlink in the communication, network as a source of

information not only for each other but for curriculum coordinators, supervisors,

and principals. What is not so clear is fhe source of teachers' original informa-

tion about a new program; one suspects there is a variety of sources. NSF summer-

institute programs and college courses are also important parts of thel,Communica-

tion network. Although commercial organizations appear to be an important source

of information, they are not judged to be the most useful to school personnel.

Program Adoption

-Biology is offered in 95% of the schools with grades 10-12 and in 30% of

the, junior high schools (grades 7 through 9). Advanced biology is offered in 47%

of the schools with grades 10-212. Environmental studies is an offering in 16% of
x

the schools with grades 10-12 (RTI 53). Other biology-related courses offered

include oceanography, marine'science, ecology, physiology and integrated science.

The increased number of biology offerings may be a possible' explanation for the

slight decrease in students enrolled in a course entitled "Biology" (OSU 26) over

the past decade. Currently, three million students are enrolled in a tenth or

eleventh grade biology course and well over one million in junior high school life

science courses (OSU 27; RTI 61).

The biology program at grade 10 consists of the course as outlined in

Holt's Modern Biology and as in the BSCS "Green" and "Yellow" versions. These three

texts describe biology for 80% of the students enrolled in general biology (OSU 26).

The teacher is the primary determinant of the textbook used (CSSE 19:2; RTI 99).

Hence, program adoption depends upon teacher opinion. The principal and community

attitudes (RTI 159) are, also factors in program adoption.

Biology is the only science area in which significant numbers of teachers

chose to use one of the new programs of the 1960's, i.e., one of the BSCS versions.

A total of 532 of the districts have used one of the three (including the "Blue"

versioy'BSCS versions (RTI 85). Currently, use of the BSCS basic courses is

declilling as is the use of other products of.the curriculum reform movement of

the 1960's, with the greatest decline at the ninth grade level. Ole conceptual

level of such curricular materials including those of BSCS resulted in problems

of implementation (CSSE 13:11; OSU 181).
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Course-Offerings
,f
The most common science course in the high school curriculum is biology,
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Program Exposure

usually offered as a tenth grade course. It is offered in 95%,of the schools

(RTI- 53)and serves over 80% of all students in the secondary school (OSU 26).

Biology (or life science) is also offered in 30% of the ,junior high schools-

(grades 7-9).

Biology for more able students is sometimes offered in grade nine. Such

tracking allacis scientifically inclined students to complete more science electives

in grades 10-12. Such an offering (often'a BSCS version) is usually a course

similar to the tenth grade, course but taught as a college preparatory course for

the most capable students. Such "segregation" of students thus begins in the.

junior high and paves the way for an advanced senior high sequence (CSSE 12:1).

A side effect of such "tracking" or "grouping" of students by ability, by occupa-

tional intention, or by prerequisite knowledge may be segregation by race or by

sex. For example, 60% of the students in the lowest level of science in a Texas

school were black males, assigned first because of a reading problem, second

because of a math problem, third because of a discipline problem, and last because

of a science problem (CSSE 15:40). Furthermore, many minorities do not take

science courses because they have not been counselled into the academic "tracks"

or into t e,rprerequisite mathematics-courses.

Special interest courses inLecology, anatomy, oceanography, physiology,

human biology, integrated science, and environmental studies are clearly "biology"

offerings. These courses are attracting increasing numbers of students and,

thereby, arl becoming collectively important in terms of the,biology curriculum

and-kinds of students served (OS-U -24). Programs emphasizing the interaction- of

science and society are attracting students not previously served in the science

program (OSU 21); at times such offerings may cause a decrease in enrollment in

general biology (OSU 26). The increasing diversity in biology offerings provides

a wider science experience for students (CSSE 13:3). Between schools, and within,

schools, there is a great variation in the number of course offerings; for example,

some high schools may offer as few as-five and other schools as many as 18 courses

in different fields of biological science (CSSE 13:3).

Advanced biology isooffered in 1/47% of all schools faith grades 10-12

(RtI 53). This offering is clearly for.college preparatory students, usually for
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those interested in medicine or health-related programs. Such programs illustrate

the high priority sdhools and teachers give to advanced courses and to servicing

college-bound students (CSSE 12:1).

Requirements

Although science is ancommon requirement in junior high school, and many

high schools have a ,one-ye.a-i graduation requirement (OSU 37), only 49% of the

school districts'iequire a specific course in science in grades 9-12. Twenty-one

percent require biology (RTI 26). Many schools (21%) require more than one year

of science (RTI 24). In most instances students elect a course in the biological

science area to fulfill general graduation requirements (OSU 26). Since nearly

one-third of the schools include life science as a junior high school course,

it can be assumed that this is essentially another "biology" requirement in the

secondary school.

Time Allotments

Time allotments for science tend to increase as the grade level increases

(RTI 51). In junior high school, it is common to have science on a daily basis for

40 to 50 minutes. The length of time for general biology and other "biology!'

offerings in the 10-12 grades ranges from 45gto 60 minutes daily. Almost all of

the biology courses in grades 7-12 are year-long courses, while 88% of all courses

in grades 10-12 are one-year courses (RTI65). Semester courses in life science

are found in 7% of the schools at grades 7-9; this figure is 6% for grades 10-12.

Life science courses offered on a quarterly basis.' are found in 4% of the secondary

schools.

Enrollments
4

Biology is offered to all students (CSSE 19:3) with nearly three million

students enrolled each year(OSU 27; RTI 58, 61). Since biology is often viewed

as "required," it is a course serving the general population, usually at the

tenth grade level. Each year, 80% of graduating seniors have completed a course

(OSU 26). For 50% of the students graduating each year, biology repre-

sents their last experience with science (OSU 3-26, 36).

Life science is frequently offered as a part of the junior high program

where over a million and a'quarter students are enrolled each year (RTI 5.8).

When one views special courses in biology, i.e., physiology, ecology, environ-

mental studies, oceanography, and others, over 600,000 additional students are
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enrolled each year. There have been substantial increases in enrollments in

such elective biology courses during the last five years (OSU 29); also, the

percentage of student enrollment in general biology in grades 10, 11, and 12

increased from 1955 through the early 1970's (OSU 26).

Teacher Characteristics, Training, Certification

Characteristics

A general picture of biology teachers is derived from three NSF science

status studies. All science teachers were included in the sample polled (RTI 9).

Since biology classes enroll two-thirds of all science students (RTI 61), the

assumption is made that biology teachers composed two-thirds of the sample of

science teachers of grades 10-12. There were apprOximately 36,000 biology teachers

* in the United States in 1971. A biology teacher is defined as a person who has

an undergraduate degree in biology and who teaches two or more classes of biology.

There is an additional population of 15,000 to 20,000 teachers who teach biology

who do notmeet these criteria (BSCS, 1978: 71).
_

In many schools, science teachers are reported to have the most stability

regarding assignment and longevity and to occupy a position of academic prestige

-within the school's heirarchy (CSSE Vol. I). Although biology teachers are-

viewed as holding less prestigious positions than physics and chemistry teachers,

they are, neverless, part of an elitist group. Furthermore, biology teachers

who teach an advanced placement course are near the peak of professional status

in any school's social system (CSSE 16:8).

GenFally, the average lumber of years of experience for science teachers

(grades 10-12) is 11.8 (RTI 138); and, in grades 10-12, 74% are men, while 24%

are women (RTI 141). However, it may be-assumed that most of the women teaching

science are biology teachers.

While 85% of science teachers in grades 10-12 teach all of their courses

within a single science area, only 76% of 7-9 science teachers do so (RTI 142).

One wayOf improving junior high science teaching might be to assign teachers-

full time to their discipline (OSU 89). Currently, approximately 13% of second-

ary science teachers are t ching at least one course for which they feel in-

adequately qualified, and usually these courses are within the science area (RTI

142).
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The role of the'teacher as central to science instruction is evident:

first, teachers have autonomy in how science is taught (CSSE 13:3); second,

teachers' beliefs and attitudes are important keys to the instruction they pro-

vide (CSSE 19:2); third, few teachers engage student in learning by experience

(CSSE 15:7); fourth, teachers are not "model inquirers" (CSSE 12:8); and,

individual science teachers make identical, courses,appear to be different (CSSE

13:3). Although teacher styles and strategies are as varied as curriculum con-

tent and format (CSSE 13:3), teachers are the source of power within the class-

room (CSSE 13:59). Furthermore, many science teachers are Characterized as

authoritarian (CSSE 16:26.3, 19:5). Science teachers have indicated increasing

dissatisfaction with their roles; many see an erosion of their place as the

"academics" ,of the high schools (CSSE 7:36). For example, they complain of

extra duties; i.e., of hall and lunchroom patrols (CSSE 1:76).

Science teachers, generally, are perceived positively by their students.

For example, 76% of 13-year-old students and 81% of 17-year-old students reported

that their most recent science teacher "really likes science;" and approximately

f50% at both age levels said that their science teachers are enthusiastic and

make science'exciting (NAEP CO1T02).

Professional Attributes

Generally, science teachers conform to the value system of the communi-

ties in which they work (CSSE Vol. I), and this conformity is reinforced by

hiring pi-ocedures (CSSE 17:5, 19:17). In most instances, teachers closely fit

the neighborhood's majority group image of what a teacher should be professionally

(CSSE 17:5). Within their classroom, teachers avoid discussions of controversial

subjects and cling to their posture of authority in order to maintain "their

social rank, their podia and their seats of judgment" (CSSE 12:10). Contrary

information, however, is found in,the 1977 NAEP results which indicate that

students perceive their teachers as willing to share their opinions on popula-
,

tion, pollution,.and other value-laden topics (NAEP CO1T02).

Professional Affiliations

Most biology teachers belong to organizations or unions; for example,

80% of pre-college teachers belong to an AFT or an NEA affiliate (CSSE 3:5);,six

,thousand belong to the National Association of Biology Teachers, a professional

organization specifically for biology teachers. Furthermore, science teachers

demonstrate their professionalism in their reading patterns; science teachers at
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all grade* levels report more reading of professional books and articles than

teachers of other disciplines (CSSE 18:23).

The increase in the collective bargaining strength of teacher organiza-

tions has not only effected higher salaries and more fringe benefits, it has

resulted also in increased dissension within teaching groups (CSSE B:5). Some

professional organizations stress professional ethics and the welfare of the

child, while others push for raising certification standards to admit fewer

teachers. Teachers are increasing their militancy as a reaction to "riffing",

a term applied to 'reduction in teaching forces' (CSSE B:4) and to the reassign-

mentof teachers (CSSE B:5). For example, there were 468 teacher strikes from

1973 to 1975, and issues such as out-of-class duties, class size, and tenure by

building have been added to the negotiation -.socket (CSSE B:5). Teachers, unless

they benefit directly, have little enthusiasm for affirmative action (CSSE 17:5).

As a result of union action, many schOol districts have strong seniority clauses

in teacher cogtracts. Consequently, regardless of preparation and/or performance,

old teachers stay and new teachers go. Schools, and science departments, have

diminshing control over the most important determinant of good learning, the

teaching positions (CSSE 17:4).

Training

Preservice. The training of preservice biology teachers consists of-two

components: general undergraduate education and professional training. Generally,

biology teachers are well prepared in undergraduate biology but not in chemistry,

physics, or mathematics (OSU 91). The median requirement of biology courses for

certification is twenty-four hours (OSU 54). However, 21% of biology classes

are taught by teachers with less than 18 hours In biology (OSU 835. The under-

graduate courses taken by teachers are the same courses taken by students pre-

paring for graduate professional schools. Therefore, teachers receive little

education in responding to fruitful observations or to penetrating questions from
I

their thoughtful students (CSSE 16:8). The infrequent use of creative inquiry

teaching in science classrooms seems to be related to the fact that teachers
%

rarely experience it in their college preparation (CSSE 12:7).

The professional component of preservice education is basically divided

between instruction in elementary and secondary education; few institutions have

programs specifically detignated for middle/junior high school (OSU 63). Recently,

there have been indications that topics such as "humanism, relating science to
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contemporary social problems and issues, extended field-based experiences, and

involvement with inner-city students and other minority groups" have been in-

cluded in preservice'professional courses (OSU 57). However, a survey of science

methods courses reveals little impact of the NSF-funded biology curricula. Only

30% (of the 922 colleges and universities surveyed) reported studying the BSCS

curricula intensively and less than 10 of the 342 courses studied in detail used

the BSCS Biology Teachers Handbook as a professional textbook (BSCS 60:8). The

final:preparation for teaching student teaching, is most often reported to be

full-time for less than a semester (OSU 64).

Generally, preservice teacher preparation was found to be characterized,

by the following attributes described in the NASDTEC-AAAS Guidelines (AAAS Miscel-
.

lanious Publication 71-9, Washington, D.C., 1971):

1. Breadth and depth of science preparation;
2. Minimal mathematics competencies;
3. Nature of learning and its application to science teaching.

On the other hand, the following attributes described in the Guidelines were found

to be lacking:

1. Seeking out ideas in science new to the prospective
teacher and ,:ommunicating them;

2. Societal issues;
3. Interdisciplinary and philosophical issues. (OSU 46-74).

Inservice. Seventy-two percent of secondary science teachers hold

bachelor degrees, mostly in biology. Many teachers return to colleges and univer-

sities for advanced degrees (OSU 91); more than one-half of science teachers have

master's degrees (OSU 91). Furthermore, more than 75% of science teachers have

taken more than ten hours of graduate work, and less than 40% have taken graduate

work in the science they are teaching (OSU 82-83). In past years, the NSF-funded

summer and academic year programs have been popular with science teachers. For

example, over 50% of them have attended one or more NSF summer institutei,. while

9% have attended academic year programs. The teachers participating in NSF

programs tended to be older and male. More teachers from larger schools in the

West and North Central regions of the United States took part 5.n such programs

than from smaller schools and other regions (OSU 93; RTI Tabrie B.7). The.Se par-

ticiphnts were more likely to use NSF curricular materials and laboratory activi-

ties in their classrooms and to stress studentetZentered activities (CSSE 18:23;

OSU 92). Furthermore, there has beena consistent trend toward better student per-

formance with increased teacher NSF participation (OSE 103).
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Teachers are very speciticin identifying needed areas of inservice

training. They feel that inservice activities should have the following charac-

teristics:
I

1. Involve short, summer institutes
2. Stress curriculum techniques, such as the use of evaluation,

to diagnose difficulties
'

3. Emphasize individualized instruction
4. Emphasize careers (OSU 95-96).

Furthermore, when teachers are asketd what ,the federal government can,do

to support secondary science education, they rank the following inservice activi-

ties the highest:

1. Hire and pay resource people to help teachers with their
teaching skills

2." Provide additional institutes

3. Develop science courses oriented to careers
4. Provide free or inexpensive films and lab materials to

schools.

The following services have been ranked near the bottom:
4

1. Provide free telephone networks for teachers to help otherteachers
teachers

2. Undertake a public campaign to promote scientific literacy
3. "Subsidize early retirement of ineffective teachers (CSSE 16:49)

The following demographic data bearectly upon inservice teacher pro-

grams. Although the Ohio State study indicates thati-35%'of science teachers have

.entered the profession in the last five years (OSU 90), datAbllected by the

'RAND Corporation showed that, on the average, in 1971, science teachers were con-

siderably older than other secondary teachers. It is predicted, therefore, that

there will be a wave of retirements in the early 1980's. RAND estimates the ,

average age-of science teachers in 1981 to be the following:

Age \1981

Below 30 15.6%

30-39 29.3

-40-49 32.2

50-59 22.9

60+ 2.7

This information is important to NSF because the studies indicate that younger

teachers are more likely to attend NSF institutes (OSU 191), and a higher percentage

of yOunger teachers will be'entering the science teacher ranks shortly.
A

4
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Certification

Although certificati&I requirements are basically the perogative of each

state, within most states certification is based primarily on the "approved pro-,

gram" format by which th institution, not the state, makes recommendations for

certification (OSU so). Furthermore, most states,extend reciprocity to persons

certified by other-states (OSU 50). After Sputnik (1957) there was a general

trend toward more science courses and fewer professional courses for sate certi-.

fication (OSU 54); certification requirements in biology range from 15-42 semester

hours (osuls4).

Certification patterns still are based largely on courses completed

rather than upon classroom performance, despite the increase in articleg em-

Ohasizing competency or performance-based teacher education (OSU 50). Upon comple-,

tion of an approved undergraduate biology teaching program, the preservice teacher

is awarded a basic or provisional certificate effective for several years. This

certificate may be renewed or exchanged for a more permanent license upon the

completion of several years' teaching experience and/Or evidence of additional

academic work. There is a great deal of flexibility and variety in requirements

concerning the nature of this advanced work, not.all of which needs to be part of

of a degree program or in the teache .4 subject area (OSU 50-51).

Summary,.

Basically, the characteristics, training and certification requirements

of biology teachers are mixed. Their preservice preparation is determined by

individual colleges and universities, their professional certification is controlled

by individual states, and their inservice training is,6at best, an ad hoc procedure,

dependent upon local, state and federal monies. On the whole, however, science

teachers have more tmining,(advanced degrees and inservice education) than other

teachers and are identified usually as leaders in their respective schools.

Facilities and Equipment

Effective laboratory and field experiences require adequate science

facilities, appropriately equipped for the investigative tasks to be done and

with sufficient financial support for maintenance. (OSU 38, 39). In most school

districts (64%) there is a budget for equipment and a budget for supplied (76%)

(OSU 39). To maintain science laboratories in a satisfactory condition, school

districts depend heavily upon the federal government for financial help (RTI 124;

OSU 40-41). In 1970, on the average, local school districts budgeted $3.00 per
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student (OSU 37) and in 1975, $5.50 per student (RTI 126) for supplies and equip-

ment. Only 36% of junior high science teachers feel their facilities .are adequate

(RTI B:128). About one-fourth of science teachers and administrators consider

inadequate facilities to be a major problem (RTI 159)7.

The teaching of biology can profit from special- facilities, but 2ew

high schools possess them. Greenhouses and nature trails are available in 28%

of the schools, land or outdoor labs in 17% and a ventilated animal house in 14%

(ERIC 110-112). About 44% of the biology teachers either use or would like to

have a greenhouse, but 50% of those teaching grades 10-12 see no need for one

(RTI 131). In 1971, the schools having these special facilities made little

use of themk for example, the percentage of teachers reporting that they make

frequent use of a greenhouse was 31%, of nature trails 6%, of land labs 18%, and

. of the animal house 43% (ERIC 110-112) In 1977, only 15% of the teachers who

have greenhouses available use them (RTI 130).

Equipment commonly used in teaching biology appears to be in adequate

supply. Instructional models were found in 79% of the schools and were used

ten days. or more in 44% of the schools (RTI 127, B:87).

More than 80% of the students in the NAEP sample report having used a

microscope to observe living organisms, and two-thirds have made a microscope

slide (NAEP C09001). Ninety-eight percent of the students have had an opportunity

to personally use a microscope and a magnifying glass before completing high

school (NAEP C09001). Thirty-three percent of biology teachers do not see a need

for microscopes and only 1% report they are needed but not available (RTI 131).

Biological models have been used in 70% of grades 10-12 science classes for

instruction (RTI 132).

Only 4% of the grades 10-12 science teachers report they do not have

living plants available and 7% do not have live animals to use for the teaching

oNtbiology (RTI B:87).. Living plants are reported to be used by only 6% of the

schools at least ten days per year while living animals are used in 28% of the

schools ten days or more per year in grades 10-12 science classes (RTI 120).

Between 25% and 31% of teachers at each grade level report a need for help with

maintaining live animals and plants for class use (RTI 149).

Regarding common equipMent desirable in teaching science, between 86

99% of the schools (senior high schools) report they have what is needed (RTI

B:87), but in nearly half of the high schools surveyed the materials are getting
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out-of-date (RTI B:128) or becoming "run down" (CSSE 13:63). The current tight

budgets in schools are seen as lowering the quality of instruction (CSSE 18:37-

42, 97) and representing a serious problem (OSU 133; RTI B:128; CSSE 18:88-89).

A particularly annoying financial problem reported by 47% of the grades 10-12

science teachers is the lack of funds to buy day -to -day materials as needed

(RTI 135). Fifty-eight percent of the biology teachers reported needing labora-
.

Ttory assistants (RTI 134, 136).

Problems related to space in science facilities or their lack of flexi-

bility is frequently cited by teachers as a problem. Specific problems cited by

teachers relative to space needs are: (1) storage, 39%; (2) space for class

preparation, 28%; and (3) space for small group activity, 44% (RTI 135, B:100).

Methodology

In biology teaching, methodology involves both the classroom and the

laboratory. In this section, common teaching practices are described as are the

laboratory materials presented by the thre6biology texts, Modern Biology, BSCS:

An Inquiry into Life and BSCS: An Ecological Approach, which are used by 80% of

all students (OSU 26). As previously mentioned, three conditions are most evident:

the textbook is the basis of instruction (CSSE 19:6); the teacher determines the

tone and the type of learning experience (CSSE 19:2); and lecture-discustion is

the prevalent mode of presentation WTI 101, 105).

Certain organizational patterns and classroom practices are prevalent.

For example, the majority of schools have six to seven class periods of 45-60

minutes each; fewer than 10% of the schools have modular schedules (OSU 15).

Science, including biology, is primarily taught by departments, and average class

size has been reduced from over 30 in the 1950's to 24-25 in the 1970's (OSU 32).

Within the classroom, the lecture is the primary mode of instruction; 55% of the

teachers rank the lecture as the most important learning activity (ERIC 131) with

. 26% of "science classes having daily lectures and 37% of them having at least

weekly lectures (RTI 103). There is the pervasive practice of "assign, recite,

test, disduss" in the elementary science classroom (CSSE 13:5). In the junior

high schools recitation is the primary instructional mode (CSSE 19:6).

The basic classroom instructionairesource is the textbook. Teachers

rely on and believe in the text (CSSE 19:6). It is the "answer place" for teacher
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it

-
questions (CSSE 13:62), almost all of which come from the text and concern Eermin-

ology and definition (CSSE 19:6).

More than 90% of the 12,000 science teachers surveyed by EPIE said thiet

texts were the heart of their teaching 90-95% of the time (CSSE 13:66). The text-

book is both the medium and the message, and biology teachers, in general, do not

stray far from its organization and content.

Fewer than half of.the teachers use inquiry approaches (RTI 148; CSSE 8:13),

and many believe that inquiry only "works" with bright youngsters from intellectu-

ally motivated families (CSSE 12:7). According to one of the surveys, teachers

think that theie has been too much emphasis recently on discovery-learning, hands-

on demonstrations, field studies, and contemporary topics (CSSE 15:4). Furthermore,

"creative inquiry" was 'not found in any of the eleven school science laboratories

involved in extensive' case studies (CSSE 12:7).

_Few students are exposed to individualized instruction-(0SU 35), which is.

defined generally as self-pacing toward a common goal rather than developing

individual experiences (CSSE B:26). Generally, individualized systems and programs

are used as a supplement rather than a central mode of instruction (CSSE 16:55),

and the offering of alternatives is usually seen as fulfilling parents', not

students', needs (CSSE B:26). In addition, the 1976-1977 NAEP Survey of Attitudes

Toward Science indicates an almost total lack of individualized or flexible instruc-
,

tion in the sciences. For example, fewer than 10% of the seventeen- year -old

students have helped select the manner of learning, the sequenCe of topics, pr

the time of testing in their science classes (NAEP CO1E06). However, black, urban

disad;:rantaged students, at ages 13 and 17, have more involvement with determining

the science instructional practices than students in general at those ages.

This involvement may indicate more individualized instructional practices; for

example, the percentage of black students who have worked at their own pace is

eighteen percentage points higher than that of seventeen-year-old students in

general. Likewise, over 7% more black seventeen-year-Olds have chosen their own

topics or projects, have elected the way they wanted to learn, have selected the

sequence of topics in science, and have decided when to take tests (NAEP CO1E06).

All of these findings are indicative of individualied modes of instruction. The

national, concern with compensatory education for culturally and economically

deprived minorities may have resulted in this pattern.

Although individualized materials and practices are not found in the

schools, teachers are interested in them. One national survey indicates that 68%
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of science teachers are "seriously" orb concerned about using student-
.

oriented, individually-paced programs and that 29% of them indicate that the lack

of appropriate individdalized materials re ks first among eighteen instructional

problems (RTI 158). .

A distinguishing feature of the biology curriculum reform movement of

the 1960's has been the importance of laboratory and field experiences for students

(OSU 38). One result is that many more "lab instruction" and "inquiry" activities

were used in 1975 than previously (0S1) 32). Even, so, there are substantial numbers.

of teachers who do not emphasize laboratory work (OSU 32); learning by experience

does not have a high priority in science teaching (CSSE 15:7). Nearly half the

teachers feel they need more help in .learning how to implement an inquiry, "hands-

on" approach in the laboratory (RTI B:112-115; 147). When asked why they avoid

experienZe-based curricula, science teachers' responses reflect two factors:

first, the philosophically strong bias toward "hook learning" and second, the

frus4ation and difficulties experienced by teachers who tried (and are now re-
P

jecting) the experience-based curriculum (CSSE 15:6). Even proper training and

the NSF-inservice institutes have not alleviated this frustration, for teachers

do not have the-time to "collect, organize, set up, take down, clean up, and

store"'' thematerials needed for hands-on activities (CSSE 15:7).

Forty-two percent of science teachers ranked group laboratory as the

"rose or "next most" important learning activity. However, 20% of science teachers

did not rank it at all (ERIC 131). The individual laboratory' fared even more

poorly as an important learning activity; 11% of science teachers ranked the in-

dividual laboratory'as the most important activity, 17% as the next most important,

9% as third. However, 27% of the science teachers merely noted that they "used"

individual labs; while 367 did not rank this activity (ERIC 132). Although 48%

of science Classes (grades 10-12) use manipulatives "once a week or more often",

9% of science classes never use manipulative materials, and another 14% use them
C

less than once a month (RTI 107). However, teachers-who have attneded NSF

institutes are more lilely to use manipulative materials than others (RTI 107;

OSU 32). Although 96% of science classes reported using demonstrations (RTI

only 15.8% of the teachers ranked themas th- "most," or "next most," important

learning activity (ERIC 132). There is also evidence of a dminishing use of

living organisms as grade level increases (RTI 120).
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There are many factors which weigh against the laboratory component of

a science course. For example, "40% of the largest schools used non-science

rooms for science instruction", and 25% of teachers report that they do not have

laboratory facilities (OSU 88). Basides the facilities problems there is a

general trend away from the laboratory component due to (1) lack of funds (CSSE

13:18, 61; 19:29; OSU 140, 148); (2) vandalism and discipline problems (CSSE 19:3,

13:18); (3) a move away from experience-based learning (CSSE 15:6); (4) pressure

to cover textbook assignments (CSSE 13:63); (5) lack of time avafiable '!to set up

and take down" equipment (CSSE 13:63); and (6) the common practice of not "showing"

laboratory procedures on tests (CSSE 19:3). The lack of creative inquiry in

biology teaching is undoubtedly influenced in part by these conditions (CSSE 12:7).

An examination of the three most commonly used textbooks shows that the

number of laboratory activities available for use range from 63 to 70. Although

not distributed evenly throughout these textbooks, the laboratory activities, if

all were carried out, could account for 40% to 50% of the instructional time in

any course. In each of the textbooks there is an attempt to achieve the "inquiry

goal" by involving the student in carefully guided "investigations" or activities

designed to develop competence in "processes" of science, such as careful ob-

serving, recording observations accurately and quantitatively, organizing and dis-

playing information, hypothesizing and interpreting obs4rvations, and forming

generalizations or, conclusions. However, in practice, laboratory activities are

frequently "cookbook" or "dissection" activities, and few are long-range. They

pose a question which requires a finite, definite answer. New curriculum topics

(ecology, behavior, etc.) seldom fit this pattern and therefore cause problems

(CSSE 13:9). In varying degrees, the authors of the textbooks have sought to have

laboratory experiences serve as a mode of learning biology as well as a way to

develop an understanding of what is meant by scientific inquiry.

The laboratory activities described in Modern Biology differ from those

included in the BSCS textbooks. For example, in Modern Biology emphasis on inquiry

processes or scientific methods as an objective of the laboratory is limited. No

more than ten of an estimated 300 inquiry objectives are related to an inquiry

goal beyond that of direct observation. Laboratory activities usually involve

students in processes such as organization, identification, and classification.

Only infrequently is a student expected to extend an experimental activity; most

activities represent ends in themselves. If the student is to extend the activity,
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instruction is included in a section entitled "Investigation on Your Own."

Furthermore, careers in science and/or biology are not mentioned, and social

issues are not treated as investigative or decision-making activities.

Although guided inquiry is basically the format of the activities in

the BSCS "Green" and "Yellow" versions, personal needs, careers, and societal

issues are not included among the laboratory activities. In about one-third of

the inquiries, students are required to formulate hypotheses; to predict out-

comes; to design experiments; to develop observations and measurements procedures;

to explain, tranform and display results (in tables, graphs, or drawings); and

to formulate generalizations. In 40% of the inquiries, students are required to

express data in quantitative terms (e.g., relating movements to time or expressing

percentages in genetics investigations). In about ten percent of the laboratory

assignments, students are requested to design their own experiments.

In summary, the methodology used in biology is basically didactic with

heavy reliance on the textbook as the sourse of information, with lecture- .

discussion as the mode of instruction. Furthermort, the teacher is the main
ti

determinant of both resources and instructional tachniques. Teachers tend to

ignore controversial issues in their classrooms (CSSE 12:29), and they encourage,

the qualities of a laboratory technician, rather than those of a great thinker

in their students. That is, students are encouraged by instructional methodolo-

gies to develop the qualities of a trustwprthy subordinte, one who is careful and

productive (CSSE 12:27). "For essentially all of the science learned in school,

the teacher is the enabler, the inspiration and the constraint." (CSSE 19:1).

Instructional Resources: Media

The primary instructional media in biology courses is the textbook

(CSSE 19:6). Three biology books compriSe 80% of the adopted textbooks: The

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study textbooks .( "Yellow" and "Green" versions)

'are used by 40% of the schools and Modern Biology (Holt, Rinehart, Winston) is

used by 40% (OSU 26; RTI B:25). In about one-half of the classes a single text-

book is used, and in 33% of the classes, more than one textbook are used (RTI 88,

89). There is some indication that teachers (who have the most to say about text-

book adoptions) (RTI 99; CSSE 19:2) are increasingly inclined to reject the

federally funded textbooks (CSSE 15:5; OSU 26). In 22% of the schools the science
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textbook in use was published before 1971 (RTI 95). Of the various.supplementary

materials thht go with a ;textbook, the teacher's manual is the most frequently

used (RTI 97). Films and other audio-visual materials designed to accompany

a specific textbook are used by no more than 25% of thd-ieachers (RTI 97).

During the past two decades major efforts have been Made to encourage

science teachers to use a variety of media for instruction. However, the massive
---1140ifteriff,

.

use of a variety of media.bas not been evidenced in practice (CSSE 8:13). The

two instructional items most commonly usei in biology classes are: (1) micro-

scopes, used by 63% of the grades 10-12 teachers (one-third of the teacher's

report they are not needed, rather than not available); and (2) models, used by

70% of grades 10-12 science teachers (RTI 130, 132). In general, schools are

better equipped for science instruction now than they were twenty years ago

This has been achieved through federal support in 50% of the schools (OSU 35).

AboP t 80% of the science teachers use audio-visual materials for instruc-

aXtion at o., time or anothex.(RTI 112). The most frequently used audio-visual

materials are thd overhead projector, films and filmstrips (RTI 114). rilms and

filmstrips are used as often as:once a week by 16% and 13% of the of the teachers

.respectively (RTI 112). Audio-visual equipment is widely available in schools

with at least 90% of the schools reporting having motion picture projectors,

ovierhead projectors, commercial charts, models, tape recorders and loopfilm

projectors (ERIC 116-120). Microprojectors and television receivers are found
,

in 70% of the schools (ERIC 172-173). One-fourth of the high schools have green-
.,

houses and a smaller number (17%) has ventilated animal houses and weather sta-

tions (19%) (ERIC 110, 111, 113). In the schools having access to these various

media, 50%--or less "frequently" use them.
,-

While 30% of the schools have facilities for closed circuit television,

70% of the teachers report thay rarely or never make use of it (ERIC 109). More

than 60% of.the teachers feel no need for either standard or closed circuit

teievision for instructional purposes (RTI 114). Educational television is re-

garded as promising but is little used (CSSE 13:52-53; RTI 116). Fewer than 10%

of the schools report the use of television or computer-assisted instruction in

any consistent manner (OSU 190); however, the percentage is increasing (OSU 32).

. The study of living organisms in biology clasges is limited; six percent
,

of the grades 10-12 science teachers state they use live plants'at least ten days

of the school year, yet 28% use living animals equally as often (RTI 120).
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.

,While there is an increasing number of alternatives for instruction,
t

there appears to be little effort invested in building these into an articulated

systeiLof instruction (OSU 190). Individualized systems and programs are viewed

as supplementary to mainline courses (CSSE 16:55) and particular media are used

largely as a means of providing another information source in addition to the

textbook. ,

7

Instruct Onal Resources: Out-of-School
\

11

Teachers make little .use of out-of-school resources that could be use-

ful in biology teaching such s museums, parks, arboretums, libraries, 'and aquari-

ums (CSSE 13:49-50). In addition, guest speakers are never used in 54% of the

science classes (RTI 103). The.out-of-doors and tne world of living.things is

available to all biology teachers for observation and/field studies; ironically,
/

however, 80% of the schools report they have no special facilities for environ-

mental educatioh (ERIC 81). Nearly 30% of the schools have nature trails which

are rarely or never used by 72% of the teachers (ERIC 109). Land laboratories
.

are available in 17% of the schools and frequently used by 18% of the teachers

(ERIC 111).

Field trips are used at least once a month by 7% of the classes but are
/

never used by 31% (RTI 103). Many teachers view field trips as almost logis-

tically impossible (CSSE 13:49). Out-of-school,.science-oriented educational re-

sources appear to be untapped (CSSE 13:58).

Studens do engage in some unrequired, out-of-school science activities;

nearly half of the students read science article; in magazihes and newspapers but
/

. .

only 30% /read books:on science or about scientists (NAEP CO1X01)`. More than

60% of tle students watch science programs on television (NAEP CO1X01), but

neither educational nor commercial television is utilized much by teachers (CSSE
/

13:52, 53). While 39% of the students talk about science topics to their friends,
--

only 8% haVe attended a lecture on science (NAEP CO1X01) . About one-half of all

seventeen-year-olds attended a lecture on science (NAEP CO1X01). However, the

NAEP Survey of Attitudes Toward Science indicates that blacks, students in

urban, disadvantaged areas, and students in big cities have significantly more

extra-curricular science experiences than those comprising the national average.

For example, almost 17% more seventeen-year-old blacks than seventeen-year-olds

in general reported that they have read books on science and have done non-required
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science projects. Furthermore, significantly sore black seventeen-year-olds report

that they read science,artiCles in magazines and go to science lectures (NAEP

CO1X03). Although the interpretation of these responses is incomplete; their con -

sistency suggests a pattern in science education.

Although community resources are seldom used directly by teachers, more

than 90% of the students of high school age have visited a zoo, beach, lake,

forest, farm, museum, hospital, doctor's office, park, river, and the mountains;

a.lesser number (74%) have been to an ocean; 33% have seen a desert; and 32% have

visited a laboratory where research is done (NAEP CO9V01). A closer analysis,

again, shows a different pattern for black students, who have significantly fewer

opportunities to use community resources. For example, at age 17., 16% fewer1blacks

have visited a planetarium, 2% fewer have gdne to a zoo and 5% fewer have toured

a museum (NAEP CO9U01). Nationally, only 7% of science students nave gone on a

school-sponsored overnight trip to an outdoor laboratory (NAEP CO9D01).

.Non- formal educational agencies such as the Scouts, YMCA and YWCA, 4-H

clubs, and summer camps include in their programs biology-oriented activities

such as agriculture, wilderness ecology, physiological fitness, and food and nutri-

tion projects (CSSE 13:54-56)1 These agencies serve a science education function

yet receive little recognition for their efforts. There is an absence of systematic

arrangements for the sharing of science education responsibilities between the

schools and the agencies outside of schools, even though such sharing might be

mutually helpful to both types of agencies (CSSE 13:56-57).

Student Characteristics

Although the three4NSF status studies provide little direct information,

other than student statements in the Case Studies, the NAEP data provide insights

into student reactions to school biology programs (NAEP CO9D01, CO1E01). The data

available for school "science" were gathered from thirteen-year-olds in junior high

and from seventeen-Year-olds in high school.

Science is the favorite subject (first and second choices) for 26% of the

high school students; fallihg behind language arts selected by 33%, mathematics

selected by 31%, and social studies selected by 29% (NAEP CO1E01). Science classes

are reported to be boring "always" or "often" by 31% of the high school students,

"seldom" or "never" by 15%. In another study, one-third of the students polled

reported science classes as "boring" and the subjeCt matter as "irrelevant;"

r,
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many students reported that science is aimed at "bright" students (CSSE 18:107).

4, different situation is reported for junior high school students. At that level,

11% of these students report science as "often or "always" boring, while 31%

repert that science is "seldom" or "never" boring. Science classes are reported

as "frequently" fun by approximately one-third of the students, while an equal

number reported that It'is "seldom" fun (NAEP CO1E02). Again, an analysis of 'the

responses by race indicates that blacks, at age seventeen, found science less

boring (27% black/17%white), found it more fun (30% black/26% white), and indicated
*

More often that they liked to go to science classes (48% black/35% white) (NAEP

CO1E02).

Generally, s dents report that c ntent of 'science is interesting: 45%

report it so "often," while 16% report is

percent of the students report 'science

"seldom" (NAEP CO1E01). Twenty-two

"too difficult," while 6% report it to

be "too easy." Fifty-five percent of the students characterize science as "always"
0

or
"
often" consisting of facts to be memorized. It appears that one-half of the

secondary students are not unhappy with science clatses. More than one-half

report that science often makes them curious. One-half also report that science

classes seldom make them feel either confident,or unhappy. About one-fourth of

the students feel science makes them feel successful, while an equal number report

that it does not (NAEP CO1E04). Teachers report, however, that developing student

motivation is a major problem (CSSE 15:23).

Students of high school age -have had a wide' range of, biology-related

experiences obtained either in or out of school (NAEP CO9D01). Eighty percent

or more of the studentt have taken their own temperature and pulse; collected

flowers or leaves; taken care of plants and animals; observed the behavior of fish,

bees, ants, birds; and have seen fossils and skeletons. At least 50% of the stu-

dents have made a piece of science equipment, done a:, extended experiment, used

a microscope by themselves, found a fossil, seen an animal being born or an egg

hatch, or watched a seed sprout. However, at all ages, black students have had

significantly fewer of these experiences. The common tools of biology such as

scales, meter sticks, magnifying glasses, thermometers, microscopes and yard

sticks have been used by over 90% of the students. Fewer students (57%) have used

a stethoscope, and only 11% have used a pollution kit. Experiments with seeds,

living plants, and chemicals have been conducted by approximately 80% of white

Students and 65% of black students (NAEP CO9S01). Half of the students have done
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experiments involving human behayior, erosion, living animals, and the sun as a

source of energy. /
About 45% of the students report they plan to take more than minimal

science in high school, while 37% report that they do not (NAEP C°11M1)`. About

one-third of the students report they would like a career in science or in a

science-related field, while an equal number responded negatively. Over 70% would

like to see scientists at work, and even more (77%) feel that they themselves

could learn to do science- related work. Nearly one-third feel that working in a

scientific field would be boring, while 46% of the students disagree. Over one-

third feel that studying to be a scientist would take too Jong add require too

much education; i similar percentage disagrees. While 17% feel scientific work

would be lonely, 54% do. not. Interestingly, black respondents were more positive

(by approximately 25%) in their responses concerning science as a possible career.

Students generally feel that science can help solve problems of pollution,

energy waste, food shortages, overpopulation, and depletion of natural resources

(NAEP CO2A03). Howeyer, more students feel that science cannot solve the problem

,of disease than those who feel it can. Students enthusiastically endorse a wide

range, of actions they would be willing to take to solve world problems. Such

actions include using less electricity, walking or riding bicycles, helping with

litter pick-up, separating trash for recycling, using economy cars, using less

heat in winter, and using returnable bottles. Again, a more detailed analysis

indicates that 19% fewer blacks than whites are willing to use less electricity;

17% fewer are willing Zo walk or to ride bikes in order to conserve energy. These

responses maybe indicative of different attitudes, Qr they may simply be the

result of fewer, material resources.

When asked about problem-solving in daily life (outside of science classes)

students report that they only infrequently perform experiments (NAEP C04A03).

However, half or more report that they do take measuremencs, make careful observa-

tions, work on one part of a problem at a time, try to find more facts related

to a problem, and think of various ways of solving problems. Students also

report that they are able to, and indeed do, use the results of scientific research

in their daily lives. (This "use" includes choosing foods, healthful living,

selecting products, such as toothpaste, and deciding about smoking.) Conversely,

half of the students report that they use the methods. of science rarely in making

decisions which affec't their lives. Students are confident science can help
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resolve problems of starvation, energy shortages, cures for,diseasesi prevention

of birth defects, saving natural resour es, ,and reducing air and water pollution.

Students do not feel that science can help control weather or prevent wars (NAEP

CO5A01). In most instances, students support,the expenditures of funds for a wide

variety of scientific studies and investigations.

For:the most part, students underdiand the function of theories in science,

how scientists interact and how science progresses (NAEP CO8A01). Students do

feel that scientists should be allowed to investigate most topics. However, they

also support exercising controls, especir"y in such areas as genetic engineering,

cloning, biological warfare, human behavior, and other controversial societal

issues (NAEP CO6A01). Students support the use of scientific knowledge and have

faith in the value of science for resolving world problems. The student view of

science, scientists, and the 'limitations of both are mere positive than the

curriculaoieeltHing practices, and other data would suggest.

40

Evaluation

Evaluation activities may be subdivided into three categories: teacher-

made, classroom tests; standardized achievement measures; and competency-based

assessments. Considering the first category, the majority of teacher -time is

spent in solic,J_ing both oral and written feedback from students (CSSE 15:15).

The NSF studies all indicate that administering, checking, returning, and discussing

tests occupy much teacher and 'class time. Testing is considered an essential

part of the science! curriculum (CSSE 15:12). Laboratory time is often neglected

because the results of laboratory work do not "show" on tests (CSSE 19:35. Most

tests used in biology are teacher-developed and teachers are committed to their

own testing practietz. (CSSE 15:15). Thirty-percent of the teachers test their

classes at lei'St once a month, while 35% report weekly testing (RTI 103). Tests

are seen as a way of knowing "how well" students are doing (CSSE 35:12).

Classroomi tests are public manifestations of student understanding (CSSE

12:3). However, tests are rarely used to make instructional decisions (CSSE 15:21-

22). Few teachers question the purpose of testing or think of it as any more than

a means for providing feedback on student undgrstanding and a means for assigning

grades, which are considered fixed, a part of the system and, therefore, unques-

tioned by teachers (CSSE 15:19).

The second category, standardized achievement tests, actually consists

of two types of measures: those that compare a student's science achievement to
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that of his/her.peers (SAT, ACT, STEP, ITED) and those that survey the nation,

reporting average achievement patterns. Only one-third of the school districts

use standardized tests, stich as the STEP and Iowa (ITED) tests of science in grades

7 through 12 (RTI 27). Therefore, standardized testing.is not a major concern

of teachers; their use of achievement tests is a school dedision. Teachers report

that the results of testing programs are not valid measures of their programs and,

are not indicative of local problems and/or curricula (CSSE 15:20). On the other

hand, there is a general public concern for the relatively lower scores on college

entrance exams (SAT and ACT). Ac'countability as a concept is "in;" almost all

districts now have designated "evaluation officers" (CSSE 17:10). Student test

scores on national (SAT, ACT, NAEP) tests have declined over the past several

years, a fact often reported and widely known ,(0SU 114-115). In spite of declin-

ing test scores, it is important to note that student satisfaction and attitudes

toward science'lave'improved (OSU 116). Valid reasons have been advanced ex-__
plaining the decline of test scales (OSU 115), yet it is still felt that something

mtist be done to reverse the trend.

`Concerns about accountability in education and competency-based science

programs, the third category, have increased within, the last decade (OSU 147).

There is a relationship between these programs and the basics movement; and state

departments of education are the foci of pressure for these programs (OSU 124).

However, only 2% of the states have established basic science competency levels

for graduation from high school, and only 13% are planning such procedures with

implementation dates not yet determined (RTI 31-32). Furthermore, there is no

information to suggest that employers want competency information (C914:34).

To date, the minimum competency movement has had little impact on secondary

science education (OSU 30).

The impact of evaluation, then, is on the classroom where testing is

considered a basic part of the biology curriculum (CSSE 15:12). Teachers report

that standardized tests have little influence on classroom procedure or programs.

However, standardized scienceMts are used to provide feedback to individual

teachers of grades 7-12 (77%) to furnish information for parents (51%), and to

place students in remedial programs (48%) (RTI 29). Furthermore, competency-
1

based assessment programs have not been established widely either in science or

in biology. However, the following statement attests to the general impact of

standardized and/or competency-based evaluation on science curriculum:
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"In response to poor student performances on tests., to other embar-
rassments such as nationally.ublicized lawsuits brought by non-
reading graduates, to a belief .that technology could improve the
efficiency of instruction, and to a perceived need for more contra
over the whole teaching-learning system, a nation-wide effort has,
been undertaken to make teaching more'explicit and more rational .

and to make learning more uniform and more measurable. Evidence of
this effort was apparent in all our sites and confirmed our national
survey." (CSSE 19:10).

Student Outcomes: Personal Needs

One of the expected outcomes from a course in biology is that the student

will.recognize ways in which the acquired ,information can serve personal needs. By

the.time students are seventeen years old, approxitately 90% recognize the dangers

of insecticides (NAEP C71C05), know the symptoms of common illnesses (NAEP C71C06),

recognize when one should consult a medical doctor (NAEP C71C01), know that beef

and milk are ridh-,in proteins (NAEP C71CO2), can correctly interpret an advertise-

ment for a proprietary medicine (NAEP C71CO3), know common practices for saving
s

natural resources (NAEP.C71C08), and know when it is good practice to use an

authority for biological information (NAEP C71C09). Furthermore, fifty percent

of the students know what to do fora person choking on food (NAEP C61CO2).

While students know a lot about* diets, they are less successful in iden-

tifying foods rich or deficient in proteins except for beef and milk (NAEP C71CO2).

Students also have difficulty in interpreting the meaning of "relief" as disting-

uishedtfromp"cure" in reading advertisements for proprietary medicines (NAEP C71CO3).

Seventeen-year-old students are better informed than thirteen-year-old

students in all categories of information regarding personal needs. On

the topics where seventeen-year-old students are weak, the thirteen-year-old

students are proportionally deficient. . 4

Student Outcomes: Societal Needs

There are a number of societal needs (problems and issues) that require

a knowledge of biology for proper interpretation, understanding, and resolution..

Students are well-informed (80-90% level) about the extent of venereal diseases

(12kEp/a61c05), reasons for the use of drugs (NAEP C61C06), the value of vaccines

for controlling relevant diseases (NAEP C61C08), dangers of excessive noise on

bearing (NAEP C62C13), reasons for worldwide water shortages (NAEP C63003), and

they recognizethe need for a world view of the human population problem
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Students, generally, are less well informed (50-65%) about causes of death

among young adults (NAEP C61C04), the doncept of renewable resources (NAEP C62CO2),

the possible results of deforestation on flooding (NAEP C62CO3), the interrelation-

shipship of water, energy, and population problems (NAEP C62C07), the variety of

factors contributing to air pollution, and the relationship of food shortage and

adequate protein in the diet (NAEP C63C08).

Problems related to food production and to the "green revolution" are not

understood by two-thirds of students up to age seventeen (NAEP C63C04, C63C05).

Only 3% of the seventeen-year-old students knew that the'survival rate of babies

under one year of age in the United States ranks between 10th and 20th of all

national infant survival rates. Less than one-fourth of the students can identify

a graphic representation of human population growth viewed over the past 1000

years (NAEP C63C01); the notion of exponential growth appears to be vague in the

---iiiin-dsof-most-students-(NAEP C46C01).

Problems and issues related to environmental pollution are recognized by

about one-half of the student's (NAEP C62C04, C62C08, C62C09, C62C12). However,

a majority (60-70%) of students can correctly identify factors which effect change

on an ecological system (NAEP C47C01, C42CO3).

Student Outcomes: Scientific Knowledge

To provide an indication, of the biology achievement levels of high

school students as they approach graduation (age*seventeen), results from the

197671977 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) - Science were used.

The results of the biology assessment are classified by level of achievement for

r
each of the major biological concepts s

I

pled by the NAEP tests. The number of

students tested in the seventeen-year-o d category was 2,500. The level of

achievement in the following list of bikogy concepts is the percentage of stu-

dents who understand the concept.

1

Concept
Level of Achievement NAEP
75-100%, 50-74% 25.49% Reference

Genetics

Recognize a dominant htreditary trait 68 C14C01

Know inheritance of sex is dependent.
upon father's chromosomes J177 C14CO3



Concept

cenetics

Level of Achievement NAEP
75-100% 50-74% 25-49% keference

Know mutations are changes in genes 32 C14C06

Recognize that'pute strains can
41 C14C07produce hybfids

Know sperm and eggs haveNgne-half
the numer-ol chromosomes for 47 C15C07
the species .

:Recognize that whjn a plant cell
divides each'cell will have 53 C12CO2
the same number of chromosomes

4

Can distinguish a variety of here-
ditary and environmental 90, 79 52 37 C14C05
factors on.pe4grmance

Diversity

Recognize people differ in "normal"
7body temperature 4 C13C07

Cell Characteristics.

Can distinguishnerve'cells fpb'm
other types of body cells

Recognize a faulty statement about
the function of cilia

Life Processes CommOn to Plants and
Animals

77

63

Cl2C01

C12C04

Reproduction 90. e C11C07

Use gases from air 74

63

76

Need oxygen

Sense environmental influences

Photosynthesis

Recognize: that chlorophyll is a
characteristic of plants 89

Know that...water, carbon dioxide,

chlorophyll needed for photo- 59

synthesis

Behavior

Recognize that primates differ
from frogs in responses to 39 C15C06
environment

4

Cl1C07

Cl3C01

Identify territorial behavior Cl8C01
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Level of Achievement NAEP
Concept 75-100% 50-74% 25-49% Reference

Behavior

Recognize value of 'pecking order

Recognize innate behavior:

Bird migration

Smiling

'Breathing

Identify learned behaviors correctly:

50 Cl8CO2

89 C18C05

85 C18C04

45 C18C04

Swimming
_

C18C04

Handwriting 93 C18C04

Environmental Pollution

Recognize danger of chemical sprays
77 C17C12to people -

Recognize biological effects Qf hot
water duMped into streams

Growth

Identify a seed as a source of food
for growth-

.

Recogniz e that anegg and bean seed
be:'.1 store food

Ecosybtems

\ Recognize relation of seasonal
rainfall to the population
of plant species

Recognize conditions favorable to
. seed dispersal

Identify environmental factors
characteristic of sea turtles:-

Light

Wind

Other turtles

Water

,Correctly interpret questions
related to a food pyramid:

A grass level

Smallest population level

Least amount of energy level

88

97

40

28

60

54

66

Cl9C05

Cl9C13

Cl7C01

Cl6C04

71 C17C07

43

57 C17C06

52

41
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Concept
Level of Achievement NAEP
75-100% 50-74% 25-49% Reference

Ecosystems

Correctly interpret questions related
to a food pyramid:

Level at which animal's eat only
34plants

Identify a balanced community 51 C16CO3

Classification

Identify pigs and people as Mammals
/

Recognize that chlor.:Thyll is unique
to plants

Experimental Design

Recognize appropriate units of .

measurement

Evolution

Recognize 'a survival of the fittest

ltnergetics

Recognize that growing_plants produce
more energy than they use

Know that animals need oxygen and give
off carbon dioxide

-89

27 Ci1C08

Cl1C07

C13CO2

52 C16CO2

62

Know that carbohydrates are a quick
source, of energy-

Health and Disease

--Know that diseases caused by bacteria
may be ireveuted by:

An unbroken skin 66

Sufficient white. blood cells 62

Adequate diet

Ehough.antibodies 71

Avoiding direct contact with a
person with .a disease

Know the value of throat swab to help
;identify the cause of a sore 87

throat

Cah recognize a balanced diet 55

Know thatNcigarette smoking is dangerous
to one's health

77

152
II m

99

27 C13C04

Cl5CO2

34 C15CO3

46

Cl00O2

(

Cl0004

Cl00O3

ClOC66
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Student-Outcomes: Career Education and Preparation

The wholequestidif-of career awareness and preparation is fraught with

conflicts as-to the nature of the goal, its appropriateness as a goal of science

instruction, andthe availability of suitable curriculum materials.

To what extent.is the goal of career education accepted in schools?

Nearly two-thirdS of the parents and 59% of school superintendents feel that science

courses should be aimed (more than they are) toward vocational goals, but only 34%

of the science, supervisors (grades 7-12) agree. Science supervisors and school

superintendehts (63% each) feel that youth unemployment is more an economic problem

than a curriculum problem, and half the parents agree (CSSE 18:43). Parents (79%)

and school superintendents (72%) agree that youngsters should be taught, in school,

how to get and hold a job, but only one-third (34%) of the science supervisors

feel this way (CSSE 18:43). Science supervisors (78%) state that employers do

expect a new worker to be ready for the responsibility of a new job; however, only

31% of the parents and 41% of the school superintendents take this position (CSSE

18:43). A majority of parents (76%), superintendents (66%), and science supervisors

(79%) agree that a good general education is more desirable than vocational educa-

tion if a choice has to be made (CSSE 18:44).

In a number of states, career education is listed in the top ten educational

goals, priorities, or crucial issues (OSU 159-160). The fourth annual Gallup poll

of attitudes toward education (1932) revealed that 44% of the public is of the

opinion that one of the goals of schooling should be prepare students to get better

jobs (OSU 160). By and large, parents see the responsibility for vocational

preparation as more important than do school personnel (CSSE 17:21). Seventy-,

eight percent of the parents view the main responsibility of the schools to be

the preparation of young people for their life's Work; however, school administra-

tors (81%), supervisors (66%), and teachers (71%) see this task as important but

not the most important task of the school (CSSE 18:102); students are evenly.

divided in their opinion on the issue. Only a few parents, however, appear ready

to sacrifice any of the scholastic program to get youngsters ready for jobs; they

do not see this as a trade-off (CSSE 17:21). However, both students and parents

rate the career purpose of education above that of knowledge and human goals (CSSE

18:103).. When parents think of education for the future it is most often thought

of J.n terms of a working career and not in terms of the future of the social order

(CSSE 17:21).
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Career counselling in schools is viewed as inadequate especially by stu-

dents who plan to enter the job market upon graduation (CSSE 12:25a). School

counselors indicate that more of their counselling activities are associated with

academic and personal matters than with vocational matters (CSSE 18:25). Approxi-

mately 40% of the students and their parents agree, however, that the career pur-

pose of education is receiving considerable emphasis in their schools (CSSE 18:104);

but a review of public documents and of educational literature reveals that there

is an increasing general concern about career education in the schools and the

need to develop vocational skills (OSU 147). Part of the problem is related to

the inability of the school to offer much more than more schooling as career pre-

paration rather than actual field experiences in jobs (CSSE B:26). When students

in the senior class were asked about their plans following graduation from high

school, only 20% thought they would be working, 71% planned to attend college,

and 5% were considering entering a vocational school (CSSE 18:26). Work is central

to the thinking of American youth at the precollege level of education (CSSE B:23).

Work means money and what money can buy. However, jobs for youth are difficult

to obtain, especially for blacks, and where they exist they represent only an

immediate career choice (CSSE B:23-24). Long-range career choices are hampered

by educational, economic, and political conditions beyond the control of schools

and individuals (CSSE B:24-26).

Providing a strong program for those students who will become the nation's

future scientists is not found to be a high priority in school systems (CSSE 12:1).

Occasionally students are counseled into careers in the sciences. For the most

part, counselors see'their primary responsibility as placing students in tracks;

they have heavy counselling loads and seldom have time for long=range career

planning (CSSE 12:2a). There are efforts, as early as in the junior high school

years, to segregate students into courses for the "better achievers" and for "slow
,

learners;" the "better" track leads to college and one may presume an opportunity

to major in a science (CSSE 12:22). Although there is some resistance in schools

to the idea that science instruction should be preparation for work, science is

taught in terms of facts and skills that are vocationally oriented (CSSE 12:22).

While sex differences in selecting science courses have been observed in schools,

efforts to increase female enrollment are having positive results (CSSE 12:14;

15:34-38); thus, gir s. hould,not be at a disadvantage should they later decide

on a science career
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Seventeen-year-old students do show an interest in science careers as

revealed by their responses to the following questions: (1) "Would you like to

work on a job that allows you to use science?" -- 39% indicated "yes" and 35%,

"no;" (2) "Would you like to visit a scientist at work?" -- 71% said "yes" and

16% "no;" (NAEP A01818); (3) "Are there science-related jobs you would like/to

do?" -- 77% said "yes" and 9%'"no;" (4) "Would you like to know more about jobs

in cience and engineering?" -- over 50% of the students indicated that they would,

while 39% indicated they would not (NAEP A01818); (5) "Would you like to work in

a laboratory?" -- "Yes" was the response of 43% of the students, while 36% said

"no" (NAEP A02818); (6) "Do you think working in a science-related field would

be boring?" -- 46% of seventeen-year-olds think scientific work would not be

boring, but 31% think it would be.

Science supervisors and parents tend to disagree about the extent to which

career education is a responsibility of the science teacher (CSSE 18:43-44). Part

of the disagreement may stem from the fact there is not a standard interpretation

of "career education." There is general agreement (37% to 52%) among school ad-

ministrators, science supervisors, students, and parents that one of the most .

important uses of federal government funds supporting science teaching should be

to develop science courses oriented to present and future job markets (CSSE 18:100).

In addition, teachers, especially junior high school teachers, need special pre-

paration if they are to help their pupils become aware of the variety of careers

in science (OSU 71). A survey of high school 'counselors revealed that only 10%
o

. had at one time taught science or mathematics (CSSE 18:25).

The widespread public interest in career education is not found with

equal enthusiasni in the schools. The concept of career education, introduced

in 1971 by Sidney P. Marland, the U. S. Commissioner of Education, does not seem

to have impressed, or perhaps is not understood by, science teachers and science

supervisors, Part of the problem is a failure to relate academic and career soals

in a meaningful way. Career awareness activities are not written into the most

widely used science textbooks in the junior and senior high schools. Thus, career

information is neglected, even though the majority of students would like more

career - related activities (NAEP CO2A01, CO2A02). By the age of seventeen years,

080% of students have some idea Of career demands, should they choose to become a

biologist (NAEP C71C10).
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Summary of Goal Cluster Outcomes

The inquiry goal is espoused but not practiced by biology teachers. A

biology education designed to help understand and fulfill personal needs is

generally perceived as-unimportant. When it is addressed, it is often related /

to other goals such as careers. Interest in the societal needigoal is increas-

ngrevidence for this is the fact that there are more courses such as environ -,

m ntal studies and ecology. Knowledge as discrete information has been and is

the dominating goal of biology education. Though there is a recent interest in

science career education, there is confusion about the meaning of the goal and .

also doubt as to the respon§ibility,of biology teachers in achieving this goal.
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CHAPTER 4
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Introduction

4-4

To better illustrate the present status of biology teaching, the Phase III

Report contrasts actual biology programs with a desired one. The description of

actual biology curriculum and instruction was based on information presented in

three complementary studies of the status of pre-college science education

prepared for the .National Science Foundation. Supplementary information was

derived from reports of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),

the sums* of research on biology teaching published by the Biological Sciences

Curriculum Study and.an analysis of the most widely used biology textbooks.

(See Phase II Biology Report for citations of references used.)

The desired course (see Phase I Biology Report) was based n four considers-

dons: (1) changing perspectives of science as an enterprise; (2) emerging

transitions.in the biological sciences, especially in the nature of the discipline

and the,current contexts in which biological knowledge is being portrayed;

`(3) shifts in the cultUral/social scene, particularly in areas that have biologi-

al relevance; and (4) recent research on the teaching and learning of biology.

Ntajor concepts of.biology (for example, behavior, form and function, genetics,

energetics, evolution, etc.) were examined to identify ways in which the teaching

of these concepts might be influenced to be consistent with the findings of

.our preliminary study of science, biology, and social trends. BiolOgical

,evolution, for example, studied in the context of cultural change, is a view

,of evolution- different in concept from that presented in textbooks used in

Actual biology courses. Biological knowledge, selected for its potential

usefulness in the life and living of human beings, results in a curriculum

that has-few conceptual overlaps with conventional biology courses. The
.

Curricul4m designed to accommodate the many transitions in science and society

within the Context of modernitiology provides a basis for assessing the current

status-of biology teaching in the American schools.

The Phase III Biology Report is presented in four sections:

, -

I. Discrepancies is a description of differences
in theory and practice between the actual and
desired teaching of biology.

II. Information Raps is an identification of areas
in which additional data could provide a more
complete description of the current status of

biology teashing. Most of the information
needed could be. obtained by survey techniques.

ki
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III. Needed research is an identification of
critical. areas and problems in biological
education about which more reliable know-
ledge is needed'. Normative/theoretical,
developmental, and empirical research
needs are described.

IV. Recommended solutions is an exploration of
strategies, tactics and procedures for the
resolution of problems related to biological
education.

The four sections
*
of the Phase III Biology Report identify perspectives

and directions for "next steps" in biology education. The suggestions,

although the products.of serious study and research, are not intended to be

definitive but do provide a rational basis for dialogue and further research.

1 GO
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Discrepancies

The Conceptual Framework for the Desired Biology Program

A major'discrePancy between the actual and desired biology programs is /

found in the philosophical and normative assumptions underlying each,program.

The desired program is a consideration of biology in a framework of the per-

sonal.and social aspects of human culture and human endeavors. The subject

matter of courses is selected for the potential it holds for improving the

adaptive capacity of individuals and for advancing the welfare of humankind

in general. ThA actual biology course is designed to portray the structure

.of biological disciplines_ and to provide experience in the investigative

modes of these disciplines.

A major difference between the actual and desired biology curricula lies.
411

in the historical perspective of.the two programs. In the actual courses the

'emphasis is upon the past achievements of the biological sciences;: in contrast,

;(the desired course essentially portrays a pOssiole history of the,future.

,,Expressed in another way, the actual courses presena sample of what is-
known about biology; the desired:program (using the same biological concepts)

stresses the use of biological knowledge to furhe an progress toward

future conditions that are likely to improve t quality of human existence.

Increasingly, science,as an enterpie.,i becoming,even more:significant

in setting the course.qf society. In the desired biology prograM, bi logy

is viewed as part of Crie social process well as an intellectUal achievement.

In conventional biology programs the overall,goal is to preparekstudents for

the next level of'education; essentially the t6a1 is separated from the student.
.

)

More-of an effort is made in the desired Course to have that learned directly

serve the s tadenttas an end in itself, that is, to increase the adaptive range
. .

of the ipAiiiidual as a person and as a member of the social group. Biology

taught in this mode has direct relevance and significance for every student;

this position contrasts with knowing for the sake of knowing but does not
.

minimize the actual importance ,of biological knowledge. Current biology
.06 Op

teaching tends to reflect a reductionist point-of-view; whereas, in the desired

state the emphasis is more on a holistic-ecological orientation.

The desired biology
,
program is more interdisciplinary in scope; subject

, .
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matter is selected from many human sciences, such as human ecology, human

genetics, cultural and physical anthropology, environmental psychology, socio-

biology, and other fields. The typical biology course tends to be bound to a

limited range of the classical biological disciplines, slighting the newel fields.

In formulating a conceptual framework for the teaching of biology, we

have sought to identify a direction for change in teaching practices consis-

tent with current conditions in science'as a whole, with biology as a discipline,

and with contemporary conditions in society and in the culture. A summary of

the discrepancies between the desired and actual states of biology teaching

resulting from contrasting philosophical positions. is present in Table I.

Desired Program

Goals:

TABLE I

DISCREPANCIES: A SUMMARY

1. Human adaptation emphasized.

2. Social problems and issues
as goals.

3. Inquiry processes unique to
biological disciplines.

4. Decision-making involving
biological knowledge in
bio-social contexts.

5. Career awareness an integral
part of lerning.

6. Value, ethical, and moral
considerations of bio-social
problems and issues.

Curriculum:

7. Curriculum as problem-centered
flexible, and culturally as
well as biologically valid.

Actual Program

1

1. Minimal consideration given
to human adaptive capacities.

2. Marginal emphasis on social
goals

3. Inquiry skills characteristic
of a generalized model of science.

4. Discovering a correct answer
for a discipline-bound problem.

5. Minimal attention to careers,
mostly of historical importance only.

6. Value-free interpretations of
discipline-bound problems.

7. Curriculum is textbook-centered
inflexible; only biological validity
considered.
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8. Humankind central. 8. Humankind incidental.

9. Multi 'ceted, including local 9.

and community relevance.

10. Greater use of the natural
environment, community resources
and the students themselves as foci
of study.

10.

11. biological information is in the 11.

context of the student as a biolo-
gical organism in a cultural/
social environment.

Instruction:

12. Individualized and
personalized.

13. Cooperative work on problems
and issues.

14.- Methodology based on current
information and research in
developmental psychology involv-
ing cognitive, affective, experi-
ential, and maturational studies.

Evaluation:

4-8

Textbook controlled, local
relevance fortuitous.

Contrived materials, kits, and
classroom-bound resources; use of
sub-human specimens as a focus
of study.

Biological information is,in
the context of the logic and
structure of the discipline.

12. Group instruction geared for
the average student and directed
by the organization of the text-
book.

13. Some group work, primarily in
laboratory.

14. Weak psychological basis for
instruction in the science;
behavioristic orientation-.

15. Testing and evaluation reflects 15. Replication of assigned information.
the use of knowledge to inter-
pret personal/social problems
and issues

16. Student evaluation is based on
growth in rational decision-
making concerning personal and
social problems.

Teachers:

16. Stating "correct" solutions to
pre-planned problems.

17. Requires a change in perceptions 17. Philosophical perceptions not

(philosophy, rationale, belief evident in practice, beyond a

system) of biology teaching commitment to the yuiscipline.

to include a commitment to human
welfare.

18. Philosophical position influences 18. Curriculum and teaching practices
all aspects of curriculum and largely atheoretical.
teaching practices.
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19. Continuous professional growth is 19. Curriculum and teaching practice.:
essentialto maintain a valid . tend to be, static.
curriculum and appropriate teaching

_practices.

Table I is a condensation of the major differences between the desired stag

of biology teaching and the actual state; these discrepancies are explored in

more detail in the following sections of this report.

Goals

The desired goals of biological educatiOn are perceived to be: (1)

scientific literacy'(knowillOge); (2) career awareness; (3) the development of

cognitive skills (inquiry and decision making); (4) meeting the adaptive require-

ments of individual students; and (5) an appreciation of biology in the service

of society. Information derived from the NSF status studies indicates these .1r,

not the primary goals of the majority of biology teachers.

To the extent that intellectual processes are actually a part of biology

teaching, the emphasis is upon selected skills of inquiry such as, observing,

measuring and classifying. Rarely is the process of biological inquiry dealt

with; only discrete inquiry skills are taught. In addition to the process of

inquiry, the desired teaching of biology includes the art, habits and skills ass,._iate

with the utilization of knowledge. Not only is current inquiry teaching not very

successful and limited in effort, it appears to place almost no emphasis on decision-
.

making skills-as proposed in the desired course.

Traditionally, biology has been taught in a value-free context based on

the assumption that science itself is value-free. With the recent socialization

of science, the teaching of biology,.to be consistent with the "new science" (the

desired state), must of necesiity,deal with values, morals, and ethics. In the

past decade bioethics has become a new biology discipline.

The basic discrepancies between the knowledge goal as it is found in

actual biology courses and in the desired biology course are those of context

and scope. Knowledge is identified in both the actual and desired states as the

basic conceptual principles identifying living organisms. These are genetics,

evolution, nutrition, behavior, continuity, structure-function, diversity and

unity, integration, life cycles, and energetics. In the actual course these
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concepts, are described and interpreted as attributes of,biological disciplines.

in the desired state, these biological concepts are described as organizational

ideas in personally meaningful, socially relevant, and ethically defensible

terms. The scope of the desired biology course is extended to include supplemen-

tal concepts from such human sciences as anthropology, geography,, psyclology,.

sociology, medicine, and from interdisciplinary fields such as biophysics ,

biochemistry,, bioethics,,and environmental sciences.

Although the objectives and goals in the area of societal issues are

heralded in science education writings as major justifications for biology

education, such goals have not-affected the typical discipline-oriented course

in tenth grade biology. Biology goal statements may be responsive to problems

and expectations of society in theory, but they appear not to influence the

actual biology course. If societal issues related to biology are considered

more than incidentally:they, are usually treated in -ecially designed courses

such as environmental studies or ecology. These courses; although increasing

in enrollments, still serve a very small fraction of the student population.

Career education,as the development of students' career awareness, does

not exist as a major goal of actual biology teaching. One doed find in commonly

used biology textbooks short biographies of well-known biologists who have made ..:

substantial contribution to the development of biology. Recent editions of high

school biology textbooks include pictures and achievements of modern biologists

(Salk, Watson, Crick, Calvin, Kreb). Most of the scientists pictured are

researchers; little attention is given to support staffs such as laboratory

technicians, instrument developers, applied scientists, caretakers of live

animals, museum directors, or para-professionals. In the desired biology program,

the development of career awareness is a part of on-going instruction on every

topic.

Biology teachers are inclined to think that providing career information

to students is the task of the school counselors. 'Counselors feel overloaded

with large numbers of students and see their primary responsibility as dealing

with problems of personal adjustment (scholastic, social, personal, health)

and with emergencies such as acts of vandalism, absenteeism, sudden illness,

family emergencies and personal conflicts between students and teachers. .They

feel there is simply not enough time to talk about andplan career activities

for individual students. Furthermore, it is doubtful they have essential

16,-)
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science career information, insights and competence since the great majority of

counselors are trained in social studies or psychology.

Curriculum

Earlyttin the 1970's a number of societal problems and issues emerged which

have a basic component in biology; these problems include environmental manage-

ment, human'population, worldwide health and food problems, quality of life,

problems -of human adaptability, etc. From these and other human conditions,

holistic views of biology 'began to emerge for dealing with these comprehensive

and interacting bio-social problems which have a personal as well as a social

aspect,thus providing a new context for the teaching of biology. These condi-

tions als6 establish the need to consider Cultural validity in any refinements

of a biology curriculum. -The actual teaching of biology in schools has been

only minimally sponsive to these social and cultural shifts.

The discrepancies between goals and curricula of existing biology programs

and those suggested by recent advances in science and changes in society are

great. The current perspectives on the place of science in society suggest

that a valid biology Curriculum should match biological achievements with corres-

ponding implications far.personal and social living. This approach in no way

compromises any concept, principle, generalization or theory in the biological
A

sciences; it does, however., 'change the context in which this knowledge is taug:.:
,

from a discipline orientation to one of a personal-social living , and of a

real-world approach. It also changes the emphasis in teaching from one of simbly

knowing about biological facts to one tnat Considers hoT..; these facts may be
k

Used to resolve personal and social problems 6f human adaptability.

7,1<oiolog:. curriculum in the actual state represents a body of information

to be acquired, whereas in the desired state knowledge is viewed as a social

invention leading to biological and scientific enlightenment. The desired

biology curriculum is morn holistic in view and substance than traditional courses. ...]

The actual state of'biology instruction is discipline-conitrained, while the -

desired program is interdisciplinary in character, involving not only the natural 1

sciences but also social and humanistic studies.

There appear to have been few efforts, with the exception environmental

courses, to establish a cultural validity to biology curricula reflecting

prevailing social currents and cultural patterns. The desired course in biclazy
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represents an effort to establish both a scientific and a cultural validity for

what is to be taught. In the actual biology curriculum scientific validity is

apparent; cultural validity is neglected.

Instruction

4 major difference between the actual and desired states of biology teaching

is the context in which biological concepts and principles are studied. In

the desired course the context of biological knowledge includes implications,

intended to develop a higher level of student motivation, and more communicability

than in traditional biology courses. The desired state of biological education

is centired upon the human being as the "type" animal rather than upon the

sub-human animal characteristic of actual courses.
vg*

Teachers appear to be moving away from the use of non-school and informal

resources (natural enrivonment, museums, invited speakers, television programs)

for the teachingiof biology, while the desired state of bid logy teaching is a

movement toward wider use of out-of-school resources. The present biology

curriculum is, to a large extent, classroom-bound, whereas the desired curriculum

is envisioned as functioning in the real-world of the students.

in the desired biology program learning is viewed as an interaction between

student, materials and the environment. The teacher serves to facilitate this

interaction. Learning, in conventional biology teaching, is viewed as a process

of reception, retention, and recall of verbally coded information. The desired

state of biology views learning as information processing and concept development.

The desired state of biology teaching stresses individualized and personalized

(to develop self-responsibility) instruction for some goals (intellectuN. habits)

and group learning for other goals (value, ethical, and bio-social problems)..

In the actual biology program, there is confusion about the pedagogical meaning

of these styles of learning; individualized learning is interpreted as isolated

and group learning as uniform. While teachers in actual courses tend to

recognize -that each individual is unique in interescs, background and ability,

only the class is taught, not the individual.

When.biological knowledge is used outside of the discipline in which it was

generated (the desired state) and for purposes other than the seeking of new

knowledge, it functions to provide people with a basis for making more reliable

decisions about problems and issues. Thus, the desired course in biolozy emphasizes
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decision-making as well as inquiry skills. Inquiry skills are viewed as useful

for understanding how knowledge is discovered and decision-making skills for

understanding how knowledge is used. B attending to both kinds of skills,

the teacher is able to depict the interaction of science and technology which

are complementary endeavors.

In the actual state of biology teaching, problem-solving is viewed as

a linear process proceeding stepwise from )roblem"identification to a conclusion.

In the desired state of biology teaching, attacking a ;ioblem is viewed as a

systemic process which is not likely to be orderly or to result in a uniform

answer.

Laboratory activities in the actual biology course are typically rituals or

dissection activities and few are long-range. They pose a question which requires-

a finite, definite answer. Although the three major biology textbooks in actual

use each contain approximately two laboratory activities per chapt=r, faw

teachers systematically utilize this much,laboratory work. In actual biology

teaching, laboratory activities are for the most part contrived routines, pre-
/

programmed and with specified answers. The laboratory experiments are classroom-
.

bound, bench-based, and mostly restricted to non-living specimens.

When biology is taught in a personal and social context (the desired state)

and in ter:: :s real" -life problems, laboratory investigations'involve a combina-

tion of hu, n beings, biological conceptsf and a personal or a social issue.

The student is nearly always a part of the problem or-involved in an indirect

way as a member of a population. Investigations of this type are different from

conventional biology investigations in that they frequently: 1) are multi-

causal; 2) cannot be replicated; 3) do not have a single answer; =.) have results

that may rest as much on a value judgment as the processing of data, and 5)

may require a variety of investigative approaches to study. Typically, students

work with problems that may be resolved but .seldom solved, such as environmental,

health, food, and quality-of-life problems.

It is suggested that in the desired state cf biology the concept of "the

laboratory" be reconceptualized. For example, examination 'of the bio-social

problems associated with the desired,biology program may not always be examined

appropriately in a physical facility called "a laboratory". In the desired

biology program, laboratory activities are in natural settings (the "real world"

and are field-based or community-oriented.

In the actual state of biology teaching laboratory activities are confined
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rather than open-ended; they are concerned with identifying or verifying

facts rather than with societal or personal implications of the facts; they deal

with short-term (one class period) rather than long-range study; the typical proble/m

addresses a'single variable rather than dealing with several variables and their

interactions. In the actual biology program, laboratory experiments are generally

designed upon a traditional (19th century) concept of scientific inquiry--probleth

identification, variable control, fact collection, forming hypotheses, data

interpretation and conclusion. In the desired biology program laboratory procedures

are more systemic in nature, less conchision-directed and more decision-oriented.

The statement of the problem may be the outcome of the investigation in the

desired biology course.

In the desired program, laboratory activities are viewed as a confrontation

between student(s) and real-world situations. The ideal investigation involves

students with: (1) an interpretation, (2) a decision, (3) an action, (4) a

related luestion, (5) an application, and (6) internalizing a biological concept.

By extending the laboratory into the community and the adult world, students

become aware of career opportunities. For example, a health-related problem

may introduce students to 'a variety of health care.careers such as physician,

physical therapist, hospital manager, dietician, psychiatric nurse, and pare-

medic-- professions. Ideally, it will bring students into contact with'prac-

titioners in such careers:-

In the desired biology course, personally and societally relevant problems

are examined by various means, for example, opinion polls, demographic surveys,

statistical analyses, literature reviews, museum trips, personal study, and

laboratory experiments. Techniques of investigation may also be borrowed from

the social sciences (sociology, anthropol3gy, psychology, economics, geography,

political science). Problems are examined both from methodological and concep-

tual viewpoints. Frequently, students. investigate problems and issues prior to

their formal introduction as part of class instruction.

The desired biology laboratory program may be summarized in terms of the

following attributes:

1. Activities Have a long-term view for at least half of th problems.

2. Activities originate as problems, that is, as actual questions for which

an answer is not presently known.
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3. Activities are related to personal problems or to social issues at least

half of the time.

4. At least half the investigations involve the student in studies of

human beings.

5. A balance of'cognitive, ethical, aesthetic and creative development is .

a result of the investigation.

6. Methodologies used are not only those traditionally associated with

biological investigations, but also those which may be used in other

disciplines dealing with the study of hump, e.g., psychology, sociology;

and anthropology.

7. Activities involve a perceptual orientation (a) from prthent t4 future,

and (b) from the individual to.the community.

8: A contextual analysis of data is used.

9. Investigations which present long-term and over-all views of scientific

inquiry are recommended.

10. Activities develop some awareness of careers as they relate to.problems

'investigated.

The attributes of the desired biology laboratory program are in contrast

to the actual course in which laboratory activities tend to have the following

characteristiC:

1. Generally, shott-term7wied of a problem is endorsed; i.e., the problem

is to be solved in 1 to 2 class periods.

2. The "problem" is-related the textbook, and the solution verifies

fact or condition integral to the discipline.

3. Social issues have only a marginal representation among all laboratory

activities.

4. The organisms studied are phyla lower than mammals.

5, There is little application of the concepts developed in the laboratory

to the interpretation of human beiggs as a biological species or to

human beings as social organisms.

Evaluation

In the actual biology program the major testing activity consists of having.

students replicate in one way or another the facts that have been learned. In

the desired program more attention is given to having students expresg their line

of reasoning in resolving a problem, suggesting a program of action, interpreting
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.. . , . .

,
a situation and in,other ways demonstrating their capability for logical thinking

and rational declion making. In actual, biology programs many of those

attributes are4stimed to exist if the student,can identify some of the rele-

vant

g,

lacts. In the desired program this.asSumption is not made and, students are

called upon to demonstrate their ability to use what they have learned in

model situations:. The testing may involve a written or oral' test, an action,.

a debate, a critical essayiend-other means.

The. Teacher .

In the desired biology program, teachers are viewed as custodians of a

science/technology-based culture with a responsib'ility to support and enrich

its potential. This position is'in contrast to.teachers of the actual biology

course wh

success by scores their students make on standardized achievemens.tests.

The major difference between teachers of the desired and actual biology

o. function asa conveyor of knowledge and measure their

,

programs-is a philbsophical one. In the actual biology program the teachers'

major commitment is to the student S cognitive development. In the desired progr1

the emphasis is upon the student as a functioning and contributing member of society.

To achieve the goals of the desired program will require a program of inservice

.education that focuses More on the normative and conceptUal framework for the

r- 7
teaching of biology and upon the meaning and nature of learning. This approach

is in contrast to, .traditional inservice programs, where the emphasis is almost

exclusively on updating subject matter, new instructional techniques, and teaching

,hardware.
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Information Gaps

4

The purpose of this second section of the Phase III Biology Report /3

'o'list some of the kinds of information we felt would have been useful to

oursask, but which were not included in the data base. Specific recommen-.-
A 0.

.dations for research we included in the third section "Needed Research."

4-17*

The three NSF status studies and the NAEP science data have provided

Mch:valuable information for describing and characterizing the actual state of

biological education in the United States in 1978. However, some essential

' data are regrettably missing, making a synthesis of the information and a

corhparison*oi'a-desired state of biological education with the actual state

less complete than expected. Prompt follow-up studies should be conducted tot

fill these gaps and to assure full benefit and use of the initial three

status studies. Such action may be viewed as extensions of the 1978 efforts

intended to: (1) provide\full analyses of discrepancies between the ideal and

actual states of biological education, (2) identify possible solutions for re-
.

duciw, discrepancies, and (31) determine future needs.

In identifying the gaps\in available information the biology focus group

organized its investigation according to the "critical elements" .sequence

identified by the:Project Synesis staff. These elements include: (1) goals

of biological education_; (2),students of secondary school biology; (3) biology

programs; (4) bioloc,v teachers and (5) evaluation.

In addition to the need for, more direct information on biology teaching

there iS.a need to bring together relevant research information from other related

fields of study. Three categories of information are needed to permit a full

analysis of discrepancies between desired and actual states and to make

recommendations for corrective actions and additional research. These cognate

fields include: (1) pedagogical studies (involving learning, cognitive develop-

ment, value and ethical information futdres); (2) contemporary trends and

thrusts in the science of biology (including bioethics, recombinant DN

environmental research, helistid views); (3). science indicators (including

enterprise, 'social indicators for trends, sociology and philosophy of scieg.ee,

and technology for the context of science.)
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Furthermore, the NSF cience status studies reveal that science in the

secondary school is typically taught within the framework of a physicalscience

model characteristic of the 19th-century,science. Unfortunately, this includes

the teaching of biology. Th s model of science is inappropriate for the teaching

of modern biology. No informal ion is available concerning the way teachers

view the conceptual framework biology as a whole and as ,a human sciene

in particular. Such additional information would provide a more complete

setting and a m re accurate framework for assessing the status of biological

education and f r identifying specific needs in establishing future directions.

Goals of Biological Education

A primary goal,for much of secondary school biology teaching is ro prepare

students for college. What is not known is the specific subject matter exPecta-

tions of,colleges and universities for a background in biology as it related

directly to success in college either as a biology major or as a liberal

arts student. Nor is there information concerning the utility of specific

biological principles for other study, work, or adult living.

Reported information concerning goals is very general. In addition,

teacher and student goals and objectives pertaining to personal needs and

societal issues are particularly limited. For this re-son, it is iMpossible to

assess teacher and student views as to the relative importance and the degree

of achievement of goals. Reports that goals are in transition are not validated

or exemplified. Furthermore, there is no differentiation of goals according to

grade level, areas of science, or course focus (i.e., college preparation,

general education, technological, career focus).

*11 Although Larger awareness is included as a goal, information concern-

ing this goal is limited in the status studies., What is occurring in schools

in terms of biology programs,, what the results of such programs are in terms

of student outcomel, and what specific teachers are doing remain in question.

Information regarding specific careers related to biology, training oppor-

tunities, and opportunities for special studies is limited. Although there

are suggestions that few biology teachers feel a major responsibility to their

students in the area of career awareness, the importance of this goal to

students and parents is documented. More infAmation in this area would be

helpful in assessing the current status more accurately.
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Students in Secondary School Biology

Too little has been reported about student outcomes that result from

students' experience with a given bidlogy 'course. Information is limited

Concerning the nature of students who elect biology at various grade levels,

the nature of specific courses" and the value of school experiences to future

science courses and/or future adult work. Information on achievement and other

outcomes for students ho completed biology through the use of one of the basic

,texts (i.e., Modern Biology) or through ore of the newer special courses (i.e.,

oceanography, environmental studies, integrated science, ecology) is not

available.

Information is not avail ble concerning student outcomes in biology

when taught by teachers with va ious characteristics related to preparation,

philosophy and belief systems, c nitive style, and attitude with materials

(curriculum) held constant. Little attention has been directed to out-of-
,

school experiences and their effect u n biological education. The effects of

teache ulum, and community exper ences upon student learning, choice

of urses, and attitude toward biology we_e not adequately addressed and consti-

te gaps in the information base.

There is a paucity of'information about the universal interests of student:

in biological topics. Intuitively it is felt that the desired state of biolog7

is closer to these interests than the actual state of biology teaching. It

would be a simple matter to gather such information.

At every grade level from the elementary sc ol through high school,

teachers decry the inability of students a read biological materials. The

persistence of reading problems from g -de three on suggests that, for unknown

reasons, the problem is not being resolved. The effect of reading ability upon

success, attitudes, and learning in biology has not been adequately considered.

The necessity for reading skills for the study of biology and/or the affect

the study of biology can have upon readiug skills is not clear.

Information from the NSF studies regarding-student perceptions of assign-
*

ments,,questioning strategies, laboramcy investigations and examinations is

limited. The NAEP data (for science as a general field) suggests some interesting

pbssibflities for biology teachers, curriculum developers, and interpreters of

achievement information. Specific information concerning students, teachers,
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Tt is not entireIi'clear frOalthe NSF science education status studies to
.1

what. degree the educational problems, that pertain to nre-college science
.

. - tr.

education in generai-areprOblems.for biolOgy'teaChing specifically. Questions
.

i!r . 1
,,,

-i esigned.to p'rovide these anSwers were not addressed by theYesiudies. In
T.-

addition, the analytical and normative frameworks for systematically describing
.

the state of biological education and associated infrastructures are only

incompletely- dealt with in the:NSF.stiente.status s ludies, ...,

Little information was sought, and therefore rttle is available -.

regarding the integration of, biology with "science" throughout the 7-i-1`?'

sequende. Interdisciplinary or trans - disciplinary approaches,were not noted
-I P

specifically. The effects of integrating science with major ideas in social

studies and/or the humanities were not adequately investigated.

The attention given specific "new" courses infbiological Science was

minimal. Although such courses (when considered Collectively) involved

substantial numbers of students, these courses and the students enrolled in;

them tended to be lost in miscellaneous categorifs. Since many of these

offerings represent attempts to achieve the "des red state, this failure r

coll4ct more careful information is particularly disappointing. Information

concerning the courses, goals, students, student learnings, teachers invoed

would be particularly -desirable to analyze.

In a similar way, the use of such special Supplementary.materia3s in

biology (i.e., OBIS, HSP modules, National Wildlife and Dairy Council materiaM

and others) was not adequately noted.' A close look at curriculum, students,
-r

and teachers 'would be of interest as indicators of new directions. A look

at test-center situations where HSP, ISIS, OBIS, USMES, and other new materials

are in use would provide reliable information regarding direction.and relative

effectiveness of newe.pproaches in iological education.

The NSF status studies report 'concerns Parents have about schools and

schooling (discipline, costs, "basics") but do not identify their perSpec-

tives and priorities for a g neral education in the biological sciences for con-
*

contemporary times. Information regarding use of community action projects

in biology would have been useful information. Such projects as those
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designed to control pollution at the community level, to monitor environmental

-factors, to improve energy conservation practices, to study safety hazards, ana

1/4 to participate in career awareness projects suggest a movement to the desired

state in biology education. Unfortunately, specific information is unavailable

about such instruction.

The infcmation.reported as missing, or labeled as "lo response" for

sizable numbers of teachers, indicates another kind of concern. Such lack of

response on the part of teachers regarding instructionarpractices, such as the

use of field trips, probably suggests that such strategies are not used. Howe-er,

more precise information from a total sample would be desirable.

Of great interest would be the identification of quality programs, classr3cms:

and teachers. Established criteria for "good" biology instruction and a special

look at those programs meeting those criteria would be helpful as one considers

the direction for biology education and for analysis of the discrepancies

desired and actual states. Examples of existing school programs which approxi-

mate the desired biology program would be helpful. Information as to how such -

programs were developed, implemented and staffed would be especially valuable.

Information concerning modules, units, texts, activities and other curricular

components would be useful. Much of the information regarding materials as well

as programs and teacher's was lost to the "averages" reported in the NSF studies.

Information concerning futures, new directions in biology, and new materials for

collegiate programs would be useful. Knowledge of the degree of familiarity with

such information of secondary school biology teachers would be usefdl.

Additional information regarding use of decision-making strategies, quality

use of the laboratory, definition of such terms as problem solving, inquiry,

and process would have been helpful. Again, much information and its interpre-
AP

tationhas been lost in the 1978 studies.

More precise information would be valuable concerning biology and specific

schools and teachers. Again, the information would be helpful in determining more

accurately specific discrepancies between the desired and actual states. Areas

of interest include cooperative problem solving, exemplary use of the natural

environment, decision-making strategies involving biological issues, facilities,

and procedures for encouraging individualized /personalized instruction, use

of human resources in the community, and_activities which require values and

ethical choices.

The NSF status studies report that biology teachers could "do better" if
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they Were given "more support", bilt it is not clear what the nature of this

support should be beyond.that of more money. Improvements in curricula are

generally
-

more a matter of rationale and scholarship than finances. More

preciseinformation regarding the meaning of "more support" is needed.

In general, there are inforamtion gaps in the NSF studies regarding the

biology programs because the investigators generalized to "science", were

content with reporting the general situation, did not consider criteria for

iquality programs, and did not appear to consider the nature of information

1 necessary for taking new directions in science education. There was a lack

of ageneral framework for describing science education in general and biologizal

education in particular. Little was done to examine the relative effective-

ness of vials, programs, or teaching. Little attention was given to out-of-

school learning, parental and community influences/ , and public literacy in

biology-or in science.in genera?.

Teachers in Biology

Little seems to be known about eduOational beliefs of v teachers,,

their concepts of science and technology, the meaning they attach to scientific

literacy, and the philsophical assumptions that guide their teaching endeavors.

The NSF studies do not investigate teacher belief systems and/or their under-

standing of the framework of biology. The rationale for the use of given materic.ls,.

procedures, andand organization for biology instruction in secondary schools has been

largely ignored.

Nowhere in the NSF science education status studies is information reported

concerning the criteria teachers use in selecting and using given irstructonal

practices for the teaching of biology. The reasons a teacher selects a certain

biology curriculum (textbook) is not known, nor, and more importantly, why pro-

grams and practices are discarded. Why teachers use, or do not use, library

resources, specific questioning strategies, community resources, individual

assignments, or various forms of media is unknown. Such reasons perhaps would

represent information at least as valuable as the information concerning use

or non-use.

Additional information regarding the nature of biology teachers who are

involved with team teaching, out-of-scholl activities, exemplary use of the

natural environment, and decision-making strategies would be desirable.

More precise information regarding- participation of biology teachers in
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professional organizations (i.e., annual meetings, contributions to periodicals,

work on committees, etc.) would be useful. Information concerning'the reading

habits of biology teachers as well as a more carc5u1 analysis of the mechanism

of their learning about new programs, directions and activities are needed.

Information concerning the effectiven ss of support systems (supervisors, adminis-

trators, department chairpersons) is needed. As with programs, information con-.

cerning superior teachers would be of value. What happens when a teacher rarely

uses ,a textbook? What kinds of out-of-school contacts does a quality teacher

provide? Howdoes the effective teacher interface with parents, administrators

and coordinators? What factors have stimulated teacher change? How have some
,

teachers made their philosophies more consistent-with teacher practices?

Another general concern related to the biology teacher is the nature of

teacher education programs. It is suspected that perhaps as many as 40 percent

of thcise teaching biology or life science courses do not have a teaching major

in the subject; a study of biology teachers' qualifications and assignment is

needed. The information provided by the NSF studies is too global and inadequete

for analyzing courses and the meaning of certain discrepanCies between t desires'

and actual states of :bib-logy edUcation.in secondary schools. Analyses,of 'teacher

behavior, philosophy, and effectiveness based upon information other than total,

credit hours in biology or the number of NSF institutes attended would be help-

ful. Again, the nature of the preservice programs and that of the inservice

experiences needs study and analysis. Information regarding the features of

effective preservice and inservice programS is needed.

Evaluation of Biology Education

Since evaluation is frequent* equated with testing, it is not surprising

that the NSF status studies leave many information gaps in this area. Problems

connected with testing in biology are apparent. Information regardingstudent

outcomes following instruction in biology in any dimension other than content

achievement is scant. Where has such information been collected? How frequently:

What is its nature? Information concerning program and student outcomes is

needed when one attempts to evaluate a total science program or the biology

offerings from a broad perspective.

Examples of testing and general evaluation procedures which emphasize the

goals associated with personal needs and societal problems would be useful for
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study, for modeling, and for analysis. Information concerning the effect of

teacher testing practices upon student learning and attitudes would be useful

also. How dO frequency and test style affect learning? Do tests designed to

assess higher order learnings result in differeht patterns of performance for

different kinds of students? How do the instruments used for evaluation affect

student attitudes toward biology? Much of the information in the NSF studies

suggest that testing is a problem in biology programs.' However, there is a lack

of specific information about the effect of various criteria for success on

instruction and student outcomes.

Identification of biology pograms in which studies of beaching (applied

research) have been conducted would be valuable information. When there is an

interest in self-assessment, one would expect more change in programs, teaching

strategies and student outcomes. As in the case of student outcomes, neF curri-

culum models (courses), and exemplary teacher performance, information regarding

model programs of evaluation is needed. Sulh examples are important for descripti..:

of discrepancies between, desired and actual %pates. In addition, models provide

assistance for others in moving to the desired condition. How can rational decisi:'n-

making be evaluated? How does a new focus for,biology programs (environmental

studies, for example) affect student and program evaluation?

In summary, the NSF-supported status studies of 1975 provide much needed

information, but a synthesis of the results suggests a series of additional questions.

These questions represent gaps in the information base, some of which should have

been anticipated prior to these previous studies. As is often the case, however,

asking the right questions is easier after the picture begins to form. It is

only now, as new hypotheses are generated, that we see the urgent need for filling

some of the gaps that appear.

5
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A comparison of the actual state ol biology, education, described by the t.

NSF science status sttAlies,,.with the desired ;state aSiiroposed by Project
CI I

Synthesis identified several areas of needed' research. First, there were areas
--)

in which the three studies indicated the lack of a research base; and, second,

new trends were identified which require an extension of the current.research

foundation. Furthermore, the desired biology program needs to be established on

a philosophical and theoretical base. In order, therefore, to effect positive

changes. in teacher behavior, curriculum development, student outcomes, course

content, and societal acceptance of the proposed biology program, new research

must be-promulgated.

Priority Research Areas

The biology focus group, is cognizant of the priority areas for research

identified by the National Science Foundation, and.there is extensive matching

between the suggested research and the indicated priority areas.' First, since

biological science is presented during either the middleijunior high school years

grades 7 through 9 (ages 12-14) as Life Science or during the 9th and 10th

grades (ages 14-15) as beginning bidlogy, the research needed focuses on the

early adolescent. Second, the identified research involves basic questions such

as the long-range effectiveness of different styles of learning and teaching,

- Istrategies for teaching and evaluating effective decision-making or problem-

solving processes, applications of methodologies from the social sciences to

biology teaching and research,, new models Of inservice and pre-service teacher

education, and effectiveness of biology teachers on research teams. Third,

much of the needed research is interdisciplinary because of'the desired biology

program's involvement in strategies and content from other disciplines such as

sociology, anthropology, psychology, and cultural, economic and human geography.

The goals (societal needs, personal needs, careers and knowledge of the discipline)

of the desired biology curriculum demand a variety of new methodologies for

concePtualizin.i, teaching, and learning biology. Included among the useful,

methodologies are survey techniques, interviews, ecological studs and ease

studies. Fourth, much of\ the needed research may require synthesis studies;
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and fifth, since the desired biology program is aimed toward a wider spectrum

of people, it should promote scientific literacy. The National Science Founda-

tion's five priority areas of research (early adolescent, interdisciplinary,

new methodologies, synthesis and scientific literacy) provide the interactive

Lectors needed to move biology education to the desired state.

Nature of Required Research

Much of the research needed requires a new, or broader concept of the

nature of educational research. For example, whenever possible, there should

be planned replication of studies in a variety of settings and conducted by

several research teams. The new methodologies employed, however, may result.

in investigations which do not fit into the "scientific" mold. It is antici-

pated that many studies may be multi-causal and nonreplicabie; they may be

based partly, or wholly on value judgments; they may ,require a variety of inqui:-

techniqUes, including problem-solving and decision-making; and they may not

result in a single answer or solution. However, these new types of investi-

gations employing new methodologies and designs may provide both the information

and direction needed to-transform biology .aducation in our society.

Research ,is required in-the area of learning evaluation also. For example.

new instruments must be designed to assess the goals of the new biology, that

is, to assess students' abilities to interpret social and personal problems.

Studies to explore techniques and attitudes toward seeking and using reliable

information are needed as well as ones describing methods of inquiry unique to

understanding and solving present biosocial problems.

New Research Methodologies

One'area of needed research involves the identifcation or the development

of new methodologies of research which are appropriate to the new concept of

biology. Research in biological education is in need of new methodologies,

which can encotpass the complexities, ecologies and interacting variables

,:f the class, the school, and the community. The narrowly defined, controlled,

single variable, reductionist bias of contemporary educational research is not

adequate for studying the potential f, or for assessing the impact of, the

desired biologi, curriculum. For ga ple, techniques such as role playing, inter-

views, surveys, meta-analysis and ecological analysis of a classroom need to

be applied and examined for use in biology education.
W
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Two areas which require new methodologies are so basiC to the changes

suggested that they bear special mention. These concern research into problem-

solving and decision-making processes, yFor both are teaching/learning skills

in the desired program. Research is needed to describe decision-making

processes in children, adolescents and adults; to examine the effects of ideas,
i

values and information on decision-making.processes; to examine students'
,

.

abilities to support assertions for their decisions;.)07 instruct teachers in

implementing decision-making skills; to define at ributes of decision-makers;

1lc and to delineate interactions in the process of d cision-making.
, . .

Furthermore, research .is needed to determine the affectiveness of different

models of cooperative as well as individual problem-solving techniques and to .

determine what facilitates the biology teacher's use of cooperative and indivi-

dual problem-solving techniques. Since decision-making and problem-solving

strategies are crucial techniques for applying hiologicai information in personc_

and societal contexts, this researcn is needed to describe appr6priate ways

to involve students in: (1) reaching decisions, (2) clarifying the consequenceS

of their decisions, and (3) identifying the underlying ethical considerations in

reaching decisions.

Descriptive Research

Another area of needed research involves the description of biology educa-

tion, past, present and future. Again, a synthesis of research is needed to

describe accurately changes during the past fifty years with respect to

facilities, students, courses, inservice models, preservice courses and enroll-

ments. An analysis of courses related to the desired biology program such

as HSP and OBIS is needed to determine both the strengths and weaknesses of

these and similar offerings. Case Studies of new, interdisciplinary courses

which describe their effects on student's, teachers and communities are suggested.

Furthermore, research is needed on the feasibility of basing a biology program on

icurrent issues and questions and on using the human organism as the prototype. In

cddition,,research ig required to determine the public's perception of biology; that

is, factors affecting public underStanding of and support for biology; public attitud,

toward the meaning and importance of biology; and public Support of experienced-based

biology program.

. Since the desired biology program is,founded on social and personal aware-

ness of the quality of humanness, research is required to compare different
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perceptions of humankind; to clarify the presentation of humankind in biology

texts; to describe unique qualities of humanness such as self-awareness,

reciprocal obligatieb, values and ethics; and to illustrate the problems and

potentials of humankind interacting with the physical and natural environment.

In addition, a continuing program of research and study on social changes, cul-

tural thrusts-and science perspectives is needed to establish cultural and

scientific validity for the desired biology curriculum. And, last, there is a

need for descriptive studies which can establish the educational legitimacy of

biology teaching. That is, a conceptual framework or theory consistent with

personal and societal needs is required as the foundation for the desired courses.

Research on Goals

The new perception of biology includes many interdisciplinary topics consider-
-

ed fxom personal, societal and career orientations as well as from a knowledge-

of- the - discipline, base. Research topics needed to Illuminate the goals of

biology comprise the fourth area of needed research. Studies are needed to

determine what knowledge is most related to personal, societal and career goals;

to describe the basic concepts and salient knowledge related to social issues

and personal needs, and to ascertain what adolescents want to know. Research

is appropriate to determine 7oiology teachers' knowledge and values concerning

social issues, to develop a hierarchy of importarit social issues for, biology

education and to determine what adolescents perceive as important social issues.

Furthermore, research concerning personal goals of students and teachers as

they relate to Biology is needed. Once the goals are clarified and identified

research is needed to explain the inconsistencies between the stated goals

and the observed goals in biblogy classrooms and to de/Jop techniques in teacher

education which help to eliminate those inconsistencies.

Research on uareers

The new biology includes a, permeating and pervasive goal of career infor-
.

mation, and a variety of research is needed on the feasibility of providing a

career orientation within a specific content area. First of all, a synthesis

of biology career inforMation is needed. In addition, studies to explore both the

impact Of different career exploration techniques and the factors influential

in the selection of careers are needed.
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,i; .

. Research on the Role'of the Teacher
.

0 ,

The Ehree3 NSF status studies describe conclusively the impdrtance of the
oteacher

A. in determining and in implementing any biology program. Indeed, the
:,..'

teacher
-. has_been characterited a'S'be7ing the enabler, the inspiration, and the

constraint (CSSE 19:1) of biology education. Considering the central role of

A

the teacher; research isneeded concerning teacher behavior and training. In
4;-

order to interpret and influence the role of the biology teacher, .the following,

research activities are suggested:

1. Follow-up studies to NSF's UVSTEP 'projects to determine the effect

of model programs on teacher behavior.

re..V.

2. Correlational studies between two teacher- training programs on ore

campus (for example, Human Biology or General Biology) to determine any

differential effects on teacher behavior and/or performance.

3. .Analysis of the _effectiveness of inservice workshops in areas important

in the desired state (social, personal, knowledge'of the discipline

and careers'IY

4. StUdias of the effectiveness of different approaches (lecture, video-
. ti

tape, workshops, active listening, encounter groups) in enabling

teachers to personalize instruction.

5. StUdies concerning the effeci'S of teachers' content backgrounds on

achievement in secondary schools biology and. on their teaching styles.

6. AnalysAes of strategies, including support systems, which affect curri7

culum changes and teacher actions.

7. Surveys of teachers' perceptions of needed areas of training and re-

search as well as studies concerning ways to influence those percep-

tions.

3. Studies of communication modes which.will encourage more teacher-to-

teacher support and growth.

9. Research on the professional socialization of biology teachers and

its causes and its effects.

10. Descripticins of biology teacaers' use or lack of use of the natural

environment and studies of ways to effect its use.,

11. Analysis of the resistance to change found in biology teachers, adminis-
.

trators and publishers and studies of ways to effect change.
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fy

al. Examination of the current perceptions of biology teachers concerning

personal needs, societal issues and career awareness as part of a

biology curriculum.

As.the above list indicates, comprehensive research is needed to analyze

totalter positively both teacher training and behavior.

Research on Classroom 'Practices

The next area for study is classroom practices. Again, a range of research

is needed. For example, studies to explo:e the new modes of problem-centered

instruction, of personalized and individualized instruction and of inter-

disciplinary curricula are appropriate. Research needs to identify which current

problems can be explored reasonably by secondary biology students. A survey

of the available materials appropriate for the desired biOlogy program needs

to be condu,nd. Research to determine whether biology teachers prefer design-

ing a curriculum, using one designed for them, or using some combination of the

two is' crucial. Furthermore, the effectiveness of hierarchical, disciplint.-

ba'sed learning in comparison with modular, problem-oriented learning in biology,

especially in relation to long-term memory and rational decision-making, needs

/to be analyzed.

Research on both the feasibility of and the appropriate mechanisms for

implementing the desired biology program is required. One special concern of any

feasibility study is an analysis of both the activities of and the facilities

for the desired 'biology laboratory. For example, research is needed to:

(1) assess the problems and possibilities of implementing the desired program;

(2) determine biology teachers' perceptions of the optimum way to implement it;

and (3) examine several model implementation programs to assess the effects of

setting, grade level and teacher characteristics.

Research on Student'OutcoMes

The final area of research is, perhaps, the most important one -- research

on student outcomes. Research concerning student characteristics and lear;ing

patterns is needed to assure the appropriateness of any biology program,

particularly one heavily based gn pefsonal needs and societal issues. One

problem which must be examined is how and wnere students acquire a knowledge

of biology. It is recognized that culture, among other things, is a communica-

tion system and treat ; its own conventional wisdom. A science/technology

based culture conveys to young people a knowledge About itself that has not been

1 8446
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explored to any degree. How much of 'what students know is a product of cultural

diffusion, and how much has been learned through formal schooling-' re unknown

quantities. How much of students' scientific kndwledge is acquired simp

from living in a technological society is a critical factor to ascertain before

designing new programs. Furthermore, the question "What factors influence the

motivational level of students for studying biology?" is of critical importance.

^Additional research to determine what biological concepts are appropriate

for students in a bio/social contexts to explore the relevance/effectiveness

of different curricular designs on student's, and to develop new criteria for

measuring student growth in biological education is needed. Furthermore, as ion.:

,as discrepancies exist, research which analyzes black, Hispanic and female

achievement patterns is needed in order to determine alternative or supplemental

instructional strategies in biology for these groups.

Several major areas have been identified-as requiring research for the

suggested changes in biology education. These areas include all of the

research priorities identified by the National Science Foundation, and they

will proVide a comprehensive background for the projected changes. Biology

educators, students, pardnts and concerned citizens certainly have learned from

the last series of curricular reforms that effective changes must be firmly

based on research which documents needs, desires and pathways before such.charse.,

are accepted, diSseminated and utilized. It is hoped that this compilation of

needed research will provide the impetus and the justification for the acceptance,

dissemination and utilization of the desired biology curriculum.
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In an earlier section the discrepancies between a desired biology program

and existing biology-programs were reviewed. (See Table I.) Information gaps

were then outlined. The discrepancies and information gaps suggested research

problems for biology educators. An advantage of using a desired program is

that it provides.a direction and strategies for the amelioration of biology

education problems. The purpose of this section is to outline-recommendations

that will help resolve the discrepancies. The recommendations are rot in:ended

to provide answers. The intention is to suggest strategies, tactics and proce7

dures for the resolution of problems related to biological education.

The approach used in this section will be to first discuss changes in

biology_education as they relate to public education; second, to. describe re-

commended changes in the professional education of biology teachers; and finally .

to discuss the important function of leadership by those directly and indirect::

associated with biology education.

Public Education

Public education is an in and out-of-school process. That is, public edu-

cation in biology is more than teaching biology in school. This is a fundament:IL

premise of our recommendations. The biology focus group assumes that r.here

is a need to inform the public about the place and significance 'of biological

information in our society. One glace the public is introduced to biology is

in school. In addition, there are other educational agencies such as museums

and zoos which also have biological programs. Finally, there are other social

institutions such, as churches and the media which also educate and inform the

public. We must assume that some aspects'of biology are conveyed to the public

via this last, less formal process.

Attaining the goal of a biologically educated public will require that
0 .

biology educators work cooperatively with each other ancrwith informal agencies

(e.g., museums, park systems, 4H Clubs, print and electronic media, church

groups) to maximize their contributions to the public's biological experiences.

.Many of these agencies are in a favorable position to relate biological concepts

:o the real world of the public. The responsibility of biology educators is

to participate and to utilze fully these resources in developing the desired

state in her/his own way. Obviously, biology educators at all levels have
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different strengths and interests. If each contributes his/her share, the

°combined effort will indeed have an impact cepublic education. In the following

sections are some suggestions for changes that might be made in curriculum and

instruction.

Curriculum.

In general, the biological1 curriculum should include much greater emphasis

on knowledge and methods relat

prc6lems and career opportunit

it is possible.

ed to the personal needs of students, societal

ies. Achieving this goal will not.2 be easy but

1. Curriculum programs should be constructed so knowledge is presented

in the context of perSonal and social issues.

2. The accumulated knowledge derived from biological research of the

last 200 years needs to be re-examined in philosophical and psycho-

logical terms to establish the biological concepts having the widest

significance in the contexts ofccurrent social conditions and

prospects for future human endeavirs.

3. Worthy educational goals for the teaching of biology must draw upon

not only the natural sciences but upon other disciplines dedicated to

human understanding, such as anthropology, sociology, psych.ology,

human geography, the arts and humanities.

4. What happens to improve biology teaching will happen only if teachers

make it happen. The desired state of biology teaching will :ome about

only as biology teachers individually change their educational perspec-

tives and develop new programs reflecting those perspectives. New

perspectives for the curriculum will include some of the following

(see The Phase I Biology Report for a complete description or Table I

in this report):

-cooperative problem solving

-decision making

-problem orientation (vs. structure of the discipline)

- humankind as central focus of problem

- interdiscipl -inary analysis of problem

-individualized and personaliied instruction

188
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b. Attaining the desired state of biology teaching that

teachers be heavily involved in developing the new cutqiculum materials;

in contrast, the 1960's curriculum improvement projetts,involved

teadhers only in a token way.

6. The developmermof curriculum prgrams should be multifaCeted. Some

textbooks and materials should be developed aid implemented as they

have in the past. Significant efforts should be directed also toward

facilitating the'development ofbiblogy programs at the local level.

7. Textbooks should believised soft ey show an interdisciplinary

analysis of'social issues thaCare human-oriented and career-

directed.

8. Model laboratories that provide information an problems and then

converge on questions and decisions should be developed.

Instruction.

Instruction in biology should be ,humancentered. This recommendation

to both the curriculum and the interaction between teacher and student. (See, -

Phase I Biology Report or Table I in this report for,a complete description.)

1. Biology instruction should be for all students not for just the

college- oriented and/or scientifically inclined.

2. Instruction should be interactive among teacher, student and

materials.

3. Information processing and decision making should take preceden'ce

over accumulating facts and reaching conclusions. A

4. Efforts need to be meat to 'establish the function and professional

responsibilities of the-teacher in modern terms recognizing the evolution.

and transformation of the /biological sciences as they interact with and

influence cultural directions. Along these lines the teacher is

likely to be more of an interpreter or a parabiologist than is now

the case.

5. Instruction could: (1) underscore the uniqueness of human decisL5n-

making, (2) emphasize the, interaction between information and values

in the decision-making yrocess, and (3) stress the unintentional conse-

querices of decisions.
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6. Evaluation should focus on the students' ability to: (1) provide

evidence justifying decisions concerning problemg; (2) consider optionsl

and consequences of decisions; and (3) use-the best information

available.

ProfesSional Education

Achieving and maintaining the desired biology program will take the

combined and coordinated efforts of biology educators at the local,, regional

and naticial levels and those in elementary, secondary and higher education.

Preservice.

1. Certificatidn programs based on the desired state of biology education

specifically for grades 5-9 science teachers (middle/junior high school)

should be developed and implemented.

2. Preservice training should include courses stressing inquiry problems.

data collection and analysis using techniques from the social sciences.

holistic strategies of investigation and more integration with social

sciences.

3. Efforts need to be made to bring teacher education in the biological

sciences in line with what is expected of biology teachers as they

function in a general education capacity. This endeavor has dimension;

in both preservice and inservice education.

4. Greater emphasis should be placed on the philosophy and rationale of

biology teaching. Students should have a clear and consistent

rationale when they enter teaching.

5. Human relations in biology teaching, i.e. listening, respcndfng, .etc.,

should be emphasized as much as planning and organization.

Inservice.

1. Biology teachers need to be engaged in continuing efforts to relate the

conceptual foundations of biology to educational goals and subsequently

to instructional practices. To acc.mplish this endeayor will require

the cooperative efforts of biology educators, sociologists of science,

and philosophically inclined biologists.

2. To,reverse the-dysfunctional aspects of biology teaching as viewed by

biologist's, parents, educators, and concerned teachers requires a long-

term commitment to the reconstruction of the biology curriculum to

bring it into harmony with the characteristics of contemporary society.
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Presently, educators apparently do not peiceive that the biology

curriculum is out of phase with contemporary life. This may be

the cause of student dissatisfaction with biology and a contributing

factor to the public's loss of confidence in school programs.

3. Inservice workshops must involVe biology teachers at local levels

as well as coordination at the national level. This could be achieved

through the existing programs of the National Science Foundation,

provided there is more coordination between their programs -- i.e.,

inservice workshops tied to RISE and/or DISEIlrojects.

4 Inservice programs for biology teachers should be interdisciplinary.

That is, there should be attention given to Social issues and infor-

mation from other disciplines such as economics, sociology, and politi-

cal science. Ethics and values must be incorporated. This perspec-

tive will require some input ?rom psychologists and philosophers.

5 Inservice education should stress continual professional growth as

opposed to intermittent presentations of new materials, approaches

or techniques.

6. Individual biology teacher.; must become responsible for their own pro-

fessional development. This recommendation can be facilitated throug

cooperative interaction with science educators and/or scientists from

colleges and universities.

7. In the past, teachers have responded to crisis situations by intro-

ducing new programs, gadgets, and slogans which have been unsub-

stantiated by psychology, philosophy, or research. This approach_has

proven to be counterproductive. The develospqent of clear rationale,'

goals and a conceptual framework by individual'biology teachers should

be an essential orientation of inservice programs; _

8. It is not likely that whatever is suggested to attain the desired

state of biological education will be implemented nationwide. It

is more likely that a higher quality of biological education Will

arise from a small number of responsive schools, where there is a

clear perception of the desired biological goals and where there is a

:acuity of concerned teachers backed by a supportive administration.
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9. Inservice programs should be conducted that orient biology teachers

to the use of their naturdrout-of-sdhool environment:

Professional Organizations.

1. New directions and goals should be developed by organizations with an

interest in biology education, e.g., NSTA, NABT, AAAS.

2. Conventions, conferences and journals of professional organizations

should reflect the themes and topics of the desired biology programs.

Social issues, personal needs and career materials would be included

more than they have been recently.

3. Conferences and publications for biology education in leadership roles

are needed. Chautauqua -type programs might be implemented.

4. At present, the knowledge-Low system, includir.q the educational -

researcher;' the educational developer, the schuol organizer and,the

teacher of biology is in need-ofstrengthening to, become more efficier.:.

° and cost effective. Professional organizations could help provide

this vital function.

5. Teachers need to be brought into a ne..aork of educational professionals

in a way that enables them to profit from what is known about:

(1) human growth and development, (2) human learnintg and, retention,

(3) societal changes, and (4) advances in the scientific enterprise.

The various services of professional organizations could fulfill this

need.

6. Theiei a need for a clustering of the reported research on biology,

ofteachingin t s ot significant topics (concept deN opment, various

teaching practices,'tqacher variables, laboratory :2 ruing etc.).

A synthesis of the releVant research could be developed also. The

"meta-analysis" and normative /theoretical procedures now being tested

by researchers provide a means,for developing useful results and for

generating new hypotheses for further research. Professional organize-.

tions should sponsor these activities.

7. The literature of science education should include more discussion of

the questions and problems confronting humankind.

8. Professional organizations could present (via journals, convention

programs, etc.). alternative futures of humankind and the decision,

changes and policies inherent in such futures, e.g., sustainable

growth.
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articles and programs clarifying values such as justice,

prudence and cooperation should be develoPed.

Clearly there is need for a new direction in biology education., We have

suggested a, direction through developing_a desired biology education program:,

O bviously, this program has not been developed and implemented. It is equally

obvious that the desired program cannot meet the needs of all teachers due

to their uniqueness and that of their schools and of their students. All

of this speaks to the need for leadership if the potential of the desired

. program*is'to be realized.

1. Biolpgy teachers themselves can become leaders in their communities.

Setting up public education programs, arranging for speakers, doing,

workshops or participating in community programs are all possibilitiei

for the biology teacher.

Administrators and supervisors can encourage new directions within,

and outside the,school. The desired program as we have described it

is in part developed at the local level. There is no existing program

to implement. We have provided direction and suggestions based on the

best information available. The efforts of school administrators

and science supervisOrs are essential if the ideils described

are to become practice.

3. Science educators at the college and university lefels are essential

also. The next generation of biology teachers should have the new

vision as well as the salient knowledge and methods described.

Some, thought must go into rethinking science education programs, the

orientation of basic science courses and the professional educational

courses for students .

4. Ii may also be important for science educators at the college level

to take the initiative in startinginservice programs, arranging

public speakers for the community, coordinating school/college programs,

obtaining grants and doing research as suggested.

This-vision of leadership is not that of a single dynamic individual getting

the jOb 16e. It will take the efforts of many, each doing his/her share.

If the jobof bringing the desired biology program into existence is to be

I
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achieved.. The distance betw4en desired'and actual is covered by the work of

leaders within biology education. The task is not only worth it, it may be

essential' for humankind.

In summary, the goials of the desired biology program, i.e., personal

needs, social issues and careers, as well as knowledge of the discipline,'shou1,3

be incorporated into biology textbooks, preservice and inservice education, and,

into the conventions, conferences 'and publications of professional organizations.

?roviding a new direction for biology will take the leadership of many indi-

viduals at all levels and locations in the eduhational community. -Finally,:

there ,is a new orientation that includes educational agencies beyond the
) .

school. Biology is fundamental,to citizens living in our society. Since the

public is educated in a variety of ways through different agencies, it is

important to change our perspect,ive from teaching biology in schools to

biology education for the publiC.

0
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Synthesiiing the results of several major research studies requiresa con-

ceptual framework for organizing the activity- This report is presented with the

intent that it will provide .this assistance.

-This report is not-intended to stand alone. Itportant background for if-is
; .

provided in the "Synthesis Report" within the context of which this report was

prepared and for which some of the mork reported here provided a basis. Goal

clusters, themes,an4 critical elements are defined below and proVide a structure

forthis report. For a fuller discussion oflOal clusters the reader is referred

to the "Synthesis Report". The themes for physical science are developed within

this paper alrthougha fuller statement on the role of themes throughout Project

Synthesis is provided in the main report. Critical elements are divided between

the two reports with the ones specific to physical science contained herein-.

Goal. Clusters

A synthesis of research finding requires interpretations that are goal depen-

dent. Thus, an early task of Project Synthesis was the consoliaation'of various
4

science education goals, into four goal clusters whichCould provide an organizing-

rubriC.
1

1. Personal needs- -those goals which pertain to preparing individuals
to Utilize, science in their own'lives and to live in an increasingly

tethnolgoical world.

2. Societal issues--those goals which pertain to preparing informed citizens

who are able to deal responsibly with science-related societal issues.

,L.,Fundamental knowledge--those goals which pertain to acquiring and

utilizing scientific knowledge.

4. Career preparationthose goal's which pertain to acquiring knowledge of

the nature and scope of scientific and technological careers and the j

ability to utilize this knowledge in entering a career.

No-particular priority is given to any or all of these goals at this point.

They are listed here, with the intent of encompassing the majority of goals that

-various people have for- teaching science. As such they provide an organizing

rubric that can be used by People having a wide variety of purposes for science

education.

Because the results of this project be utilized by persons with quite

varied goals, this organizing rubric is prominent in its reports. Hopefully, the

project interpietations will be useful to a variety of persons and not be limited'

in its utility-to-those-persons having goalt similar to those of the project staff.
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Themes

Scienopris the doMain of this study but, it mus Abe defined more precisely if

it is to provide a basis for interpreting the research nder consideration. This

definition is given in the form of themes which thread th ough the various areasg

of science. These themes are developed within each of five ategories of which

one, physical science, is the focus of this report (the other ur areas are

1) biological science, 2) elementary school science, 3) scientifi inquiry and

4) science/technology andsociety.). The physical science themes p -sented here

characterize and define the field. For example, the nature of matte- 's a theme

which.extends throughout the physical sciences. These physical science ernes

are developed-more fully below. I

It also should be noted that the themes of, these five areas are interrel ted.,

The scientific process themes, for example, pertain to phvsical,science along % th

all other areas of science. These interrelationships are seen in another way in

that elementary school science include's much that is physical science. 1

._

Critical elements

Yet another dimension is needed for interpreting the research under consid-

eration. This research pertains to education and some means,of'organizing the

educational aspects is essential. For this purpose, the project staff has identi-

fied certain "critical elements" which include such matters as student outcomes,

teacher characteristics and clasiroom practices. The full range of these critical

elements is developed more fully in the Synthesis Report and S'elected ones are

developed below even more completely as they pertaih to physical science.

Goal clusters, themes, and critical elements--these three categories _institute

the major conceptual framework for the analysis of research to be undertaken.

Further elaboration of the goal clusters is in the Synthesis Report. The sections

of this report which follow deal'with an exposition of the themes of physical

science and an explication of the critical elemer.'..s as they pertain to physical

science. In both of these sections goal clusters provide important points of

reference.

The Domain Of Physical Science

The themes used to describe the physical sciences are-both pervasive and

inclusive -- pervasive in the sense that each theme extends through a major portion

Of the domain of physical science and inclusive in the sense that they encompass

'essentially all portions of thith domain .generally included in lower education.
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Before explicating these themes, however, the domain of physical science as used

hey Should be defined in the conventional terms of subject field. As defined

here, it includes the earth:atmospheric and space sciences Js well as chemistry

and physics. Thus, the themes given below are meant to "map out" this total domain.

the themes presented herein are based upon previous work by Audrey B. Champagne .

and Leo E. Klopfer. They are presented below within the three classes they define

It shoUld be noted that the set of themes presented here is a "working list"

having utility within this project., It is not necessarily accepted by everyone

and, of course, there are the lists of similar nature that include many comparable

items. The function of the list presented here is to describe the major content

of physical science particularly as it, pertains. to the various levels of the

curriculum. .

Physical Primitives

Theme 1--Physical Primitives: A small number of primitive notions lid at the
foundation of physical sciences.. These physical primitives recur so frequent);
in the physical science disciplines that the educated person's understanding of
them may be considered fundamental. The primitives which are particularly
important for students in elementary and secondary schools include: length,
area; volume, mass, density, time interval, rate, force and charge.

Conceptual Schemes

Theme 2- =Nature of Matter: All matter in the universe is composed of units

which interact. The motion4of submicroscopic units of matter accounts iOr
the temperature of matter and changes in the physical state and structure
ok Matter:

Theme 3--Macroscopic Interactions: ;Interactions among 3tacroscopic units of

matter produce changes in positioni., motion and/orrstructure.
-1

Theme :4--Conserv4tion of Energy: The total quaritity of energy in the universe

does not change (as far as we know), and the quantity of energy before any
ordinary interaction equals the quantity of energy after the interaction.

Theme 5--Energy Forms and_Energy Conversion: Energy exists in various forms.

Energy changes from one form to other forms. Cycles and periodicity occur and

are appropriately viewed within a systems framework.

Theme 6--Chemical Interactions: Interactions of submicroscopic units of matter

with one another and with energy produce changes in chemical bonding and the
composition of matter.

Theme 7--Evolution in the Universe: The presently observable features of

the earth and the universe are the result of processes and changes that have
continued offer long periods of 'time and are still going on now. Change over '

time-it a universal characteristic of the universe. //
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Epistemology

Theme 8-- Epistemology: Physical scientists share certain notions about 'the
nature of Scientific knowledge. Such notions of importance for the educated
person include: (1) scientific knowledge is tentative and is subject to revision
as the results of news inquiries, (2) the content,of scientific knowledge about
the physical world is a function of the,kinds of probes which are used to
investigatelthe'physical world, (3) cause and effect relationships are assumed,
-and (4) models are useful means of developing knowledge.

Desired States of the Critical Elements

If ones assumes that.a particular goal cluster is important, and that physical

science has something to contribute to the attainment of that cluster of goals,

there are certain States of education that can be identified as desirable. An

important preliminary step of Project Synthesis is to identify mau of these

desired states. These desired states can then be used as a basis for analyzing

the -research Studied, under consideration and interpreting the results ofthem.

It should be noted that value judgmentt.must be employed extensively in this

process. It also shOuld be noted, hOwever, that the interpretation of research
1

results is not restricted by a particular set of such values. The process employed

5-7

here, provides for looking at the results of the research from multiple value
//- /.

pers'pectiVes.
1

1
I .

1 -
%

The critical elements to
Y
be employed in this process were identified in1the

//
SynthesiSReportwherearationaleisgivenfortheirinclusion. In this faCet of

Z I

"Project Synthesis, attention is directed to identifying the desired state of each
.

. I_
such element given'/the intent to attain certain_ clusters or goals.

The 'following elaboration of the desired state of each of these critical

elements is 8rganized by goal cluster, and for some critical elements by theme

withineach goal cluster. A description of each desired stateis pttsented, often

in the form of a specific example which illustrates the state. The critical elements

included in this report of matters,specific to physical science include student
1 1

1,

1

outcomes, program characteristics, teacher factors, and classroom practices.
1

Student Outcomes r !

1 I

e

The desired states of the various goal Clusters are resented,here in the form
1

of examples of student outcome statements. For example, "The student, will be able

to. . . ." I
1

Goal Cluster I - Personal Needs.

Theme 1: Physical Primitives--recognize the quantifiable aspects of
:personal matters 1-icrapply them effectively (e.g., estimating amount

of paint required; effective scheduling, etc.i)

Theme 2: Nature of Matter--utilize knowledge of thermostats, evaporative
'Coolers, heat pumPs and common insulating materials.
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Theme 3: Macroscopic Interaction -- utilize knowledge of the physics of
the-Mal.contermbustion engine drid.-COmmon hydrauli applications, such
as.poiger steering and brake systeMs.

Theme-4: Conservation of Energy--identify he relative energy inputs
and outputs of commonitechnological devi s.

Theme Energy Forms and Conversion -- utilize science-based knowledge
of homeAleatplg systems, knowledge of solar radiation and the fuse of
trees to shield houses from it, and knowledge of means for reducing
the harmful effegts of ultraViolet radiation.

Theme 6: Chemical Interactionsavoid some of the hazards of spontaneirds
combustion, hydrigen generation in automobile batteries, and radioactive
materials; andmike wise decisions about the use of common poisonous and
combustible chemicals, acid/base antidotes, and prevention of food
spoilage.

Theme 7: Evolution in the Universe-=recognize the universality of change
in one's environment.

Theme 8: Epistomology--recognize that one's own opinions are often based
on knowledge that may be tentative. Therefore, one should be willing to
alter opinions based'on new knowledge.

Goal Cluster II - Societal
(

Issues.

Theme. Physical Primitives - -be able to understand the magnitude of
societal problems described using quantifiable data.

Theme 2: Nature of Matter7-make some intelligent decisions about energy
issues based on a knowledge of the chemistry of fossil fuels, combustion
and new materials for solar energy conversion; comprehend the physical
principles underlying the problems of energy storage.

Theme 3: MacroscopicAnteraction--comprehend the origins and 'limitations
of supply of ,ground water, fossil fuels, and mineral resources.

Theme 4: Conservation of Energy--comprehend the dangers, potentials and
comparative advantages of fusion and fission technologies.

Theme 5: Energy Forms and Conversions--explain the relationship between
the polar ice cap size, weather and sea level.

i

Theme 6: Chemical Interactions--explain how phosphates and nitrates pose

pollution problems.

Theme 7: Evolution in the Universe--recognize that human activity can
seriously disrUpt the natural pattern of change on the earth.

Theme 8: Epistomoloev--recognize that scicntific knowledge is changing
1

and, thus deserves financial support on the part of society in suite of
what may appear to some. persons ,to be an inability to obtain final answers.
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Goal Cluster III-Fundamental knoWled
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Theme 1: Physical Primitives--comprehend, apply,, evaluate, analyze and
synthesize knowledge Of fundmental units; derivediunits and systems of
measurement.

Theme 2: Nature of Matter--comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze and synthesize
knowledge-of a) systems, subsystems, and interactions; hl homogeneous and hetero-
geneousSubstances; c) chemical elements and compounds; d) conservation of-matter;
e) heat conductivity, kinetic-molecular theory, gas laws,, crystals, and'physica)
states.

Theme3: Macroscopic Interactions--compreheid, apply, evaluate, analyze, and
synthesize knowledge of kinetics, dynamics, astrophysics, mechanics of fluids,
geophysics, physical geology, weather and climate.

Theme 4: Conservation of Energy--comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze, and
synthesize knowledge of conservation of energy, laws of thermoaynamics, and
energy resources.

Theme 5: Energy Forms and Conversions-- comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze
and synthesize knowledge-81 potential and kinetic energy,..wave pennomena,.

electro-magnetiC spectrum, static and current electricity/electrDn:cs,
magnetism and. electromagnetism, and solar radiation.

'theme 6: Chemical Interactions -- comprehend, apply, evaluaie, analyze and
synthesize knowledge of atomic theory, nuclear physics and and geo-
Chemistry.

Theme 7: Evolution in the Universe--comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze
;71,TST-Ithesize knowledge of historical geology and the evolution of planets,
.stars, galaxies and the'clniverse.

Theme 8: Epistomology--comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze and synthesize
knowledge of the nature of scientific inquiry, uncertainty principle, and,
the.history of science.

Goal Cluster -IV -- Career, Preparation

,t I

--make appropriate career-related decisions based on competencies in the
I

areas of personal need, societal issues and fundamental knowledge as stated in

goal clusters L, and III above.

Prir,ram ICharacteristics

The desired characteristics of a school science program obviously are a function

of its goals and will vary accordingly. Good science programs.intended to achieve

the full rangeof goal clusters described above will have many of the following

characteristics:
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1. Opportunities should be provided to pursue individual needs, goals and
interests, e.g., vrvision could be male for modularity, a projects
-approadh, or time periods for investighting individual topics:

Opportunities are provided to apply science content and processes to
real-world problems that have no pat solutions but require trade-offs
(optimization).,-

3. Personal needs, societal issues and career preparation are considered
intrinsic to all facetsof the science program.

4. Basic concepts of physical science
socially relevant problems at some

5. Basic concepts (4 physical science
organized pattern at some point in

are dealt with in the context of
point in the total progrSm.

are dealth with in a discipline-
the total program.

6. Opportunities are provided to interact with people working .n science

' ineluding,scientists, technicians, and science-related professionals.

7. Illustrations are provided of persons with different life-styles, socio-
economic status, ethnicity, and sex partipating fully in the scientific

.

enterprise.

8. E4hasis is placed on the means by which scientific knowledge is generaec.

9. Within the total program learning experiences are included which provide:

a. laboratory experiences including opportunities to acquire information
inductively

b. out-cf-school -experiences

c.

d.

opportunities to
of its problems

illustrations of

I /

look outward from a discipline to find understanding

different p oblem-solving styles

e. exploratory activities that involveprisk-taking, guessing, hypothe-

- siz1\ tc.

f. oppor unities to participate in actual or simulated research activities

g. opportunities to develop more advanced mathematical techniques as
applied to science matters

,,,V^ h. opportunities to develop report and writing techniques

i. opportunities to develop ability to read science materials

Teacher Factors

Many of the desired characteristics are not unique'to physical science teachers.

Among these cHaracteristics are: open-mindedness, acceptance of individuals,
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creativity, fluency of ideas, patience, warmth, supportiveness, enthusiasm, ability

to work'intuitively and s3ontaneously, positive attitudes toward schools and students

and interest in science. SCience teachers, should have an appropriate collection of

teaching skills_such as the ability to diagnose student learning\requirements and

chose instructional approaches consistent with the various science teaching goals.

In addition to such desired general characteristics, physical science teachers

shclld:

1. be able to"comprehend, apply, analyze, evaluate and synthesize the
fundamental knowledge of the physical sciences as described by the
themes given-above,

\

2. be able to analyze and evaluate alternative solutions for societal
issues, based on related knowledge,

3. understand the application of physical science knowledge to a wide
range of personal needs, and

4 have an extensive knowledge of science-related careers.

Classroo, Practices

Classroom practices shoiuld utilize the appropriate materials and equipment

for the physical,sciences. In general, however, the practices invol'ved are not

unique to the physical sciences alone but apply to all science teaching. A

significant fraction of the instruction should utilize laboratory experience and

student involvement with science materials. Safety practices appropriate to the

physical sciences should be utilized.

o Goals, themes and critical elements, al? are an importa;t part of the conceptual

framework to be used in synthesizing the results of the several major science educe-
tly

tion studies under consideration. The above conceptual framework is proposed for

O

use in the physical science portion of this task.
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Introduction

-Given- the - current climate of uncertainty abput whether or not U.S. elementary

and secondary schools are achieving their goals in the area of science education,

it is timely to address the question of "What is the actual state of science

education?" The four NSF-funded studies whibh are the focus of Project Synthesis

proVide considerable insight into this question. In this Phase II Report these

four studies will be the sourcloof extensive information and documentation for a

description of this actual state of physical science education. As such, this,

description Constitutes the basis for theirecommendations which will be presented

in Phase

In Phase I the Physical Science Focus Group developed a conceptual framework

which included goal clusters; themes and critical elements. The critical elements

will form the Organizing framework for this Phase II, Report in that a more extensive

amount of information

the Critical elements

from which to provide

Within this framework

in the four studies speaks directly to matters identified in

and the critical elements do provide the best perspective

a description of the actual state of science education.

specific reference is made to various goal clusters and to

physical,science as appropriate within each critical element.

Objectives

The science curriculum of U.S. schools has remained relatively stable during

the last two decades (OSU 170) and varies little from one place to another as

evidenced by data given in both the RTI and CSSE reports. What then is the nature*

of this rather stable and uniform curriculum?

,
A beginning place for examining the objectives of science education in the

schOols is by examining its relative importance in the curriculum overall. Science

is not one of the top priorities and is not perceived as basic. There are exceptions;

for example, physics,_ chemistry and advanced mathematics for the.more able students

"were being protected tenaciously by teachers in those departments in most high

schools ". On the other hand, the student body at large viewed science,as having

"rather limited value". Or to puts it another way, science as- general edudation

"showed no signs of either congealing as an educational cause nor of gaining

general support from the public" (CSSE 12:1). This picture is further substantiated

by the fadt that high school graduation requirements in science typically are Only

one year (RTI 24-26) and that the average time spent on science K-6, is much less

than on mathematics, and omewhat less than on social studies (RTI 50-51). Forty-
/

seven percentof science teachers are convinced that a significant problem is the
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general belief that science is less important than other subjects (RTI 158). This

relative position Of science educatiOn with respect to the rest of the curriculum is

rather,consistently held by teachers,.administrators and parents (CSSE 17:9).

It also should be noted that the purposes of the teachers in the schools are

not always the same as specialists in either science education or general curriculum.

Many Of the aims that have been'promotea by the leaders in the field over the last

two decades are not really accepted by teachers. The emphasis upon inquiry and

problem-solving by ,-iance education leaders has been strong for the past twenty

years (OSU 175); yet, thiS value and the increasing emphasiS upon technological

and societal issues-(OSU 182-183) is not reflected, in school practice or the views

of teachers and admini1 krators.

ThAifference in objectives found between the practitioners in the schools

and the specialists in curriculum in scienced education is 'apparent in examining

the role of science in general education. In contrast to the specialists, the

schools appear to have dOwngraded science as a part of general education. Zygn

though one of the aims of science education as seen by practitioners is to provide

some exposure to science for all students, it is a utilitarian g al fostering

aChievement at a very minimal level of competence. In general classes, there is

14,tendency to teach things that students can relate to and avoid abstractions

(CSSE 12:41-42).

By and large science is not seen as particularly important except for the

more highly motivated or gifted students (CSSE 12:20). Science literacy ceases

to be,a goal after grade 10 and science classes in grades 11 and 12 are designed

for the "high ability" studenke(RTI). In Many ways it sgems that senior high

school science departments-have given up on science as general education for all

as their primary goal and instead. have focused upon doing a quality job with more

able students. The primary concerns of the schools seem to be "achievement on the

simplest of tasks taught while science lepartments were concerned about some

of the most difficult" (CSSE 19:8).

Another view Of the objectives of science education as practiced in 'the

schools is acquired by lookirig at-the role of "inquiry". A very significant

finding was dhat "very little inquiry teaching was occurring" (CSSE 12:4). Those

few teachers who value inquiry teaching also find it difficult (CSSE 12:7). By

andilarge, students and parents both are satisfied with the situation and not

concerned that education be focused upon creative challenges or
e

critical thinking

(CSSE 12:5). Empirical investigations are given little emphasis; the focus is

getting the right answer. There is an emphasis on authority rather than on

inquiry. This situation is yet another indication of the tension between the

208
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expectations of scientists and science, educators: on the one hand and parents and

practitioners, on the other (CSSE 12:9 -10)..

This difference in outlook. is apparent.again in examining the. "back-torthe

basics".movement as viewed by various people. Even though most school practitioners

give some importance to science and see the trend away from science is having

potential long=terM negative effects, basic Allis have pre=empted science. "The

problem in that superintendents, ps well ai the rest of the school, eople, have
Aft

partially accepted the positianthat students cannot learn science until they have

shown proficiencies-in reading and math ". (CSSE 17:20).

In trying to 'understand, the situation and determine why science is-given the

relative importance that it is, one ,must examine sChool scene closely enough to

see what the'real primary objectives are. According to the CSSE study, socialization

,?the primary goal.

"Such socialization in the classroom was pre-emptive in that it seemed to

get immediate attention almost whenever an opportunity arose.. Other
learnings were interrupted or set aside, not always by choice, to take care
of: /an effort to cheat, an impending daydream, or .willingness to accept
a grossly mistaken answer . . . to that end, and also to help the teacher
survive daily crises,. the new teacher learned how to -usesubject matter-
to:keep oontrol of the class, what questions-to ask iThich student to
head, off a prank, what homework to assign to keep the study period quiet;
and in many more subtle ways (familiarization, etc.). Although some people
are dismayed that so much of the school day goes to,administrative routine,_
few people are ,protesting the portion that goes to socialization. (CSSE.19:5 )"

Another critical factor is the pervasive_dmphasis-upon preparation for later

work. The implicit objectives of science objectives which emerge fiom the CSSE

study suggest that the science curriculum in most secondary schools is.primarily

viewed as proViding background material'for later work. Secondary school biology,

chemistry and physics courses appear to place little emphasis on personal needs

----------.stressing instead those elements of the_discipline4hat will-best prepare students

for advanced work.

Goal Clusters

A/complete examination of science education objectives must include viewing

them from perspective of the four goal clusters. In this regard, it is

apparent that goal cluster III, fundamental knowledge, receives much greater

attention than the other three. With-respect to personal needs, for example,

the emphasis is not large., While attention often is given to "things that will

be useful in everyday living" (CSSE 12:45), one also gains the impression that

this focus is the result of other concerns, such as socialization, rather than

the result of high priority being given to personal needs per se. It is important

to note that health and nutrition educ tion is often yiewed by students, and teachers

209
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as being unrelated to school science. In the-elementary schools, for example,
a.

teachers assigned "health" studies a higher priority than-they do "science"

suggesting that the two subjects' are not treated in an integrated manner. At

the secondary level, health maybe taught by physical education teachers or

health specialisti; the science teacher is often involved only peripherally.

The interface between science, technology and society is not given very .

high priority. In the senior high school, attention to these matters is restricted

by the college preparatory goal. Teachers want to teach what the students 41

need for college; parents want the same (CSSE 12:19). This preparation function

is giVen highpriority-and seems to restrict attention to societal needs in, spite

of tithe fact that the number of.environmentally oriented courses in the schools
/

has increased in recent years on-an, elective basis. It is also interesting to

note that these topics are not avoided-because of their controversial nature.

Teachers seem not to be afraid of such issues and are able to handle them without

getting into difficulty. They avoid this controversy by,not taking a personal

or advocacy positiOn (CSSE 12:2829).. To some extent, the failure of school
--

science to deal with societal issues' must Surely stem from the schools' insuhrity;

schools which make little attempt:to involve members of the community in curriculum

and learning or the developMent o£ educational goals are likely,fo assign a high

priority to the inclusion of' Societal issuesfin the science syilabut.. /

Although fundatental scientific knowledge takes, second place to-the basics

such as reading, arithmetic and spelling, as noted previously, it is clear that

fundamental knowledge takes precedence over the other-'three goal clusters. The

focus of science programs is upon-basic scientific knowledge rather f an its

personal applications, its relationship to societal issues, or ,career -preparation.

-School science in the U.S,4 is probably strongest in regard to transmitting

fundamental. knowledge, particularly to those who are in the upper third of the

ability - achievement level distribution. The curriculum is "text-bound" but many

texts show the influence of the NSF- supported curriculum reform movement of the
0

1960' -s, Teachers have avealth of good materials to ChooSe from in teaching the

fund/ amental knowledge of the science discipline;

Asyith personal.needs and societal issues,, career preparation is not given

..igh _priority in the science curriculuM. While vocational reatott for taking

science are ,often.cited, ii also appears that this rationale has not substantially

affected the Curriculum. Science is assumed to:be important for career preparation

V

but career preparation is not built into the program. References to career options

Or sources of career informatiOn are rarefly fodnd in textbooks or course syllabi.

.
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"Science education aims to prepare youngsteis fortwork - or at least for ocational

training. For this aim, science is often closely identified-with technology. The

preparation ethic . . . Is pertinent to what is said . . . . There was a strong

sense:that what mattered most was what could be used in one's next studies, and

that those, or the one after those, were related, to what one would be doing on

the job (CSSE 12:22).

/

Stude t Outcomes
At'

The major source of information onstndent outcomes is that contained in

the reports of the National AssesSment fot Educational Progress. This, information

is of particulak interest as it relates to relative outcomes within the various ,

goal clusters and comparative information in the affective domain.

It Appears that the apparent lack of attention to goal clusteks Is, II and

IV is reflected in the student outcomes as measured by the NAEP Science Assessment.

For instance: (a) only about 20% of students know that world' population is increasing

exponentially, (b) only about one-third know that plaStic in synthetic fibers is

made froth oil, and (c) aItost two-thirds think that themajor lause of air pollution

in large'cities is factories.

In the affective realm, the NAEP data indicate that students definitely

'perceiyeiscience as being useful (now and An tfie lutUtS), they think it should he

required, and they generally have good feelings about science class. Even though.

the popularity_cf_the natural sciences increases from elementary school through

senior'high school, -however,_.it_is_last...in...pc_pularity behind the other three basid

academic areas: mathematics, english and 'social studies.

Test results indicate that girls do not achieve as well in science as boys cid

and the CSSE study goes on to note that "social influences, primarily sex-Irole

socialization, seem to be the basic, factors underlying sex differences' in science

and mathematics achievement and course taking" (CSSE 15:33). It should also be,

noted that the performance of ethnic minority.stildents is not as high,as others.

With respect to measurement of student outcomes, another fact is of interest.

In states with minimal competency testing, science As often not included (OSU 156).

This fact is anothei reflection of the relative importance given to science in the

schools.

PrOgtath- Characteristics

The studies under consideration give a picture of science eduCation in the
I

United States, hich is characterized by, remarkable similarities across.the various

school systems studied,_ While there commonly is a great diversity Of science offer-

ings within a given school 'sett2ing, in terms of both the courses offeied and the

21/
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teaching Ifflig-iiPloyed,this diverse pictOre apparently,is found across the

country.

Within this rather uniform pattern a striking characteristic is the general
I

lack of instruction in the physical sciences at the senior high school level. The

data clearly shows that middle school students take courses in physical science, but

at the senior high school level most students do not take physical science (RTI 58,

73 -74). A minority of studentg takerphysics and/or chemistry,'mpst often in preparation

for going to college, but general education in the physical sciences is notable by

its absence.
,

Another Striking finding of thege studies is the heavy reliance upon text-

books as the determiners of the' curriculum. This finding is even more striking

when one realiZe$ the great similarity found in the valiOus textbooks utilized
t

fOr given courses. "Behind nearly 'every teacher - leaner transaction reported

in the 'CSSE study lay an instructional product waiting to play a dual role as
, .

medium and message. They commanded ,teachers' and learners' attention. In a way,

they largely dictated the curriculum. Curriculum did not venture beyond the

boundaries set by theinstructional,materials" (CSSE 13;66). This picture of

the curriculum,is made more complete by examining the way in which the textbook

is-employed. It was found, for:/example, that the typical method of presentation

in elementary'school science was "assign-recite-test-discuSs'::4 Basically,

elementary ,sCience'is learned by reading (CSSE 13:5).

The inquiry approach which has been so widely touted in recent year is

not evident. The _use.of\innovative-materials was "relatively rare". Among

,numerous ClaSsrooms-visif d-by-CSSE...personnel. only three were identified where
/ I

,

teachers-were using an app oach of the typethat has been promoted by so many in

the leadership of Science education in the last couple of decades. "Only a few

teachers remained enthused about th()-s-eliinovations, most disparaged them and

appealed for a 'return to the basics" (CSSE 13:2). Although al"significant"

percentage of districts, school's and teachers reported they were using_the

materials, developed under NSF sponsorship, that is materials designed to involve

"inquiry teaching", a loW Percentage of science classes actually were found to

be using "hands-on materials'which.accompanied text-books" (RTI 79-85, 97).

Mahy teachers feel a need for assistance in implementing-inquiry/discovery

approaches (RTI 148).
1

Given the general bounds,of the curriculum as determined by the textbooks,

aril the lack of inquiiy teaching as noted abmie, there was, however, considerable

,variation within these boundaries. '"It was our observation that the teachers in

all our sites had a great freedom to teach largely what they pleased. This is a

4
212,
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freedom with.im limits - and, if they approach those limit/
I

s,the parents or Board

objected. They were obligated to organize their work,in most of these schools

around a certain syllabus or set of topics. But, in "a high majority of schools

teachers were not obligated to use the same,tests or quizzes other teachers used . . .

we found that the teachers taught in largely different styles and, at least in short

run, covered quite different ground; that they felt strongly about this opportunity

,and privileged to direct their own work; tbat most administrators and parents agreed

that they should have this responsibility -- yet, we heard many from all groups
/1

urging a 'return to the basics' and a need for more uniformity of curriculum" (CSSE

13:37).

In summary, teachers accepted the boundaries imposed by tie

exercised their freedom of choice within 4those boundarieS. "

places a teacher assumed the role of arbiter and authority . . .

textbook and

.in Most

but, arbiter

much more than authority/when it .came to-the curriculum" (CSSE 13:59).

Among other matters worthy of note is the finding that electives focused
i

upon popularizing science were common. There were numerous new programs and

course offerings designed to make science relevant tc contempory society (CSSE

12:42). Envitonmental:concepts, societal concerns, interdisciplinary relationships

and world problems are emphasized in a variety of courses that have been developed

(OSU 30). _Both the 'number of alternative materials available and enrollments in

such courses have ben on the increase (OSU 24, 35). At the same time, it must

be noted that there was some tendency for such elective programs to be curtailed

due to the current. pattern of budget restriction (CSSE 12:44).

/ While the laboratory app. .h to teaching science is Widely espoused, the

results of these studies qlo not indicate that laboratory science is practiced to

the extent sometimes believed. "In half the high schools, laboratory science was

reported o-be nearly impossible to conduct because labs were run down or ill-
.

equipped . . . " .(CSSE 13:63). Laboratory exercises where used tend to be just

that - exercises -7 rather than explorations of genuine phenomena in settings

where outcomes are not known in adVance. The current tendency as evidenced by

time devoted to such activities and the materials being utilized is to place less

emrasis on laboratory activities and field trips (OSU 30). It was noted in the

CSSE study that while there were "some outstanding examples of 'School science

outings," in general, out-of-school activities in the area of science were

relatively few. The.use of guest speakers and field trips. is relatively rare

(RTI 103).

a
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With respect to indiviCualized and self-paced instruction it appears that

a,very small number of stlidelts receive this! mode of instruction in spite of the

efforts that have been tuad.: to prJmote their use; in recent years (OSU 35). Audio-
,

tutorial or videotape couise-; were not mentioned by any observers in the'CSSE
\ \

studies. In technological ,terms, American school science is still in the 19th

century desPite the use of Occasional Mitts in many classrooms. Few post-1950
t

techndlogies are used in any significant way.

Finally, it should be noted that\there is little articulation between the

various, levels.of schooling, i.e., elementary school, junior high school and

senior high school (CSSE'13:7). Approximately half of the science teachers view

it as at least "somewhat of aproblem" (RTI 158).

Textbook Analyses .

1

In view of the overwhelming influence of the textbook in determing the

curriculum of schools as reported above, it was evident that any attempt to

understand what the content of the curriculum of the schools is must involve

an examination of the textbooks ,currently 'employed. Such analysis was not a

part of any of the four studies under Consideration. So sample analyses were

conducted of some;textbook materials iew of their overriding importance.

While it was reported in. the OSU study that the materials produced in'the last

two,decades place less emphasis on "practical" science, and until recently, at least,

give little attention to the interaction of science and society, a more, thorough

examination clearly was in order.

The net result of the sample analyses is that little attentiontis given to

goal clusters I, II and IV in the materials currently employed. The number of

books which give significant attention to-such matters are few and in those few,4

cases the attention given is not great as compared to that given to fundamental"'

knowledge. In physics, for example, the materials range from textbooks Which

make only a passing reference to societal issues to one of the few exceptions,

namely the Project Physics,course. To the extent that history is woven into the

fabric of this text, it may be descri1led as, having a societal dimension, even

though it does not address contemporary problems in great detail. An, "add -on."

essay at the end of the boOk discusses the broad societal dimensions of physics

and makes the case for basic research in terms of eventual applications. Career

aspirations are act in a 16mm film. In summary, this text attempts to

present traditional physics in in historical and humanistic context. It does

dey to attention to societal issues, personal needs and career information,
1

1

contrasting with other materials on the'parket. Other examples4of even a modest

attention to personal needs, societal issues and career preparation are hard to

1
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find. The vast majority of textbooks used in schools givelio significant attention

to these matters.

Program Dissemination

Information about new materials and.programs are disseminated through a wide,

variety of-means. The popular .sources include professional meetings, journals',

publishers' representatives; teachers, prinCipals, Courses and NSF institutes.`

,Other teachers and'coilege courses are most, frequently mentioned with local in-

service programs being. cited frequently by elementary teacher but not by secondary

teachers. About half of grades 10-12 teachers, one-third of grades 7-9--e-tene

teachers and 80% of state, science- supervisors indicated they had par cipated

in-an NSF institute. Teachers who had participated in NSF institutes recalled

them with' much pleasure. and considered them to, be of considerable valu (RTI 71-76).

In Apite.of the wide variety of.means of dissemination, 'teachers' rceptions

are that their needs,are not completely met in this regard. At all ade levels the

list of their needs is headed by "learning new teaching methods" an-' "'rbtaining

inforTation about instructional materials1i (Rtif-106=115). Forty- ree''percent

of teachers indicated they. do not receive adequate assistance in .btaining
1

information about, instructional materials (RTI 148).

Program Adoption

Given the teacher freedom and textbook-dominated curriculu" noted above, it

.3s of interest to note that textbook selection becomes the cr ical point in.
4

program adoption; the mechanisms for selecting textbooks a e of considerable

inter*est. There is general agreement that teachers either individually or in

,committees, principals, and district supervisors (where they exist) are involved
1

\in the process., Pafents, students and bbard membets typically are not involved

(RTI B-48-53). Since, as mentioned earlier, teacher perceive "obtaining information

about instructional materials as dne of their most frequently unmet needs for

assistanje, they may face some difficulty in their role of selecting textbooks.

They may be selecting textbooks without up-to-date information about the full-range

of materials available.

A related matter is the movement of schOols toward cefitralization of development,

planning or revision of curricula along with a simulataneous decentralization of

administrative authority (CSSE 17:9). This decision-making process in terms of

curricului ObViously is worthy of further study.

ff
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The CSSE report generally Concluded that teacher support systems are weak and

in need of vitalization. Although many agencies exist to,provide support to

:science teachers, claims are often made that teachers go without sufficient

aid. While some teachers suggest that support personnel are not aware of

the classroom situation, they clearly express the need and desire for assistance

in-the-form of teacher institutes, centers,_and other forms of in-service

(CSSE 19:12-15). 'The-most direct support available in many school districts.

is a science supervisor or other curriculum specialists. It is noted that

such ".). . persons in the district office would put out bulletins from time

to time on curricular matters, that important planning would be done by committees

of teachers and administrators and other resource personnel, and that the teacher

seldom was personally in touch with a curriculum coordinator per se . . . There

were, ew people available outside the classroom to, provide cli.lity-control for

the curriculum and assist teachers with pedgogical problems" (CSSE 16:43).

The clear impression is conveyed by these studies that most secondary schools

are conservative organizations which tend to resist change. Since they are

isolated from market pressures with their corresp6nding demands for innovation,

efficiency and perforMance incentives, few teachers are motivated to explore

alternative course options in trial settings)

It is also apparent that there are some obvious conflicts between the norms

or expectations of teachers and other people who Work outside tfie classroom

setting. For example, it was noted that "teachers and supervisors emphasize

different purposes and values" (CSSE 16:43). A similar conflict is noted between

teachers and college/university personnel. "It was clear to us that the school

had a set of social norms (ways students were supposed to behave) which conflicted

with the norms teachers were taught to espouse in teacher training courses. Not

only the education courses has dysfunctional norms; the liberal arts norms were

substahtially the same" (CSSE 16:5). Even though the above conflicts'had been
I

noted, and it was clear that the inglary approach commonly espoused in teacher

institutes is widely accepted, it was also pointed out "that the (NSF teacher)

institutes have.been seen to have, a good impact . . . . Among many federal

programs in support of curriculum and teaching, the institutes were mentioned

to us mostOften and in a positive vein" (CSSE 16:53).

A final matter of note is that teachers seem to view universities as having

a potentially useful role in developing curricular material -s. When asked what
AN

universities could do to most help teachers, junior high school science teachers'

chose the option "develop curriculum more appropraite to the times" much 'more often

than any of other options which included conducting inservice workshops, offering

216
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courses for teachers, establishing teacher centers and sponsoring mutually supportive

teacher networks.

Program Implementation

Exposure

The actual implementation of,science programs in the schools is best described

in terms of, course offtrings, enrollments and materials utilized. Of the many

textbooks available for use in science classes, a relatively small proportion
4

constitutes the majority of books actually in use Thus, the programs implemented

are characterized by a few of the well-known textbOoks. In terms of.the curriculum

reforms ofscience education of the last couple of decades, the degree' to which they

have met their goals in terms of implementation in the schools is still a subject

of debate (OSU 105). In view of the previous information :.esented about the

manner in which

in terms of the

good picture of

courses were taught anthe degree of uniformity among textbooks

relative emphasis upon the four goal clusters, however, a fairly

science program imp.,ementation is obtained by looking at the

enrollments inivarious courses.

While the data indicates that the percentage of students taking science

courses at both the grades 7 - 9 and 10 - 12 levels has increased since 1955,
.

in the lait-few years it hasiLpmained relatively constant, or in a few instances

shown-a slight reduction. Earth science courses have experienced a rapid expansion

from 1955 through the 1970's (OSU 21-25). While the percentage of students enrolled

in physical science has declined somewhat since the early 1970's, percentage

enrollments in advanced courses (second-year biology, chemistry, physics) have

shown asteady though slow increase. Another change since the last 1950's is a

substantial increase in. the number of alternative science courses being offered

to students (OSU 29).

With respect to physical science, several enrollmelit trends.are of interest.

Enrollments in general science-type science courses at the junior high school level

are decreasing,. while increasingly courses at this level are offelad as life, earth

and physical science courses (OSU 71). Fow large percentage of students the last

phySical science course they get is in the 9ih grade. About 50% of secondary school

students complete their last science course in the 10th grade, but in the vast majority

" , of cases this is biology (OSU 36-37).
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Teachers

The Case Studies (CSSE) tell us that the teacher is the key to effective

science instruction. Whether teachers are selected to fit the image which the

community has of itself or whether they are chosen for the acader:x qualities,

good.science instruction takes place in classes where teachers are motivated,

well - trained _in their subjects and enthusiastic about working with young people:

Nevertheless, the majority of the nation's teachers serve as managers of instruction

rather than as intellectual questionners. There are few incentives for the latter

role while working conditions in many school; demand the former.
4'

In view of the key role played by the teacher ss described above, any insights

gained as to teachers' philosophy and mode of operation Willtbe most valuable in

understanding how schools Operate and finding possible weirs to change them in the

future. It appears that teachers have two primary concerns; (1) wanting students

to perform well in the classroom, and (2) meeting the expectations placed upon them
,

as teacher's (CSSE 15:14). ,These concerns cause philosophical issues to take second

Place to the personal problems faced' by teachers, these problems,being in particular

to (1) obtain the respect of students, and (2) motivate them to do as well as

pOssible in school functions. As a result, subject matter becomes simply the

vehicle by which the teacher would establish this personal competence. The

subject matter as a direct focus of attention bacauSe of its intrinsic value,

becomes a matter of secondary importance (CSSE 16:7):

"We:saw the science teacher working conceptually as,infiuenced by three poles:

(i) the ethic of scientific inquiry; (2) the 'ideal' science teacher role; (3).

socialization responsibilities" (CSSE 16:7). As a result of these three poles,

and,the fact that these teachers did not give tnem the same relative importance as

science education specialists and curriculum specialists, we have the conflict cited

earlier (CSSE .16:0).

Thorough examination of the CSSE findings gives-a strong indication that the

basic problem with the proposed reform of science educationas reflected in the

new NSF-sponsored curriculum materials of the last two decades lies in the outlook
1,0t

that teachers and the best school personnel have about educational objectives and

practices (CSSE 16:11). Teachers play a key role and the values they hold about

educational objectives and classroom practices are not the same as those bf the

people who have been promoting change in the 'schools. Among the viewpoants held
. .

by teachers'concerning educational practices which contribute to this conflict are

the following:

(1) Intrinsic motivation of studentsis essential.

21:8
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(2) Attention to directions is essential.

(3) The most reliable learning will occur when assignments' are properly
carried out.

(4) Frequent testing isimportant (CSSE 16:22).

1

The picture which emerges is one in which teachers are committed to school as

an institution and to helping students succeed in that social system as an end in

itself (CSSE 16:26.3). A major part of the socialization process is helping students

prepare for the next school year so they can continue to succeed within this setting

(CSSE 16:22). "Putting it in a nutshell, most teachers seem to treat subject matter

knowledge as evidence, and subject matters as the means to, the socialization of the

individual in school. On the other hand; most subject matter specialists treated

socialization as a necessary evil, to be gotten put of the way early -- for it is

only:a means to a greater end of subject matter knowledge" (CSSE 16:24).

Given.this view, of who teachers are and the outlook on the system within which

they work, it is relevant to consider the modes of professional development available

to them and the extent to which they are utilized. It was found that the "teacher

is engaged in occasional staff meetings, a diminished program

and some*continue to enroll in university courses . , ." But,

professional, education activities were meager4 (CSSE 16:48).

of inservice training,

ft
. . continuing

It is also relevant

to note that by and large teachers worked alone. In addition, teachers indicated

that they read an 'average of seven articieand four books of a professional nature

each year. The authors of the-CSSE study claim that the impact of this reading on

their teaching is not extensive (CSSE 12:7).

Teachers are not convinced the "system? is very upportive.of them. They do'

not praise college-level courses, they feel frustrated ith student motivation, and

feel unsupported in terms of pay, budget and' recognition

In addition to this information on teachers' attitudes and general outlook on

education, students and the system of which they are part, it is important to

note some of the more tangible information about their preparation for the job they ,

are performing. Their preparation and the organizational structure within which

hey utiliie this preparation is relevant.
(,)

From grades ,4 to 8 the percentage of instruction offered by special science

teachers increases with grade level. At the secondary level science is taught

mostly in departmentalized subject areas. While some team-teaching situations

exist, the great, majority of science teaching is offered by teachers in single,.;

teaching situations :(00 14).
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In terms of their preparation, 4t should be noted that elementary school

teaches rarely are required to take more science content,in their undergraduate

programs than that required of them in the general education component. Certification

for secondlry school science teaching, on the. other hand, usually requires a.minimum

of 24-36 semester hours of .svience (OSU 50). When junior high school science teachers
(

are considered as a separate sub-group of secondary school science teachers, these

people (on the whole) lack, depth in more than one area of science. Yet, many fill

general science teaching assignments (OSU 71). General science teachers had depth

in biology or physical science..,Relatively.few had depth in more than one area.

Earth science teachers had the least preparation in their major teaching area.

The majority of both chemistry and physics teachers had reasonable preparation in

their particular field.

Given the abovepicture of science teachers, it is apparent that their attitudes

toward education, and in particular the educational goals, which in practice they
A

tend to value, is of major importance. Given this picture of the substantial

influence of teachers, their view of the educational process and educational institu-

tions, and the mechanisms currently in place to cause changes in teachers, it is

apparent that any attempts to bring about change in science education must give major

atientionto this extant situation.

4.

Classroom; Practice

An examination of classroom practice probably should begin with a matter

_noted earlier, namely that inquiry teaching as defined by the NSF- sponsored

curricular programs of the last two decade's is by and large missing from American

schools. These programs and other experience-based learning approaches are shunned

The major reasons cited in the CSSE study for this situation include, first Of all,

a philosophic persuasion that is strongly biased toward the textbook approach. The,.,

textbook is viewed as the authority and, eurthermore, teachers are convinced that

learning from printed materials is a discipline that students should learn. The

second major factor the set of frustrating,and difficult problenis with which a

teacher is confronted in attempting to implement an experience-based approach.. It

r

is claimed that even appropriate education of the teachers. doe's not result in elimination

of this frustration (CSSE 15:6-7). "With or without regrets few teachers are engaging

students in learning by experience. Most accept the equivalence of learning by experience

and learning through, instructional media (mostly the printed page) and see the student

as getting greater volume via media beCause of the efficiehcy involved" (CSSE 15:7).

Whill adequacy of science facilities is perceived as one of the most impdrtant
I

conditions necessary to a good science programi(OSU 38) and approximately 25% of

220
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teachers deporting in the RTI survey indicated that facilities presented serious
I

problems, one receives the impression from the /Case Studies that most school

science facilities are at least marginally adequate. There surely would be more

problems if inquiry techniques were more widely used, but classes which require
P

children to sit at desks while reading texts and responding to teacher question-
,

mires do not require creative design.

The Case Studies report large variations in the use-of laboratory facilities

and equipment. On the other hand, it is apparent that virtually no use.. is made of

out-of-school resources which could be used to reinforce formal classroom work.

This trend is likely to be accelerated by the movement toward "basic" education

which will surely increase thepressures placed upon schools to have children

spend more,time on programs whicsemphasize facts and rote learning. One can

speculate here that the contrast between the variegated external world. and the

austere life of the classroom (as contrasted with school activities which take
. !

place in the hallways and cafeterias) may be a major contributing factor to the,.

boredoM and lack of motivation of youngsters which many teachers report as
4

Presenting a serious problem.( ..

Little evidence emerges from the Case Studies that equipment shortages

constitute serious problems, primarily because 'school science,is so dominated by

rextbook approaches. One Can admittedly argue that the existence of greater

equipment resources would stimulate atlernate approaches to teaching and learning,

but one receives the impression that other barriers to innovation and the implicit

goal of socialization would tend to retard the ef ective use of additional equipment

even if it were available.

Little imaginative use is made of media:in American science classrooms if the

Case Studies schools are, typical. Aside from the showing of an occasional 16mm
/

film, use of the overhead projector.ancypefhaps a filmstrip, the classes described

do not appear to be particularly modern. Few of the Case Studies reported the use

of any techniques which involve contemporary technological advances.

Another matter that can be noted with respect to classroom.practices is the

extensive use of testing in the schools, which is accepted as a very natural part

of the school setting (CSSE 15:12). On the other hand, it is claimed that teachers

make very little use of the information they acquire by testing (CSSE 15:21). The
0

obvious question then is why teachers are making increasingly greater use of tests.

"Although formal testing did not seem to satisfy most of the teachers' need to know

what the students knew, testing did seem to assist in socializing students and

maintaining control over,them"(CSSE 15:23).

2 21
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In summary, the picture one acquires from theseetudigs,suggests that in-

structional practices are not consistent with the objectives commonly believed

to be those of science education. The goals and objectives one would infer from

classroom practice are not those commonly stated and promoted.

/Student Characteristics

The obvious major characteristic of students that emerges from the studies is

an apparent 'low motivation, at lgast as perceived' by teachets. Lack of motivation

is viewed as a major problem and it is a common professional topic in teachers'

lounges (CSSE 15:23). 'Sixty to seventy petcent of grades 7 12 teachersITelt

that "lack of student interest in-subject" Was at least somewhat of a problem (RTI 158).

Another student characteristic that poses a learning difficulty as perceiVed

by teachers is poor reading ability. Seventy to eighty percent of teachers, grades

4-12, feel that "inadequate student reading abilities" is a moderate to serious

problem (RTI 158). It isiteported'that 40-44% of secondary principalS agree with

teacilexi about reading problems, but few perceive lackrof student intere as a

/problem in science .(RTI B1310.. i

The matter of student motivation can be viewed with respect to the grading

sistern. Competition'in the classroom and the grading system are an:imporiant

positive contribution to motivating the academically able student (CSSE 15:23).

On the,Other hand, "the, middle range of Students is seen as being indifferent

to grades in districts large enough to have a Highly stratified student body".

This situation, along with the fact that the lowgi range of students often are

somewhat interested in grades, is substantiated by data other than that reported in

these Studies (CSSE 15:30): ,

Student attitudes toward science and society also are of interest. The,_NAEP

investigations indicate that students feel that they can contribute toward the

solutiondf certain problems such,as energywaste,'acciderits and Pollution (CO3A01)

and they definitely are willing to get actively involved in helping to solve world

problems (03A02)., More students' than not indicate that they us scientific .

/

afproaches when solving problems outside of science class, (C04A07) and most feel

that,science and technology can help solve such problems as pollution, disease,

and drug abuse (C05A02)..'

On the other hand, only about half of the students seem to know that science

and technology can cause problem: as well as solve them. Such naivete is another

confifamtion of the fact that goal cluSter II, societal needs, is, given little
04.

attention in the curriculum.

Another student characteristic provides insight as to the role of secondary

schools in providing general educationlin science. Physics and cheucistry students

ri
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are not average students. "The, type of students who select physics, for example,

consistently tend to be aboVe average in IQ, interested, in Mathematics and science,

and. careers that will use science OSU 35).. The average student gets. no physical

science in senior high school.

Evaluation

Attention to accountability is on the increase and the assumption that it

is of value for-schools is not being challenged (CSSE:17:10). This movement toward

accountability is reflected in minimum competency tests, criteria-referenced,

diagnoitic tests, and-standardized achievement tests. "We found no actual evidence

of the Validity of these accountability procedures. But, neither.teach'ers nor

technidal people at the district were seen'to be raising questions about validity"

(CSSE 17111). It also is interesting to.note that even though these approaches to

accountability emphasize objective measures of student performance, most expressions

of the performance of the schools were in terms which reflected the reasons, why the

schools were supported..by the community (CSSE 17:11).
. ,

t
The testing employed in schools includes both teacher-made tests which are

used quite frequently and standardized tests administered by the district. Science

standardized tests were used in 43% offithe K=6 schools and 33% of the 1-12 schools.

(RTI 27-37). The most frequently reported use of the results of the standardized

scienc testawas for reporting results to teachers and pe'rents. The moderate use

cited for revising curricula and planning inservice education was noted mainly at

the K-6 lev 1 (RTI 200- 202):.

Even tho gh evaluation as described here was valued, there were reservations

about the cost of it in terms of instructional time. "Many teachers spoke highly

of the increased manageability of instruction through objectivication but objected
1

to instructional time diminished by time taken by testing and were apprehensive

about what might be done outside the clayroom with test scores' (CSSE 22:14).
/

___
,

/

_Summary '

i I.

.

.

The overall impression that one receivessfrOm the four studies is mixed.

Clearly, many worthwhile things are taking place in school science even as support

for science in the curriculum declines. °tithe other hand/ ,-an examination of .

..

broadcontemporary, school science in termsof of the four b goal ciusters suggests that

much .of what is taking place is mismatched to the needs and interests of thse majority

of American youth. A. problem as multi-faceted, as this one will requite a variety

of approaches before it is likely to be completely appreciated, such less solved.

I
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Preface

The physical science focus grqup of Project Synthesis was tasked with

synthesizing'theresults of several major. research studies. The purpose of this

endeavor Wes to gain an Understanding of the actual status of physical science

education whidh Mould then lead to redommendatio3ns for improving science pfograms.

During the initial stage of the study, a conceptual framework was developed

to organize the subsequent synthesis activities. The section, entitled "The Desired
**,

State,of Physical Science Education' describes this "perspective" from which the
.

group operated. Subsequent sections present the group's conclusions regarding the

status of existing Trograms.and recommendations for improving them.

The domain the group was asked to investiage went.bnd just the physicaleyo

sciences to include earth science as well. While the number of course offerings

in earth sciences has increased in recent yeaks, the physical sciences of chemistry
. ,

and physics far overshadow earth science in terms of emphasis at the secondary
t , /

level.(The last expoSure of must students to either physical rearth science is
1 ,

at the junior high school level.). This'repokt relies on a broad definition oft
i

the physical sciences but does refer to earth science when presenting information

specific to that area.

2
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- The Desired State of Physical "Science Education

, N
Introduction II 1

Th4 section, which,destribes the L coneptualtframework used by the physical
,

science group in synthesizin3(the literature, is .not intended to stand alone.
1 ,

Important; background for it is provided in the general "synthesisteport". The

7.r6

physical science perspective IS consistent with the general orgapiia

structure for all of Project Synthesis. The aSpects of that structur

tinent to the work of the physical science group are described belw:

tional

Goal Clusters

I' k

A synthesis of research findings requires interpretations that are

dependent. Thus, an early task of'Project Synthesis was the consolidati

various science education goals into the four goal clusters below which

provide. An- organizing rubrid:

1. _Personal Needs. Those goals:which,pertain to preparing individua
to- utilize science in their own liVes and to live in an increasing

technological world.
. ,

2. Societal.Issues. Those goals which pertain to preparing informed.
citizens who are able to'deal responsibly with science-related

-societal issues.
414

3. TundaMental 'Knowledge. Those goals which pertain to acquiring

academic knowledge of science. 4

4,, Career Preparation. Those goals Whic pertain to acquiring

knowledge of the 'nature and scope of Scientifid and technological
careers and the propensity to utilize this knowledge in making

career decisions.
rN

e most per-

041

on of

ould

ly

No particular, wiority is given to any or all of 'these goal this point.

They are listed here witlikthe intent of encompassing the majority.of goals that

various people,have for teaching science. As auch, they provide an organizing

'rubric that can be used by people having quite' varied purposes for science

education.

Themes'

Science education is the focus of this s udy, but the domain of science

itselfaust-be defined- more precisely if 'it i to provide a basis for interpreting

the research under consideration. The needed definition is given in the form ofd!

themes which thread through the various areas
1

of science. These themes are developed

A
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within each of five categories of which one, physical science, is the focus of this

report (the other four areas are biological science, elementary school science,

scientific Inquiry and science /technology an, society). The physical science themes

presented here characterize and define the field. For example, the nature of matter

is a theme which extends throughout the physical sciences. These physical science

themes are developed more fully below.
I

It should be noted also that the themes of the five focus areas are inter-

related. The scientific process themeS, for example, pertain to physical science

along with all other areas of science. These interrelationships are seen'in another

way in that elementary school science includes much that is physical science.

Critical Elements

Yet another dimension is needed for interpreting the research under consideration.

This research- pertains to education and some means of describing and organizing

educational matters is essential. For this purpose, the project staff has identified
I

certain "critical elements" of education' such as student outcomes, teacher character-.

1

istics and classroom practices. These critical elements are developed more fully in
1

the general synthesis report, and selected ones are developed below even more completely

as they pertain to physiCal science.
.3 .

Goal clusters,
I

themes and critical elements -- these three categories constitute

the major conceptual framework forthe analysis of research to be undertaken. The

major sections of this report which follow deal with an exposition of the themes

of physical science and an explication of the critical elements as they pertain to

physical s4ence. In both a these sections goaltlusters provide important points

of reference;

The.Domain of Physical Science
i.

The themes used to describe the physical sciences are both peryasive and

inclusive; pervasive in the sense that each theme extends through a major portion

of the domain of physical science and inclusive in that each encompasses essentially,

all pbrtions of this domain generally included in elementary and secondary education

Before expliciting these themes,however, it should be noted that the domainof

physiCal science as used here includes the earth, atomospheric and space sciences as

well as chemistry and physics. Thus, the themes given below are meant to "map out"

thls total domain.

Thetheme structure presented here is the result of previous work by Audrey B.

.Champagne and Leo E. klopfer. They are presented. below within, the three classes

they defined.

It should be no4d that the set of themes presented here is a working list,
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.having utility within this project. It is not necessarily accepted by everyone and,

of course, there are other lists of a similar nature that include many compaiable

items. The function of the list presented here:is to describe the major content of

,
physical science particularly as-it pertains to the various levels of the curriculu;.

Physical Primitives

Theme 1: Physical Primitives. A Small number of primitive notions lie at

the foundation of physical sciences. These.physical primitives recur so

frequently in the physical science disciplines that the educated person's
understanding of them may be considered fundamental. The primitives which

are particularlyrimportant for elementary and secondary schools

include: length, area, vOlume, mass, denAity.tithe interval, rate and force.

Conceptual Schemes .

V

. Theme 2: .Nature of Matter. All matter in the universe is composed of units

which interact. For example, the motion of submicroscopic units of-matter
accounts for the tempetatUte of-matter and changes in the physical state

and structure of matter.

Theme 3: Macroscopic Interactions. Interactions among macroscopic units

ofmatter producachanges'in position, motion and/or structure.

Theme 4: Conservation of Energy. The total quantity of energy in the

universe does not 'change (as far as we know), and the quantity ofenergy

before any ordinary interaction equals the quantity of energy after the

interaction.

Theme 5: Energy Forms and.Energy Conversion. Energy,exists in various

forms. Energy changes from one form to other fotms. Cycles and periodicity

occur and are(appkopriatefy viewed within a systems framework.

Theme 6: . Chemicai.Interactions. Interactions of submicroscopic units of

ratteryith one another and with energy prdduce changes in chemical bonding

and in the composition of matter.

Theme 7: Evolution in the Universe. The presently observable features of

the earth and the universe are the result of processes and changes that

:have continued over long periods of time and are still going on now.

Change -over time is a universal characteristic of the universe.

Epistemology

Theme,8: Epistemology. Physical scientists share certain notions about

the nature of scientific knowledge. Such,notions of impottance for the

educated person include: (1) scientific knowledge is tentative and is

subject to revision as the resuit.of new inquiries; (7) the content of

scientific knowledge about the physical world is a function of the kinds

of probes which are used to investigate thephysical world; (3) cause and

effect relationships are assumed; and (4) models are a,useful means of

developing knowledge.

231
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The Dedired States of the Critical Elements

If qne assumes that a particular goal cluster is important and that physical

science has something to contribute to the attainment of that cluster of:goals,

there are certain characteristics of education that can be identified as-desirabie.

An important. preliminary step of Project Synthesis was to, identify many of these

desired states. These desired states then were used as a basis for analyzing the

research. studies under corisideratibn and interpreting_their results.
.

It ihpuld be noted that value judgments must be employed extensively in

this prodess. It also should be noted, however, that the interpretatfon of

research results is not restricted by a particular set of such values. The process,

employed here proVides for looking at the results of the research from multiple

value perspectives.

The critical elements to be employed in this process were identified in

the Synthesis, report where a rationale is given for their inclusion. In this

report attention is directed to identifying the desired state of critical elements

given the intent to attain certain clusters of goals. A description of each desired

state is ptesented often in the form. of a siecific example which illustrates the

state. The critical elements included in this report of matters specific to physical

science include student outcomes, program characteristics, teacher factors and class-

rOomyractices.

Student Outcomes

The desired states of the,various &al clusters are presented here in the

form of examples of student outcome statements. That is, the student, for example,

will be able to:

Goal Cluster I - Personal Needs.

Theme 1: Physical Primitives. Recognize the quantifiable aspects
of personal matters and apply them effectively (e.g., estimating
amount of paint required, effective scheduling, etc).

Theme 2: Nature of Matter. Utilize-knowledge of thermostats,
'evaporative coolers, heat pumps, and common insulating materials.

- Theme 3: Macroscopic Interactions. Utilize kndwledge of the physics
Akog of'the internal combustion engine and common hydraulic applications,

such as power steering and brake systems.

232
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Theme 4: Cediervation of Energy; Identify-the relative energy inputs and
_outputs of_ciimmcp_technological_device_a,

-Theme 5: Energy,Forms,and Conversion. Utilize sciencebased knowledge.
ofhbme heating systems, knowledge of Solar radiation anathe use of
trees to shield houses, froth it and knowledge of means fot reducing the
harmful effecta of ultra-violet radiation.

- Thee 6: Chemical interactions. Avoid some of the hazards of ,,spontaneous
cembbstion, hydrogen generation in automobile,batteries and, radioacti e
materials; and make wise, decisions about the Use of common poisonou
and combustible chemicals, acid/base antidotes-and prevention Of food
spoilage.

i

! -Theme 7: Evolution in the Universe. Recognize the universality of
I

change in one's environment.
. !

- Theme.8: Epistemology. Recoignize that one's own opinions are often
based on knowledge that may beltentative. Therefore, one should be

t

willing to alter opinions based on new knowledge.
s

Goal- Cluster II - Societal'Issuesi
, i . .

- Theme 1: Physical Primitives. Be able to understand the magnitude of

societal problem described, using quantifiable data.

- TheSe ..Nature of Matter. Make more intelligent decisions abOut energy
issues based on a knowledge of the Chemistry of fossil fuels, combustion

- and new materials for solar energy conversion; and comprehend the physical
principles underlying the problems of energy storage.

- Theme 3: Macroscopic Interactions. Comprehend the origins and limitations
of supply of ground water, fossil fuels, and mineral resources.

- Theme 4: Conservation of Energy. Comprehend the dagers, potentials and
comparative advantages of fusion and fission technologies.

It

I- Theme 5: Energy Forms and Conversions. Explain the relationship between
1 the polar ice cap size, weather and sea level.

i

- Theme 6: Chemical Interactions. Explain how phosphates and nitrates pose
pollution problems. 1

f

1 ,

- Theme 7.: EvolutionIoin the Universe. Recognize that human activity can
.seriously disrupt the natural pattern of change on the earth.

- Theme. 8: Epistomology. Recognize that scientific knowledge is changing
and thus deseries financial support on the part of society in spite of
what may appear to some persons to be an inability to obtain final answers.
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Goal Cluster.III - Fundamental Knowledge

- Theme 1: Physical Primitives. 'Comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze an0
s thesize knowledgeof fundamentaWUnits, derived units and systems of
measurement. .1

7-11

- Theme 2 Nature of. Matter: Comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze and
syntheiize knowledge of (a) systems, sub-systems an, interactions;
(b) homogeneous and heterogenous substances; s(c) chemical elements and
compounds; (d) conservation of matter; and heat conductivity, kinetic-
mblecular theory, gas laws,, crystals and physical states.

-.Theme 3: , 'MacroscopicMacroscopic Interactions. Comprehend,'apply, evaluate, analyze
and synthesize knowledge of kinetics, dynamics, astrophysics, mechanics
of fluids, geophysics, physical geology, weather and climate.

Theme 4% Conservatiori of Energy. Comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze .

and synthesize knowledge of conservation of energy, laws of thermodynamics
and energy resources.

- Theme 5: Energy Forms and Conversions. Comprehend, apply, evaluate,
analyze and synthesize knowledge of potential, and kinetic energy, wave
phenomena, sound, light, electromagnetic spectrum, static and current
electricity/electronics, magnetism and electromagnetism and solar

.adiation.

- Theme 6: Chemical Interactions. comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze
and synthesize knowledge of atomic theory, nuclear physics and chemistry,
and geo-chemistrr.

- Theme 7: Evolution in the Unive rse. Comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze
anA

0
synthesize knowledge of ,historical geology and the evolution of planets,

stars andigalaxies and the universe.

- Theme 8: Epistemology. Comprehend, apply, evaluate, analyze and synthesize
knowledge of the nature of scientific inquiry, uncertainty principle and
the history of science.

Goal Cluster IV - Career Preparation.

Make appropriate career-related decisions based on competencies in the areas

of personal need, societal issues and fundamental knowledgees stated in goal

cliisters I, II4and III above.
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The desired characteristics of a school science program obviously are a function

of its goals and will vary accordingly. Good science programs intended to achieve the

full range of goal clusters described above will have many of the following character-
,

istics:
./

- Op/portunitiea should be provided to pursue individual needs, goals and
interests; e.g., provisions Could be made for modularity, a projeCts
approach or time,periods for investigating individual topic's.

= Opportunities should be provided to apply science content and processes
to real-world problems that have no "pat" solutions but require trade-

, offs (optimization).

- Personal needs, societal issues and career, .preparation should be considered
intrinsic to all fadets-of the science progra.,

- Basid conceptsof physical science should be dealt with in the context of
/ socially relevant prob1eis at some point in the. total program."

- Basic concepts of physical science should be dealt with in a discipline=
organized pattern at some point in the total program.

- Opportunities should be provided to interact with people working in science
including scientists, technicians and others in science-related fields.

- Illustrations should be provided of persons with different life-styles,
socio-economic status, ethnicity and sex who are participating fully in
the scientific enterprise.

- Emphasis should be placed on the means by which scientific knowledge is
generated.

- Within the total program, learning experiences should be included which
provide:

- laboratory experiences including opportunities to acquire information
inductively;/

- out-of-school experiences;

- opportunities to look outward from a discipline to find understanding
.of its problems;

- illustrations of different problem-solving styles;

- exploratory activities that involve risk-taking, guessing,

hypothesizing,etc.

- opportunities to participate in, actual or simulated research activities;

. 235
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- opportunities to develop more advanced:mathematical techniques as
applied to 'science Matters;/ -

- opportunities toidevelop reporting and wilting techniques; and

I -

- opportunities to develop 'ability to read science materials.

Teacher
I
Factors

Many of the desired-oharacteristids are not unique to,physical science teachers,

AMong these characteristics are: open-mindedness, acceptance of individuals, creativity,

fluency of ideas, patie/'nce, warmth, supportiveness, enthusiasm, ability to work

intuitively and spontaneously, positive attitudes toward .schools and students, and

interest in rScience. Science teachers should have an appropriate collection of

teaching skills Such as-the ability to diagnose student learning requirements and

choose instructional approaches consistent with the various science teaching goals.

In addition to such desired general characteristics, physical science teachers

should: /

7 be able to analyze and evaluate alternative solutions to societal
issues, based-on-related science knowledge;

- understand the application of physical science knowledge to a wide range
of.personalineeds;

- be abld:to comprehend, apply, analyze, evaluate and synthesize. the
fundamental knowledge of the physical sciences as described bY the
themes given above; and

- have an extensive knowledge of science- related careers and the utilization
of scientific knowledge within them.

Classroom Practices

a

In general; desired practices are-not unique to the physical sciences alone

but apply to all science teaching. Classroom praCtfces should utilize the appropriate

materials and equipment for the _physical sciences. A significant fraction of the

instruction should utilize laboratory-experience and student involvement with-the

Science materials. Safety practlices appropriate to the physical sciences should
/

be utilized.

Goals, /themes and critical elements are an important part of the conceptual

framework to be used in synthesizing the results of the several major science

education studies under consideration. The above conceptual framework was developed

for use in the physical science group's portion of this task, the results of Which

are reported in the following Sections of-this report.
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The Actual State of Phydidal Science Education

Introduction
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the current climate of uncertainty about whether,or not U.S. elementary

and secondaty schools are achieving 'their goals in the area of-science education, it
/

is timely to address the question of "What istheaCtual state of science education?"

The louf studied which are theiocudiOroject SYnthesis'provide considerable insight

into this question (Helgeson ane&OlitiOt19,774; Stake and Easley,. 1978; Weiss, 1978;
lox

197. ,These four studies werethe source of extensive information and

docuMentaior for the description Of the-actual "state of physical science- education

'which followd. This-description constitutes the basis for therecommendations which.

presented yin the final aectionofthis report.

,In the pteviolis section the physidal science fodus group developed a conceptual

framework_ which included goal clusters., thethes and critical eletents. The critical

elements will form the,diganizing framework for this section since the extensive

amount of information in the four studies speaks directly to matters identified
4:

in the critical eleMents, and the critical elements do ;provide the hest perspective

(from which -to provide a detcriptionof the actual state of science education. With7
or.

in this frameWork spetifid-HieTirence-i-d-tiade to-Vatious ,goal clusters and to At

aspects of critical elements specific to physical' science.

objectives

he science curriculum of U.S. schools has remained relatively stable during

the last two decades (OSU 170) and varies little from one place to another as

eVidended byldata given 'in both the RTI and CSSE reports. What then is the nature'

of this rather stable and uniform curriculum?

A beginningloplace for examining the obj,pctives of science education in the

,schools is by 'examining its relative importance in the curriculum overall. Science

`is not one of the top priorities and is not .perceived as basic. There are eXceptions;

- for example, physics, chemistry and advanced mathematids for the more able students

"Werebeing protected tenanciousiy'by teachers in those departments in most high

,schools". On the other hand, the student body at large viewed science'as having
. ,

"rather limited value". Or to put it another way, science as general education

"showed'no signs of either congealing, as an educational cause nor of gaining general

support ftom the public <CSSE 12:1) -. This picture is further substantiated by the

fact that high school graduation requirements in science typically are only one year

ARTI 24-26), and that the average time spent on science K through 6 is much less than

on-mathematics and somewhat less than on-social studies (RTI 50-51). Forty-seven
I

.percent.ofcienceeachers are convinced that asOlgilificant problem is the general
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belief that science is less important-than other subjects ,(RTI 158). This relative

....-

position/ or science education with respect to' the teSt,of the curriculum is rather

consistently.held by teachers, administratots and parents (CSSE 17:9).

It also should-he noted'that,the purposes Of the teachers in the schools are ,

not always the same as specialiSts' in either science education or,general curriculum.

Many,of the, aims that have been proMoied-by the leade'r's in the field over the last

two decadel are not/really etcepted by teatherS. The emphasis upon inquiry and

problem solving by ,science education leaders has been strong for the past twenty

years (00 175)i )4t, these concernS and the desire fOr increasing emphasis upon

tec4nologiCal and societal issues (0SU 182-183) are not reflected in school practice

or in the views,df teachers and administrators.

The difference in objectives found between the practitioners in the schools and

the specialists in curriculum or in science education is appatent in examining the
0

role of ,science An general ,edUcation.' In contrast to the specialists, the schools

appear to have downgraded science as, Part'of''generai edu ation, even though one of

the aims of science education as seen by practitioners is to provide' some expOSure
/ /

/
I

to science/for all students, It is. in regard to a utilitarian goal that a very

minimal level of oompetence is accepted. In general classes there is a tendency

to teach things that. students can .relate to and avoid abstractions (CSSE 12:4174j).

By and large science is_not seen as. particularly important except for the

more highly motivated or gifted-students (CSSE 12:20). Science-literacy ceases to

be a god1 after grade 1Q and science classes in grades 11 and 12 6 fare design or
/ /

the high \ability student (RTI). In many ways it seems that senior high school

science departments have given up on science as general education for all as their,

primary goal and instead have focused upon doing a quality job with more able

students. The primary,concerns of the schools seem to be "achievement on the
. . .

simplest of 1/taska taught, while science departments were concerned aboutsoMe

of theMotildifficUlt" (CSSE 19:8),.

another' view Of the objettives of science education as practiced in .the schools

is'acquired by looking at the role of "inquiry". A very significant finding was that

"very little _inquiry teaching_was occurring" (CSSE 12:4). Those few teachers who

value inquiry,teaching also find it difficult (CSSE 122:7). Generally students and
,

parents both are satisfied with the situation and not concerned that education be

focused upon creative challenges or critical thinking (CSSE 12:5). Empirical

investigations are given little emphasis; the focus is getting the right answer.
. /
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another' of the tension
,

education specialists on the'one

the other (CSSE 12:9-10).
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rather,than on inquiry, This situation is yet

between the expectations of scientists,and science

hand and parents, teachers and administrators on

This difference in outlook is apparent again in examiningAhe "back -to -the -

basics" movement as viewed by various people. Even though most school practitioners

giA. some importance'tO-science and see the trend away from science as having

potentilllY long -term negative effects, basic skills have pre-empted science. "The

probleM'is that superintendents; as well as the rest of the school people, have

partiallyaccepted the position
I

that studentt cannot learn science until they have

shown proficiencies in reading and math" (CSSE,17:20).

In trying to understand the situation and determine why science is given the

realtive importance that it is, oneust examine the school scene closely enough

to,see what the real primary objectives are. According to the CSSE study,

sOcialization is this primary goal;,

"Such socialization in the ClassiooM was pre-emptive in that it seemed

toget,immediateattention almost Whenever an.opportUnity arose.
..

Other learnings were interrupted diliset aside, not always by choice,
to take care of:, an eff6rt to, cheat, an, impending daydream, or willing-
,nest-to accept a grossly mistakenanwerp. to that end, and also to
help the teacher.surVivedaily crises, the new teacher learned hoW to
use subject matter to keep control of the class, what questions to ask
which student to head-off &prank, whet homework to assign to keep the
study Period-quiet, andin many Moresubtle ways (familiarization, etc).

,Although some people are dismayed that to much of the school day goes
toJadministrative routine, few people are Protesting the portion that
goes to socialization" .(CSSE 16:25).

Another critical factor is the pervasive emphasis upon preparation for

later work. The implicittobjectikies of science instruction'which'emerge from

the CSSE study-suggest that the science=curriculum in most secondary, schools

is primarily viewed as providing background material' for later work. Secondary

school biology,dhemistry.and,physics courses appear to place little emphasis

on personal. needs, stressing instead those elements of the discipline that will]

best prepare students for advanced work.'

Goal Clusters

A complete examination of science education objectives must include viewing,

the from the perspective of the four goal clusters. In this regard, it is

apparent that goal cluster III, fundamental knowledge, receives much greater

attention than-the other three. With respect to personal needs, for example,

the emphasis is not great. While attention often is giyen to "things that will

)e,uhefuI ineveryday living" (CSSE 12;45), 9nealse gains the impression that this

a3,9
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focus is manifested in efforts to "sbcialiie" students rather than to present science

information for students' personal needs per se. 'Lis important to note that health

and nutrition education is often viewed by students and teacherg as being unrelated

'to school science. In the elementary schools,:for example, teachers assigned

"heaith""Studies a higher priority than they do "sci.ence" suggesting that the two

subjects are not treated in an integrated manner. At the secondaty level, health

iOy be taught by physical education teachers or health specialists; the science
ft.

. Iteacher is involved only periphetally, if at all.

The interface-between science, technology and_society is not giyen very high

priority. In'the. senior high school, attention to these matters is restricted by

4he cpllege preparatory goalt. Teachers want to teach what the students will need

forcallege; Tarents.want the same (CSSE 12:19). This preparation function is

given high priority and seems to restrict attention to societal needs in spite of
:\ 4wecie-,

the fact that the number of environmentally oriented courses in the schools has

increased in recent years on an elective bas s. It is also interesting to note

that,these topics are not avoided because f their controversial nature. Teachers

seem not to be afraid:of such issues and are able to handle them without getting

into difficulty. They avoid this controversy by not taking a personal or advocacy/
position (CSSE *28-29). To some extent, the failure of school science to deal

/
with societal issues must surely stem from the schools' insularity; schools which

make little attempt to involve members of the community in curriculum and learning

or the development of educational goals are not likely to assign ,a high priority to

the inclusion-of societal issues In the science syllabui.
/;

Although fundamental scientific knowledge takes second plebe to
/
the basics

\ such as reading, arithmetic and spelling, as noted previously, it'isclear that

fundamental knowledge takes precedence over the other three goal clusters. The

,focus of science programs is upon basic scientific knowledge rather than its
. 1

personal applications, its telationship to societal issues, or career preparation.
\ -

.Schoo]: science in the U.S. is probably strongest in regard to transmitting funda-
i-%

mental knowledge, particularly t those who are in the upper third of the ability-

achievement level distribution. The curriculum is "text-bound", but many texts

shOw the influence Of the NSF-supported curriculum reform movement of ,the 1960's.

Teachers have a wealth of good materials to choose from in teaching the fundamental

knowledge of the science discipline.

1

,

24 0 . /.
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As with,petsonal needs and societal issues, career preparation is not given
I t

high priority in the science curriculum. While, vocational reasons for taking

science are often cited, it also appears that this rationale has not substantially

affected the curriculum. Science s assumed to be important for career preparation,

but career prepatation is tot bui t. into the program. References to carger,options

or sources of career information are rarely found in textbooks or course syllabi.

"Science education aims to prepare youngster§ for work - or a least for vocational

training. For this aim, science is often closely identified with technology. The
/ 1

preparation ethic . . . is/pertinent to what is said,. . . There was a strong

sense that whatmattered,most was what could be used in one's next studieS, and

that those, or the one after those, were related to what one-would be doing on the

loy (CSSE 12:22). //

Student Outcomes

The major source of information on student outcomes is that'contained in

the reports of the National Assessment for Educational Progress. This information

is of particular interest as it relates to relative outcomes with respect to the
/

various, goal clusters and comparative information in the affective domain.

/ It appears that the apparent lack of attention to goal clusters I; II-and

IV is reflected in the student outcomes as measured by the NAEP Science Assessment.
/

For instance: (a) only about 20% of students know that world population is increasing

exponentially, (0 Only about one-third know that plastic in synthetic fibers is

made/from oil, and (c) almost two-thirds erroneously believe that the major cause

of/air pollutioa in most large cities is fadiories rather than motor vehicles.

In the affective realm, the NAEP data indicate that students definitely

,perceive science as being useful (now and in the future)f .they think it-should be

required, and they generally have good feelings about science class. SEven though

the popularity of the natural sciences increases from elementary school through

senior high school, it ranks last in popularity behind the other ,free basic aca-

demic areas: Mathematics, english, and social studies.

Test results indicate that girls do not achieve as well in science as boys

do, andithe CSSE study goes on to note that "social influences, primarily sex-role

socialization, seem to oe the basic factors underlying sex differences in science -

and mathematics achievement .anetourse taking" (CSSE 15:36). It should also be

noted that the performance of ethnic minority students is not as high as others'.

With respect to measurement of student.outcomes, another fact is of interest.

In states with minimal competency testing programs, science often is not included

(OSU 156). This fact is another reflection of the relative importance given to

science in the schools.

24 .
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Program Characteristics

' The studies under consideration give a picture of science

United States which is characterized by remarkable similarities

school 'ysteMs,Studied: While there is commonly a great diversity of science offerings
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education in the

across the various

within'a given'school setting ---in terms of Foth the courses, offered and the teaching

styles employed -- patterns are similar across the country.

Within this rather uniform( pattern, a striking characteristic is the general

lack of instruction in the physical sciences at the senior high, level. The data

1

clearly show that middle school students take courses in physical science, but at

the senior high school levelmost students do not take phy cal science (RTI 58,.73-74).

A minority of students take physics and/or chemistry, most often in preparation for

going to college, but general education in the physical sciences is notable by its

absence.

Another 0,,rking finding of these studies is the heavy reliance upon textbooks

as the determiners of the curriculum. This finding is even more striking when-one

realizes the greap similarity found in the various textbooks utilized for given

courses. "Behind nearly every teacher-learner transaction reported in the CSSE

study, lay an fnstructional product waiting to, play a dual role as medium and message.

They comanded teachers' and learners' attention. In a way, they largely dictated

the curriCulum. Curriculum did not venture beyond the boundaries set by the

instructional materials" (CSSE 13:6E). This picture of the curriculum is made

more complete by examining the war in which the textbook is'employed. It was

found, for examplg, 110, the typical method of presentation in elementary school

science was "assign- recite - test- discuss ". Basically, elementary science is learned

by reading (CSSE 13:5).

The inquiry approach which has been so widely touted in recent years is not

evident. The use -of innovative materials was "relatively rare". Among numerous

classrooms visited by CSSE personnel only three were identified in which teachers
. .

were using, an approach of the type that has been promoted by so many in the leadership

of science ,education in the last couple of &cedes. "Only a few teachers remained

enthused about those innovations, most disparaged them and appealed for a 'return

to the, basics" (CSSE 13:2). Although a "significant" perdentage of districts, ,

schools and teachers reported they were using the materials developed under NSF

Sponsorship, that is, materials designed to involve "inquiry teaching", a low

percentage of science classes actually were found to be us/ing "hands-on materials

which accompanied textbooks" (RTI 79-85,, 97). Many teachers tee' a need for

assistance in implementing inquiry/discovery approaches (RT-I 148).

242,1
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Given the ge eral bounds of the curriculum as determined by the textbooks and

the lack of inquiry teaching as noted above, there was, however, considerable

variation within these boundaries. "It was our observation-that the teachers in all
1

our sites had a great freedom to teach largely what they pleased. This is a freedom

within limits - and, if they approach those limits the parents or Board objected.

They were obligated to organize their work in most of these schools around a certain

syllabus or set of topics. But, in a high majority of schools teachers were not

obligated to use the same tests or quizzes ether teachers used . . . we found that

the teachers taught in largely different styles and, at least in theshort run,

,covered quite different ground; that they felt strongly about, this opportUnity

and privileged to direct -their own Mork; that most administrators and parents

agreed that they should have this responsibility -- yet, we heard many from\all

groups ur;:ing'a 'return to the basics' and a need for more uniformity of curriculum"

(CSSE 13:37). Ii summary, teachers aztepted the boundaries imposed 13)? the textbook

and exercised their freedom of choice within thOse boundaries. ". . . in most

places a teacher assumed the role of arbiter and authority . . . but, arbiter\

much-more than authority when it came to the curriculum" (CSSE

Among-,other matters worthy of note is the finding that electives focused\

upon popularizing science were common. There were numerous new programs,dnd cdiqrse

offerings designed to make science relevant to contemporary sotlety (CSSE 12:42.
1 T

Environmental concepts, societal concerns, interdisciplinary relationships and

world problems are, emphasized in a variety of courses that have been developed
1

(OSU 30). Both the number of alternative materials available and enrollments in

such courses have been on the increase (OSU 24, 35). At the same time, it must

be noted that there was some tendency for such elective programs to be curtailed)

due to the. current pattern of budget restriction (CSSE 12:44). It should, also be

mentioned that while there may be a great variety of such'"relevant" course

offerings, they are reaching e,, limited audience and are often designed for the

lower ability students.

While the laboratory approach to teaching science is widely espoused, the

results of these studies do not indicate that laboratory science is practiced to

the extent sometimes believed. In half the high schools, laboratory science was

reported to,be nearly impossible to conduct because labs were run down or ill-

equipped . 1 . " (CSSE 13:63). Laboratory exercises, where used, tend to be just

that - exercises - rather than explorations, of genuine phenomena in settings in!

which outcomes are not known in advance. The current tendency, as evidenced by

time devoted to such activities and the materials being_utilized, is to place less

emphasis on laboratory activities and field trips (OSU 30). It was noted in thie

t 213
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CSSE study that while there were "some outstanding examples of school science outings",

in general, out-of-school activities in the area of science werwelatively few. The
use of guest speakers and field trips is 'relatively rare (RTI 103).

With respect to individualized and self-paced instruction it appears that a'

very small numbe'r of students receive this mode of instruction in spite of the,
I

efforts that hive been made to promote their use in recent years (OSU 35). Audio-
tutorial or videotape courses were not mentioned by any observers in the CSSE studies.

In technological terms,'American school science is still in the 19th century despite

the use of occasional filmy in many classrooms. Few post-1950 technologies are used -

in any significant,Way.

Finally, it should be noted that there is little articulation between the

various levels of schooling, i.e., elementary school,riunior high school and senior

high- school (CSSE 13:7). Approximately half of the science teachers view this as

at least "somewhat of aproblem" (RTI 158).

Textbook Analyses

In view of the overwhelming influence of the textbook in determining the

curriculum of schools as reported above, it was evident that any attempt to under-
,

stand What the content of the curriculum of the schools is must involve an examin-.

'ation of the textbooks currently employed. Such analysis was not a part.of any of

the four studies under consideration. 'Consequently, sample analyses were conducted

of popular textbook materials in vieW of their overriding importance. While it was

reported in the OSU study that the materials produced in the last two decades place

less emphasis on "practical" science, and until recently at least on the interaction

of science aid society, a more thorough examination clearly was in order.
1

The net insult of the, sample analyses is that little attention is given to

goal clusters I, II and IV in the materials currently employed. The number of

books which give significant attention to such matters ae few, and in those few

cases the attention,given is not nearly as great as that giVen fundamental'

knowledge. In physics, for example, the materials range from textbooks which make

only a passing reference to societal issues to a book which is one of the few

exceptions, namely, the Project Physics course. To the extent that history is

woven into ,the fabric of this text, it may be described as having a societal

dimension, even though it does not address contemporary problems in great detail.

An "add -on" essay at the end of the book discusses the broad societal dimensions

of ppysics and makes the case for basic research in terms of eventual applications.

Career aspirations$vare addressed in a 16mm film. In sutunary, this text attempts
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to present traditional physics in an historical and humanistic context. It does,

devote attention to societal issues, personal needs' and career infOrmation, con-

trasting with other materialson.the market. Other examples of even a modest at-
,

tendon to perSonal needs, societal issues and career preparation are hard to

find.. The vast majority of physical science textbooks used in schools give, no

significant attention to these matters.

Program Dissemination

Information about new materials and prograMs are disseminated through a

wide variety of means. The popular sources include professional meetings, journals,

publishers' representatives, teachers, principals, courses and NSF institutes.

Other teachers and college courses are the most frequently used sources and local

inservice programs are reported,to be useful sources by elementary teachers but

not by secondary teachers., About half of grades 10-12 teachers, one-third'of

grades
*7-9-science teachers, and 80% of state science supervisors indicated they'

had participated in an NSF institute. Teachers who had participated in NSF

institutes recalled them with much pleasure and believed them to be of cOnsiderable

value.(RTI 71-76).

In spite of

are that their,nee

the list .of their

information about

the wide variety of means of dissemination, teachers' perceptions
41K

dt are not completely met in this regard. At all grade levels

needs is heade4 by "learning new teaching methods" and "obtaining

instructional materials" (RTI B -106 -115). Forty-three percentiof

teachers indicated they do not receive adequate assistance in obtaining information

abou,instructional materials (RTI 148).

Program Adoption *

Given the teacher freedom and textbook-dominated curriculum noted above,

it is of interest to note that textbook sel ctiOn becomes the critical point in

program adoption; the mechanisms for,select ng textbooks are of considerable

interest., There is general agreement that eachers either individually o'r in

committees, principals, and district supery

in the,process. .Parents, students and boa
I- V

(RTI B-48-53). iSinCe, .asr,tentioned earliel
t

aboutvinstruCtionalmaterials" as one of the

assistance, they may face some difficulty in

They may be selecting textbooks without up-t

range of materia14:available.

d

sors (where they exist) are involved

members typically are not involved

teachers perceive "obtaining information

it most frequently unmet needs for

their role of selecting textbooks.

o-date information about the full

615
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. A relatiO matter"
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:velopmentip arming or
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is the movement of schools toward centralization of de-

,

revision. of curricula along with a simultaneous decentral-

ization of administrative authority (CSSE 17.:9). This decision-making process in

terms of curriculum obviously is worthy of further study.

Beyond the question 0 IOW a particular
1
program is chosen it is important'

to look at the means. by which he program is supported. ". . . teacher support

systems are weals and need vitalization. The teacher having difficulty carrying

out an.ordinary science teaching assignment has been seen to be withopt.slifficient

aid, though many agencies exist for the purpose of.providing aid...Teachers.told

us that their resource people largely'do not know the realities of their classroom

situation. Potential alleviations are seen via better curricular materials,

'Institutes for teachers, teacher centers, and teacher networks"CSSE).
A

The most direct support available in many school districts_,is a science supervisor

or other curriculum specialists. It isnoted.that such*".. . . persons in the

district office would put out bulletins from time to time on curricular matters,

that important planning would be done by committees of teachers and administratorsh.

and other resource personnel, and that the teacher seldom was personally in touch

wiTh a curricnlum coordinator per se . . . There were few people available outside

the classroom to provide quality control for the curriculum and assist teachers

with pedagogical problems" (CSSE 16:43).
-

The clear impression conveyed by these studies is that most secondary schocls'

are conservative organizations which tend to resist change. Since teachers are

isolated from market pressures with their corresponding demands for innovation,

efficiency and performance incentives, few are motivated to explore alternative

course options in trial settings.

It is also apparent that there are some obviops conflicts between the norms

or expectations of teachers and people who work r -side the classroom setting.

For example, it was noted .that "teachers and supervisors emphasize different purposes

and values" (CSSE 16:43). A similar conflict is notedbetween teachers an college

personnel. "It was clear to us that the school had a set of'social norms (ways

students were supposed to behave) which conflicted with'the norms teachers were

taught to espouse in teacher training courses. .Not only the' education,courses.

have dysfunctional norms; the liberal arts norms were substantially the same

(CSSE 16:5). .Even though the above conflicts have been noted,. and-it is clear

that.the inquiry approach commonly

accepted, it has alit) been pointed

seenseen to have a good impadt . .

espouse in teacher institutes is now widely

out "that the (NSF teacher) institutes have

. .,'Among many federal programs to support

curriculum and teaching, the institutes were mentioned to us most often and in a
A,

positive vein" (CSSE 16:53).
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ti A final matter of note here is that teachers seem to view universities as-

. \ *1

4:: eying a potentially useful role in developing curricular materials. When asked

what universities could do to most help teachers:junior high school science teachers

'chose the optipn "develop curriculum more appropriate to the time" much more often

than any of the other options which included conducting inservice workshops, offering

courses for teachers, establishing teacher centers and sponsorIng mutually supportive

teacher networks.

Program Implementation

Exposure

° The actual implementation of science programs in the schools is best

described in terms of course offerings, enrollments and materials utilized. Of

the many textbooks available for use in science clas_ses-f---a relatively small

propotion constitutes the majority, of books actually in use. Thus, the programs

implemented are characterized by a few.of the well-known textbooks. In terms of

the.curriculum reforms in science education of the last couple of decades, the

degree to which they have met their goals in terms of implementation in the

schools is still a subject of debate (OSU 105). In view of the previous information

presented about the manner in which courses are taught and the degree of uniformity
o

among textbooks in terms of the relative emphasis upon the four goal clusters,

however, a fairly clear picture of science program implementation can be obtained

by looking at the enrollments in various courses.*,

While the data inditt'e that the percentage of students taking science courses

,both in grades 7 - 9 and in grades 10 -12 has increased since 1955, in the, last

few years it has remained relatively constant, or in a few instances has shown a

slight reduction. Earth science courses, fofexample, have experienced a rapid

expansion from 1955 through the 1970's (OSU 21-25). While the percentage of

students, enrolled in physical science has declined somewhat since the early 1970's,

percentage enrollments in advanced courses (second-year biology, chemistry, physics)

have shown a steady though slow increase. Another Change since the late 1950's is

a substantial increase in the number of alternative science courses being offered

to students (OSU 29).
\

With respect to physical science, several enrollment trends are of interest.

Enfollments in general science -type science courses at the junior high school level

are decreasing, whi:a increasingly 'courses at this level are offered as life, earth

and physical science courses(OSU 71). For a large percentage of students the last

physical science course they get is in the 9th grade. Abbut.50% of seoondary'school
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students complete their last science course in the 10th grade, but in the vast major-
,

ity of cases this is biology'(OSU 36-37).

Teachers

The Case Studies (CSSE) tell us hat the teacher is the key to effective

science instruction. Whether teachers are selected to fit the image which the

community has of itself or whether they are chosen for their academic qualities,

good science instruction takes place in classes where teachers are motivated,.

well-trained in their subjects and enthusiastic about working with young people.
;7.-

Nevertheless, the majority of the nation's teachers serve as managers of instruction

rather than as intellectual questionners. There are few incentives for the latter

role while working conditions in many schools demand theformer.

In view of the key role played by the teacher as described above, any

insights gained as to teachers' philosophy and mode of operation would be most

valuable in understanding how, schools operate and in finding possible ways to change

them irt the future. .It appears that teachers have two primatoncerns: (1),

wanting students to perform well in the classroom, and (2) meeting the expectations

placed upon them as teachers (CSSE 15:14). Th0se concerns Cause philosophical

issues to take second place to the personal problems faced by teachers, these

pro lems being in particular to (1) obtain the respect of students, and (2)

motivate them to do as well as possible in school functions. As a result,

subject matter becomes simply, the vehicle by which the teacher would establish

this personal competence. The subject matter as a direct focus on attention

because of its intrinsic value becomes a matter of secondary importance

(CSSE 16:7).

"We saw the science teacher working conceptually as influenced by three'

poles: (1) the ethic of scientific inquiry; (2) the 'ideal' science teacher role;

(3) socialization responsibilities" (CSSE 16:7). As a result of these three poles

and the fact that these teachers did not give them the same relative importance as .

science education specialists and curriculum specialists, we have the conflict cited

earlier (CSSE 16:8).

Thorough examination of the CSSE findings gives a strong indication that the

bhsic Problem with the-proposed reform of science eduCation as reflected in the

new NSF-sponsored curriculum materials of the last two decades lies in the outlook

that teachers and the best school personnel have about educational objectives and

Oractices (CSSE 16:11). Teachers play a key role and the values they hold about

educational objectives and classroom practices are not the same as those of the
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people who have'been promoting change in the schools. Among,the viewpoints held'by

teachers concerning educational practices which contribute to this conflict are the

following:

Instrinsic motivation of students is essential.

(2) Attention to directions is` essential.

(3) The most reliable learning will occur when assignments are properly
carried ,out.

(4) (tequent testing is important (CSSE 16:22).

The picture which emerges is one in which teachers are committed to school as

an institution and t helping students succeed in that social system as an end in

itself (CSSE 16:26. ). A major part of the socialization process is helping

qtudents prepare for the next school year so they can continue to succeed within

this setting (CSSE 16:22). "Putting it in a nutshell, most teachers seem to treat

subject matter knowledge as evidence, and subject matter as the means to, the

socialization of the individual in school. On the other hand, most subject matter

specialists treated socialization as a necessary evil, to be gotten out of the way

early -- for it is only a means to a greater end of subject matter knowledge (CSSE

16:24).

Given this view of who teachers are and the outlook on the system within which

they work, it is relevant to consider the modes of professional development available

to them and the extent to which they are utilized. It was found that the "teacher

is engaged in occasional staff meetings, a diminished program of inservice training

and some continue to enroll in university courses . . . . " But, " . . . continuing

professional education activities were meager" (CSSE 16:48). It is also relevant

to note that by and large teachers worked alone. In addition, teachers indicated

that they readian average of seven articles and four books of a professional nature

' each year. The authors of the CSSE study claim that the impact of this reading on

their teaching is not extensive (CSSE 12:7).

Teachers are not convinced that the "system" is very supportive of themy 'they

do not praise college-level courses, they feel frustrated with student motivation,
A.

and feel unsupported in terms of pay, budget, and recognition.

In addition to this information on teachers' attitudes and general outlook

regarding education, students and the system of which they are part, it is important

to identify some of the more tangible information about their preparation for the

jobs they hold. Their preparation, and the organizational structure within which'

they utilize this preparation, are relevant.
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From grade 4 to 8 the percentage of instruction offered by special science

teachers increases with grade level. At the secondary level science is taught,

mostly in departmentalized subject areas. While some team-teaching situations

exist, the great majority of, science teaching is offered by teachers, in single
.

teaching situations (OSU 14).

Interms of their preparation, it shoula be noted that elementary school

teachers rarely are required to take more science content in their undergraduate

programs than that required of them in the general education component. Certifica-

tion for secondary school science teaching, on the other hand, usually requires a

minimum of 24-36 semester hours of science (OSU 50). When junior high school

se/fence teachers are considered as a separate sub-group of secondary school science

teachers, .these people (on the whole) h'ave science backgrounds limited to only one

area of science. Yet; many fill general science teaching assignments (OSU71).

General science teachers have backgrounds either in biology or physical science,

but relatively few hai.re experience in more than one area. Earth science teachers

had the least prepartion in their major teaching area. The majority of both

chemistry and physics teachers had reasonable preparation, in their particular

field.

'Given the above picture of science teachers, it is apparent that theirV
attitudes toward education, and in particular the educational goals to which

they give importance in practice, are of major importance. Considering the

important role of teachers, their view of educational process and educational

institutions, and the mechanisms currently in place to cause changes in teachers,

it is apparent that bringing about change in science is not easy and any attempts

to do so much give major attention to this extant situation.

Classroom Practice 4

An examination of classroom practice probably should begin with a matter

note earlier, namely, that inquiry teaching as defined by the NSF-spOnsored

curricular programs of the last two decades is by and large missing from American

schools. These programs and other experience-based learning approaches are

shunned. The major'reasons cited in the CSSE study for this situation include,

first of all, a philosophic persuasion that is strongly biased toward the text-

book approach. The textbook is viewed as the authorit, and, furthermore, teachers*

are convinced that learning from printed materials is a discipline that students

should learn. The second major factor is the set of frustrating and difficult

problems with which a teacher is confronted in attempting to implement an

experience-based approach. It is claimed that even.appropriate education of

the teachers doe'ehot result in elimination of this frustration (CSSE 15:6-7).
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While adequacy of science facilities is perceived as one,of the most important

conditions necessary to a good science program (OSU 38), and approximately 25% of

teachers sampled in the RTI survey indicated that facilit ies presented serious

problems, ore received the impression from the, Case Studies that most school

sciendeffaCIlities are at least marginally adequate. There surely would be more

problems if inquiry techniques were more widely used, but classes which require

children to sit at desks while reading texts and responding to teacher questioning

do not require creative design.

The Case Studies report large variations in the use of laboratory facilities

and equipment. On the other hand, itis apparent that virtually no use is made

of out-of-schools resources which could be employed to reinforce formal classroom

work. This trend is likely to be accelerated by the movement tpward "basic"

education which will surely increase the pressures placed upon schools to have

child-ten spend more time on programs which emphasize facts and rote learning.

One can speculate here that the contrast between the variegated external world

and the austere life of the classroom (as contrasted with school activities which

take place in hallways and cafeterias) may be a major contributing factor to the

boredom and lack of motivation of youngsters which many teachers report as presenting

a serious problem.

Little evidence emerges ftom the Case Studies that equipment shortages constitute

serious problems, primarily because school science is so dominated by textbook

approaches. One can admittedly argue that the existence of greater equipment

resources would stimulate alternate approaches to teaching and learning, but one

receives the impression that other barriers to innovation and the implicit goal of

socialization would,tend to retard the effective use of additional equipment even

if it were available.

_Little imaginative use is made of media in American science classrooms if

the Case StudieS schools are tyical. Aside from the showing of an occasional

16mm filM, use of the overhead projector and perhaps a filmstrip, the classes

described to not appear to be particularly modern. Few of the Case Studies

reported, the use of any techniques which involve contemporary technological

advances.

Another matter that can be noted'with respect to classrbom practices is the

extensive use of testing in the schools, which is accepted as a very natural part

of the school setting (CSSE 15:12). On the other hand, it is claimed that teachers
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make very little use of the_ information they acquire by testing (CSSE 15:21). The

otIvions queetionithen is why teacherS are making increasingly greater use of tests.

."Aithough-formal testing did not seem to satisfy most of the teachers' need to

kmbw what the-students knew, testing did Seem to assist in-socializing students

and maintaining control over. them" .(CSSE.15:23).

\
In. summary, the picture one acquireg from these studies of classroom instructional.

ctiZes is,that they, are not consistent with the objectives commonly believed to

be hose Of science education. The goals and objectives one would infer from class,-

room ractice are; not those,commonly stated and promoted.

Student Characteristics

The obvious major characteristic of students which emerges from the studies

is an apparent low motivation, at least as perceived by teachers. Lack of motiva-

tion ialviewed as amajor problem and it is a common professional topic in teachers'.

lounges (CSSE 15:23)'. Sixty-to seventy percent'of grades 7-12 teachers felt that

"lack,of student interest in-subject" was at least somewhat of a problem (RTI ]r58).

'Another student characteristic that poses a learning difficulty /as perceived

by,-teachers is poor reading abiiity. Seventy to eighty percent of teachers,

grades 4-12, feel that "inadequate student reading abilities" is a moderate to

serious problem (RTI 158). It is reported that 40-44% of secondary principals

-agree withAeachers about reading problems, butfew perceive lack of student

interest as a jroblem in science (RTI B:131).

The matter of student motivation can be viewed with respect to the grading

system. Competition in the classroom and the grading system are an important

positive contribution to motivating the academically able student (CSSE 15:23).

On 'the other hand, "the middle range of students is seen as being indifferent to

grades An districts large enough to have a'highly Stratified atudent body." This

situation, along with the fact that the lower range of students often are somewhat

_interested. in grades, is substantiated by data other than reported in these studies

(CSSE 15:30).

Student attitudes toward science and society also are of interest. The NAEP

investigatiOns indicate that students feel. that they can contribute toward the

solution of certain problems such as ellergy waste, accidents and pollution (NAEP

CO3A01), and they definitely are willing to get actively involved in helping to

solve world problems (NAEP CO3A02). Approximately one-half of 13- and 17-

year olds indicated that they "often" to "sometimes" use scientific approaches

when solving problems outside of science class (NAEP C04A07).: and most -f-661----



that science and technology can help solve such problems as pollution, disease,

and:drug-abuse (NAEP C05

On the other hand, on abbut half of,the students seem to know that science

and 'technology can cause pr blems ss well as solve them. Such naivete is another

confirmation of the fact that\goal,cluster II, societal needs, is given little

atieneibnin the Curriculum.

Another studentdharacteristic.provides insight as to the role of second ry

schools in providing general education in science. Physics and chemistry s-silents

are not average students. The type of students Who select physics, for example,

consistently tend to be above average in IQ, interested in mathematics and science,

,and interested in careers that will use science (OSU 35). The average student

getS no physical science in senior high school.

Evaluation

Attention to accountability is on the increase and the assumptiOn that it is,

of value for schools is not being challenged (CSSE 17:10). This movement toward

accountability is reflected in minimum competency tests, criteria-referenced diag=

nostic tests Sand standardized achievement tests. "We found no actual evidence of

the validity of these accountability procedures. But, neither teachers nor technicaly

people at the disttict were seen to be raising questions about validity" (,CSSE 17J11).

It also is inter sting to note that even though these approaches to accountability

emphasize objective measures of student performance, most expressions of the

yerformancg of the schools were in terms which reflected the reasons why the

schools were supported by the community (CSSE 17:11).

The testing employed in schools include both teacher-made tests which are

used quite frequently and standardized tests administered by the district. Science

standardized tests were used in 43% of the K-6 schools and 33% of the 7-12 schools

(RT1.27-37). The most frequently reported use of the results of "the standardized

science tests was for reporting results to teacher and parents; The moderate use

in revising curricula and planning inservice education was noted mainly at the K-6

level (RTI 200-202).

Even though evaluation as described here was valued, there were reservations

about the cost of it in terms,of instructional time. "Many teachers spoke highly,

of the increased manageability of instruction through objectivication but objected

to instructional time diminished by time taken by testing and were apprehensive about

what might be done outside the classroom with the test scores" (CSSE).



Summary

The overall impreSsion that one receives from the four studies is mixed. Clearly,

;there are many worthwhile things taking place-3n school science even as support for

science 4n curriculum declines. On the other hand, an examination of contemporary-
/

school science in terms.of thetour_broad goal clusters suggests that much of what

is taking place does not address the-needs and interests of the majority of American

youth.

$'
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Recommendatio4 for Physical Science Education

Introduction

The recommendations made in this section of the report are an outgrowth of

the analyses reported on in the preceding sections and summarized again below.

The proceis of formulating recommendations is one of logiCal analysis of the

.distrepancies between the various desired states and actual states of physical

science, education programs. Any attempt to identify such discrepancies, however,
/

'requires that value judgements be made. In describing desiied states, such values
f,

Judgments were avoided as much as.possible, and the descriptive framework developed

was intended to make allowance for whatever set of values a particular individual

might bring to the situation. At this point, however, value judgments cannot be

entirely avoided When they are necessarf, they will be made as explicit as

possible.

The recommendations presented here reflect not only the value judgments of

the members of the physical science focus group but also their thorough knowledge

of the.four studies under consideration, as well as knowledge of the state of

physical science education today based on their own experience. Working as a

group, they engaged in extensive discussion during a series of four threerday

sessions in which they compiled their individual work, reacted to the input of

the supevisory group and developed their various reports including the recommendations

contained herein.

Summary of Desired States

The purpose of describing "desired states" was to develop a conceptual frame-

work for synthesizing the results of the four major research studies and formulating

the recommendations which would grow out of them. This conceptual framework

consisted of a set of goal clusters, physical science themes and critical elements

in the educational setting. For/Purposes of the work at hand, a description of

the goal clusters is most relevant and is given below.

The wide variety of physical science education goals was placed in four clusters.

They are presented below withTillew brief and very specific examples of desired

student outcomes that may help to convey the meaning of each goal cluster as it

pertains to the physical science.
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I. -Persona-1 Needs. Those goals which pertain to preparing individuals

tdkuse science in their own lives and to live in an increasingly

technological world.

- Utilize science - based, knowledge of home heating systems, knowledge of
solar ra4iation and the use of trees to shield houses from it, and
knowledger=of-means-for-veddElf4-the-harmful_effects_of_ultraviolet
radiation.

I
.

7,

- Recognize that one's own opinions are often based on knowledge that
may be tentative. Therefore, one should be willing to alter opinions
based on new kno*ledge.

_ _ _

II. Societal Issues. Those goals which pertain to preparing informed

citizens who are able to deal resp-onsibly with science - related issues.

- Comprehend the origins and limitations ST the supply of ground water,
fossil fuels and mineral resources.

Comprehend the dangers, potentials and comparative advantages of
fusion-and fission technologies.

- Recognize that scientific knowledge is changing and thus deserves
financial support on the part of society in spite of what may appear
to some persons to be an inability, to obtain final answers.

III. Fundamental Knowledge. Those goals which pertain to acquiring acadp,mic

knowleage of science.
= Comprehend, apply, evaluate, and synthesize knowledge of
kinetics, dynamics, astrophysics, mechanics of fluids,
geophysics, physical geology, weather and climate.

- Comprehend, apply evaluate, analyze and synthesize know-
ledge of potential and kinetic-energy, wave phenomena,
sound; light, electromagnetic spectra, static and current
electricity, electronics, magnetism and electromagnetism,
and solar radiation.

IV. Career Preparation. Those goals which pertain to acquiring knowledge of

the nature and,scope of scientific and technological careers and the

propensity to utilize this knowledge in making a career decision.

Make appropriate career-related decisions based on competencies in

the areas of personal needs, societal issues and fundamental knowledge
as stated in the goal clusters above.

It

These goal clusters will be referred to again in discussing the recommendations

found later in this report.
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Summary of-Actual States

A previous section of this report contains a comprehensive description,of the

actual state of physical science education in1the United States as distilled from

the four studies. Although there is a multiplicity of significant finding reported

there, three main facets of the extant school situation stand out and are,
i

reported/

here.

First-, there is an obvious extensive, and almost exclusive attention to the
I

fundamental knowledge gok cluster with a concomitant inattention to the other

goal clugters of personal needs, societal issues and career preparation. While

isolated instances of attention to the otherthree goal clusters can be found,

the overall situation is one in which the fundamental knOwledge goal cluker is

almost completely and exclusively dominant.

Second, the curriculum is textbook-bound. In other words, once a decision

has been made as to what textbook will be used in a particular course, he curriculum

has heen determine d, and from that point on any curriculum decisions made are ones
4

of selection from the materialtin that book. The text is used as the authority

andsourcj of information.

Third, but not of least importance, is the key role played by the teacher. The

c ra"cter of the educational experience received by a sLent in a particular class-

ro m is largely a function of who the teacher is. Although the teachLr does not

Aerate in complete isolation, what variations are /found from 'One classroom to

another are largely a function of the individual/teacher and, more significant

yet, what happens in American schools as a whole is largely a reflection of th:-

Values held in common by teachers. 1

The true significance and impact of this' key role of the teacher cannot be

understood independently of the previous two matters; namely, the almost exclusive

attention to the fundamental knowledge goal cluster and the textboolk domination

of the curriculum. These factors are/highly interactive. The goals pursued in

physical science classrooms are the ones valued by teachers, and, py and large, they

are the same goals that are reflected In the textbooks. Looking lUrther, one sees

that teachers clearly are the main influence in choosing the textbooks, even though

the decisions are not left entirely in_their hands. In addition,Iteachers value

a textbook-oriented approach.

It should also be noted that teachers and other school personnel are responsive

to external influenc'es such as the community of which they are aipart and the

colleges for which they are diligently preparing their students./ Although there

are some indicators in these four studies of the nature of teachers'aesponsiveness

to these external influences, this matter needs much further attention because it

2,5?
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may be the key to implementing changes in the schools.,

The Key Messages

In this section-the value judgments of the physical science focus group

become more explicit as their key messages are explicated as background for the

_recommendations to be made in a subsequent section. These value judgments become

apparent as didcrepanciesLare identified between the desired state and actual

statei'of physical science education. The identification of such discrepancies

by its very nature is somewhat negative, and it should be understood that this

identification of discrepancies is.not intended to paint a picture of physical

science education as being "all bad". Each of the, two major discrepancies

identified is followed by a key message,, more positive in tone, which points

toward significant potential change in'physical science education which would

be of -benefit,to American youth.

Narrow Goals

While the acquisition of fundamental knowledge about the physical sciences

is an acknowledged goal of instruction, this goal' tends to be pursued in a ,

rather narrow manner and to the exclusion of the other goal clusters of personal

needs; societal issues and career preparation. The rFsults of the four studies

make it abundantly clear that only the one goal cluster gets significant

attention. In addition, the focus upon'the textbook as authority, the lack of

laboratory work and the overwhelming avoidance of "inquiry teaching" raise

Serious questions as to whether or not this fundamental knowledge is pursued

in a context where problem-solving and applications of knowledge are given

significant attention.

Key Message' #1. The sciences especially the hvsical sciences rovide a
context in which students can acquire information and processes of problem-solving
and learn how to apply them to indentification and resolution or management of per-
sonal and societal problems. The knowledge and processes of the physical sciences
are applicable to all four goal clusters and instruction should be broadened to
give attention'to all four.'

Physical Science Not Valued

Science, especially the physical sciences, is not a valued part of the public

school curriculum of general education for all students. The physical sciences

are given little attention in the general' education requirements of students,

especially in the high school yeart*.

The only widespread, systematic exposure to physical science occurs in the

science programs of middle schools. The physical science instruction at this

level often is limited by: (a) lack of equipment, (b) teachers who are not
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adequately prepaied in all areas of the physical sciences, (c) a textbook emphasis

with resultant limited instructional approaches, and (d),A narrow set of goals as

described. previously.

Physical science in the senior high school is beSt characterized as elitist.

EnrollmentS in physics and chemistry are low, limited to some of the students who

are preparing for college and /'or are especially interested in science-related

careers. Enrollments of young women and minorities are low, with resulting far-
,

reaching social implications.

Key Message #2. Physical science education should become an important part
'of "general education for all students at all levels, including_the senior high
schbol level. The physical sciences should be an important part of_general education
because appropriate experiences with the physical sCiences can contribute to the
development of important cognitive skills; and knowledge about the physical sciences
and the ability to apply the methods of scientific analysis to personal needs and
societal issues are of`major importance in today's world.. _Students can be expected
to -apply their knowledge about science to situations they encounter in their daily
lives-only if they are specifically taught to do sb and are given opportunity to
practice these skills.

Recommendations

The recommendations presented in this section are an outgrowth of the analysis

of the -extant educational situation as described previously. Five major recommenda-

tions are provided with a brj.ef rationale for each one and an elaboration in1the

form of a series of more specific and detailed recommendations.

Goals, and Objectives

Recommendation #1. The goals of the physical science education should be
broadened to include the fre uentiv es oused oars of American education which deal-4r--
with personal needs, societal issues and career awareness in addition to the typical
and important fundamental knowledge goal and should be extended to include all levels
of the school program from kindergarten through the senior high school.

The current situation in physical science education, as indicated earlier, is

one of considerable discrepancy between actual states and the ideal in terms of

the breadth of goals and the extent to which they are pursued in the school systems.

Physical science education his important contributions to make to the development

of cognitive skills, the resolution of many personal needs, the resolution of .

f

numerous societ4 issues, and entry into many occupations and professions.. Positive

change with reslect to educational goals in the area of physical science, education

will require that many matters, including the following, be attended to:

25,
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(1) The goals' of physical science education programs should include
'acquisition of physical-science-knowledge and scientific problem-
sOlving skills, and the ability to utilize this indwledge and the
processes of scientific problem-solving if dealing with personal
and societal problems and issues as well as career decisions.

(2) These goals should extend to all levels of the educational program
for all students even though the relative.emphasis will vary frbm
school to school, and even within schools, according to such factors
as student age, interests, and long-term goals, particularly with
respect to 'career preparation.

(3)4 For each of the four major goal clusters, i;Xplicit selection criteria
for Obiectives should be defined and all objectives carefully evaluated
on the basis of the agreed upon criteria. (These specific objectives,
must take into account the importance of all goal clusters, and, relevant
selection criteria should be drawn from the physical science disciplines
themselves, the psychology of learning, and various student characteristics
such as age, mental ability, interests /and goals.

Program Development and Modieication
1

Recommendation #2. Existing physical science programs should be modified and
new programs developed to provide all students at all grade levels with a broader
and more extensive experience especially with physical science content and processes
as they apply to the goal clusters of personal needs, societal issues and career
awareness.

The rationale for this recommendation is an obvious outgrowth of the synthesized

findings of the RTI, CSSE, OSU and NAEP studies. They clearly indicate a general

lack of attention to personal needs, societal issues and career awareness in existing

physical science courses. In addition, there is an obvious absence of physical

science experiences for most high school students (i.e., those not taking Physics

or chemistry) and a tendency for women and minority students to avoid existing

high school physical science courses. A further indication of the importance of

this recommendation is the relatively low level of understanding among seventeen-
/

year-olds and adults of ways in which basic physical science principles are applied

and relate to personal needs and societal problems. The specific facets of this

broad recommendation include the following:

(1) New programs for grades 7 - 9 should be developed ard disseminated,
and existing programs modified to give greater emphasis to the goal
clusters of 1,7grsonal needs, societal issues and career preparation.
There should be an intensified dissemination of existing programs
that provide such emphasis. A

(2) _Existing chemistry and physics courses should be modified to give a
more appropriate emphasis to the goal clusters of personal needs,
societal issues and career preparaton.
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(3) New physical science prograMs for gradeS 9 - 12 should be developed
and disseminated which emphasize the goal clusters of personal needs,
societal issues and career Awareness and are lappropriafe for ind
attractive to the majority of students (including women and racial
minorities) not now served by the high school physics and cheMistry
courses.. The dissemination of existing programs having this emphasis
should be intensified.

(4) Interdisciplinary programs (courses, modules, activities, etc.) should
be dtqloped which focus on personal and societal needs and incorporate
.the relevant physical science Content.

(5) Appr6priate physical science content should be introduced into current
courses that deal with personal needs, societal problems and careers,
e.g., social studies, home. economics, industrial education, and
mathematics.

(6) The coures so developed or tiodified should have many of the following
characteristics if the above recommendations are to be fully realized:

(a) Opportunities should be provided for students to pursue individual
needs, goals and interests, e.g., provision could be male for
modularity, a°project approach, or time periods for investigating
individual topics.

(b). Opportunities should be provided to apply science processes to\
real-world problems that have no pat solutions hut require
compromise and optimization.

..(c) Personal needs, societal issues and career preparation should be
considered intrinsic to all facets of these science programs.

(d) Basic concepts of physical science should be dealt with in.the
context of socially relevant problems.

(e) Opportunities should be provided for students to interact with
people workirig in science-related fields.

(f) Opportunities.should be provided for students to identify
with perSons of different lifestyles, socio-economic status,
ethnicity, and sex who are fully participating in-the scientific
enterprise.

(g) Emphasis should be'placed on the means by which scientific
knowledge is generated.

(h) ',Learning experiences should be provided which include' laboratory
experiences, out-of-school experiences, illustrations of different'
problem-solving styles, opportunities to loOk outward fromra Uisdipline
to find understanding of its problems, exploratory activities that
involve talking, guessing, and hypotheSizing, and opportunities to
participate in actual or simula red research.
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Teacher Education

Recommendation #3. Preservice and inservice teacher education programs should
be developed Which include emphasis upon personal needs, societal issues and career
preparation, as well as the means which these areas can be utilized as settings

lesizil22YBLpLIgandevahamantaiiforalin',analzinsvnttcnowlecir. in the

physical sciences.

The synthesized results of the four studies clearly indicate that the teacher

is the key to th'e educational process under consideration here. Goals can be changed

and programS can be modified but their realization is dependent upon the teacher.

One of the major means by which teachers are influeinced is professional development

programs. Teachers have positive feelings about science-related inservice program

and staff development activities. They expresS a need and desire to participate

in.such, especia114, those dealing with teaching approaches and the content of their .

specific field of SOence:
,

Amonf the specific suggestions which elaborate upon

this recommendation are the following:

(1) Steps should,be taken to increase the awareness of the need for expanded
inseryiceducation programs. A higheripriority, for staff development on
the Art of funding agencies, local school boards and school administrators
should be en'ouraged.

(2) Incentives shbuld be provided that will encourage teachers to participac e
in nationally and locally developed inservice education programs and
staff development activities. Such incentives might be free tuition
(as per the highly successful NSF institute plan), release time,

stipends and honoraria.

(3) Inservice education programs should be'developed which are locally
relevant to theleeds of the participating teachers and are designed
to drsseminatesuccessful programs. - Emphasis should be siven to all
of the goal clusters, to the higher level cognitive domain, and the
relevant physical science content.

(4) Undergraduate science teacher education courses should be modified to
include more emphasis upon all of the goal clusters and the means for
attaining these goals for all students.

(5) A resource utilization plan should be developed that will provide
materials, ideas, and other assistance to interested teachers upon
request. The plan developed and implemented should/ provide a means
for identifying and organizing existing curricultffulmaterials and
tailoring existing materials to current curricular modes*.

. (6) A major goal of these activities should be the internalization of
a high value on physical science for all students and the pursuit
of broad goals for instruction in this area.
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Evaluation

Recommendation #4. Measures of desired outcomes pertaining to personal needs,
societal issues and career awareness should be introduced into the various tests
of student achievement and broader district-level evaluation programs which will
give to these goal clusters such emphasis as indicated by citizen and, science
groups through the established accountability mechanisms:

O

The standardized tests that are "imposed" upon teachers by their districts

or other larger units have a major impact upon what teachers attempt to teach.

Potentially, testing requirements are one of the major leverage' points in bringing

about change inthe curriculum. Thus, it is recommended that attempts be made to

influence the groups developing these instruments through awareness conferences,

publications and development of sample exemplary instruments. In this regard, the

role of the National Assesment of Educacional Progress, and professional societies

is important. It is recommended that NAEP emphasize the personal needs, societal

issues'and career awareness goal clusters even more than2they haveDin the past and

that their "released" items be presented to school district personnel as models

where appropriate.' Thus,the specific recommendations are the &lowing:

(1) NAEP should be informed of the results of Project Synthesis anl
requested to give high priority to changing the emphasis within the

science assessment to that indicated herein.

(2) Awareness.conferences should be conducted for district-level personnel
who develop tept4 for their districts.

(3) Appropriate articles should be written for test personnel encouraging
them to pursue Recommendation #4.

'(4) Banks of appropriate test items should be provided for school district
personnel to draw upon in developing their local district accountability
procedures.

(5) Professional science teaching societies should be encouraged to develop
or acquire appropriate item banks and encourage their use.

(6) Established citizen-accountability groups should be informed (through
conferences and publications such as a booklet for committee members)
of the need in question and encouraged to use their influence to, assure
that appropriate modifications to tests are made.

(7) NIE should be encouraged to maintain an assessment of science through NAEP.

(8) The National Science Teachers Association should be urged to hold item-
writing (or selection) sessions for supervisors and other leaders at -

their annual conventions. Such sessions should focus upon "how to do"
topics with respect to evaluation.

/
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Recommendation #5. Research should be encouraged in areas that have particular
potential for influencing science education 'Practice, and the results should be
disseminated to those individual's, groups, organizations and institutions having
the potential for placing the relevant findings into practice.

The synthesized, results of the four studies not only produte new insights as

to future directions for educational practice but raise further questions which

if diligently pursued have the potential of benefiting students. Among the

specific topics having high priority for research are the rollowing:

(1) The determination of the effect of science instruction/On the
development of general cognitive skills such as reasoning,
language and mathematics skills.

(2) The determination of the "real world" outcomes of science instruction
(e.g., do people choose careers more wisely, eat more sensibly, avoid.

/hazards, particpate in scilfce-related political decisions, and attack
/problems more effectively?).

(3/ The identification d course offerings which are effective in promoting
science achievement in all goal clusters.

(4) The identification of specific teaching strategies and behaviors
relating to physical science achievement, especially as they pertain
to the personal needs, societal issues and career awareness goal
clusters and as they pertain to students who now take little or no
physical science in high school.

he)

. .

(5) T determination of the relationships between student motivation and
(a) the percentage of time (emphasis) on the personal needs, societal
issues and career awareness goal clusters, (b) instructional'approadhes
(traditional vs. inquiry approaches), (c) the level of cognitive learning
emphasized, and (d) affective learning.

2B
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INQUIRY PHASE I REPORT:. THE DESIRED STATE OF INQUIRY

Background

s

The general process by which human beings seek information or understanding

is called inquiry.. Broadly conceived, inquiry is a way of thought. Scientific

inquiry is the subset of general inquiry that is concerned with the natural world

and is guided by certain beliefs and assumptions.

The description of a degired state of affairs for student understanding of.

inquiry presented in this .paper is.based int.part on earlier .writings of Klopfer

(1976). In addition, several beliefs guided our interpretation of the inquiry

\dcimain. These are listed below:

. 1. Inquiry as a way of thought is a valuable goal for education.

*

2. There are certain characteristics of the nature of scientific

inquiry that students ought to learn.

3. -Scientific inquiry isnot a prescribed set of steps, but it

does contain some\common elements that. need to be addressed.

4. Process is pervasi7 -- it, together with conceptual schemes,

is what is likely- remain after the vntent is forgotten.

5. We recogni,e and ad ocate the importance of informed attitudes

as an integral part f scientific inquiry. The following

statement describes t is point of view:

Students will po ess informed attitudes toward the process

of disciplined inquiry, particularly those processes and know-

ledge characteristics o scientific inquiry. Indications of

the existence of such a titudes will span the continuum from

merely being au)tre of a phenomenon (receiving) to making a

concerted effort to respond (organization). For some students,

attitudes toward scientific inquiry will become their life

outlook (characterization),.

Students will exhibit different feelings about different com-

ponents of the processes of science, but our desire is that students

will respond to the process of science with positive feelings (valuing).

In our statements of desired student outcomes we have chosen

to weave affective (feeling)statements in with our cognitive

(knowing)and skill (doing) statements.

263
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6. We recognize that all possible eSired student elements could

not be covered in a document such as this. Therefore, we have

sampled the domain of inquiry selecting those aspects that are

most important and presented examples of these across the four

goal clusters.

7. The student outcomes are pitched at the able high school,gralduate,

but we expect a range of competencies.

8. Some student outcome statements represent minimal outcomes. The

other student outome statements relate to those students who take

two or more science classes in high school. As usual, the intellec-

tual development and interests of the students must influence the

extent to which the non-minimal outcomes are met.

0
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Domain of Inquiry

The set of elements associated with the term "inquiry" has been divided into

three main themes and nine subthemes. These are presented in order of increasing

complexity and abstraction. Brief descriptive phrases are used to elaborate the

subthemes where necessary.

I. Processes or Method of Science,

A. Observing and Measuring

B. Seeing a Problem and Seeking Solutions

This process refers to that rather difficult task of recognizing or

choosing problems ana then through a combination of hard work, thought,

skill, past experience, or just plain luck, finding solutions to the

problems. Also involved re such things as problem recognition, devel-

oping hypotheses and testin hypotheses, often through experiments.

C. Interpreting Data-and Forming eneraliiations

D. Building, Testing and Revising a Theoretical Model

Theoretical models are viewed as c ceptual schemes that allow us to

"understand" a variety of phenomena i the natural world. Good models

are broadly genaralizeable and can be used to .generate predictions to

be tested. They indicate how observations and concepts are related.

II. Nature of Scientific Inquiry

A. Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

Scientific knowledge consists of ideas about natural phenomena in the

form of observations, laws, hypotheses, theories, models and assump-

tions. This knowledge is tentative. It is the product of human effort.

Science knowledge and the direction of inquiry itself is affected by

a number of psychological and sociological i4luences, such as,- the

social context in, which the scientific inquiry occurs. It comprises

the assumptions and metaphors of those who created it, those whose

principal aim was to satisfy their curiosity about natural phenomena.

Thus, there are limitations to scientific knowledge and scientific

inquiry --imitations related to psychological and sociological effects

and limitations possibly bounded within the domain of natural phenomena.

fJ
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There are some basic assumptions in scientific' inquiry which have en-

dured over a long Period of time. These assumptions about the natural

world include causality, noncapriciousness and intelligibility.

B. The'Diversity of Tactics and'Strategies in S i ntific Inquiry .

While different branches, of science share similar types of inquiry, there

are as many different "scientific methods" as/there are scientists.
iHowever, two modes of inquiry-are often recognizable: (a) stable inquiry--

inquiry'proceeding within the accepted scien ific knowledge of that

area; (b) fluid inquiry -- inquiry that-chal enges, -and perhaps alters,
e.,

the theoretical structure of the discipline.

C. Thetelf-testing and EmPiriCal Aspects-,of S ientific Inquiry

c

Scientific knowledge raises questions about phenomena. In an attempt

to answer these,questions, scientists hypotheses. Scientists

test these hypotheses by means of independent empirical verification.

Observations are gathered by different people under experimental cond

tions, and then these observations are conipared with predictions deduzed

from the original hypothesis.:' The obser ations used to verify or fllsify

the hypothesis are: (a) contingent upon he experimental conditionsiand

the instruments used to gather the data nd (b) judged true if they/are

based on sense data, repeatable by anyone trained in inquiry techni ues.

Theories are useful ("true") to the Pxtept to which scientists believe

in the confirming observations. Criteria for accepting a theory include

such things as logical coherence, simplicity, explanatory power, Predict

ive power and potential for growth in d veloping scientific" knowledge.

Theories guide observations. Disconfirming observations may lead to

modification, restriction in the scope /of application or replacement

of the theory.

III. Inquiry As A Way of Thought

A. Strategies of Inq 11 irY

1. Generation and selection of appropriate problem-solving strategies.

Is it a values (or values-related) question? If yes, use values-
'
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clarification strategies. (For example, see Values and Teaching by

Raths, Harmin and Simon.) Is the aim to develop scientific knowledge

and understanding? If yes, use strategies detailed in "Processes of

Sc.vmtific Inquiry." Is the purpose (need) to apply knowledge, skills,

and/or procedures to a personal or engineering-type problem? If

yes, use general problem-solving strategies. (?or example, see How

We Think by J. Dewey'or Critical Thinking by M.' Black.)' Is the

purpoge (need) ..o decide among alternative societal actions

be taken? If yes, use decision-making strategies. (For example,

see Developing Decision-Making Skills by D. Kurfman.)

NOTE: Whiche,;_:r set of strategies is selected, all the consider-

ations discussed under Evidence, Reasoning, Safeguards and Customs

apply.

2. Evidence

Includes questions of relevance, usefulness, judging reliability

and utilizing evidence to make decisions.

3. Reasoning

Includes logical reasoning, analogical reasoning, assumptions,

causality, multiple-causality and judging alternatives.

NOTE: Consideration also must be given here to alternative systems

of 1pkic expecially the logic systems of children (and adults?)

who have not attained the Piagetian formal operations stage.

B. Safeguards and Customs of Inquiry

These are the generally agreed-upon procedures, operating modes

or rules of the game (the "ethos") that individuals participating

in all
AO
forms of rational inquiry are expected to follow.. Some

of the more important procedures include open-mindedness; critical-

ness, including of one's self-; commitment to accuracy; integrity;

and sharing through public discussion seminars and written reports.

2",2
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Desired State For Critical Elements

Desired Student Outcomes

Goal Cluster,I:' Personal Needs.

Observing and Meaadririg------
K

*1. (Doing). Measures accurately those body symptoms e.g., blood

pressure, heartbeat, temperature, etc., that are important in

monitoring one's health.

e.

*2. (Doing). Observes and measures those consumer products to be

purchased to guard against fraud, deception or exorbitant costs.

*3. (Doing).. Observes and responds to phenomena in his/her environment

in order to insure personal safety.

Seeing a Problem and.Seeking Solutions

*1. (Knowing)'. Is able to form and test hypotheses around problems

related to personal needs and interests, e.g., acne, over-weight,

low grades, /autos that won't start;and water in the basement.

*2. (Doing). Could design and carry out an experiment to testa

problem, related to a personal need;.for example, which brand of

-peanuts contains the most oil, or do expensive gasoline brands

yield better\mileage than cheaper ones?

Interpreting Data and Forming Generalizations

*1. (Doing). Is able to understand critical data presented in graphs

and tables in daily newspapers and magazines.

*2. (Doing). Can record and present data on some bodily function,

e.g., daily temperature fluctuations as an indication of fertility.
O

*3. (Doing). Can judge the appropriateness of a tested hypothesis in

solving a personal problem, on the basis of data obtained; e.g.,

cost of gasoline and mileage rates.

*minimal outcomes
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Building, Tenting,. and Revising a Theoretical Model

1. (Attitude). Realize.that the possession of a few broadly en-
:

compa"Ssing models will assist in interpretations of and attitudes

-toward the environment. Examples include justice/fa.cmess,

socio-biology, evolution, compromise and democracy.

Scientific Knowledge :as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Doing). DiscusseS media reports, about scientific findings:

(a) appropriately using the term's: observations, laws, hypothe=

ses, theories, models and assumptions;-(b) expressing the tenta-

tiveness of the findings and (c) acknowledging the role of the

human mind and imagination in those-findings.

*2. (Doing). Classifies statements as being within or outside-the

realm of science.

*3. (Knowing). Deliberatciy recognizes that the relevance of scienti-

fic knOwledg,, !_s likely ludited to its own domain of inquiry.

(natural phenomena) and that other personal inquiries about one's

life may not use sCieqtific knowledge or scientific inquiry.

The DiveTsity of Tactics and Strategies in Scientific Inquiry

*1. ..(Knowing). Does NOT have faith in following a stepwise description

cif the'"sCientific method" as a way,to solve problems.

The Self-testing and Empirical Aspects of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Knowing). VieWs the "truth" of scientific theory in terms of

.its usefulness for explaining, prqicting.or encouraging growth

in science.

*2. (Attitude). When engaged in scientific inquiry, values the empiri-

cal verification basis of science. 4

Strategies of Inquiry

1. (Attitude). Enjoys the challenge of refining problematic situa-

tions into solvable probldms.

2. (Knowing). Can judge whether a problem has been identified.

*3. (Knowing). Can ask questions to determine what the problem to

be solved is.

O
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1 *4. (Knowing). Realizes hat it is necessary.to determine

of the reliability of certain new evidence which shows
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the extent

that there

its no connection between cigarette-smoking and lung cancer in humans.

'(Doing). Identifies the source of certain new evidence concerning

\the connection between smoking and lung cancer as the Tobacco

Institute (a research organization sponsored by the tobacco industry).

(Doing). Identifies the source of certain new evidence concerning

theconnectionbetweensmokingsandaung cancer as a university

research study sponsored by the U. Public Health Services.

1

7. (Doing). Studies the-research report containing new evidence con-

.
cerning ithe4onnection between smokingland lu cancer to find out

the conditions under which he udy was carried out.

NN'
8. (Doing). Uses evidente from a va ty of sources to make decisions

about personal health prdblems.

9. (Knowing). Can apply rules of "if-then" reasoning to personal prob-

lems such that (1) acceptance of `t\he "if- part" requires acceptance

of.the "then- part ", but not necessarily vice versa, and (2) denial

of the "then-part", requires denial of the "if-part", but not nece/S1

sarily vice versa.

Safeguards and Customs of Inquiry

Accepts open-mindedne*1. (Knowing).

inquiry.

2. (Doing). Accepts criticism of

solving activities.

*3. (Doing). Expresses skepticism

remedies and procedures (e.g.,

health.

*4. (Attitude). Del:lands

of the effectiveness

the

-
s as a prerequisite to successful

outcomes of one's own problem-

lbout the effectivenees of untested

fad diets) concerning one's personal

to see corroborating evidence to

of substance X in curing cancer.

support claims

1

*5. (Attitude). Is committed to acc racy in reporting the outcomes of

laboratory investigations in Science classes.

Goal Cluster II.: Societal Issues.

Observing and Measuring

*1. (Doing) . Can measure personl actions that have influence on

275\
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society, monitors'through measuring techniques the heat

loss of a home.

*2. (Doing); Observes the impact of his /her actions on the rest of

society, bOth those that are negative (noise pollution), and those

that are positive (not smoking in a crowded room).

Seeing a Problem and Seeking Solutions

*1. (Knowing). Able to recognize problems of society such as over

population, pollUtion, venereal disease and lung cancer.

*2. (Doing). Can design and carry 4sit actual miniexperiments to test

hypotheses about the various problems of society, e.g., water

and air pollution.

*3. (Attitude). Is supportive
,

of the allocation of public funds

for use in solving the sciencerelated problems of society.

Interpreting Data and Ifrming Generalizations

*1. (Doing). Can interpret data presented about a societal. problem

and judge its implications for personal behavior; e.g., the

relationship of limiting speeds to 55 mph to resulting-gas usage./

Building, Testing, and Revising a Theoretical Model

1. (Knowing). Several models are proposed as accounting for Social

behavior. iinsofar as these are adequate, it seems important that

students are familiar with them. Some examples !include justice/

fairness, 'Sociobiology, evolution, compromise and democrat,.

Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Kn/owing). Anticipates that scientific knowledge related to

societal issues may change and will,,therefOre demand a different

pcit of view in order to use the latered knowledge.

2. (Doing). Abstracts from a societal issue the component related

to natural phenomena, identifying this component as being germane

/to scientific knowledge and, scientific inquiry.

*3. (Attitude). Expiesses a view that' the support of the scientific,

entetprise,'if it is to take place atall, must take place in the

form of support of human needs (those of the scientists).

*4. (Knowing). ,Consciously acknowledges that the fundamental driving
(
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force of a scieatist doing inquiry likely,.emerges from,his or her

,

curiosity about natural phenomena, rather than.from his or her i vorve-

7
..-

ment in a societal issue.

7
the Diversity of Tactics and Strategies in ScientifiC Inquiry

1. (Attitude). Accepts or anticipates that the science component of a

societal issue can give rise to different solutions..

The Self-testing and Eppirical Aspects'of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Knowing). Recognizes that scientific' theories (which relate to

a societal issue) are considered useful in the realm of science,

however, they may not necessarily be considered useful in terms

of societal issues.

*2. (Attitude). Does not expect scientists, to use knowledge in

their scientific thinking unless it has been verified empirically

by independent groups.

Strategies of Inquiry

1. (Knowing). Is sensitive to the importance of making decisions

about selecting the appropriate strategies for solving science-

related societal problems.

2. (Attitude). Has faith in the power of reason and in systemic

approaches to problem-sOlving for science-related social problems.

. (Knowing). Can decide what the main issues of a simple science-

related social problem are.

*4. (Knowing). Can decide what is and wh, : is not scientific evidence

in a simple science-related social issue.

5. (Doing). Identifies evidence from prepared sources (i.e., news-
,

paper and magazine articles), that relate to- decisions for science-
.

related social problem;....

. 6. (Attitude). Enjoys identifying the evidence needed for decision7

Making.about science-related social issues.

7. (Attitude). Consistently seeks out information to determine the.

extent of the reliability of evidence concerning the expected

depletion of fossil fuels and the shortages of other energy resources,

8. (Doing). Identifies two or more possible decision alternatives for

science-related social issues.

9. (Doing). Evaluates the consequences of each alternative in a

decision-making situation for science-related social issues.
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Safeguards and Customs of Inquiry

1. (Doing). Searches out alternative ways of possibly getting

to the major goal in a science-related.social issue.

*2. (Knowing). Acknowledges the desirability of considering various

alternative viewpoints concerning science-related social issues.

3. (Doing)." Considers the Trgumets of persons who hold viewpoints

different from his/her oim concerning solutions to the energy crisis.

4. (Attitude). Consistently insists on giving opportunities to be

heard to proponents of various viewpoints concerning water and

air pollution issues. ,

5. (Doing). Revises conclusions or opinions about science-related

social issues in the light of new reliable evidence.

6. (Attitude). Deliberately examines a variety of viewpoints on

various environmental issues in the process of formin'g opinions

:about them.

7. (Doing). Compares the Adequacy and reasonab1enesS of several

proposed solutions to the problem of the grlowth of the human

population.

8. (Doing). Suspends judgment on a proposed solution to a science-

related social issue when insufficient, evidence is presented.

9. (Attitude). Takes pains to clearly and consistently distinguish

between observations ,and empirical data (on the one hand) and,

interpretations of observations and causal inferences or explana-

tions (on the other hand) when discussing the results of an inves-

tigation of a science - related social problem.

10. (Attitude).- Consistently calls attention to the need to obtain

accurate and reliable data on Ole potential environmental risks

of building a new nuclear power plant.
4

11. (Doing). Changes one's opinion about controversial issues

concerning the environment when a reexamination of the evidence

warrants a revised-opinion.

2
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12. (Attitude). Consistently employs only reliable evidence, rather
.

than propaganda, to support his/her viewpoint on a science -

related social issue.

Goal Cluster III: Fundamental Knowledge.

Observing and, Measuring

*1. (Doing). Is able to.observe and describe objects and phenomena

including change) using appropriate language.

*2. (Knowing). Can list or identify differences and similarities

among two or more objects.

*3. (Doing). Uses the tools-a scientist uses to improve his obsrva-

tional capacity (e.g., microscope, telescope, camera).

*4. (Knowing). Is able to measure objects and events by selecting

appropriate mea'suring instruments: .

*5. (Doing). Estimates measurement with relrtive (appropriate)

accuracy.

*6. ,(Knowing). Knows the precision (errors) in a given statement.

Seeing a Problem'arid Seeking' Solutions

*1. (Knowing). Can recognize and select problems.

*2. (Doing). Formulates working hypotheses.

*3. (Knowing). Can select tests suitable for various hypotheses.

*4. (Doing). Designs and conducts experimental tests of hypotheses.

*5.. (Knowing). Recognizes that problem selection and hypothesis

formation art: someL.Imes accomplished in direct and programmed

ways, and other times they are very much unpredictable prOcessel.

In both cases, hoWever, they involve Intelligence and patient,

hard work, though neither guarantees success.

Interpreting Data and Forming Generalizations

*1. (Doing). Can process (e.g., record, list, summarize, etc.)

data from experiments and observations.

2. (Attitude). Sees value in presenting data in the for.; of

-functional relationships,e.g., tables, graphs, equations.

279
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*3. (Knowing). Can interpret patterns and trends of experimental

data and observations.

44%

*4. (Knowing). Ig able to carry out the processes of extrapolation
A4
and interpolatiaialiriaerstands the limitations of these processes.

44

. (Doing). Can evaluate 'the hypothesis tested on-the basis of data

obtained.
.

6. (Doing). Can formulate generalizations appropriate to relation-

ships among data obtained in experiments, e.g., the longer the

pendulum, the larger the period.

Building, Testing, and ,Revising a Theoretical Model

*1. (Attitude). Recognizes need for th-Dretical models to relate

different phenomena and principles.

2. (Doing). Can formulate a theoretical model in the various science

content areas.

3. (Knowing). Can specify which phenomena and principles are included

in a model.

4. (Doing). Deduces new hypotheses from an existing theory.

5. (Knowing). Can evaluate results of experiences to test a theore-
0

tical model.

6. (Knowing). Can refute or revise a proposed model on the basis of

experimental observations or interpretations.

Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Knowing). Recognizes examples of the following types of

scientific knowledge: observations,. laws, hypotheses, theories,

models and assumptions.,

*2. (Doing). Cites examples of earlier and current scientific

explanations which have been, or are being, altered.

*3...(Attitude). Expresses the view that the students' science

textbOok will need to be rewritten by tile time their children

study science (in order'to revise laws, hypotheses, theories and

models contained in that test).

*4. (Doing). Describes human characteristics which facilitate the

growth of scientific knowledge.

260.
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The Diversity of Tactics and Strategies in Scientific Inquiry

*1. (Doing). Descilbes examples of stable and fluid inquiry which

the student has experienced in science classes and which are

being carried out in'science at the present time.'

*2. (Attitude). Expresses the view that different scientistsimay use

different methods of inquiry becauseof individual' differences

among scientists.

The Self-testing and Empirical Aspects o. Scientific Inquiry

*1. (Knowing). Recognizes instances of independent empirical
1

verification.

*2. (Knowing). Cites independent empirical verification as a basic

criterion for judging the "truth" of scientific statements.

-*3. (KnOwing). Adknowledges that scientist:. deal with hypotheses,

theories and models in terms of their usefulness (in explaining,

predicting and encouraging growth in science) and not is terms of

their absolute truth.

4. (Doing). Cites examples of theories or models which are used in

science today in spite of their having some inaccuracies.

*5. (Attitude). Expects theories to be altered, restricted, or

replaced, in the light of conflicting observations.

Strategies of Inquiry

*1. (Knowing). Can grasp the meanirg of simple scientific statements

and recognize them as being evidence for or against some conclu-

sion. (L.:ample: knows that the statement, "Wood floats in water"

implies that "wood is lighter than water" and "whatIver is lighter

than:water floats on it.")

2. (Doing). Judges whether an inductive generalization based upon

a laboratory experiment is warranted.

3. (Knowing).' Can judge whether proposed alternative courses of

action are adequate, such that the alternatives are likely to

facilitate achievement of the decision goal, within the limits of

existing resources and goals.

'Safeguards and Customs of f-lquiry

1. (Attitude). Voluntarily seeks the crOpism of others on the

data and interpretations of his/her experiments. 281
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2. (Doing). DesignS an experiment to test a certain hypothesis

which is contrary to the.hypothesis he/she believes to be

correct.
0

3. (Doing). Accepts the disagreement of scientists about

interpretations of the outcomes of scientific research.

4. (Doing). Designs a new experiment to again test a hypo-

thesis which he/she already found to be correct in

several previous experiments.

5. (Doing). Identifies logical f1aWs in the interpretations

of observations in an experiment.

*6. (Attitude). Is committed to the necessity of accuracy in the

work of scientists.

*7. -(Doing). Records all dataawhich he/she observes in experi-

tents and only data which he/she observes.

8. (Attitude). Takes pride in the accuracy of data he/she

collects in experiments.

9. (Attitude). Prefers statements about experimental findings

which are precise and coherent, rather than imprecise

and incoherent.

10. (Knowing). Is aware or accepts the proposition that

scientific progress resides in the integrity of scientists.

11. (Knowing). Accepts the valuing of freedom of inquiry as a

necessity for scientific investigation.

12. (Attitude). Consistently avoids making too great an exagger-

ation of the significance of findings in an investigation

Tie /she has carriea out. 1

*13. (DOing). Never fails to eport the complete set of

observations in an investigation, rather than leaving out

cases unfavorable to his/her hypothesis.

2Qti
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14. (Knowing). Is aware that science is a social phenomenon

and progresses through publication and discussion of the

findings' of scientific work.

15. (Doing). Participates in communicating the rtIsults of his/

her.outcomes in the solution of scientific problems.

Goal Cluster IV: Career Education and Preparation.

-ObserVing and Measuring

*1. (Doing). Participates in a variety of observational and measure-

ment activities.to sufficiently examine the potential and

interest to thtm for a career in science.

Seeing a Problem and Seeking Solutions

*1. (Attitude). Enjoys involvement in opportunities to participate

in science-related problem identification and solutions.

Interpreting Data and Forming Generalizations

1. (Doing). Has sufficient training in data interpretation to "ue

able to continue the training sequence if interested.

. 2. (Doing). Has experienced the successes and problems of.inter-

-preting data and forming generalizations to realistically con-

sider careers in science.

Building, Testing, and Revising a Theoretical Model

*1. (Attitude). Involved in the process of building, testing, and

revising theoretical models to such an extent to be able to

judge interest and competency in the process and can judge

potential as future scientists and engineers.

*2. (Attitude). Appreciates the value of models in understanding

natural phenomena and is interested in pursuing careers that

use such approaches.

Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

1. (Knowing). Recognizes the primary need to be curious about natural

phenoTena in order to be suitable for a science vocation.

283
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2. (Knowing). Recognizes the latitude in science for expressing

human ingenuity and creativeness.

The Diversity of Tactics and Strategies in Scientific Inquiry

1. (Knowing). Reco nizes that a career in sr.ience does not requir'

a singular role, but is open to a number of differntbroles.

The Self-testing and Empirical Aspects of Scientific Inquiry

(Empty set)

Strategies of Inquiry

t1. (Doing). Decides iahat the main issues of selecting

science career are.

2. (Doing). Identifies the scurces of conflicting elfdence dealing

with the representation of women scientii.,ts dn various science

fields.

Safegualds and Customs of Inquiry

I. (Doing). Values open-mindedness in those who pursue scientific

careers.

Desired Program Characteristics

1. Requires an explicit statement of desired odtcomes.

(See preceding lists to determine which are needed for each goal

cluster.)

2. Should include assessment/evaluation procedures.

3. Should have provision for student involvement in kinds of experiences

appropriate to atta'n desi tcomes, e.g., lab or real world

opportunities i the onal, social, knowledge and career clusters.

4. Should be mad- available to everyone remembering the match of

activities of programs to abilities, skills and cognitive-
'1

abilities of learfiers.

25 4
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5. Present content consistent withithe desi ed student outcomes.

6. Should give attention to develo'ment of Jattitudes and examination of

valuas.

i.7. Could utilize the history of scientific development as aAlehicle for

promoting the understanding of i

science processes.

Program Dissemination/Adoption - Desired S atgs

The group believes that these elemeuts are of a general nature and have

no special uniqueness for the inquiry group. The Synthesis Group should

look to the several models of dissemination and ' ilization in considering

this elemeiLt (e.g., Havelock, Hall, 'Rogers, Guba and dgrk).

Program Implementation - Desired States

Exbosure.

1. Proessiinquiry should be includled in all science courses.
1

2. Provisions should be made for early, repetitious exposure to inquiry

which continues through schooliPg and beyond and is "latched" to
1-

student characteristics.

3. Science programs must provide opportunities for "process" exposures to

students at all ages.

4. Content and process are inseparable -- the issue is not so much "time"

but, rather, how it is done. I

5. All students should be enrolled in "process7oriented" classes, but

the "match" problem must be a dressed; i.e., appropriate experiences

for differing student charact, ristics and stages of development.

Teacher Characteristics

1. Possess inquiry skills and value inquiry.

2. Possess teachipg skills to encourage inquiry skills in others; e.g.,

discussion leader.

3. Will model inquiry processes in a variety of problems (e.g.,

personal, social, discipline, career) some of which may lead to

value questioning.
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4. Will admit to errors or lack of knowledge.'

5. Trained by being involved in inquiry, especially in-service opportunities.

6. Will have had a course in applied philosophy of science; has done an

inquiry problem.

Classrcom Practices.

_L. The atmosphere Of a classroom should bte conducive to inquiry

a. "Easy" for students to ask questions

b. Risk-taking is encouraged -- students are provided with support

for inquiry

c. Opportunities for "hands on" experiences

d. Physical arrangement of classroom

e. "Science objects" and events are present

f. Ratio of student talk to teacher talk is high

2. A variety of classroom practices (lecture, drill, etc.) are appropri-

ate in'inquiry classrooms at different times; i.e., know there is a

time for doing . . . a time for knowing . . . a time for feeling.

3. Self-initiated inquiry should be encouraged.

4. Person-society-discipline-career inquiry topics are used in class.

Student Characteristics

How wells- matched are the desired student outcomes of the program

with the known characteristics (intellectual, demographic) of the

population?
O

Evaluation - Desired States

The group beleives that this element is of a general nature and has no

unique relevance for the inquiry group. A few things of general concern

are listed:
1

1. Constant formative evaluation is proyided for in effective science programs.

2. Continued improvement of evaluation techniques based on current research

findings.

3. Is the curriculum appropriate for the student population; e.g., student

perceptions?

°Qr.4 sj 0



4. Adequate

5. 'Constant
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evaluation processes should be used.

evaluation of the appropriateness of program goals. is

essential.

6. Different evaluation techniques and instruments should be used.

7.. Assess the extent to which desired states have been achieved.
;

tf
8. Identify discrepancies between actual and desired states.

9. Student evaluation techniques should reflect the various goal

clusters as an indication of their emphasis or existence.
sai

10. National and state assessments will reflect all goal clusters.
.5
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CHAPTER 9

PHASE II INQUIRY REPORT:

THE STATUS OF INQUIRY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Inquiry Group Members:

'Wayne Welch, Chairman
Leo Klopfer
Glen Aikenhead
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The Inquiry Group found it helpful to consider the status of science

education from a slightly different point of view than that reflected by our

original list of critical elements. The components of our revised structure

are context (potential), transactions (kinetics) and student outcomes (work),.

The analogy that comes to mind for the structure is the potential.energy,

kinetic energy, work done triad of physical science. The context for learning

science corresponds to potential energy. It refers.to the potential abilfty

of the system to accomplish learning and includes the critical :elements of

objectives, program chara'oteristics, protram dissemination/adoption and

aspects of exposure to science, teacher and student characteristics formerly

under the heading of program implementation. Transactions (including most

of the elements of program implementation and evaluation) are the kinetics

of the system which lead to certain student outcomes - work done.

Dr. NOrris Harms substituted for Dr. James Robinson for much of the Phase

If work.

9
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It was clear from, the Various data sources that not only the quantity, but

also the nature of science education which occurs in the classroom is heavily

dependent on the. larger context in which education takes place, (e.g., the prepara-

tion ethic, views, of the nature qf science, etc.). The purpose of this section is

to identify'some of the contextual factors which especially affect "inquiry"

learning.

Values About Science

One important factor which affects the amount of inquiry teaching is the

esteem which the school and community hold for science generallY. The evidence

available in the studies reflects a posiii've'view of science in schools and

among those influencing schools. Nearly all teachers and counselors recognize

the need for minimal competency in science. School,superintendents (CSSE 18:85)

and parents think any trend away from science education should be reversed

(CSSE 17:20, 18:35). there was considerable support from all groups for a federal

role in improvement of science education (CSSE 18:100) and there is some evidence

that younger students at least, "wish they had more science in school" (57% yes,

34% no) (NAEP, CO1 E05-B). Most states require at_least one year of science (RTI 25).

Although there seem to be general positive attitudes about the value of

science education, there do not appear to be strong forces working to promote

science education (CSSE 19:10). School supdiinteridents do not appear to give

science high priority (CSSE 17:20); state science requirements are declining

(0S1,1 121), and there is some evidence that science education is being displace?

by emphasis on 'areas such as the "back-to-basics" movement (CSSE 5:28, 17:19, 18:,55),,

flcitvocational education. It .appears many people tegard the basics as being the

3-R's and assume they can be learned separately and then applied without difficulty

to any field of thought. Although teachers generally express positive attitudes

about rhe value of science, "A substantial numbet...of teachers do not enjoy teaching

science-, do-not enjoy science themselves, do not take science-related coursework

after they graduate, and do not study science on their own " (OSU 122). In.

what may (or may not) have been an extreme case, one elementary principal said,

"I've had to almost force someone to put the. science kit in their classes. No

one wanted to have anything to do, with it " (CSSE -10:19).

291
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Beliefs of teachers and other adults about the nature of science is one

important determinant of the kind of science education that occurs in classrooms.

"The teachers' philosophy regarding what and how science should be taught has a

strong influence on how .teachers teach " (OSU 20). One teacher seemed to be

reflecting the apparent majority opinion when she said, "The kids are going to dig

out the facts. That's what scienceis, finding out the facts " (CSSE 1:27). If.

this statement is taken literally, al th ee facets of inquiry are ignored; in

reality, facts become facts with theory are verified as ifacts through inquiry

processes.

1

Resources Available

Because of its dependence on innovative curriculum development, non-textual

meterials, inservice education, building space and other material and human

resources, inquiry education is especially sensitive to the level of support it

receives. In many locations, real money available for Science and science

materials has been declining as more budget pressure is being exerted by other

needs, such as career education and-special education (OSU 122; CSSE B:4,

19:25/26, 18:41, 6:23). About half the superintendents and science supervisors

felt budget cuts had seriously affected the science curricula, but fewer than

20 percent felt that such cuts had resulted in "more teaching from textbook,

Mess with project and lab work " (CSSE 18:41).

A number of curricular developments in the last fifteen years have resulted

in inquiry-oriented materials (OSU 21). At the secondary level, however, they

were still subject- matter oriented and allowed little room for the spontaniety

necessary for inquiry (OSU 180-1) State and federal support of the new develop-

ments (which tend to be inquiry-oriented) peaked in the Sixties but dropped consi-
,

derably since (OSU 133). At one point in the 1960's, more than 30 million dollars

were earmarked by NSF for curriculum development. The level of support was less

' than 8 million dollars in 1975. The paterials were largely in text form, and

teachers have made little use of the rich supply of supplementary materials avail-

able for teaching science as inquiry; they haVe preferred to use the texts as

defining the course. 4
The:Valuing of "Inquiry"

Information regarding the perceived importance of inqUiry-related learning

appears ambiguous. Inquiry-related goal statements exist at the local and state

levels (OSU 160). Teachers and prinpipais rank "information-processing and

decision-making skills" very important (OSU 85, 179), and generally value first-
4
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hand learning (CSSE 1:25, 10:12). Howevey at the state level, inquiry-related

goal'statements.appeared in only 8 or 42 states responding; whereas, 18 states

listed content-oriented goal statements (OSU 168).
A

`There appears to be a discrepancy between existing general statements about
1

the importance of inquiry and the attention given it in piactice. Although

teachers made positive statements about the value of foquiry, they often felt

more 'responsibility to teach facts (CSSE 1:42, 12:154 13:17, 19:5), "thingsl

which show up on tests" (CSSE 13:18), "basics" (OSU 30, CSSE 9:3), and to stress

structure and the work ethic (CSSE 12:9).
Ak

At the district and state levels, there is generally little support available

from science curriculum specialists. Only 20 percent of the districtsreported_------

a full-time district coordinator or supervisor (RTI 39), only 55 percept of

the states had as many as one person .wOrking three-fourths time as a science

supervisor (RTI 32).

The Teacher-as Decision-Maker
* G

Classroom teachers appear to be the ultimate mediators of all the contextual

forces described above. "Teacher autonomy with regard to what is taught and

how -it is taught appeared widespread and should not be discredited " (CSSE 13:3).

"Almost every science teacher had strong ideas as to how the 'basics' imsc*ence

.should be definedand as to what kinds Of inquirywere good for students - and

theSe ideas were continuing to be the prime determinant of what went on in that

teacher's classroom " (CSSE 12:5).

Not onlY.do teachers make the ultimate decisions about the nature of the

science they teach,.they rely heavily on other teachers as sources of informa-
, 4-

tion about new developments. When asked what sources. of information abbut-new

developments were most useful, teachers at the prima'ry, elementary and junior

high 'levels ranked "other teachers" above all othei sources listed. At the

senior high'level, however, journals and college courses were ranked slightly

above teachers as sources 'of information (RTI 152; Table 73).,

Teacher Skills Related to Inquiry

The teaching of inquiry requires a number of teacher skills which are not

commonly required in traditional education. Manyteachers ared.11-prepared, in

their own eyes and the eyes of others, to guide students in inquiry learning

(CSSE 4:10,12:4, 13:; OSU 82-.83; RTI 47, 142, 148),, and over one third feel

29
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they receive inadequate support for such. teaching (RTI B: Q6 ). Most teachers
. , --

hadl not had adequate training._- hat would make them respond ;,'Ilstinctively"

to the fruitful observations of a student or.the penetrating qu tions of a

thOUghtful student (CSSE 16:8). Their college science training wa not likely,

to'eMphasize process skills (OSU 53) or research experience (CSSE 12. ). There

haVe been some attempts to improve process skill development in teacher training

programs (OSU. 57), and about half of the practicing teachers in 1970 had

attended NSF workshops (OSUi192). It is reasonable to expect that they have

received some inquiry-oriented instruction in these workshops. There is evide

that inquiry training can result in significant changes in inquiry teaching

method (OSU 79) and'that participation in,designing inquiry lesions is more

important than the knowledge of science in the development of process teaching

skills (OSU 66). However, the newer,curricula (with their inquiry foCus) had
1.

little effect on teacher certification standards (OSU 52).
1

The educational background of school principals doe's not generally prepare

them to supervise the teaching of science (RTI 46). Only about 10 percent of

the principals were science majors (compared to 28 percent social studies

majors and 20 percent English majors).

Teacher Opinion'About.inquiry Teaching

There was considerable evidence that teachers found inquiry approaches to

be very difficult CSSE 18:68). In some lases, they consider state mandates for

laboratory work impossible t6 meet (CSSE 1:81). About one-fifth cf,teachers

surveyed considered equipment and supplies too difficult. to get (CSSE 16:37,

1:60). Others considered inqUiry dangerous, especially in.discipline-problem

classrooms (OSU 166).

The second major reservation teachers expressed about inquiry teaching was

that 1.t didn't work for most students (CSSE 18.68). They see it as causing con-

fusion (CSSE 1:64) and too` difficult for any but the very brightest student

(CSSE 1:29, 1:92, 12:7). Some teachers, however, see the necessity for providing

concrete, hands-on experiences to lower ability students (CSSE 12:4,2). Apparently,

inquiry-experiences are considered Abstract and difficult by some teachers, but

concrete and simple byother teachers. This situation adds more evidence to

support our growing realization that the Words "inquiry" and "process" have At!ely

diverse, often conflicting, meanings for many teachers and for many science

educators.

O
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The,"Preearation" Ethicnd Inquiry Learning

There is considerable evidence that many teachers and parents consider the

primary purpose of science education to be preparation for the next level of

schooling (CSSE 13:10) There seemed to be general agreement that "the next

le7el", be it junior high, high school or college, would require preparation

in "knowledge" rather than in inquiry skills. The knowledge nature of college

entry exams ,(CSSE 4:8), the content of. college courses (CSSE 13:1) and the in-
1

tention of most students (70%) to go on to college (CSSE 18°:106) all work

together to convince parenis, teachers and students that, "next year" know-
,

ledge will be more highly valued than inquiry skillS. This knowledge emphasis

combined with the absence of eqUipment and poor preparation of teachers for

inquiry teaching, has certainly perpetuated the traditidnal pattern of "assign

study, discuss, and test" pervading most classrooms. This mode of instruction

of course, efficient if recall of facts and definitions is the goal of

instruction. Although there is some evidence that there is a trend toward

thinking of school classes as tools for eventual careers in a variety of fields

rather than_as aprelude to becoming a "scientist" (CSSE 12:23), this new

intent of preparation is still not an indication of any shift toward greater

1 emphasis on ingliry.

The "Socialization" Goal and Inquiry Learning

There is considerable evidenCe that "socialization" of students greatly
Y

affects classroom activities. The CSSE Study was replete with evidence that
.

0
the "socialization goal" often outweighed science-related goals in determining

the nature of classroom activities (CSSE 16).i TheOsocialization goal is

manifested in activities stressing authority and' discipline; and for many

teachers, inquiry teaching is not conducive to these ethphases.

Classroom activities which appear to many teachers to enhance socialization

include written homework assignments, classroom recitation and preparation for

tests. Unstructured, open-ended activities without a "single correct answer"

appeared to detract from teacher_ pursuit of the socialization goals.
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Transactions (Program Implementation)

4

In this document, program implementation is defined as the set of activities

exposing students to opportunities to learn about scientific inquiry. These activi=

ties include investigation of natural objects and events with the goal of fortu-r

lating testable explanatiOns of these phenomena. It includes studcat formulation

and communication of ideas. to other students and to teachers. It also includes the

design and conduct of a variety of investigations in which the tools, equipment,

and instruments of science are used to extend the senses, render data more precise,
i

and to produce data not Otherwise obtainable. The data sources (RTI Report, Case

Studies, ERIC Review, NAEPidata) were examined to identify those activities that

might have some influence, either positive Or negative, on inquiry- related. student

outcotes.

At the gross level of counting, 43 of 124 pieces of information describing

various transactions were judged as being facilitators of learning science as

inquiry. Twelve were neutral%or unknown, and 69 .ere seen as describing transactions
/7

that would seem to. be barriers; to effectiye learning of scientific inquiry or

process skills. While this count in no way represents equivalent instances, it

does seem to generally describe the/current status.

Tacilitative_.(Positive) _Transactions I

/ I

The data sources describe the existence of several transactions in the class-
.

room that would appear/to work toward the development Of scientific inquiry skills
/7

among the nation's youth. These'include science being taught by trained and
/7 .

sympathetic teachers, use of inquiry-oriented curriculum materials, student exposure

to science, availability and use of science laboratories, manageable class size
/7

i.

in science, and an emphasis on science processes in recent years. And, while judg-

ments as
/
to the adequacy Of-these1ltransactions,is momentarily delayed, it does

/ / t

emse/imPortant to document their existence.
/

1

1

The RTI Study (RTI 10) pointed out that teachers who had been to NSF institutes

were more likely (73%) to use manipulative materials in their classroom. They also

are more likely to use the NSF - supported materials, since many of tihese institutes

(80% in 1974) are designed to impleMent the new curricula. 19771, 12%, 32%, and

47% of the science teachers in grades 4 - 6, 7 - 10 - 12 respectlively, had
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attended at least one NSF instutute (RTI 69). These teachers were likely to be

providing some science experiences that would facilitate inquiry development in

children. (It must be noted that whether or not this is in fact occurring will be

'determined from an examination of the student outcomes.)

SOme science teachers expressed sympathy toward the value of.inquiry and did

tell students about the tentative nature of science, how scientists work, and how

problems are solved. Several instances of inquiry-based lessons were observed by
4

the CSSE field workers. As Staf5.6 points out (CSSE 12-26:, "No end has come to, the

teaching of the values of science as a contribution tb thinking, problem=solving,

and preparation for the tasks of life. ,Bu0t, it was a relatively quiet evangelism

in the CSSE schools." A

New NSF materials with their claimed inquiry orientation have found their way

into many science classrooms. Using these materials should enhance the likelihood

of learning about scientific inquiry (OSU 19). Thirty percent of the elementary

schools are using one or more of the NSF-supported science curricula (OSU 16). The

figure increases to 60 percent among the secondary schools (RTI 80).

At the elementary level, science is usually taught in self-contained class-

rooms by the elementary teacher. In grades K - 3, about 95 minutes per week are

devoted to science./ Iiigrades 4 - 6, the average is 175 minutes per week (RTI 58).

Science courses are offered in all the schools of the nation and all states

require at least one year of science at the secondary leliel; some require two

years with one being a laboratory-based science course. In 1977, nearly 50 percent

of the students in grades 9 - 12 were enrolled in science (RTI.58; NCES). In

these classes the average amount of time spent on science is about 250 minutes per

week.

Opportunities to learn science are also occurring outside the science class-

room. Forty-eight percent of the teachers reported supervising science clubs or

fairs (CSSE 18:22) and a majority of the nation's tLenagers have done science pro-

jects and worked with science related hobbies (e.g., 68% and 46% of the thirteen

year olds) (NAEP COMO.

Approximately 50 percent of the NAEP thirteen-year-old sample (C04A07)

reported they solve scientific problems outside science classes using scientific

methods. (Often - 13%, sometimes - 41%, seldom - 34%, never - 12%). In addition,

many students reported their science teacher encouraged them to "think for

themselves", 67%; "ask questips", 35%; "state opinions", 57%; aid "give on ideas",

66% (NAEP, CO1T03), C01101). About half of the students said science classest;1
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made them feel curious, with another third reporting this occurred sometimes

(C01E04).

Saieuce laboratories exist and are used in most of the nation's schools.

Fifty-nine percent of the teachers in the RTI Survey reported their students had used

manipulativesduring the most recent science class (RTI 106). The Case Study

writers mentioned widespread use of 'hands-on" laboratory experiences and the availa-

bility of facilities andequipment, The single most-often mentioned inquiry-related

activity among our data sources was that teachers believed in and u-ed the science

laboratory for hands-on experiences. Fourteen of the 124 items pertaining te,

inquiry transactions addressed this trait.

Class size in science averaged about 25, which should make inquiry possible

and/or manageable. Cont rary to common lore, counselors were reported as not

discouragifig students from enrolling in science (CSSE 38:87). in addition, the

Ohio State literature review suggests thdre has been an increased emphasis placed
,

on the processes of science in many new programs (OSU 19). Finally, several

instances of effective inquiry classrdamS and teachers were reported in the Case

Studies (e.g., CSSE 9:6; .4:10; B:16; 3:10i 5:4; 9:7; and 3:101). For example,

oneobserverreported . . ."(the teacher) does not use the text as an instrument of

propaganda, fsrl-students are able to challenge answers; and the fact that the

teacher, often retrains from giving clear indications of correct answers means that

this is a lesson where students are encouraged to think and reason for themselves "

(CSSE 6:30). 1

, -Resistive (Negative) Transaction

Unfortunately, for those who value inquiry, the picture presented in the pre-

ceding section has another side. An number of transactions were found in the data

sources that would seem to be working against the development of learning through

inquiry. The major factors that emerge are listed below and then explained in

greater detail.

1. Not much time is spent on inquiring.

2. Little science is'-taught at the elementary level.

3. There are many pressures on teachers which compete for time to learn
inquiry.

4. Even when hands-on experiences are provided to children, they are not
characterized by problem solving.

5. Student disruption and its control work against inquiry development.

120 0t.;,)
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6.. Teachsrs 'haVe novhad many inquiry-type experiences tLemselves and appear
to \misunderstand it.

7. Inquiry learning is a difficult and high-cost operation.

The following quotes were taken from the CSSE Report and portray the general.

situation in the eleven sites selected for study:

9
"Teaching science -as- inquiry through discovery, or learning
science by doing what scientists do, was not widely practiced

* in the classrooms I observed " (CSSE 9:6).

"Seldom was science taught as scientific inquiry three

subjects were presented as what experts had found to be true."

"From our survey we estimate the median to be ,about 10% time
spent in inquiry. teaching. still a lot higher than our field
observers rePortedp1' (CSSE 16:31).

These and other data on classroom practice gleaned from the data sources

suggest little inquiry experience in science clasSes.

At the eleMentary level, the problem is compounded by the lack of exposure,

particularly as 16 return-to-basics movement grows. Many teachers do not have

time (they'believe) during the day to devote to science. In one large district,

a field.observer reported, the last hour of each day (1:30 - 2:30) was used to

accommodate art, music, health, P*.E., and science (CSSE 5:9).

The RTI Study reportsan average of 95 minutes per week -at grades K-3 and

175 minutes in grades 4-6. But, time reported by teachers and time observed by

the field observers are two different_ things. Stake concludes, "at the elementary

level many teachers cannot teach science and many do not try " (CSSE 12:61).

There are many pressures// Competing for to (basics, integration, main-'

streaming, socialization, etch .) and teachers are not strong enough in their commit-

'Ment to inquiry learning to, resist its erosion. The immediate problemS of the day

,were too demanding, too challenging to permit the attention and changed teaching

role that inquiry classes require.

Althoigh science laboratories and equipment are wide-spread and many students

performed experiLients, the work was still guided by the textbook and the materials.

Instruction tended toward the formal and the didactic (CSSE 2:6). Science was

taught as a rhetoric of conclusions rather than as a process of discovery

(CSSE 19:0). Even in the lab, the students were trained to seek the right

answers (CSSE 13:59). The doing of the assigned text problems dominates over

the doing of science (CSSE 5:5). The text becomes the instrument of teaching

and learning (CSS01978).
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The primary actors in the -1.&11 classroom drama, student and teacher,,

exhibit characteristics that tend to diminish inquiry learning. Students lack

the commitumnt to learn and teachers do not set very effective role models for

inquiring behavior. Several field observers noted sufficient student problems

to interfere with learning (CSSE 9:17, 2:10), and 19 percent of a national

student sample indicated student immaturity as a reason for dissatisfaction in

sc \ence classes..)

The way teachers handled their classes suggests a lack of understanding of

the elements of true inquiry., Teachers tended totell Students !bout it rather

than have them become invoived .,11 seeking solutions to problems. "Science was

something teachers 'took' in college, but it was nog. something they experienced as

a process of inquiry. It waa not surprising then to find creative inquiry was
40'

not what' we found in those eleven high school laboratories - except in rare

circumstances " (CSSE,12.:7).

Teaching science as inquiry is a demanding pedagogical :ask. Unlike a

"science is fac " approach, it requires an understanding of the nature of

scientific knciwledge, of the developmental characteristics of learners, of a

variety'of pedagogical skills, and capability of thinking as one is teaching.

It requires a considerable expenditure of time and effort, and its perceived value

appears minimal to most teachers. The Case Study report' illustrates this point

very well:

."The teachers in those schools testified that it (inquiry) was
very difficult, the results come so slowly, they never seemed
to know just the right questions to raise. They stated they
had to prepare so much more for inquiry lessons than for-regular
teaching that only a small perbentage of time could be spent on
inquiry teaching " (CSSE 12:6).

The perceived difficulty of such activity tends to diminish its appearance .
.

in science classrooms and probably explains the few instances noted in tV data.

Evaluation

Evaluation of student progress and f science programs was considered to

be a transaction. That is, it was something that did or did not occur that may

have an effect on learning inquiry skills. Only a few references to evaluation

were found by the inquiry group and all tended: to suggest the evaluation activity

was prohibitive of inquiry teaching.

The evaluation which is occurring tends to ignore the process goals of

science. The testing movement concentrates, instead, on those easily measured

3000
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outcomes: facts andknowledge (OSU r53). Teacher -made tests, competency-

based programs, and national aCcountability moiTements, thus far, have not given

Much attention to the process outcomeisof instruction. The third cycle of

NAEP testing represents a marked departure over previous tests and may be an

Important catalyst for improving evaluation efforts in the inquiry domain.

0

4
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Eyidhce of the extent to which students currently are achieying the desired

outcomes with respect, to'Inquiry comes primarily from the NAEP data and from some

of ,the 'CSSE reportS'. In any instances the evidence is fragmentary, and we
. .

necessarily have had to make certain inferences on the basis of only a few NAEP

exercises or CSSE site observations that we believe to be representative. This

process is frought with pitfalls, to be sure and we are well aware that many

exceptions probably exist somewhere in the U.S. regarding every general state-
.

ment we make below. In keeping with the safeguards and customs of inquiry, we

4 offer the following statements as hypotheses, partially supported, about the

current status of Inquity student outcomes.

The status report organizes the dcmain,of inquiry under the same three

'subdivisions) as in
A

the .desired state report,

Observing and Measuring

Elementary school children appear to acquire skill in making simple obser-

vations of objects and phenomena. On,NAEP paper-and-penCil exercises (e.g..,

fW-tkF..P 204064, 204083, and C56C04) whiCh assess aspects of this skill, between,

82 percent and 88 percent of nine-year-olds generally choose the correct alter-

native.- There are no data on junior high and high school students' skill in

making observations. With regard to the related skill of describing observations

they have made in appropriate language, elementary school students appear to per-

form quite creditably when the object or phenomenon to be described is relatively

simple, but they do not perform so well when the.phenomenon is complex. For

instance, when observing objects through a tube fitted with a convex lens (NAEP

C56C05), between 90,petcent and 96 percent of the nine-year-olds correctly described

the appearance of the objects as smaller, farther away, and right side up.

Similarly, 90 percent of the nine-year-oldi gave an acceptable verbal description

of their observation of a photocell (NAEP ,204001). On the other hand, only

22 percent of the nine-year-olds gave an acceptable verbal description of their

observation of the turning gear wheels of a hand-operated eggbeater (NAEP 204007).

On this same exercise, 37 percent of thirteen-year-olds gave an acceptable verbal

response, showing some increase with increasing age. We have no data concerning

high school students' skill in describing observations in appropriate language,

but students presumably continue to,improve in this skill after age 13 as their

/ 302
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verbal proficiency matures.

When students are tested for aspects of measuring skills by means of paper-

and-pencil exercises, they generally perfOrm better than when their measuring

"skills are assessed by means of manipulative exercises. For example, 93 percent

of the nine- year -olds correctly read the scale on a drawing of a thermometer in

a NAEP Paper-and-pencil exercise (NAEP C54C13). Similarly, when4shown a drawing

of a rock being immersed in water in a graduated beaker, 58 percent of'the nine -

year -olds chose the correct value for the volume,of the rock (NAEP 202081) In.

another NAEP paper-apd-pencil exercise .(NAEP C54C09), a drawing of the face of

a pressure gauge is displayed, and this gauge was read correctly by 57 percent

of the thirteen-year-olds and 75 perceat of the seventeen- year -olds. By contrast,

when, students were given a manipulative exercise (NAEP 204004)..on,measuring temp-

erature, only 72 percen4 t of the nine-year-olds said that they knew how to read a
4

laboratory thermometer (in contrast with 93 percent who correctly read a ther-

'momete'r in a drawing). Among the'thirteen-year-olds, 82 percent said that theSr

knew how to read. the thermometer, and so.did 88 percent of the seventeen-year-

olds. When required to measure the volume-of water in a graduated cylinder

(NAEP 204046), only 18 percept to 19 percent of the thirteen-year -olds made

acceptable measurements. The seventeen-year-olds did somewhat better.in this

task, with 46 percent,. correctly measuring the volume of water. The finding here

is consistent with the data in NAB'? exercise CO9C01 where 32 percent bf the

thirteen-year-olds reported that they had ever used a graduated cylinder and

64 percent of the seventeen-year-oldisaid so. Nonetheless, this is not a

particulafly strong showing for the high school seniors on a rather rudimentary

measuring skill.

Regarding the practice of averaging a set of measurements to obtain the

best value (NAEP C54C04, C54C07), approximately half of the thirteen-year-

olds appear to be acquainted with the practice and so are between 60 percent

and 70'percent of the seventeen-year-olds. Only 29 percent of the seventeen-
,

year-olds know about the additional trick of dropping an obvious outlier from the
0

set of obserVations before averaging (NAEP C58C16). When asked to make an estimate

of the length of a 10-cm line or drawing of a pencil in a multiple- choice exercise

(NAEP C54C01, C54C08, C54C12), 38 percent of the nine-year-olds, approximately

55 percent of the thirteen-year-olds, and approximately 60 percent of the severteen-

year-olds do sb successfully. Estimation of the length of a /-cm line in a

fill-itLexercise (NAEP 204061) was accomplished successfully by 18 percent of the

nine=year-olds, 21 percent of the thirteen7year-olds, and 21 "percent of the
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seventeen-year-olds. Overall, it is clear that many students at every age level are

not too accurate in estimating length in metric units.

Appropos of measuring skills in relation to Goal Cluster I (;-s;nal Needs),

NAEP exercise no. C09D08 resulted in these data:-.

Age 9 Age 13 Age 17

.Percentage of students whoreport.having 38 70 85
taken their own temperature

Percentage of students who report having 28 .67 : 83
taken their own pulse T

gY
This reflects °a salutory crease'int exposure to the partiCular measuring skills

/
with increasing age. There is no evidence, here, however, about how well students

i

at each age can measure their body temperature ors pulse. Data from other exercises

suggest that the percentages for skilled. performance would be much lower than the

percentages for exposure which are shown here.

This last point is worth pondering in relation to the student outcjes for

the entire range of Observing and Measuring skills. It appears that students

have indeed been exposed (either in science classes or in school or elsewhere) to

many.of these skills. Howevef, when skilled performance or somewhat sophisticated

application of Observing and Measuring skills is assessed, relatively few students

are generally successful.

Seeing a Problem and. Seeking Solutions

40
This section of student outcomes related to the processes of scientific

inquiry, goes beyond the skill behaviors of the previous section to the intellectual

procesSes associated with inquiry in science. We have no data in our sources

concerning the students' ability to recognize a problem (which is where scientific

inquiry usually begins), but we do have some data as to how well students of

different ages can formulate working hypotheses, select suitable tests of hypo-

theses;, and design appropriate procedures for performing experimental tests.

In NAEP exercises (e.g., NAEP 204001, 204004) where students have observed

a particular physical phenomenon and are asked to formulate a working hypo-
f.

. thesiS concerning it, only a small minority of students at each age level come

up with acceptable hypotheses. Approximately 5 percent to 7ipercent of nine-
.

year-Olds, approximately 17 percent to 21 percent of thirteen-year-olds, and

approXimately 26 percent to 36 percent of. seventeen-year-olds do this intellectual

304
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task successfully. In another NAEP exercise (NAEP 204107), seventeen-year-

olds were asked to suggest four working hypotheses for the observed differences

in yield of two fields of corn. One acceptable hypothesis was, suggested by

79 percent of the high school seniors, two by 75 percent, three by 69 percent,

and fo,..r by 60 percent. The evidence from these several NAEP exercises suggests

that only a small minority of nine and thirteen- year -olds. can formulate accep-
,

table working hypotheses. For seventeen-year-olds, success in formulating hypo-

theses seems to depend to a large degree on their familiarity with the phenomena

they are asked to hypothesize about. About three-fourths of the seventeen -year-

olds, formulate acceptable hypotheses concerning a rather familiar phenomenon,

whereas only about one -third do-so in the case of a less famitiar phenomenon.

`SeVeral exercises (e'.g., NAEP 204070, 204090, 204137, C57CO3) presented a

certain hypothesis concerning some biological or physical event and asked the

student to-select or specify an appropriate test of the hypothesis. This type

of exercise was used with students at all three age levels, though those exer-

cises which were designed solely for the seventeen-year=olds (e.g., 204104,

C58C14) generally were more wordy and complex. The findings are that, on the

average, approximately 64 percent of,the nine-year-olds correctly select appro-

priate tests of hypotheses (the range for four exercises is from:48percent to

76 percent); and, approximately 75 percent of.the thirteen-Year=oIdS also do'

this successfully on the average (the range for five exercises is from 63 percent

to 82 percent). For the seventeen-year-olds doing generally more complex exer-

cises than the younger students, the mean percentage who correctly select appro-
,,

priate tests of hypotheses is 73 percent, with a range for six exercises from

56,percent to 89 percent. Based on our understanding of children's intellectual

development, we would,expect all nine-year-olds to be successful in performing

the mental operationS associated with selecting an appropriate test of an hypo-

thesis, and this is indeed borne out by the finding that approximately one-third

(on the average) of the children in this age group do not succeed on exercises

which require such intellectual procesSing. Although thirteen-year-olds are

developmentally more capable of doitmothis intellectual processing, we still

find that approximately one-fourth -(on the average) of the students in this

age group do not perform successfully on exercises im which they are asked to

select appropriate tests of hypotheses. Exactly the same remark applies to the
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seventeen-year-olds.

The ability of students to design procedures for performing experiments or

experimental tests was assessed in a sizable sample of NAEP exercises. At least

17 different exercises assessed aspects of this behavior in various science assess-
,.

ment years, and students at all three age levels had several opportunities to

demonstrate their proficiency on this type of exercise. The exercises_ covered a

goodly number of different experimental situations and procedures, ranging from a

procedure for finding the poles of an irregularly shaped magnet.(NAEP 201048), to

a procedure'for removing salt from salt water (NAEP 204073), to determine how

much a perSon grows in one year (NAEP'204090), to an experimental procedure for

testing the effect of sugar on mice's teeth (NAEP C57C01), and many More. The

findings for these exercises can be summarized as follows:

t

AGE GROUP

1

NUMBER OF ,EXERCISES RANGE OF PERCENTAGES
OF CORRECT RESPONSES

,

.0

MEAN OF PERCENTAGES
OF CORRECT RESPONSES

9

13

7

7

12

8

37% to 82%

14% to 88%

21% to 81%

59%

''61%

65%

.The most impressive feature of these findings is the very large ranges Of

the percentages of *correct responses to the several exercises for each4of the age

groups. The explanation for this result is that the students' success in,respond-

ing.correctly to these exercises depends to a large extent on how much they know

about the particular experimental procedures that are called' for in the,exercises.

In other words, the knowledge component looms large in these exercises, and the

process component is correspondingly small. Although the data show that, on the

average, approximately 60 percent of the students at each age level respond correctly

to exercises tlhich.callsfor the design of procedures for performing experimental

tests; this truncation of,the findings is m2sleading. It is more accurate to ,say

that every high percentage of students (sometimes more than 80 percent) at each

age level can correctly design procedures for performing certain experimental tests,

.but far fewer students (sometimes less than 25 percent) can do this for some other

experiMental tests. In addition, we can safely say that sizable percentages of

students did not possess sufficient information about certain specific experi-
,

mental procedures which the designers of the NAEP exercises considered important
*/

enough to sample at each of-the three age levels.
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Interpreting Data and Formulating Generalizations

As an integral part of inquiry in science, experimental data are collected

and observations are recorded. These data and observations must then be analyzed

and interpreted 'by the investigator. From the interpretations of the data and

observations, the investigator then may formulate appropriate generalizations that

are warranted by the available evidence. The .student behaviors included in the

present section of the Processes of Scientific Inquiry include data analysis,

data interpretation, and forMulation of generalizations. Unfortunately, only ,ond

NAEP exercise .(NAEP C58C19) sought to assess even a portion of the behavior=
4

formulating a warranted generalization, so that little can be said about, tudents'

status on ,this particular inquiry process. However, a sizable sample. of NAEP

exercises assessed *various .aspects of student behaviors related to the interpreta-

tion and analysis of data. The main findings from these exercises are summarized

here.
-

More than a dozen NAEP exercises presented experimental or observational

data either in a table or a graph and asked the student to select descriptions of

correct interpretations of the given data. Some of these exercises presented the

data in a very simple bar or line graph (e.g., NAEP 204076, 204079, 204082, 204098,

C58C12), and these exercises were used, with one exception, only in the assessment

of the nine-year-Olds. These young students performed remarkably well on 'this set

of Aercises. Between 85 percent and 92 percent of the nine-year-old students

selected correct interpretations of the, data in the simple graphs, and the mean

percentage correct for four exercises was 89 percent. Other NAEP exercises (e.g.,

nos.'204128, C31C01, C54CO3, C58CO3, C58t09) presented data in more realistic tables

and graphs -- more realistic in the sense that the presentation resembled what might,

56 ,found in the notebook of a student who had recorded observations in an actual

investigation. The findings for these exercises were:

AGE GROUP NUMBER OF RANGE OF PERCENTAGES OF MEAN OF PERCENTAGES OF
EXERCISES CORRECT INTERPRETATIONS CORRECT INTERPRETATIONS

9 6 45% to 63% 54%

13 6 51% to 76%
,

59%

17 4 59% to 82% 71%
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These findings are quite straightforward. 'Proficiency in this type of exercise

calling for interpretations of experimental or observational data is shown, on the

average, by approximately half of the nine-year-olds, two- thirds of the thirteen-

year7olds, and three-fourths'of the seventeen-year-olds. The performance of the

nine-year-olds probably can be accounted for, in part, by the psychological' insight

that the cognitive structures of many children of this age are not yet sufficiently

developed to enable them to perform the mental operations required to interpret,

presented data for situations which are only described verbally, rather than being

experienced concretely. This reservation does not apply to the seventeen-year-

olds, however. The above findings suggest that as many as one-fourth of the

seventeen-year-old students may not have attained proficiencylin the scientific

inquiry process of interpret-ingtabular or graphically presented observational

data.-

Several additional NAEP exercises assessed some interesting aspects of

students' proficiency in analyzing data. In exercise nos. 204081, 204088,

C53C01 and C58C01B, students-were given a, set of data and were asked to select a

graph which correctly represents these data. 'Two exercises.sampled this behavior

at each age level, and the mean percentage of correct responses was 38 percent

for the nine -year - olds, 35 percent for the thirteen-year-olds and 60 perdent of

the seventeen-year-olds. Five other NAEZ exercises (nos. C48C01, C58CO1A, C58C06,

C58C07, C58C10) assessed the students' pro iciency in interpolating between or

extrapolating beyond observed data poi presented in either a table or a

graph. Three exercises sampledthis behavior at each of the two upper age levels,

and the percentage of students who performed this type of data analysis Correctly

ranged from 56 percent to 77 percent for the thirteen-year-olds (mean,= 65%) and

from 30 percent to 80 percent for the seventeen-year-plds, on somewhat more

difficult items, (mean = 63%). The indicatiops from the two groups of'assessmen't

exercises just reviewed are that at each age level the types of data analysis

behavior assessed have been mastered by fair proportions of students, but ample

scope remains for improvements in students's proficiency in the scientific

inquiry process of data analysis.

Building, Testing and Revising a Theoretical Model

Although all available NAEP exercises were carefully studied, we were unable

to findany exercise which sought to assess processes associated with theory
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building ancOtheory testing. Moreover, none of the CSSE reported any observations

of science students engaged in these processes. Lacking any evidence, we must

perforce remain silent regarding the status of students', proficiency in building,

testing, and revising theoretical modeli. Speculations regarding the status of

this particular student outcome mightbe offered, but this is not an appropriate

place for such an indulgence. //

Scientific Knowledge as a Product of Scientific Inquiry

//
"In most schools, passing on a lore_studied by the present adult generation

was a prime responsibility" in Spite of "revolutionary deVelopMehts in modern

science and technology" (CSSE 13;7). ,Excellent teachers know that science is

/*tentative and that evidence is the basis for knowing, but this is put aside in
//

order to accomplish daily tasks such as teaching facts and the right answers

(CSSE 12:9). Science is taught,as a rhetoric of conclusions (CSSE 19:8).

The nature of science is a crucial issue for science education ,because a
/ 1

teacher's conceptualization of it determines in 11rge measure what is taught

in the classroom (CSSE
/
11:7). The general public would not seem to have a

sophisticated grasp of the nature of. science, as evidenced by their behavior in

textbook controversies (OSU 117).

./.
Students: acnievement' was generally high (65% and better) in their under-

/

stnding the imp,ortance Of, andthe nature of, scientific observations (C08A01,

204095, C58C15) and the importance of theories to science (C08A02). Almost

all students recognized th afferent scientists may give different explanations

about the same observation (C08A03). Students held a fairly realistic notion
/

that scientific inquiry is inappropriate for some aspects of personal decision-
,

making</e.g., choosing a friend (CO1UO2). They expressed a supportive attitude

towa4d the value of procedures of science, outside the lab (C04A05): While

students understood that one aim of science was to improve explanations about

natural events (C08A02), or to seek relationships in measurements (205021),

students tended to confuse the aims of science with the eims of technology

(205010, 205019). Moreover, they expressqd the view that scientific knowledge

represented all there was to ever know about typidel science topics (105010,

105011). The nature-of scientific models was generally"misunderstood (204102,

C41C01, C41CO2, C41CO3). The source Of scientific laws was poorly understood,

(105009) and students found it difficult to pick from a list,of statements an

example of an hypothesis (204103). Only about one half of the students realized
4

what some basic assumptions underlying scientific inquiry were, e.g., susceptibility
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)7' of nat,.re to logical ,.1.:1a.i_tions (cO4A01), and orderly classification (105003),

causality (dO8A01), con:51z,tency in observation (C54CO2, C54CO3). Less than half

of the students did noz. ru...1:1::.'tkere are errors in measuring car speed and in

measuring the length of a truck (C54C05). Even fewer appreciated that there are

errors in measuring "time" when a computer is used (C54C05).

The Diversit of Tactics and Strategies in Scientific In uiry
11#

The five to eight steps of "the scientific method" have been used in the

school curriculum for .a long time -- 50 year at least. in spite of the fact that

their role in the disciplines from which they, came has waned considerably, teachers

and texts appear to propagate the myth (CSSE 13:7). (Recitation'of children in

one class: "define the problem, collect informihon, make an hypothesis, experi-

.ment, organize observations, re,:ord observation tables and graphs, draw conclusions,

prepare'a report " (CSSE

However, most students expressed the view that scientists May use many differ-.

ent methods to solve a single scientific problem (C08A01). (There is no evidence

in NAEP concerning students' beliefs in "the scientific method" as a way of

developing either answers to their, questions (C0 A01), or solutions to all prob-

lems (205022). They are also conscious of the scientific strategy of reading up

on an area before embarking on a new study (C53C04, 105013). The importance

of Ainexpected observations tb the process of scientific inquiry is generally

appreciated (C08A01). The awareness of some scientific strategies (e.g.,

to obServe natural behavior of animals in a natural rather than in an artificial

setting) developed in the minds of youngsters all the way from not being understood

by nine-year-olds to being well understood by seventeen-year-olds (C56CO2). Many

students properly believed: that atypical scientific activity did NOT include

selling tickets (205016). However, very few students knew that a scientist would

NOT list conclusions to be proved as an initial tactic for working on a science

problem (295023).

The Self-Testing and Empirical Aspects of Scientific Inquiry

The importance of independent verification is not widely appreciated among

students (C53003), nor is the importance of.controlling all variables in an

experiment (C57CO2). However, most students recognize that experimenting is a

usual activity for scientists (1r.)015)and requires similar skills and knowledge

in all fields of science (C71C10). Only older students realize that opinion' state-

ments are not amenable to scientific investigation (205018). Most students.

qio
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recognize that scientists publish experimental results: to share findings, to
allow for independent verification and to add to scientific knowledge (C53C05).

About 65 percent of thirteen-year-olds and about 75 percent of seventeen--
year-olds understand that theories: will change (C08A02) in light of new obser,-

vations (C51C01), are useful even though incomplete (C08A02), and are importa4t,
in predicting events (C08A02). However, only 10 percent expressed the view That,

simplicity was a criterion for choosing between equally useful theories (C58C17),

When responding to items which dealt with old theories, students indicated that

old theories: had contributed to today's knowledge., had guided experiments, the

results of which led to Tresent understandings, and had been. suggested by scientists
who could not have known better (C51C01). Many students recognized that scientific

models are used for prediction (C51C04).

Strategies of Inquiry

Generally, rational and empirical inquiry is consciously absent from most

schools (CSSE 1:74; 3:46; 12:9; 15:6).

Inquiry :.elated to Values.

In
n communities a sizable and potentially vocal minority takes a stand

against inquiry into controversial issues (RTI 77.; CSSE 12:30). Teachers'

Tmaui nr

behavior in avoiding such inquiry, irrespective of the teacher's own values, reflects

this state of affairs (CSSE 12:28), Alternative schools, seem able to inquire

into'velues (CSSE 3:102).

In Uiry Related to Scientific Knowledge.

Approxmiately 50 percent of students engage in scientific inquiry outside ,

of science' clz;sses, and it is more frequent for thirteen-year-olds to do so

than for seventeen-year-olds (C04A07, C04A04). A larger proportion'of students

would seem'to haVe engaged in scientific inquiry at one time or another. This

is a function of age: 50 percent for nine/year-olds, 65 percent for thirteen-

year-olds, and '75 percent for seventeen.year-olds (C09D08). !Many more would

Nine-year-olds expressed a negative feeling towards finding answers to

questions on their own, but the same group expressed positive feelings toward

making discoveries for themselves and toward thinking of different way's to solve

problems (C04A08). When given the opportunity to recognize the appropriateness

of 'scientific inquiry to solve a problem, 57 percent of them properly recognized

how to proceed, while 32 percent "incorrectly" appealed to the authority of the

like to (C09D03).

teacher (C52C04).

31 1
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Inquiry Related to Problem-Solving and Decision-Making.

A large proportion of thirteen and seventeen-year-olds said they often

engaged in problem-solving strategies outside of science classes (C04A04).

A number of NAEP items were concerned with problem-solving and decision-

making for science-rel-:-ad social problems or issues. For most of these items,
_ . --- _

the seventeen -yeas. -olds did much better than the thirteen-year-olds.

Most is were able to recognize a main issue in a science-related social

problem (C91C01 . Many fewer ,knew that one of the first steps in making a good
.

decisicin involves dediding what the goals are (C91C04). Students usually did

well at distinguishing between goals and obstacles (C91C13)' and at defining a

.problem in .a decision-making situation (C91C05). Students appeared tb be competent

at knOwing what strategies would be helpful in collecting evidence for decision-
, ..

making (C91C08), though they were somewhat less sophisticated in knowing whether

or not to make a decision or to collect further relevant information (C91C15).

Only-half said they themsel:es gather a variety of information before making a

decision (C04A01). Almost all students recognized evidence as being relevant or

not to a particular decision (C91C09). About 60 percent to 70 percent of the

teenagers knew that a person should evaluate the consequences of decisions,

though few nine-year-olds knew this (C91CO2, C91C06, C91C10, 205015). !However,

when faced with a situation in which they actually had to choose to do this, only

about half did so (C81C06).

''.Safeguards and Customs of Inquiry,,

A science teacher expressed the belief that scientific inquiry values may be

transferred to a social context, e.g., a valUe such as accepting different view

points (CSSE 4:8). This rationalized her desire to teach the safeguards and

customs oeinquiry. However, most teachers attended to values which would reinforce

the teachers' relationships with their students. Consequently, valdee'supporting

the careful, productive, conforming, trustworthy subordinate were emphasized,

while other values associated with speculative critical thinking were ignored or

even ridiculed (CSSE 12:27). However, this is not to say that students are not

exposed at one tiMeor another to the "grand thinker" role model (observing,

skeptical, relativistic, speculative, searching for flaws in thinking) or to the

"leb tech" rol*model (precise, objective, analytic, impersonal and looking for

the definitive experiment) (CSSE 12:26). On the other hand, in general education
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classes developed for "minimal competency" and "functional literacy", the safeguards

and customs of inquiry are not given a place (CSSE 12:41 and 43).

Only a minority of teenage students express a desire to carry out activities
_ .

which are closely associated with the safeguards and customs of inquiry (CO2A02).

They generally express an unwillingness* change their ideas in the light of new

facts (C04A01), even though most of them recognize that this is an attribute of

the working scientist (C08A03). Only half,of the students see themselves using

the accuracy values in checking school work, but a few more express that they would

. persevere in,a task in spite of problemS (C04A01). Most students acknowledge the

importance of loo4ng at all sides to a queStion (C04A01), the importance to the
twri,

scientist of accuradyand integrity in reporting result,. (C08A03), and the importance

\\

io the scientist of being critical of experimental res.,Ls. About one half of the

students believed that a scientist should be critical of the work of other scientists,

and should be openminded with respect to theories (C08A03). Students were generally
1F

successful when required to exhinit various safeguards when reading an advertise-

ment for a ,pain killer (C71CO3).
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,INQUIRY'PHASE III REPORT:
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IntodUction

or many'years, the science education community has adyocated the development

of inquiry skills as an essential outcome of science instruction. And for an equal

number oryears science educatorShave met with frustration and disappointment;

In'spite of new curricula, better trained teachers, and improved.facilitiessnd

equipment, the optimistic expeCtatiOns for students becoming inquirers have seldom

been fulfilled.

A recent assessment of the status of science education in the United States

brought this point home once agafn as large discrepancies were found between what

is desired and'what exists. (Welch, et al., 1979). But this time, rather than

seek blame in.poor teaching, undsed facilitieS, or out-of-date curricula, we turned

inSuad to the original statements of goals and expeceitions. We believe thatthe

statements of desired student outcomes, including our own, contain sufficient

shortcomings and limitations to justify a reconsideration.of our expectations for

inquiry learning.

In this paper, we argue that such for,ffiulations have generally ignored, the

diversities-.in human characteristics that affect people's abilities.or desires. .

ea engage in inquiry activities. l Further, these formulations have not considered

the contextual realities in the Schools and communities which affect the attain-
.

ment\of inquiry skills. We propose the more realistic view that all students should-

not be ,expected to attain competence in all inquiry outcomes. Such an expectation

runs counter to what is known about student abilities and interests and ignores

*he4influence of the school and community environment. In fact, for some students

and in some environments it may not be appropriate to expect any inquiry- related,

outcomes at all: Thus, every student outcome with respect to inquiry in science

educAtIon should, be commensurate with individual differences, personal goals, and

environmental conditions.

The process,that led to this conclusion and its implicationeare described in

this paper.
. -

We consider inquiry to be a general procesS by which human beings Seek infor-

mation or understanding. Broadly conceived, inquiry is a way of thought. Scientific

inquiry, a subset of general inquiry, is concerned with the natural world-and is

guided by certain beliefs and, assumptions.

-Because the development of inquiry skills is one of the goals for science

3 0
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education, it was a natural focal topic for a study of science education 5arried.

out by a group of scholars under the auspices of Project Synthesis -(Harms, 1977).

The purpose of Project Synthesis was "to develop a set of concise statements and

more lengthy reports identifying three sequential stages: (1) the desired out-
.

comes of science education; (2) the current status,of science education; and

(3) the needs of science educatiow-and recommendations for meeting those needs."

The-tasks of analysis and synthesis were divided up.according to five perspectives:

physical and earth science,- biology, inquiry processes, science /technology and

society, and elementary school science.

Each topic was studied by a group of scholars. The Inquiry Group's task

was three-fold: is

1. To specify the "desired state" for effectiveinquirYlearning.

2. To determine thci "actual status" by analyzing four recently completed

status studies, Stake, et al. (1978),; Weiss (1578); Helgeson, et al.

(1977); and publications of the National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP) for the natural sciences (1977-78).

3. To compare the desired state with the actual status in order to identify

needs and to recommend actions.

The members of this Inquiry Group were selected for their previous research

and experience relevant to the task. Although several papers were provided for

consideration during the first phase, the taskwas accomplished primarily by

an analysis of the experiences of the task group. The description of the desired

states for student understanding of inquiry was greatly enhanced,by the earlier

writingS of Klopfer (1971; 1976).

Desired State

The domain of inquiry was divided into three main themes: (1) science process

skills; (2) the nature of scientific inquiry; (3) general inquiry processes. Each

of these three main themes has sub-categories, which are described in the-Phase I

report:

General inquiry processes and science process skills are essentially intellec-

tual processes. Within gener.al inquiry are included strategies, such as pfoblem-

solving, uses of evidence, logical and analogical reasoning, clarification of values,

317
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deciSion-making, and safeguards and customs of inquiry. The latter include the

agreed-upon prOcedures--the ethos--that individuals in all forms of rational

inquiry are expected to follow.
;

Within the theme "'science process skill's" are included the usual range of

science processes, such as observing and measuring, seeing and seeking solutions to

problems, interpreting data, generalizing, building, testing, and revising theore-

tical models.

The second domain, the "nature of scientific inquiry" is essentially episteMo-

logical. Here, the structure of scientific knowledge is tentative--the product

of human efforts -- affected by the processes used in its construction and by the

social and psyChological context in which the inquiry occurs., Scientific knowledge'

is.also affected by assumptions about the natural world, such as causality,

noncapriciousness, and intelligibility.

To facilitate an analysis of the curreno_staps of science education, state-

mentsments of the desired state were proposed. These statements are presented in

three categories: context; transactions; and outcomes.

The contextual component is the set of pre-conditions existing prior to the

exposure to learning. It includes such things as curriculum materials, trained
t

teachers, science laboratories, and community opinion. Context is the potential

of the system to accomplish inquiry learning. A school that contains a well -
-

equipped science laboratory and a highly trained teacher has a greater potential

to accomplish inquiry learning than one which does not. Whether or not this poten-

tial is realized depends, in part, on theclassroom transactions.

Transactions are the set of activities which expose the student to oppor-

tunities to learn. They are the actual.interactions of the students with their

teacherS, other students, curriculum materials, the natural world and a host of

other things. There is a kinetic ch.aracteristic of the transactions that dis-

tinguishes them from the context elements. Participating in hands-on experiences,

viewing a film on the double-helix controversy, or reading about the philosophy

, of science are examples of transactions that would seem to facilitate inquiry

learning.

Finally there are the outcomes of the schooling process. They are the results

of transactions occurring in a certain context. A student's understanding of the

tentative nature Of scientific knowledge is one example of an inquiry outcome.

318
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A studA".s ability to interpret data represented in a graph is another example.

Outcomes are usually measured by changes in student Joehavior, but it is likely that
rioZ

teachers, facilities, textbooks and other actors and props in the drama cif learning.,,

are affected as well.

Context

The desired state for the context in which effective inquiry teaching occurs____ ______-7

were summarized in three groups:
___

teacher characteristics, the classroom, and thet-____
curriculum.

The teacher is the critical factor in achieving a desired state consistent

with inquiry teaching. Effective teachers would value inquiry, would encourage an

inquiry orientation in others, and would possess skills in enabling others to under-

stand inquiry as a way of knowing. Such teachers take advantage of opportunities

in their preservice and/or inservice experiences to conduct investigations, to

develop an understanding of the history and philosophy of science, and to develop

their competencies in inquiry teaching.

Inquiry classrooms have science objects and events that are obviously in use.

Equipment and applies are organized and available in'such ways as to stimulate

student ihvestig Lions. The physical arrangement of the classroom is flexible.

enough to pursue t\ nsactions (to be presented in the next section) of various

kinds without undue organization or loss of time.

Curricula include explicit staiements of desired student outcomes that give

attention to.contexts, science process skills, the nature of scientific inquiry,

and to'attitudes and values. Science curricula that value these outcomes are

available to all students, but statements of student outcomes and instruction

should be carefully-attuned to the characteristics of the student population,

''including their needs and goals.

Transactions

Instruction in progress in inquiry classrooms .reflects a variety of methodologies--

discussiOns, investigative laboratories, student-initiated inquiries,' lectures,
4

debates. Teachers serve as role models in deliberating issues, in examining values,

in admitting error, and in confronting areas of their own ignorance. 'The classroom

atmosphere is conducive to_inquiry. It is easy for students to ask questions.

Risk-taking is encourages and student formulations of responses are listened to,

clarified, and deliberated with high student-student transactions. Content and
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processes are inseparable. "How do we know?" enters manydeliberations. Individuals,

small groups, or the entire class, move easily from discussion to laboratory or

other "hands-on" activities. ClassfoOm climates stimulate a,thorough, thoughtful

exploration Of objects and events, rather than a need to finish the text.

Both formative and summative evaluatidn,are integrated into the continuing
_

activities.in-theclaSSYBom. Tedhniques and instruments for summative evaluation
1

are selected and utilik.of in such a way that student outcomes reflecting instruction

can be assessed. With equal importance, forMative evaluation procedures and

instruments are deliberately chosen to gather data for-course improvement.

Inquiry transactions are concerned with developing, meaning. There is a time

foi doing . a time for reflection . . . a time for feeling . . and a time

for assessment.

Outcomes

As we developed Student outcome statements we quickly realized that we could

only present example's. We choge toe weave together affective ( feeling) statements,

cognitive (knowing) statements and skill (doing) statements as exemplars within

each categ6ry of student outcome statements. Each outcome statement includes a,
,

parenthetical word to identify its domain. This section.of our report will pregent

only, a sample of the 128 student outcome statements previously developed (Welch, 1978)

and included,in the Phase I report.

Four "goal clugters" were, formulated by the Project Synthesis staff: personal

needs, societal issues, fundamental knowledge. and career education and preparation.

Student outcomes were specified here within each of these goal 4usters according,

to the three main themes of the domain of inquiry set forth at the beginning of this

section. Table l'presents examples of student outcomes consistent with the point

of viedeveloped in the first phage of this study.



GOAL CLUSTER
Personal Needs'

TABLE [A SAMPLE OF STUDENT OUTCOMES
FROM A SET OF VC/MILES' OF STUDENT
-OUTCOMES DEFINIW; THE DESIRED _STATES
TU/Vr_RFFLECT INQUIRY

COAL CLUSTER II
Societal Issues

COAL CLUSTER III COAL CLUSTER IV
Fundamental Knowledge Career Ed. & Prep.

Science' Process Skills

(Doing); Measures
accurately such body
sythipms as -blood
pressure, heartbeat,
temperature, etc.'
that are impOrtant
in monitoring one's
health.

(Knowing). Can judge
the appropriatenegs
of:fin hypothesis,

tested to solve a
personal problem, on
the basis of data
obtained, e.g., cost
of gasoline and mile-
age rates.

(Knowing). Can

measure personal ac-
tions that have influ-
ence on society, ±,a.,
monitors through
measuring techniques
the heSt loss of a
home.

(Doing). Interprets
data-presented about
a societal problem,
and judges its impli-
cations for personal
behavior, etL., the
effect of lithiting

speeds to 55 mph
and resulting gas
usage.

-(Doing),.' Observes (Doing). Participates
and describes objects and'in a variety of;
phenomena (including observational and
change) using appropriate measurement'actiVities
language. ", to sufficiently examine

the potential and'
(Attitude). Valdes data interest to them for ar
presented in the form Of career in science.
functional relationships,
e.g.,, tables, graphs,

equations.
(Doing). ,Has experienced
the successes and problems
of interpreting data and
forming generalizations .

to realistically consider
careers in Science, *
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-COAL CLUSTER I
Personal Needs

COAL CLUSTERII COAL CLUSTER III
Fundamental KnowledgeSocietal IssUeS

. COAL CLUSTER IV
Career Ed. '& Prep.

1i Nature of-Scientific inquiry

. ,

(Knowing)-. Deliber- (Knowing). Anticipates (Doing). Cites-examples,
agely. recognizes -that that scientific knowledge of earlier and current
the relevance of scienti- related to societal Issues. scientific explanations
fic ,knowledge -is likely may change arid will there- which have;been, or are
to be limited to Its fore demand 'a different being, altered.
own domain -of inquiry t point of-View in order to t

.(natural phenomena) and use the altered knowledge. (Knowing). Acknowledges
that other personal in- that r....ientists deal with
quiries about one's (Doing). Extracts froMa hypotheses, thedries and
life may not ,use societal issue the compo7 Models in terms of their
scientific knowledge or nent related to natural usefulness (in explaining,
,Scienti,fic inquiry. _phenomena, identifying predicting and encouraging

this component as being growth in science) and not
germane to scientific in terms of their absolute
inquiry. truth.

(Knowing). Recognizes
the :primary- need to be'

curious about natural
,phenomena. in order to be
suitable for a science
vocation.

(Knowing).: Recognizes that
a career in science does not
require a singular role, but
is, open to a number of diff-
erent roles.

.General Inquiry Processes

(Doing). Uses evi-
dence from a variety
of sources to make
decisions about per-
sonal health problems:-

(Attitude). Enjoys
the challenge of re-
fining problematic
sitnations'into.
solvable problems.

(Knowing). Can decide (Knowing). Can grasp
what are the main issues the meaning of simple
of a simple-science- scientific statements
related social problem. such that he or she

would know what counts
(Doing). Decides what is as eviappce for and
and what is not scientific against it. (Example:
evidence in a simple knows that the statement
SecenEe-related social "Wood floats in water"
issue. Implies that "wood is

lighter than. water" and

'whatever is 'righter than

-water floats on

(Doing). Decides what
the main issues of
selecting a science
career are.

(Doing).' Valu4es openr
mindedness in those
who pursue scientific'
careers.

0
1-0



COAL CLUSTER I
PerSonal Needs

COAL CLUSTER II
Societal Issues

COAL CLUSTER III
Fulldamental Knowledge

GOAL CLUSTER IV
Career Educ. & Prep.

Ceberal Inquir Processes (Cont.)

(Knowing).. Can ask
questions to determine
what the problem to be
Abi'Ved

(Doing). Identifies
the.source of certain
w evidence concern-

ing the connection
between'smoking and
lung.cancer,as the
Tobacco institute.

(Knowing). Acknowledges ( Attitude):' Voluntarily
the desirability of con- seeks the criticism of
sidering various aiternn- others on the data and
tive viewpoints concern- 719iterpretatioh'S of his/
lug science-related social her experiments.
issues.

(boing). Never fails to
(Attitude). Enjoys report the comlete set
identifying the evidence of .observations in an in-
needed for decision- vestigation, rather than
.making about science- 1:eaving out cases un-
related social issues. favorable to his/her

hypothesis.
.

Attitude). Is committed to
the necessity, of accuracy
in the work of scientists.
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To determine the actual status of science education relevant to Inquiry,

'we consulted four recently completed studies., Three, of these were conducted

from 1976-1978 under the spOnsorsfiip of the National Science Foundation (NSF).

One study (hereafter referred to as OSU), carried out at Ohio State

University, was a 20-year literature review related to pre-college science

instruction, ssience.teacher education, and needed assessment efforts

(HelgesOn, et al., 1977). 'A comprehensive national.survey of science, mathe-
.

matics, and social studies educition in 1977 (hereafter referred to as RTI),

was conducted by the Research - `Triangle Institute in North Carolina (Weiss,

et al., 1978). Eleven in-depth Case Studies in Science Education (hereafter

referred to as CSSE) were prepared, by the Center for Instructional Research

and Curriculum Evaluation, at the University of Illinois. (Stake and Easley,

et al., 1978). Our fourth source for current status data (referred to as

NAEP) was the publications from the National Assessments of Educational

Progress in Science between 1969 and 1977 (NAEP, 1977-78).

Our data sources were searched for indicators of the extent to which.

the context, transactions, and outcome elements suggested that science

inquiry learning was occurring in the manner described in the preceding

section. Each of the-three NSF reports was carefully read and statements

pertaining to inquiry, prOcess, or scientific method were recorded. NAEP

items which address elements of science processes were identified and added

datacc the data gleanea from the'reports. The resulting pool of information

became the basis for.the phase II report, a document portraying the current status

of science inquiry learning in the United States (Welch, et al., 1979). A summary

of that repftt follows.

Context

In general, we found that although there was a positive attitude toward

science expressed by thosej.n charge of schools, no strong forces are working

to promote science education. Science is not receiving a high priority by

school superintendents (CSSE 19:10), state science requirements are dimini-
,

shing (OSU 121), and there is some evidence that science education is being

displaced by such emphases as "back-to-basics", career education, and special-
?'

education.

1
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Because of its dependence on innovative curriculum, non-text material's,

specialized facilities, and competent teachers, inquiry learning is especially

sensitive to the level of support it_receives. In many areas, money available

for non-salary expenditures is dropping and the supporting climate for inquiry

learning has disappeared. Informatibn regarding-the perceived importance of

inquiry-related learning appears ambiguous. Inquiry-related goal statements

exist at the local and state levels (OSU 160). Teachers and principals rank

"information-processing and decision-making skills" as very important (OSU 85,179)

and generally value first-hand learning (CSSE 1:25, 10:12). However, at the

estate level, inquiry-related goal statements appeared in only 8 of 42 states

responding, whereas, 18 states listed content-oriented goal statements (OSU 168).

'There appears, to be a discrepancy between existing general statements -

about the importance of inquiry and the attention given it in practice.

Although teachers made positive statements about the value of inquiry, they

often felt more responsibility for teaching facts (CSSE 1:42, 12:5, 13:17,

19:5), "things which show up on tests" (CSSE 13:18), "basics" (OSU CSSE 9:3),

vnd structure and the work ethic' (CSSE 12:9).

At the district and state, lek.els, there is generally little support avail-
.

able from science curriculum specialists. Only 20 percent ofthe districts

reported a full-time district coordinator or supervisor (RTI 39), and only

5 percent. of the states had as many as one person working three-fourths time

as a science supervisor (RTI 32).

A major problem in promoting inquiry was encountered in the preparation

of science teachers. Many teachers are ill-prepared, in their own eyes and

in the eyes, of others, to guide students in inquiry learning (CSSE 4:10,

12.4 13.5- OSU 82-83, RTI 47, 142) and over one-third feel they receive in

adequate support for such teaching (RTI B-106). Most teachers had not had ade-

quate training for responding instinctively to the fruitful observations or the

penetrating questions of a thoughtful student (CSSE 16:8). Their college

science training was not likely to emphasize process skills (OSU 53) or

reseavh experience (CSSE 12:7). There have been some attempts to'improve

process4skill development in teacher training programs (OSU 57), and about

half of the practicing teachers in 1970 had attended NSF workshops (OSU 192).

It is reasonable to expect that they have received some inquiry-oriented

instruction in these workshops. There is evidence that inquiry training can

result in significant changes in inquiry teaching methcis (OSU 79) and that
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participation in designing inquiry lessons is more important than knowledge

of science in the development of process teaching skills (OSU 66).

There was considerable evidence that, teachers found inquiry approaches,

to be very difficult to manage (CSSE 18:68). In some cases, they consider

state'mandates-for laboratory work impossible to meet (CSSE 1:81). About

one-fifth of teachers surveyed considered equipment and supplies too difficult

to get (CSSE 16:37, 1:60). Others considered inquiry dangerous, especially/
in discipline-problem'classrooms (OSU 166).

The second major reservation teachers. expressed about inquiry teaching f

was tht it didn't work for most students (CSSE 18:68). .They see it as

causing confusion (CSSE 1:64) and too difficult for anY but the very brightest

student (CSSE 1:29, 1:92, 12:7).

It appears that many teachers and parents consider the primary purpose

of science education to be preparation for the next level of schooling (CSSE

13:10). There Seemed to be general agreement that "the next level," be it

junioi high, high school or college, would require preparation in "knowledge"

rather than in inquiry skills. The knowledge nature of college entry exams

(CSSE 418), the content of college courses (CSSE.13:1) and the intention of

most students (70%) to go on to college (CSSE 18:106) all work together to

convince parents, teachers, and students that "next year" knowledge will be

more highly vailied than inquiry skills. This knowledge emphasis, combined with

the absence of equipment and poor preparation of teachers for inquiry teaching,

has certainly perpetuated the traditional pattern of "assign, study, discuss,

and test" pervading most classrooms. This mode of instruction is, of course,

----eff4Cient if recall of fact;'and definitions is the goal of instruction.

A final contextual factor ia-ehe-considerable evidence that the press

fOr "socialization"-of students greatly affects -classroom activities (CSSE:

Chapter 16). This goal is manifested_in activities stressing-authority and

dicipline, and for many teachers, inquiry teaching is inconsistent with

these activities. It is difficult to urge open-mindedness on the one hand

(inquiry) while at the same time demanding a consistent format in writing

a lab report.

Transactions

Our search of the data sources yielded about two negative transactions

for each positive one noted. That is for each student interacticn that
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seemed likely to facilitate inquiry learning, we found two that were pro-

hibitive.; For example, although 30 percent of the nation's elementary schools

are using the new NSF-supported curriculum materials, with their emphasis on

. inquiry skills, there are another'70 percent who are n (OSU 16).

Among teachers who have attended an NSF institute, 73 percent report using

manipulative materials in their classroom (RTI 107). Twelve percent of the

elementary teachers, 32 percent of the junior high teachers, grades 7-9, and

47 percent of the secondary teachers, grades 10-12, have attended at least one

institute (RTI 68). Many of these teachers are in a minority and most students

,are unlikely to be given opportunities to learn even the simplest process

skills, much less the more involVed aspects of scientific inquiry.

Some of our findings were encouraging and suggest some students and some

teachers are actively involved in the science learning enterprise. Innovative

curriculum materials are being used in 30 percent of the elementary schools and

60 percent of the secondary schools (OSU 16, RTI 80). About 50 percent of the

students in grades 9-12 are enrolled in science (Welch, 1979) and more than

half of the younger children report working on out-of-school science projects

(NAEP C01X01). Science laboratories exist and are used in most of the nation's

schbols. The RTI survey reported that 59 percent of the teachers involved

the students with manipulative obtects during their most recent science class

(RTI 106). Several of the case study ethnographers observed lessons where the

students were encouraged to think for themselVes (CSSE 9-6, 4-10, 13-16, 3-103,

5-4, 9-7, and 3-101).

Unfortunately, for those who value inquiry, there are many instances of

negative transactions. Our analysis yielded several general findings (Welch

et al., 1979--Phase II Report). Not much time in science classes is devoted to

inquiring. .Little science is taught in the elementary schools. When hands-on

experiences are provided, they are not characterized bystrue problem-salving.

The competing pressures on teachers, e.g., disciplining, "basics," mainstreaming,

integration, accountability, do not leaver much time for learning inquiry skills.

According to a reportof a national survey, "We estimate the median to be about

10 percent time spent in inquiry.teaching, still a lot higher than our field

observers reported" (4CSSE 16:31).

The case study reports are depressing as they concludes, "Science was

something teachers took in college, but it was not something they experienced

as a process of inquiry. It is not surprising then to find creative inquiry was

not what we found in those eleven high school laboratories--except in rare
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circumstances" (CSSE 12-7). Inquiryteaching is a difficult and time-consuming

task and teachers are not prepared, or even sympathetic, to using it in their

classrooms.

Outcomes

Most of the evidence regarding student outcomes was obtained from an analysis

of the National Assessment of Educational Progress data for testing carried out

in 1968-69,11971-72, and 1976-77

share of attention was directed

or inquiry-domain. Necessarily,

. It was in the latter testing period that a larger.

to measuring student competencies in the process

our data sources' are limited, but we believe the

following conclusions to be justified based on the data available.

We found that studeRts have been exposed, either in science classes or in

school or elsewhere, to many of the observing and measuring skills. However,

when skilled performance or somewhat sophisticated application of observing and

measuring skills, is assessed, relatively few students are generally successful

(cf., Phase II report).. For example, 82 percent, of the thirteen-year-olds

reported that they knew how to read a thermometer, but in measuring the volume

of water in a graduated cylinder only 18 percent of the thirteen-year-olds made

acceptable measurements. The seventeen-year-olds did somewhat better in this

task, with 46 percent correctly measuring the volume of water (NAEP 204046).

In general, we found that students were able to correctly delect a hypo-

thesis to explain a phenomenon ot to generate their own explanations when the

phenomenon under observation was familiar. However, as the task became more

distant from the common-world experience of the thirteen and seventeen-year-

olds, the success level in generating or selecting hypotheses dropped, considerably.

The ability of students to design procedures for carrying out experimental

tests comprised a large share of the NAEP data. A very high percentage of students

(sometimes more than 80 percent) at each age level (9, 13, and 17 year-olds)

can correctly,design procedures for performing certain experimental tests. but

far fewer students (sotetimes less than 25 percent) can do this for other

experimental tests. In'addition, sizable percentages of students did not possess

sufficient information about certain specific experimental procedures which the

designers of the NAEP exercise.considered important enough to sample at each of

the three_age levels._ Ample room for improvement exists for students' proficiency

in the process of analyzing data, in spite of cases in which certain types of

data analysis have been mastered by a fair proportion of the students.
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A few teachers were obserVed in the case studies providing opportunities

for involvement in the self-teSting aspects of scientific inquiry. However,

most teachers attended to values which would support the careful, productive

conforming aspects of schooling and socialization. The values associated

with speculative, critical thinking were often ignored and sometimes ridiculed.

Students tended to express an unwillingness to change their ideas in light

of new facts, even though most of them recognize this as an attribute of the

working scientist. About 'half of the student's see themselves as working for

accuracy in checking school work. But a few more expressed the notion that they

would persevere in spite of problems.

Limited success was achieved on NAEP items which tended to "scratch the

surface" of basic ideas about the nature of scientific inquiry. Examples

include: (a) the importance of observations and theories; (b) the fact that

solutions are sometimes not found to scientific problems; (c) the fact that

changes are made in theories in light of new observations; and (d) the basis

of science is empirical evidence.

However, the percentage of correct responses to NAEP items fell quickly

as soon as the items did more than "scratch the surface of basic ideas.

For instance: (a) about 75 percent of the Students recalled one major aim of

science, but only half could distinguish between the aim of science and the aim of

technology; (b) while over 70 percent understood the importance of observations,

less than,half knew about errors inherent in the measurement process; (c)-while

80 percent understood that scientific models are used for predicting, less than

50 percent could recognize an important quality of scientific models; (d) most

seventeen-year-olds knew that scientists publish their results, whereas less than

60 percent of these older students realized that the scientists' work is founded

upon specific assumptions; (e) while a sizable majority of youngsters attested
4k

to the importance of experiments to scienca, only 40 percent to 60 percent

,understood the importance of controlling all variables in those experiments;

(f)' while 70 percent to 80 percent of all students felt that theories change,

only 25 percent to 32 percent of the 9 and 13 year-olds realized that all

scientific topics are not thoroughly understood. About half of the students

_eli eve_that_a_scientist_should_be critical.-of the _work of-other scientists-an

should be open-minded with respect to theories. When these characteristics were

applied to the students' own situations their expression of these safeguards

and customs was considerably less.
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In conclusion it seems fair to .say that although there was an occasional

glimmer of knowledge about the procasses and nature of scientific inquiry,

in-depth understanding waanotgenerally exhibited. Students learned about

science but seemed to perceive St as something done by somebody else rather than

something that could be, incorporated into one's own way of thinking. They knew

that scientists are likely to.xamine'theitrconclusions and change them in the

light of new evidence. The students seem much,less willing to apply that charac=

teristic..to problems they themselves encounter.

Discrepancies, Dilemmas and Alternatives

A. point-by-point summary comparison between the original Phase I Inquiry

Report "(desired state for science education) and the Phase II Inquiry Report

(actual_ status of science education) may be found in appendix A. By comparing

the two reports,- we discoyered substantidi discrepancies, as summarized below.

As discussed in the preceding section, the widespread, espoused support of

i
5

inquiry is more simulated than real in practice. Perhaps this discrepancy may be

understood by analyzing the context, including a prospective teacher's education

and professional training, wherednquiry goals are articulated but the practice

of.inquiry rkeiyes negligible attention. The greatest set of barriers to the

teacher supArt of inquiry seems to be its perceived difficulty. There is legi-

timate confusion over the meaning of inquiry inthe classroom. There is concern

over' discipline. There is a worry about adequately preparing children for the

next"level of education. There are problems associated with a teacher's allegi-

ance to"teaching facts and to following the role models of the college professors.

The web of barriers to teaching scientific inquiry becomes even more complex

with a'myriad of 'vicious cycles,' nonlogical rationalizations, and social justi-

fications. While these complications are 'identifiable, the important point is-

that a desirable context for inqUirY instruction is lacking.

The transactions which-inaugurate and sustain the teaching of scientific

inquiry are ,conspicuously absent in most schools. A desired degree of inquiry'

instruction is rare. One finds encouraging evidence in the presence of:
__

lab=faciiities-and-litiiiils, some handson actiVities, teachers graduating from

NSF workshops, and NSF-sponsored curricula. However, it is difficult to observe

the assumed effect they have on classroom practice. The following statements

summarize the state of affairs related to the transaction of teaching scientific

inquiry:
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AF, 1. Not much time is spent'on inquiring.

2. ,:Little science is taught at the elementary level.

3. 'There are manAressures on teachers which compete for the time it
takes tot learn inquiry.

4. Even when hands-on experiences are provided to children, they are
not characterized,bY problem solving:

5. Student disruption and classroot control/ work against inquiry
develOPment.

6. Teachers have not had many inquiry-type experiences themselvei-and
appear to misunderStand,ii.

7. Inquiry learning is a difficult and high-cost operation.

8. Evaluation of inquiry outcomes is perceived'as prohibitive compared
to the more easily measured traditional outcomes.

In regard to outcomes, the CSSE data suggest: (a) that the community

mitigates against inquiryinto values; (b) that the teacher's of authority

in science classrooms discourages problem-solving, deciSion-making and scientific

;#.1

inquiry; and (c) that the customs of inquiry tend not to be in evidence in science

classes. These results help to explain why customs of inquiry are valued by only

a small percentage ofStudents, though most of these same youngsters recognize

the necessity of these customs for scientists. A noticeable discrepancy exists

between this state of affairs and the desired outcomes specified in the Phase

I:Report.

- In all cases of student outcomes, achievement increased with the age of

the child, from nine-year-olds to seventeen-year-olds. The status of inquiry

teaching in the schools (Phase II Report, Section "Transaction") does not encourage

one to conclude that science instruction causes the observed increase in student

achievement. On the contrary, there are several credible explanations independent.

of classroom instru/ction. These include: intellectual maturation, amid increasg

in "test-wiseness, a sample bias due to drop -outs, an increase in reading

ability, and the experiences which children gain at home and in their community.

Because of the\wiaespread discrepancies summarized above, we have reached

the unavoidable conclusion that the desired state for science education is not

being achieved. Not only is the desired state not being achieved in general,

.1( _____but there are a number of speqific instancei-where tbe_observed_current szat4s

represents a particularly poor showing. Our expectations were far from being

met in any of the three domains: contextual support, transactions, and student

outcomes.
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Those who ialUe:teaching scientific inquiry may find themselVes in a dilemma

oVef this:cOncluionThere-has been-an:emphasis on inquiry :by the leaders

in Science education, especially during the past 20 years. Curriculum reform

and teacher ducation have received much,atiention in this regard. In fact,

theedUtatiin leaders expected the new curricula-and the revised teacher prep -

aration programs:to ihave.demanstrahle impact on'classrooM practice and student

achreVement: However, the resultS of our study show that these expectations

are .far from' being realized. .

The' time has come for the science education community to re-analyze and

re-evaluate their, expectations.

What are some reasonable' implications -of the discrepancy problem? We

have seriously considered five possible solutions. The detoils of our deliberations

are not recorded here. Instead a summary of the first four solutions is offered.

This is follolAd by an in-7depth analySis of 'ikftfth solution which we propose for

serious consideration. f

One esponse to the problem could be to recognize the singular occurrences

xcellence which do exist and the instances of achievement in inquiry that

haAve been documented. Thus, one could decide to change nothing and be satisfied

with the current status of inquiry learning in science education. We lend no

support to this'"do-nothing" approach.

A second alternative, often found in the literature or in key-note addresses,

calls for a rejuvenated attempt at improving inquiry instruction: calling far`-

more teacher education, better science supervision, mere money for materials,

more curriculum developMent, further Nanges in university science courses, and

better tests. However, as the data show, the total context needed to support

this enhancement of inquiry instruction is resistant to change. Calling for the

rejuvenation of inquiry instruction amounts to tinkering with the established

ystem: Although we appreciate the usefulness of such actions, we recognize

the discouragingly small success such tinkering has had in thkpastand-we reject

approach-as -a viable solution. ,

A third alternative calls for a reformulation of our inquiry outcomes in

drde-f-t-hat--58St students can achieve them. In other words, we would rewrite

our Pha I Report so that our desired outcomes better match,Athe current status.Fk)

However,-if we diluted our notion of scientific inquiry to that extent, we would

simply be subscribing to mediocrity in U.S. schools. We cannot support this course

of action.
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But, if we abandon inquiry instruction altogether, as the evidence tends

to suggest,we should and as we seriously considered doing, then we run the high

risk of being irresponsible and insensitive to the needs of some youngsters

who,will,obviously need this knowledge in order to cope with, and help others

to cope with, their world of 2001 (only one generation away). We reject

this defeatist alternative as well.

Finally, a fifth alternative emerged quite unexpectedly. It requires a

reformation of our traditional ViEWS about teaching scientific inquiry in
,

schools. This new viewpoint addre*sses.the causes for the current lack of

inquiry instruction, but at the same time, it maintains our desired outcomes

of scientific inquiry instruction. We support this alternative over the four .004440

other courses of action and inaction.

A Propos'al

Numerous statements of desired:student outcomes with respect to inquiry

in science education have been forthulaied over the years by educators,-phil-
.

osphers, natural and behavioral scientists, and other well-intentioned thinkers.

However, no previous formulations- have taken into account two important factors:

(1) the diversities in human characteriStics,that affect inquiry-related be-

haviors; (2) the contextual realities of the nation's diverse schools and

communities. The following proposal urges that attention be given to these

two important lines of evidence. The educational era is at hand where the

Matching Of learning experiences to the traits and needs of the individual has

become feasible. In addition, it is'essential to look at the climate for

proffioting inquiry in a school, which may be favorable, indlifferent, or an-
,

Desired State for Inquiry Outcomes

-We-- propose-the-following general framework for defining the desired state

of inquiry outcomes. The framework applies to outcomes in all three subdivi-

sions of the inquiry domain, i.e. science process-skills, the nature of scien-

tific-inquiry, and general inquiry processes. On the assumption_that_it _is

senseless to assert 4n outcome if relevant, reliable knowledge informs us that

it is unattainable, we'propose that:
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EVERY EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME WITH

TO INQUIRY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION' SHOLD.HAVE

--'1754tCHOtOUTCXL7CdSISTENCt-BE-00 ATIBLE WITH

PERSONAL GOALS, AND HAVE ECOLOG CAL CONSISTENCY,

The key ideas in this genera proposition deserve elaboration. By the

psychological consistency of an expected inquiry outcome, we mean that ful-

filling it does not demand a b,7avior or activity which the student's develoP-

mental, intellectual, and/or personality characteristics do not allow him or

10-22

her to perform. A quick_way to get to the heart of this'idea is via a 'metaphor

concerning athletics. You4siers are:not expected to perform as well in

baseball, for example, as- adults are. DevelOptental differences are taken into

account when setting expectations. Again, some racers, but mot all, have the
.

potential to run a mile in less than four minutes. Differences among individuals

in their capacity or ability to perform particular casks are xecognized. Also

some swimmers are /better suited to short races, others to endurance races. Assum-

ing approximately equivalent Jwimming skills and capacities, such different
A

preferences probably are due to personality differences and are accepted. Our
/

Point is that, just as differences in development, ability, and personality

are recognized in-setting performance expectations in athletics, the same kinds

of differences should be taken into account when designating expected outcomes

in the domain of inquiry. Harold Benjamin warned us long ago in The Saber-Tooth

Curriculum about the folly of setting the same performance expectations for all

students, regardless of whether or not they constitutionally,c uld perform the

tasks'. *.

/
When we say that an expected inquiry outcome should be compatible with

personal goals, we mean that attaining the outcome does not require the student

,to become competent in a behavior or activity which is incompatible with his

The personal goals include both the student's

its opposite level of education, and his or

in society. The notion that education should

or her long-term personal gWs..

choice of career direction. with

her roles as a functioning adult

contribute to the students' attainment of these types of personal goals is hardly

new, nor is the notion that students' science learning experiences should carry

their just share of the load in this regard. However, we recognize that, while

the personal goals concerning adult roles are quite similar for most students,

the.lx goals for occupations and'caree:s vary widely. For certain of these

occupations and careers, a broad range of competencieS' from the'inquiry domain
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is necessary. For others, selected inquiry domain competencies are appropriate.

For still others, including all those occupations tJward. which probably the major-
ity of elementary and secondary school students are headed, many of the inquiry

domain competencies cherished by science educators are unnecessary, inappropriate,_
or incompatible. We suggest that itris futile to ask students to develop any

such,corilpetencies.

A metaphor concerning dramatics may serVe,to illlinate this aspect of

our proposal. Almost every person has the opportunity'to be in,the theater

(or movie-or television) audience as a consumer of d As such, the person

should appreciate drama and have some degree of understanding of its form of

communication. SiMilarly, almost everyone can read a play or drama review,

and .this vicarious participation also calls only for anappreciation and a limited

understanding of drama. But, some people (including children) act in pla

amateurs, and theriLiegttlrily have some knowledge of the craft of drama the epth

of their knowledge depending on the extent di their exposure. AlS-6;-/few peop e

, act professionally and perform drama regularly: understanding it well. Finally,

there :is a small! group of professionals who are playwrights, and these are the

creators of new ideas in drama. In this dramatics metaphor, clearly the level

of competence expected of a person is compatible wish the person's role in

relation to drama. The level and nature of competence expected of a professional

actor is vastly different from the competence expected of a member of the

theater audience. So too, with respectAtto science, where there are nearly exact

parallel's with each of thea5les and relationships described for drama. For

example, regarding the basic process skills of scientific inquiry, the level

and nature of competence expected must be Conditioned by the personal goal-

the student' has in terms of his or her adult social role and occupation.1

Science process skills are just one subdivision of the inquiry domain, but

the same argument applies to another subdiVision, general inquiry processes.

However, there are probably fewer general inquiry ,,behaviors and competencies

that should be excluded on the basis of the student's anticipated social role

and occupation.

We also have called for the ecological consistency of every expected inquiry

outcome. This simply means that an expected outcome in the inquiry domain is

acceptable if it does not demand a student behavior or activity which environ-

mental conditions in a school or community do not allow. The requirement of
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ecological consistency recognizes the well-documented differences among schools

regarding the possibilities they afford for promoting inquiry. For example,

when the emphasis in a particular school is on "basics" and a strictly factual

-treatment of science is wanted, little possibility for inquiry exists in th4t

environment. There are Many schools, of course, where the climate for inquity,

is considerably more favorable. Setting Vcpectations for copious inquiry, outcomes

in the firit kind of school would be foolish and dishonest, but in the second

instance, inquiry` outcomes would haveecological consistency.

The, requirements we are proposing in the general framework for expected

inquiry outcomes deliberately restrict the inquiry-related outcomes to be ex-

pected from students with particular psychological_characteristics, in speci-

fied occupational goal grciups, and in particular schools. We believe that these

restrictions are both sensible and necessary at the preient time. A:conse-

quence of these requirements which should not be missed, however, is that they

mandate expanding the expected inquiry domain outcomes for some students, groups,

and schools. For example, for academically gifted students, the requitement,',

of ,psychological consistency would recommend more extensive expectations

thaii have been customary regarding student outcomes in utilizing inquiry as a

way of thought. The requirement that the ekpectatioas be compatible with the

students' personal goals would direct prospective scientists to a heavier dosage

of expected competencies in designing and analyzing experiMents, and it would

enjoin prospective politicians to acquire increased knowledge competencies con-

cerning the nature of scientific inquiry and the interrelationships of science;

technology and society.

Another point which we wish to make explicit is that, within the general

framework ofLreasonable restrictions (and, sometimes, expansions) on expected
A

outcomes, we still believe in the validity of the arguments for incorporating -

inquiry-related outcomes and methodologies in science teaching. What we know _

has been wrong in the'past was the unthinking assertion that all inquiry out-

comes were appropriate for all Students in all situations, and we have proposed

how thai,shouldlbe changed. But, with regard to the content of science courses,

we still agree that, not only knowledge of the pro.ducts of scientific inquiry

but also the development of skill in certain processes of scientific inquiry
_

is important for many students. We also still believe that some items of

knowledge regarding the nature of scientific inquiry should be a part of the

conceptual baggage of all educated citfzens. And, we still believe that an
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important purpose of schooling is the.development of general inquiry behaviors,

which include problem solving, decision making,'and values clarification.

,However, science education cannot alone be responsible for fulfilling this

purpose. I: developing problem-solving abilities is viewed as, an important

goal in a,given school, techniques and procedures for developing these abilities

should prevade several curricular areas. Moreover, science education has agendas

other than developing problem - solving abilities; for example, instruction in key

science concepts is on the list.

Providing Inquiry- Related Educative Experiences

The preceding section described the desired state for. inquiry outcomes

emphasizingithat expected competencies be tailored, to individual student and

ecological characteristics. We next propose some mechanisms which can pro%ide

the appropriate inquiry-related experiences. The plan to le described repre-

sents a kind of general model that could be adapted to various domains.; The

model is especially apt for the inquiry domain because it offers a very large

range of legitimate variations in outcomes for different individuals. (If the

domain were learning to read English text, for example, the range of legitimate

individual variations in outcomes would not be nearly so large, and applying
a

the model might not be expecially useful.)

Central to the model is a Student Profile for Inquiry Competencies,

which is set up and maintained for every student and periodically updated.

4,1*
This Profile has a goals component and a programmatic component. The goals

component contains a longitudinally arranged inventory of those inquiry-related

competencies which the individual is expected to develop throughout his or her

years in school. The inventory encompasses :competencies in all three subdivisions

of the inquiry domain, and, the process of designating the student's expected ,

competencies ;takes account of the requirements discussed above, Of psycholog
1L
ical

consistency, dompatability with personal goals, and ecological consistency.

In essence, the goals component of the Profile is'the individual's scope and

sequence charts, the goals component gives direction to the student's learning

program.

The programmatic component of the Profile delineates the kinds of exper-

'iences that will develop the designated inquiry-related competencies of the

student. It lays out specific actions the student should take during lateral
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slices of his or her time in school. These actions include various instrucl

tional procedures and materials which are familiar to science educators. To

mention some'Of these, there are: (a) year-long or semester courses with defined

characteristics regarding their emphasis and means'of promoting inquiry; (b)

self-instructional modules which develop specific inquiry-related skills Or

knowledge; (c) minicourses which do the same;- -(0. laboratory and field inves-

tigations with varying degrees of structure and varying opportunity for discoyery;
1

(e) textbooks and other reading materials with recommendations based on their,

varying opportunities fqr developing specific inquiry-related competencies;

(f) assessment, instruments totmeasure and diagnose progress in developing those

inquiry competencies appropriate for the indiyidual. Each ttudent's learning

program for the inquiry domain is- designed on the basis of these and other

possibilities for actions, that match different competencies.

The model we are describing, with its individual Student Profiles for

Inquiry Competencies, has several implications for implementation. Firk, it

is necessary to make available to students a considerable variety of instruc-

tional materials, some that develop specific inquiry-related competencies and

some that do not. Moreover, sufficient attention needs to be given to systems

for managing students in small groups, in independent study, and in large

groups. Finally, there appears to be no urgent need now to design new approaches

nor to develop new materials that help students attain inquiry competencies.

A goodly array of approaches and materials already exists that can accomplish

most of the desired outcomes. The real challenge is to deploy the existing

materials and techniques in effective configurations suitable to each learning
---

situation.

In summary, we have proposed that science ducators must attend seriously

to the incont,rovertible evidence about the uniq eness of the indivudual and

the contextual differences in schools. We bereve that this evidence is so

compelling, as to warrant the construction of lans to provide educative exper-

iences which are tailored to the particular'ch racteristics and goals of

individuals. These individually tailored plans also must take account of the

expectations and possibilities in the student's particular school environment.

By this mechanism, Focietal goals with respect to science learning which find

expression in community and school expectations can become meshed with the

individual and personal goals of the student.
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I

We are convinced that, in the present educational era, it, is technically

feasible to match each student's loathing experiences to individual traits and ,

needs. Planning for this kind of matching in the inquiry domain is particularly

apt, because there is *a large scope hereefor legitimate variations in desirable

inquiry-related outcomes for different students. Our stance is that all
.

students should not be expected to attain competence in all inquiry-7related

outcomes.whichscience educators (including"ourselves) have advocated in the,

past. For some student and in some school environments, it may not be appro-

priate to expect any_in wiry- related outcomes at all.

I
Y

1
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.DESIRED STATE ACTUAL STATUS

1

10-30

Student Outcomes

Observing and Measuring

Seeing a problem

Seeking solutions

Interpreting data

Formulating generalizations

Building, testing, and, revising a
theoretical model

340:-1

- successful for simple skills

- relatively poor for skilled -

performance or for somewhat
sophisticated application

- no evidence that the successful \

skills are learned at school '

- no data

- A very high percentage of student
can correctly design procedures.
for verforMing.,certain experi-
mental tests, but far fewer
students (sometimes less .that,
25%) can do this for some other
experimental tests.

- Sizble percentages of students
did NOT possess sufficient
information about certain
specific experimental procedures.

- typical data analysis behavior
was demonstrated by a fair
proportion of students but
there is ample room for improve-.
ment.

- no data

- no NAEP data

- no observations of this kind of
activity were reported in the
CSSE schools



DESIRED STATE

(Continued)

no
data

50%
negative

ACTUAL STATE
10 -31

50-60% 60-80% 80%

slightly quite highly
positive positive positive

Scientific Knowledge as a product

) ideas: (a) observations

(b) laws

(c) hypotheses

(d) models

(e) assumptions

(2) knowledge is tentative

(3) product of human effort

'(4) influenced by psychological
forces

(5) comprises the,asstilptions &
of those who crea5ed it.

(6) principal aim - to satisfy
about natural phenomena

of inquiry:

& social

metaphors

curiosity

(7) thefe are limitations to scientific
knowledge: (a) psycho/s6Cial context

(b) domain oenatural
phenomena

Diversity of tactics and strategies in
scientific inquiry:

(1) there are many different "scientific
methods"

,(2) stable inquiry problem solving

(3) fluid inquiry problem solving

Self-testing and empirical aspects of.
inquiry

(1) scientific knowledge raises questions

(2) scientists create hypotheses

(3) experimentally test hypothes.esor theorieq
(Independent empirical verification)

(4) observations support or negate hypothese
or theories

(s)' observations vary upon the experimental

conditions

,*

NAEP

205023

3/16

*errors of
measurement

*

*confuse
science &
technology

*CSSE obs.

*

*use of
controls

*science,

is baied
on expert!

ment



-

'continued)

DESIRED-STATE

(6). observations 'are accepted only if repeat-
able by -trained people,

(7) there are a number of criteria involved
*for accepting' a theory:

(a) logical coherence

(b) simplicity

(c) explanatory power

(d) predictive power

(e) potential fo; growth in developing
scientific knowledge

(8) theories give'perception, 1.e., 'observa-
tions

(9) theOries change over time

(10) scientists publish results for others to
repeat and react to

Strategies of inquiry

(1) values

(2) scientific inquiry

(3) problem-solving & decision-making

'(4) evidence

(5) use of logical thinking

_Safeguards & customs of inquiry

10-32 .

ACTUAL STATE

no 50% 50-60% 60-80% 80%
data negative slightly -quite highly

positive positive _positive

*

*

- community pressure mitigates against it.

- 50% do so outside of class. Many would
like to. Teacher authority is strong.

- many do know the strategies by & large, but
will not use them when faced with a ptoblem
(NAEP item)

- no data

- little data

- not generally part of the classroom scene.
are valued by only a small % of students,
though most recognize their necessity for
scientists.
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DESIRED SiAtE,/

ogram characteristics

. Statements f outcomes w.r.t. inquiry

. include assess ent/evaluation.

. provide for stu involvement

. available to all, given.intellectual .

match

content is consistent with inquiry
outcomes

develop attitudes and examine values

. -histOry*Of science

. text given less priority than investiga-
tion results

9. higher ed. levels explicity value inquiry

Program Dissemination/Adoption

Program Implementation

Exposure
1. process/inquiry in all science

courses

2. early and repetitious continuing

in School

3. provide inquiry opportunities for

study I

4., ,Content/process-not time on each,
but how it is done

5-/-alfTiEddents in an inquiry class,
but outcomes must match 'student
characteristics

Tea/cher Characteristics

X. pos.sess inquiry skills,value inquiry

ACTUAL STATE 10-33

Science taught as a rhetoric of conclusions
rather than a process of discovery.

- inquiry objectives exist at locel level.
---8- states. out of 42 had inquiry goals at

state level

- perceived as difficult therefore seldom done

- little spontaneity at secondary level. Support.;
peaked in 60's. Instruction tended to be
didactic. Too muchtime and effort. Sacked
equipment.
no data

- doing text problems dominates over doing scienct .

- no data

- no data

- the opposite was found

- higher levels tend to down-play inquiry

- elementary teachers rely on peers for program
information

- secondary teachers rely on journals and college
courses

- low priority to sc. ed. by superintendent.
therefore, low financing. Exists in elementary
but many cannot teach science; many do not try.
Secondary has subject matter orientation

- "relatively quiet evangelism in the CSSE schools

- "little inquiry experience in science classes"

no data

- no data

teacher's-philosOphy has strong influence on
teaching

- inquiry experiences are considered abstract- Er ---

difficult by some tachers, and concrete and'
simple by others

- some expressed sympathy
- appears to be minimal, because of

(a) its, difficulty

(b) competition for time by other pressures

(c) value of teachinedacts. "Many teachers

are ill-prepared"



DESIRED STATE
1044

ACTUAL STATUS /

2e possess teaching skills to teach inqu r y - "many teachers are ill-prepared"

3. be models of.ingdiry - "teachers do not set very effective,role
-models"

A. trained by doing inquiry - Teachers "took science classes; but didnr
experience inquiry (therefore misunderSt
,it). NSF institutes likely-facilitate-inquirf

. and use manipulative materials. "Most teach -='!

ers had not had adequate training." ' ...,

' ,
- There have been some attempts to improve
process skills invthe education programs." \

- InstiEutes.can affect inquiry teaching
material.

- some described tentative nature of science
and- how it works

designing. inquiry lessons more helpful than
knowledge'

5. understand the nature of inquiry

Classroom PrecEices

1. atmosphere conducive to inquiry

2. variety of classroom practices appro-
priate to inquiry classrooms

3. self-initiated inquiry

4. use of the four goal clusters (person,
society; discipline, and career)

Student Characteristics

Evaluation

- Inquiry is dangerous in ciscipline-problem
classrooms. However, some teachers express
the need for 'hands-on" experiences, but
this is usually for lower ability studehts.
Most case study writers noted use of "hands-
on labs ", and the availability of facilities-
and equipment.

- no data

- science fairs only

- Goal .clusters 01, 2, 4 are not sampled in AO
i.e., no data.

- There are sufficient student problems
(immaturity) to interfere with learning.
"Inquiry teaching does not work for most
-students" --second major-reservation-of- -.
teachers.

- Evaluation activities in schools are prohibi-,'-
tive against inquiiy teaching. Inquiry
achievement is difficult to assess. 'NAEP
has greatly improved on this point.

3



CHAPTER 11

THE STATUS AND NEEDS OF SCIENC3'. EDUCATION

IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES
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Elementary Focus Group Members:
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Roger T. Johnson
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

indinas

"Young children are'naturally curious about the universe and are con-

tinuously exploring their immediate environment. During these early years they

form their basic attitudes, patterns of thought and modes of behavior. It is,

therefore, during these years that particular attention must be given to estab-

lishinglishing the attitudes and modes of inquiry that are associated with the scien-

tific enterprise--its processes and content." (American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, "Science Teaching in Elementary and Junior High Schools."
*.kt,

Science. Vol. 133, No. 3469, 1961). This quote is from a 1961 article in Science

describing three conferences organized by the AAAS to make recommendations for

the future of elementary school science. It heralded the beginning of fifteen

years and millions of dollars of activities to improve the teaching of elementary

science. 'Where are we now, almost twenty years later?

A review of the three NSF studies` reveals a not So encouraging 'picture.

A composite scenario that represents the great majority of elementary classrooms

will summarize many of the more quantified data detailed in the f011owing report.

The typical elementarysscience experience of most students is at best

very limited. Most often science is taught at the end of the day, if there is

time, by a teacher who has little interest, experience or training to teach science.

Although some .limited equipment is available, it usually remains unused. The

lesson wil? probably come from a textbook selected by a committee of teachers at

the school or from teacher-prepared worksheets. It will consist of reading and

memorizing some science facts related to a concept too abstract to be well under-

stood by the student but selected because it is "in the book."

A dim view? Maybe, but one substantiated by all three of the NSF studies.

That if our fictitious teacher wants to change and update science teaching?

Chances are two out of three that no one is designated in the school or school

district to provide any suggestions or new techniques or materials. Unless the

teacher is one of the 10% - 30% who have heard of the NSF-developed curricula,

she will not even know they exist. If she does by chance know about one of the

programs and decides to try it, funds may be so limited that the equipment re-

quired to support the program cannot be pur,chased. Furthermore, the pressure of
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the adMinistration and parents to return to a greater emphasis on the basic skills'

and discipline gives little incentive to make any greater efforts to teach science4

The effect of the "back-to-basics" emphasis is but one example of ways in 1

which it exists. The teaching of elementary science is not sovell established

that it
canexist independent of the influences of the school patrons, the admin-1

Zt
istration, changing enrollments, budget decisions, or teacher interests and pro- i

Ifessional preparation. None of these elements directly prevents the teaching of 1

a
I /elementary science. But, in the days of more demanding priorities, each of these,

/contextual factors often results in a reduction in the quality of the science ,1

/ 1being taught. It might be said that "nothing works directly against the teaching

of science in the elementary schools--but, unfortunately neither is anything

working to enable it to'exist."
.

/

_ /
What needs to be done? .The recommendations are not simple, mutually /

411 /

exclusive, or Ttramatic. Instead, they are multi-faceted, systematic and long- I

:,..,

range. Y

Sin :5 e science in the elementary school is very much a part of the sys em

(community,;school and teachers) in which it must be taught, implEwing its chares

for becoming aqasic part of the curriculum involves working w all parts of,a cui i ki with f

the local system. /frstem. Excellent curricula of various kinds are rilable. The N1F-

sponsored projects and several recent commercial textbook series provide a rich
/

set of choices from which a school system can select an excellent set of matL-
4 .,

als. At this time, funding of new curriculum development at the elementary 1 vel

is not a high priority.

!Although the teacher is a key ingredient inimproving the teaching ri

e'ementary school science, simply to supply the teacher with a new curriculum and

supportive training and then to ask her/him to use the new materials within a

non-sup
NW

portive system is futile. Two major activities need to be undertakel

before effective implementation can occur. Those activities include the clarifi-
1

,cation of goals and the removal of barriers to quality science instruction./

It is important to clarify the educational goals of,the community/

(parents and citizens), the administrators and the teachers. The philosophies
a

and expectations of schools play an important and an increasingly observab1le role

in the selection of curricula and the administration of schools. The citizens

of a community very often have direct and indirect means of affecting in-T1chool

decisions. Well designed elementary science pgorams, such as those descrFbed

1.

1



later in this report, can, if properly implemented, facilitate many goals of the

local community, and this fact should be brought to the attention of local

decision-makers. For example, if parents want students to learn basic skills,

pertinent research findings and practical examples of ways in t4hich elementary

science improves student performance in these areas should be pointed out. If

a local goal is to improve students' self- esteem, examples of how a quality sci-
P

ence program can enhance students' feelings-of self-worth should be described.

If it is the goal of parents that their children "learn to think and solve prob-
-ti

lems," ways in which good elementary programs approach these goals need to be

illustrated. If there is strong community support, aome of the recommendations

in this report will be easier to pursue.

From the three studies, it is possible to identify se'7eral barriers to

.effective science instruction at the elementary level. Concerns on the part of

teachers and administrators were that: (1) there is not enough time to teach

science; (2) science is difficult to teach and requires too much work; (3) there

is a lack of supervisory leadership; (4) the budget is insufficient; and (5)

facilities are not adequate for an activity-based program. Sdlutions to these

problems must be found or the program expectations modified enough so that the

barriers are no longer hindrances to the implementation of science programs.

Some of the barriers to effective science teaching rest with teachers.

Many of them lack confidence, experience and sources of help in teaching science,

especially an activity- inquiry mode. Hands-on inquiry teaching simply does not

seem to work for many teachers. What interventions solve these problems? In-

service, personal assistance and resource materials have proven successful in

many cases in the past. It is believed that their efficacy will be greatly in-

creased by applying them within the context of a systems-orientet model such as

that suggested in this paper.

NSF institutes and local inservice courses have often trained teachers

to use new and better materials and then have sent them into a system where the

values and goals of the community were at odds with those of the teachers and

the curriculum. When the well-documented barriers are added as another roadblock,

it is no wonder so few quality elementary science pgorams have been implemented.

Recommendations

1., Given the situation described above, our major policy recommendation

3 '5 4,
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at the elementary level is to increase efforts to improve the implementation of

science programs at the local level.

2. Devise, field-test, and evaluate procedures to match a community's

educational goals and the "expectable outcomes" of exemplary elementary science

programs.

3. Conduct additional research to determine the extent to which the

exemplary programs promote student growth in^basic skills, problem solving, self-

esteem, positive attitudes inward school and other common goals for. general education.,

4. Determine which barriers are real through carefully controlled

classroom/teacher observations. Although time and money are obviously necessary

to teach science, how much of each is needed? There is considerable informal

evidence that solutions to many of the barriers are necessary but not sufficient

to insure the teaching of science. Many of the barriers may be raised as smoke

screens to mask the personal, teacher-related barriers.

5. It is recommended that selected case studies be conducted in school

systems where science is being taught effectively at the elementary level. This

1should reveal what the enablers are. Because of*.random sampling techniques, the

NSF- sponsored case studies emphasized the barriers to science instruction. Exem-

plary programs were not observed.

6. On a trial basis (3-5 years), at a limited number of sites, provide

significant funding for identifying and training resource and scpervisory help at

both state and local levels. Document the effect these change agents have in

bringing about the implementation of the desired programs. These science resource

people should have a good knowledge of exemplary curriculum ind of systematic

implementation processes, and access to outside expertise as needed. If this trial

is successful, lone-range funding on a broad scale should be provided.

It is important to understand that any implementation system must be "user-

driven" rather than "producer-driven." Thus, materials, programs and other

resources made available should not be limited to NSF- developed materials but

should include any materials meeting the needs which become identified during the

six steps described above.

355
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BACKGROUND

From a curriculum diet of sameness and uniformity in the early 1960's,

elementary science has moved in the late 1970's to a state. that reflects a wide

diversity of goals, philosophies and types of materials. The completion of the

three major NSF projects in elementary science (ESS, SCIS, SAPA), the publication

of several "new generations" of elementary science textbook series which have ap-.

parently been influenced by the NSF projects and the continued publication of text-

book series that have been in existence for many years ,provide a wide variety of

materials. These materials vary considerably in intended student outcomes, learning/

teaching styles, cost, format, and content. NSF's investment in curriculum develcp-

ment in the last fifteen years has relikted in the production of resources avail-

able to the elementary schools in this country. Far from producing a national

curriculum the result has been to almost insure that there will be no such entity.

'An examination of the textbooks of the early Sixties would reveal a near "de facto"

national curriculum because of the consistency of content from series to series.

Today the opposite is true.

The wide range of goal options and materials available to elementary

science teachers today required Project Synthesis to first establish a "desired

state" of elementary science education. In this first phase of Project Synthesis,

desired student outcomes were identified in four major goal clusters: (1) personal 4

needs, (2) societal issues, (3) academic knowledge of science"and (4) career educa-

tion and preparation. These "desired outcomes" follow naturally as operational

definitions of the four major goal clusters. They generally represent .the goals

and philosophies espoused by the science education community and are not meant to

be either new or, revolutionary.

The desired student outcomes were written based upon our knowledge of stu--

dents and their needs and were not written with any particular program in mind.

They were based upon the research on and knowledge of how young children learn at

their unqiue stage of mental development. It was decided that the content knowledge

described in the desired state should not be a specific list of concepts or facts

but should broadly sample all content areas, support all rour goal clusters, develop

the processes of science, and be of interest to students. In developing the rather

broad statements of student outcomes in the four goal clusters, we reviewed the

more detailed, outcome statements from the other secondary groups (physical/earth
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science, biology, science/technology and society interactions and inquiry) to see,

if they fit within the elementary outcome statements. In virtually every case

they did. To us, the elementary school was not the place to begin the development

of detailed concepts in preparation for junior and senior high school. Instead,

it is the place to excite students' curiosity, build their interest in their world 0

and themselves and provide them with opportunities to pracrfce the meihodi of sci-

ence. Such a program can be made conceptually ricri by introducingrexciting and im-
.

portant phenomena to be observed and analyzed, but it should not reflect a need

to cover a syllabus of content in all science disciplines. In addition to the

desired student outcomes the desired states of "critical elements" of education

which are necessary to support and help produce the student outcomes were also

described. These elements included program characteristics, classroom practices,

teacher characteristics, etc.

In the second phase of Project Synthesis, the actual state of elementa7

science education as described in four major sources was reviewed'an.f. :he informa-

tional data organized according to these critical elements. To do so, the docu-

ments were carefully read and all statementsand data related to each critical

element were listed with a page reference to the original document. These rather

lengthy lists were then synthesized into briefer narratives which are included here.

Because the data clearly indicated that the textbook or curriculum package

was the major (and usually only) curriculum source for the elementary teacher,

(CSSE 13:5; RTI 88), we reviewed the four most widely used elementary science text-

books (RTI B-44), three NSF-funded project materials and four more recent "NSF-
.

influenced" texts to see the extent to which the desired student outcomes were

represented.

Finally in Phase III the discrepancies betwe n desired and actual states

;a-were summarized and recommendations made on how the ciscrepancies could be Ciied.
R

If new knowledge was called for to better understand a problem or a possibl: solu-

tion, specific research activities were recommended. The following sections p esent

suTries of the working papers used by our group during the three project phase
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DESIRED STATE OF CRITICAL ELEMENTS (PHASE I)

4 \
1

t, Sample Student Outcomes t
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A. Goal Cluste:' I: Personal Needs

Students will:

1. Be able to exhibit effective consumer behavior. This requires the

skills to evaluate the quality of products, the accuracy of adver-

tising and the personal need for the product.

2. Use effective personal health practices.

3. Have knowledge of one "s self, both personal and physical.
4 .

4. Possess a variety of skills and procedures to gather knowledge for

personal use.

5. .Be able to learn when presented with new ideas and data.

6. Use information and vAiles to make rational decisions and evaluate

. the peysonal consequences.

(

7. Recognize that their livep influence their environment and are

influenced by it.

8. Recognize and accept the ways in which each individual is unique.

9. Be aware of the constant changes in themselves.

B. Goal Cluster-II: Societal Issues

Students will:

1. Recognize that the solution to one problem can create new problems:

2. Use information and values to make decisions and evaluate the con-

sequences for others in their Community.

3. Recognize.that some data can be interpreted differattely bylk,:-her,people

depending on their values and experience.

4. Recognize the ways science and technology have changed their lives in

the past by changing the coping skills available to them.

5. Possess a sense of custodianship (collective responsibility for the

environment over a period of time):',

35&



6. Recognize that science,will not provide "magic":solutions or easy

answers--instead, the use of hard work and the processes of science

are required'to "resolve" rather than "solve" many problems.

C. Opal Cluster III: Scientific Knowledge

Students will:

Develop an understanding of. information and concepts from a wide variety

of topics selected from the life, earth and physical sciences. There is

no one set of basic topics for elementary science instruction.

(a) This variety of topics may be used to help develop the skills

in generating,, categorizing, quantifying and interpreting

information from an environment.

(b) is variety of topics may be used for the sole reason that

they are incetesting ito students at a particular age.

D. Goal Cluster IV: Career Education and Preparation

Students will: "k

1. Recognize that scientists and technicians are people with personal

and human characteristics. (Teachers should use biographical

sketches, personal knowledge, etc.)

2. Observe both sexes, minorities'and handicapp4d represented in the

written materials to encourage eqdal access to science-related careers.

Pro ram Characteristics Necessary to Produce Student Outcomes

A. Science programs should be interdisciplinary in nature (involving areas other

than science).

B. Genuine alternatives should exist so. that real decisions can be made, real

problems solved, and the consequences known or experienced.

C. The problemt presented to students should be definable, possible to accomplish,

and should grow out of first-hand experience.

D. Students should be actively involved in gathering data.

E. Information that is,presented should be clearly articulated through alternative

modes; i.e., books, filds, "hands-on" experience, etc.

353



F. Information transmitted should be as apprbpriate as possible for the age

level of the student and reflect how it was developed.

Apptpriate Program Implementation

A. For Whom?

1. All children should have equal access to science instructional

resources (programs, people, materials and time).
p

B. By Whom?

The teachers responsible for elementary science instruction should have the

following competencies or characteristics:

(a) Sufficient knowledge and experience in science content and

processes to feel confident when working with students.

(b) An un erstanding of the developing nature of the elementary

student!s mental, moral and phsyical capacities and the role

th t elementary science can play in enhanCing their development.

(c) A demonstrated ability to use (and know the results of ) appro-:-

/
'priate teaching strategies, i.e., grouping of students, question-

ning strategieS, inquiry techniques, evaluation procedures, etc.

C. In, Wat Way?--(Instruction)

1. should be congruent with the desired outcomes and program

characteristics,above.

Instruction should reflect the aptitude and characteristics of students

and teachers.

3. Policy should allow for an adequate amount of time committed to science

to enable students to achieve the expected outcomes.

4. The actual time spent in instruction should be consistent with the policy.

5. The teacher's planning and interactive skills should facilitate and em-

phasize cooperative interaction between students without eliminating

appropriate competition and individualistic interaction.

6. Instructional strategies should help students learn to ask good questions,

argue productively, evaluate theirmft work: such strategies include

effeltive questionning behavior, neutral rewarding, encouraging of con-

troversy, etc.
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7. Because language grows in the context of experience, so the language

of science needs to be learned in the context of experience.'

D. Facilities

1. The availability and maintenance of facilities (equipment, media and

supplies)-should be adequate to support the program requirements.

2. Enough concrete materials should be available to allow individual or

Small groups to each have a set.

3. An effective system should exist for getting appropriate materials

to teachers, collecting them afterward, and relplenishing missing

materials for the next use.

4. A system should exist to provide materials not mentioned in the curricu

lum but of interest to specifiC teachers and/or groups of students.

5. A setting should be maintained which allows for flexible seating ar
rangements and provision of needed resources (i.e., water, fresh air, etc.).

6. A settipgshouid be maintained that allows for display of science activi

ties, storage of materials and incompleted projects and interest centers

related to science:topics under study.

1,1
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ACTUAL STATE OF CRITICAL ELEMENTS (PHASE II)

Student,Outcomes

Review of Textbooks and Programs

Recognizing that publiShed science curriculum materials represent the major

determinants of the student outcomes in elementary science (CSSE 13:5, RTI 88), a

review was made of three categories of published materials.

;
ar

Category A: Based on the national survey of current practices in science

instruction by RTI,4 the four most frequently used textteries at that time (1977)

were selected fOr survey. The RTI study concluded that these four text series

collectively comprise 22% of the curriculum in the primary classrooms and 40% of

the curriculum in the intermediate classrooms. These series were Concepts in Science

(Brandwein), Science: Understanding Your Environment (Mallinson), New Ludlow Science

Program (Smith), and Today's Basic Science Series.(Navarra).
* _

Category B: According to the RTI survey, three of the curricLlum programs

funded by the National Science Foundation are currently being used in at least 8%

of the classrooms. These prOgrams were: Elementary Science Study, Science Curricu-

lum Improvement Study, and Scie..tce - A Process Approach.

Category C: Four additional text series were also reviewed, since it

was ',felt that this "new generation ", of texts represents a third potential pool of

influence on science classrooms. The.four text Series in the category were: Ginn

Science Program (Atkin); Elementary School Science (Rockcastle); Modular Activities

Program in Science (Berger, et al); Elementary Science: Learning by Investigating
(ESLI)

Each of the categories of curriculum materials. was compared with the four

"goal clusters in the established desired states and the five desired program

characteristics.

Goal Cluster I. Student Needs: Content in the texts of Category A related

to goal cluster I (student needs -- "what I need to survive") was primarily limited

to portions of chapters on health-related information about the human body. A very

limited number of instances of information about science in one's personal life was

found. In texts at the primary level, the health and human body emphasis is gen-

erally quite explicit while at the intermediate level content in,ithis area was

either missing or only implied. Reading these texts leads to the conclusion that

science content related to student need #3 (knowledge of self) was the only aspect



of student needs included in these texts.

Ail analysis of programs in Category B 'suggests that these NSF programs

contain a desirable" emphasis on helping students develop skills in producing

and gathering knowledge that has a hign personal relevance (student need #4), as

well as on praCtice in learning to change their interpretations in the face of new

data (student need #5). Some opportunity is also provided for students to practice

decision-Making and then living with the. consequences. These programs have a

meltable absence of content related to consumer behavior (student need #1) and per-:

scinal. health (student needs #2 and #3).

In Category C texts, there is an explicit emphasis on content to help

children understand and maintain their health (student needs #1 and #2). In two

of these texts, data collection and interpretation skills are taught (student need

1/4). These topics are neglected in the other two programs.

In summary, content related to the "student needs" goal cluster ranges"

from explicit reference to slight hirt. The emphases on the six subgOals show the

following pattern:

Sub-Goal Category A Category B Category C

1. Consumer Behavior None None None

2. Personal Health
Practices Good to Fair- Low / High to Good

3. Personal Health
Information High to Good Low High to Good

4. Skills in Gathering
Knowledge ° None / High High to None

5. Ability to Change None' High Low to None

6. Decision-Making . None Good Low to None

7. Environmental Influence None Low High to Good

8. Individual as-Unique ,None Low High to Good

9. Change in Themselves None Low High to Good

Goal Cluster II. Societal Issues: The relationship of science to society

is illustrated only occasionally in Category A texts. These illustrations are limited

to technology and environment.

In Category B' Materials, except SCIS, emphasis on societal implications of

science are absent. The life sciences materials of SCIS have a well-developed
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sequence of concepts that enable the child to both understand and interpret inter-
s

.actions in his environment.

The emphasis on environmental understandingsin the Category C texts was

consistently high. Relationships of these understandings to societal needs were

well illustrated in all Category,C series.

In summary, content in science programs related to societal issues seems

to be limited at best to learning about the environment with very few illustrations

of Now that information relates to society except in Category C materials. This

pattern related to the six subgoals of societal needs was found:

Sub-Goal Category A Categofy B Category C

1. Solutions Zan Create New
Problems None Slight None

2. Decision-Making and
Community Consequemes None Good in SCIS Slight

3. Alternate Data
Interpretation 'None Good Good in some

instances

4. Ways Science
Lifestyles None Very Slight Some

5. Sense of Custodianship None Very Slight Good in some
instances

6. Science is not Instant
"Magic" None Very Slight Good in some

instances

Goal Cluster III. Scientific Knowledge: In describing the knowledge we

felt was Most fundamental for elementary school children, we chose a set of four

skills that enable a child to generate and interpret information gained _from his
0

environment. These skills include observation, categorizing those observations

(classifying), quantifying those observations and interpreting observations. We

also believed that students' interest should be taken into account in selecting

content to be taught; e.g., his interest alone could be a sufficient reason for

including a topic.

In Category A, the content is largely structured and presented with no intent'

to encourage students to generate either observations or interpretations of their

observations. Both of these tasks, if addressed at all, are done by the author.

The choice of topics is also that of another's perception of science with no docu-

meritation of effort to include topics based on children's interests.

364
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In Category B, all three programs have a high focus on helping students

generate and interpret scientific information. Although in two cases, the materials

were trial-tested with students and modified subsequent to that trial, the topics

were selected and made to fit classroom/student contexts. In one case, however,

(ESS) student interest was explicitly considered in the selection of topics.

Category C programs include some in which information generation and inter-

pretation skills are intentionally developed through the use of "lectures" on ob-

serving, etc. Based on infdrmation available, two programs include topics known to

have been generated through student interest and two are based on author preference.

In summary, content related to fundamental skills and student interest

show this pattern:

Sub-Goal Category A Category B Category C

1. Skill' Development Emphasis None High High to Low
based on
programs

2. Variety Based on Student None High to Low High'to Low
Interest based on programs based on

programs

Goal Cluster IV. Career Knowledge anaPreparation: Content which clearly

addresses the human side of scientists as well as emphasizes equal access to science

for all population groups was searched out. The human side of scientists was limited

o a few short biographies in some texts, but they were either absent or easily
\ .

avoided in most programs. The idea of equal access to science for minorities and

women was limited to pictures or drawings showing both boys and girls as well as some

minorities involved in the pursuit of .cience.

,,e
The obvidUs conclusion was tot this goal cluster was generally neglected

in all the texts we examined.

Sub-Goal Category A Category B Category C

1. Human Side of Scientists Some Biography Little to None Good in One
Series.

Little to
None in Others

2. Minority Access Little None* Little

* These materials are extremely neutral with respect to sex and race since students
do not have access to printed materials or photographs of students or adults.
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,Review of NAEP Data

The National Assessment of Educational Progress data, both on affective

and cognitive outcomes, was reviewed from the perspectives of the four goal clusters.
.

Goal Cluster T. Personal Needs: NAEP Data from nine-year-olds on health-

related topics indicated approxi ately 50% recognized the function of major systems

in their bodies (C15C01) and 73% u derstood what would make the heart beat slowest

(C15C04). A larger percentage of the students could distinguish between inherited

and learned behaviors (C18C04) and draw a comparison between the uses of the senses

in deaf and blind persons (C56CO3). FeWet students (35%) seemed to have an under-

standing of how to stop a badly bleeding tlt (C71C14) or knew what causes them to

hear a friend when he/she talks (C24C05):\Most nine-year-olds understand situations

requiring that.one see a doctor (C71C01), an 93% say they would stay home from a

party when they have colds (CO2A07=1).

Responses given regarding nutrition revealed 7S% of the nine- year -olds

selected a balanced Menu on the first: for second cho ces (C71C11) , and 95' had know-

ledge of the kinds of things one eats to maintain goo health (C71C13). Seventy-

three percent correctly concluded that protein provides Lick energy (C1505).

Questions asked about safety and danger showed va ving levels of under-

standing: 300 -96% in the uses of electricity (C25C12); 44%-8 % in the uses of equip-

ment, chemicals and the importance of reading labels (C71C04), and 49%-77% about

listening to loud sounds (C24C06).

Information produced by scientific research was recognized as being useful

for keeping healthy by 91%, for deciding what cereal to buy by 50% and for choosing

a toothpaste by 53% of the nine-year-olds (C010C2-1).

Goal Cluster II. Societal Needs: The NAEP cognitive and affective results

revealed some of the knowledge and attitudes that young students have regarding

social issues. A large majority of the nine-year-olds believed that pollution,

energy wastes and disease were serious problems and that they could do somerhing

about them (CO2A05-1, CO2A06-1). Approximately 90% of *he nine-year-olds knew about

simple acts that help or hurt the environment (C62C11). Fairly large percentages

(80-90%) of the nine-year-olds were willing to do something, even if it was incon-

venient, to improve the environment.

On several exercises for which inferences and/or simple reasoning were

required to consider the consequences of a decision, nine- and thirteen-year-olds

t
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demonstrated limited success. Only 23% of the 13-year-olds knew that a long-range

consequence of use of fossil fuels was that they would be used up (63C06). When

asked the consequences of stopping the use of insecticides, only 16% of the 13-year-

olds could infer that it would cause more people to starve (C62COl1. When 13-year-

olds were asked to identify the results of eliminating a disease, 45% indicated

it would increase the population, 37% indicated that it would incrase food con-

gumption31% indicated that it would reduce the reserves of natural resources
A

/ -
and 38% recognized it would produce a greater need for recreation. Ve considered

these results disappointing.

Goal Cluster III. Scientific Knowledge: In our, discussion of scientific

,knqwledge, we defined four basic skills as being essential. NA P results related

to these skills are described below:

Skill NAEP Da. a

Generating Information/Observing - Most students (82:; of 97"vear-olds) can order a
sequence of simple events in a change (C56C04)

- 68% can recognize differences in information
from people with differ!ent handicaps (C56CO3)

- A high percentage (53% would do an experiment
to find out the answer rather than ask the
teacher (C52C01)

.- Ninety-one percent of/9-year-olds, can read a
grid map, but few (30g) can describe change in
location based on a mh (C54C10, C54C11).

Categorizing Observations or - Most 13-year-olds (660 oer, use a classifica-

Classifying tion rcheme (C55C01). Few 9-year-olds (26%)
can generate categor es of classifications
when given the obje4s (C55C04).

- Many 9- and -13 -year-olds have taken measurement

many times in solvinlg problems outside of class,

(C04A04) .

- About two- fifths ofi9-year-olds and more than
one-half 'of 13 -year olds can accurately esti
mate the length of pn object in metric units'
(C54C01, C54C083, C54C12).

- Ninety-three narcent of 9-year-olds can read

a thermometer-correctly (C54C13).

interpreting Observations - Few (31% of 9yeark)i-drecognize regularity
in nature, e.g., phases of moon (C52CO3).

Quantifying Observations or
Ne8suring

- Generally students can construct interpre-

taticns based on concrete experiences, but

this is not so with second-hand information.

367
(continued next page)
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- Generally, most 13-year-olds can read
graphs and tables, but fewer can success-
fully interpret graphs (especially line
graphs).

Goal Cluster IV. Career Education and Preparation: Do students want to go

into science as a career? the nine-year-olds were positive about science as a
career. Sixty-nine percent felt it would make them important, and 64% it would
be fun. About one-fourth of the nine-year-olds, however, were already feeling nega-.

tive about this career choice (27% felt it would be too much work; and 20% felt it

would be boring) (RCO2A08) By age 13, the positive feelings had decayed tc the

point where less than half thought science as a career would be fun (49%). Only

42% felt a career in science would not take too much education, and half felt it

would not be toe much work (RCO2A03).

In terms of recognizing scientists and technicians as people with,personal,

and human characteristics, there was almost no data available for the nine-year-olds

other than only 14% saw science as a "lonely profession (RCO2A08). Even with the

relative!, low interest of the 13-year-olds in science as a career (less than-50%

wanted to know more about science as a career), 81% would like to se scientists in

action (RCO2A01), perhaps indicating an interest in scientists as people.

There was data available on group differences in achievement and attitudes

toward science as a career. Even at*age nine, boys felt more positive and were

more interested in science-related careers than girls and had higher achievement.

There was mpre'of a discrep(ancy in favor of males'in attitudes and achievement by
age thirteen.

At age nine, black students were less enthusiastic about careers in science

than white Students and showed poorer achievement. Black nine-year-old students

were much less likely to think science was useful outside of school than white

students-757% of black students, compared to 74% of white students (RCO1UO3).

However, by age 17, black students generally felt more positive about science than
white students though still lagging behind white students in 4chievement.

Interestingly enough, advantaged urban students at age 13 were less con-

vinced about the benefits of scientific training than the nation as a whole.

Program Characteristics

The same groups of text programs analyzed ear-lie-r-were also reviewed to

determine the extent to which each of the deSlred_program_characteris-7.-4cs-was-present.
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Interdisciplinary

The extent to which other disciplines are included through reading and

activiti,kz2n to three categories of texts varies considerably. Category A texts

contain virtually no discussion of content other than science. Category B programs

contain a high amount of interdisciplinary material (particularly ESS and S-APA).

Category C programs seemed to follow the example of the NSF programs in this area.

Category A Category B Categbry C

Low to None High to Moderate High

Alternatives Exist So Thaceal Decisions Can Be Made

The Category A books display a highly Structured, non-inquiry approach to

learning. -Few, if any, alternatives for studeht decisioni-making exist in the

materials. Where there are questions or laboratory suggestions, the ans-ers or

results are almost always provided on the next page of the text; or the Activities

are considered optional and never discussed.

In Zategory B, the programs depend very heavily on laboratory activities

in which students are usually giVen some choice of procedures or techniques that

require decisions on their part.

The Category C books are mixed in this dimension. One series follows

the lead of Category B very closely, but tie others present few oppo'rtunities for

students to answer questions in an open manner.
-0054#

Category A Category 3 i Category C

None High Low to High

Problems Definable Through First-Hand Experience

Category A content selection appears to be based upon the structure of the

discipline. Concepts are usually presented to students and then investigations are

inserted to demonstrate a point.. Student experience or needs do not seem to be

considered in the selection or presentatica?of the content.

In Category B, the investigations areodesigned to lead to the concept'or

process desired or selected. ESS units were developed by observing student responses

to materials and ideas; whereas S-APA and SCIS were piloted to insure student suc-

cess and interest in a pre-determined process or content structure whichultimately

deterthined the general selection of SEtdent experiences.

In Category C, the series exhibit a mi:;ture of Category A and 3 character-

36j
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Category A Category B Category C

Low High.to Moderate Moderate

There seems to have been a clear shift from teacher-given and teacher/text-

solved problems to greater student involvement in generating and resolving problems.

Data' Gathering

' The extent to which students are actually involved in collecting data

varies widely,. In Category A programs, suggestions for hands.-on activities are

made in separate and easily avoidable supplemental materials. In Category B, stu-

dents' involvement in data-gathering is an absolute essential that cannot be avoided.

Category C programs (with one exception) show a very high-level of student involve-

tent. Thus, the emphasis on direct involvement of students in hands-on data-

gathering was initiated. with the NSF materials and appears to be continued in the

post-1977 tcxts:

Alternative Modes

Evidende strongly suggests that a variety of modes .for sharin,a, information

enhances the impact that information will have on students.

In Category A materials, the mode or presentation is essentially books with

a fewlisupplementel films. "Category B materials rely almost exclusively on hands-

materials. In Category C, there is a range from reading only to a variety of

modes/ .

Appropriateness to Developmental Level of Students

Content information should reflect how the student at an age best learns.

From the perspective of the cognitive development of a child, the materials in

Category A show na evidence of this concern. The cognitive development of the

child was e significant factdr in' the selection of content of materials in Cate-

gory B and this also appears to be true of Category C.

In summary, there has been a substantial shift in the character of science

'programs toward the desired characteristics which formed our perspective in Phase I.

Sub-Goals

"1. Interdisciplinary:

2. Allvnatives:

3. First-Hand Experience:

Category A

.Low to None

None

Low

Category B Category C

High to Gdod

High

High to Good

4. Involved in Data-Gathering./ Easily Avoided High

3. Alternative Modes: Single-Mode Text Single-Mode Text.
Hands-On

6. Reflects How Children earn: Low . High

High

High to Low

Good

High

Combination

High
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Program Dissemination

Some evidence that information on new program ideas has not gotten to4
t

the appropriate decision-makers is seen in the lack of change in the practice

of science teaching in Oleselementaky school. During the past 25 yealt, science

teaching practice has been remarkably stable SU 16, 93); thu\ one might infer41*,

there has been little effective dissemination. The most Common tiaching technique

is lecture-discussion (OSt 98; RTI B-60; CSSE 13:39). 'The time spent in science

instruction today is virtually the same as three years ago (RTI B-6). Most

teachers (61-92%) have never heard about new science curricula (RTI 38). Almost,
one-fourth of the schools use texts written prior to' 1971 (RTI 95). Where new

science curricula are being used is most likely in a school where the principal

or teacher has participated in an NSF instinte (RTI 81) and where teachers are

hungry for change (RTI 100).

Specific dissemination strategies should emphasize information sources

valued by teachers. The mbst Nalued information source for teachers is other 0

teachers, followed by college courses (RTI 73, B-11). Science resource staff are

also used significantly (OS1: 94), although only 2r of districts have science

resource people (RTI 39). NSF institutes and related programs were helpful (OS;;

13), but reached no mOt_.:cha>n 5% of teachers (RTI B-8). In addition to teachers,
fsome resource staff and Nse insti utes, principals are se'n as significant poten-

tial sources of information although only 9% of them feel/they have an adequate

background and feel they are "not well qualified" to kssist in science (RTI

/*Program Adoption

Evidence of the extent to which the NS7 curriculum projects afe be.no

used in the elementary schoolsvarie's depending on the lepor: and level of analysis

(school, teacher, or classroom). The RTI survey reports that 31% of the elementary

school districts used one of the NSF programs (RTI 29).1 report indicates
1

Oat in 1975, 17% of the elementary students were'enrolled in schools using SCIS,

12% ESS, and 20% SAPA (OS- 18). This can be compared to the usage of the three

pZojects reported by teachers (RTI 83). This report: indicates that 20% of K-3

teachers ara using federal programs and 27% of 4-6 teachers. Larger districts i

with greater per-pupil expenditures are more likely to use the NSF materials (Rif

B-32).

Teachers, who do not feel confident in their knowledge of science, are

',the major slectors (RTI 99) and determiners (CSSE 13:5) of the elementary scien e
0
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curriculum. Most teachers, 46% at K-3 and 56% at4-6, use a single textbook/program

(RTI 89; CSSE 13:59). Pressure groups and public ederstanding of science affect

textbook selection (OSU 113, 116).

There are many factors that seem to affect the local educational climate

and, theref4e, the adoption of innovative programs. The desirabifiiya.inquiry

is not a strong influence in the teaching of elementary science (CSSE 12:8, 16:7,

12, 31), and many feel it requires too much work (CSSE 12:4, 15:7):

The "back-to-basics" movement has had a significanteffect on the schools

in recent years (CSSE 13:34-45) but the influence on science is not clear. Elemen-

tary principals believe that science is a basic but the three R's should be taught

first (CSSE 18:55). The "socialization" responsibility of teachers is a major

influence on what is taught and how (CSSE 16:7). Socialization goals lead to em-

phasis on (1) extrinsic motivation, (2) attention to directions, (3) homework and

(4) testing (CSSE 16:21). Socialization is morecpowerful than scholarship (CSSE

16:23) and may explain why teachers react negatively to innovation (CSSE 16:26,

17:27). It also may explain why many workshops and institutes have not met

teachers' needs. The belief in socialization has led to a rejecton of "Inservice

that transports teachers. out of their environment into a different one with plenty

of materials, shows them how to use thep, and then sends them back o^.:e to recreate

what they learned without any support. Unless workshop instructors come to the

teacher's v;.:1i classroom, work With 'her children, use her materials and show that

children respond pOsitively--there is little chance of success." (CSSE 16:23).
6

Program Implementation

T\eachers

Teachers mentioned many "barriers" to explain the state of science teach-

ing, such as:

1. Science is difficult to teach--requires more work and is 'less enjoyable.

"A substantial number of teachers do not enjoy science themselves,

do not take science- related course work after they graduate, and do

not study science on their own" (OSU 122). Further, some teachers

found "N'SF programs too demanding."

2. Lack of time.

Teachers feel there is a lick of time to prepare, collect, organize,

set up, take down, clean up, and store--especially within the context



)of other pre ures.(RTI 15:7). Others feel they don't have time

for hands-on science (CSSE 15:7).

a

3. Traditional text teaching.

It is apparent from the studies that most science is taught through

textbooks (RTI 13:5). The source of knowledge authority....was not

so much the teaching--but the textbook (CSSE 13:59). Teachers are

satisfied with programs/teicts they. now have (RTI 100). The use of

materials other than the text is limited as indicated in this summary

statement:

"With or without regret few teachers are engaging students in
learning by experience. Most-accept the equivalence of learning
by experience and learning through instructional media (mostly
the printed 'Sage) and see the student as getting greater volume
via the media because of the efficiency involved" (CSSE 15:7).

4. Lack of dissemination of alternative science programs:-

Most teachers (61% to 92%) have never heard about new science curricula

(RTI 38). About one-fourth of the schools use texts written prior to

1971 (RTI 95). Further, in 1974 only 149 of elementary teachers had

attended an NSF institute.

5. Decline in supervisory leadership.

Although teachers perceive supervisory assistance as valuable, the failure

of most districts to employ, science supervisors greatly limits the help

available. Teachers are more comfortable ,...hen science consultants are

available (OSU 191). This information is supported by the fact that

30% K-3 and'38% of 4 -b science teachers stated they did not receive

adequate assistance. Sixty-one percent of K-3 teachers and 52% of 4-6

teachers rated other teachers as being very useful as sources of in-

formation, while 27% and 21% of K-3 and 4-6 teachers respectively rated

specialists as very useful and 33% and 23% rated principals as very

useful (RTI B-117). Other data indicate that only 22% of districts

have a supervisor available with as much as 75% of the time devoted

to science (RTI 39). It was found that fewer than 25% of those K-6

science supervisors attend national meetings and only 12% belong to

NSTA (RTI 42-43).
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6. Lack of budget and facilities.

More than 40% of the K-3 teachers listed lack of equipment, money to

buy supplies, storage space, and paraprofessional help as areas where

improvement is needed. The 4-6 teacheulist-P0 facilities (A2%-..,

equipment (55 %), money for supplies (57%), storage (58%), preparation

space (50%), and small group space (54%) (RTI 136). There is near

universal agreement that school dollars for science are declining (OSU

142; CSSE B-2). While 40% of schools have required instruction in

bcience (RTI-20), only 16% of the schools have a known budget for

science (RTI 126): Despite the fact that funds are short, a poignant

question asked "is whether more money would buy better education"

(CSSE -13-17).

7. Lack of paraprofessional help.

Forty-eight percent of K-3 teachers and 56'! of 5-6 teachers reflected

this concern (RTI 136) .

8. Lack of prerequisite skills.

The lack of training in science disciplines was perhaps the biggest_

obstacle to elementary programs (CSSE 2:22). Nearly two-thirds of

elementary teachers feel "very well qualified" to teach reading. Twenty-

two percent feel qualified to teach science, 39% social studies and

49 math" (RTI 138). In another survey elementary teachers' perceptions

of thefr qualifications to teach science were: not well qualified (16%),

adequately qualified (60%), and very well qualified (22%) (RTI 142).

Another source states most elementary teachers have not participated

in "intensive institutes" (OSU'3). On the other hand, district and

state personnel tended to describe the barriers to effective science

teaching'as the tact that science was seen as."less important" than

other subjects with a lack of teacher interest and inadequate prepara-

tion to teach' science (RTI 10). Teachers specializing in science are

rar in the prithary grades. Inadequate preparation for teaching is

co sidered'a problem by principals (RTI 161). Lack of teacher interest

in the particular subject is considered a problem only in K-6 (RTI 161).

One principal stated: "I have to almost force someone to put the

science kits in their classes. No one wanted,anything to do with it.

They got their minimum time allotments in."- (CSSE 10:19).



"Although a few elementary teachers with strong interest and understanding

of science were found, the number was insufficient to suggest even half of the

nation's youngsters would have a,single elementary year in which their teachers

would give science a substantive share of the curriculum and do a good job doing'

(CSSE 191-3).

Instruction

Even though 95% of the nine-year-olds reported in the NAEP survey that

they have some science in school (RCO1E05), there is evidence that a significant

number of teachers teach little or no science at all (CSSE 13:16) and that science

K-6 is nothing more than show*and tell (CSSE 5:28). There is data indicating that

most of the science teaching that does exist at the elementary school level is

lecture-discussion (with some demonstration) centered around a textbook (RTI 5,

6; OIL 32; CSSE 5:10). Very little use was being made of NSF-funded, materials-

oriented progrars (RTI; OSU). It was found that more time is devoted to those

science classes which use NSF- sponsored materials than to those which do not use

these materials (OSU 32).

Teachers felt that appropriate social and acacemic behavior was equally

important to academic achievement in science and that students "need help" in

attending to their tasks (CSSE 18). For these reasons and ethers, inquiry teach-

in& Was seen as difficult and not consistent with the realities of the classrom

by classroom teachers (although a good idea in theory) (CSSE 10).

Ninety percent of the nine-year-olds reported that their teachers asked

questions about science; seventy-three percent felt their teacher liked for them

to ask questions and 66% felt encouraged to give their own ideas. In addition,

93 said it felt good to find something out on their own. However, in contrast

to those feelings, 61% of the nine-year-olds said they would rather be told Ian

answer than have to find the ansaer on their own, and 77% dc aot like questions to

which they do not know the ansLer (RCO1T03, RCO4A08). Unfortunately, only 57% of

the nine-year-olds wanted more science.

3:x.5
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DISCREPANCIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS (PHASE III)

There are three major areas of discrepancy between the desired state

of elementary school science cutlined in-Phase I and the actual state described

4Pin .Phase II;

1. -The ---ffirddrit outcomes consistenE-Tath thefour goal clusters and

the supporting. program characteristics are not accepted or valued

asa basic part of the education of an elemehtary child by parents,

cchool administrators, and most teachers.

2. There are many barriers or conditions that exist which prevent the

desired program from being implemented in many schools. Some of

these which have been repeatedly documented may not be real. They

may simply be a statement that the t_achers, administrators and

parents are not willing to solve the problems involved because

they do not value the outcomes of the program.(See 03-) Research

is needed to determine which barriers are real and which are nOt.

3. Teachers'do not value and are not prepared in the content,methodoloey

or goals of exemplar) programs of science instruction.

These three areas will be' discussed in more detail, and a series of recommende-

t4ons made to s7stematfcally attack and reduce each discrepancy.

Getting the Community to Value the Teaching of Science

Today, as in yesterdays, we see the influence of parents making their

desires known, school managers translating these desires into schooling goals

and teachers further filtering these desires into the reality of their classrooms.,

In the 1950's,-parents desired scientific, technological and engineering expertise.

Schools responded and teachers emphasized a new set of scholarship goals. With -

intense disfavor today, parents are noting the permissive atmosphere of schools,
-

the astronomical increases in casts and the steady decline in performance of

students. Their conclusion is that schools are not doing what they want. But

what do they want? Parent ddscribe'th.Ar "wants" on shopping lists which

usually include soweof the same significant desires.
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Disdipline and back-to-basics are at the top of.the list. In recent Gallop

Polls, it was found that more than half of the parents believe that schools

should devote some attention to teaching basic skills and to enforcing student

discipline. A recent newspaper (Chicago. Tribune, March 7, 1979) headlined a

report that while the-educatIonal-budgers-irrthe country-have Skyrocketed-H:6in

36 billion in 1961 to 150 billion in 1979, decline in performance is attributed

to the permissiveness in the classroom. Students are learning less because they

are being taught less. Back-to-the-basics which had the support of 83% of the

parents, is defined by many to include respect, manner, politeness, discipline

The Chicago Tribune, March 7, 1979, stated,

"After a decade of declining test Scores, many parents,,
college admission offices and employers are pressuring
the schools to sweep out the frills and return to teach-
ing basic subjects."

SAT average scores have been declining since 1963. liEW recently reported that

13% of the nations 17-year-old high school students are "functional illiterates",

meaning they cannot perform simple tasks such as reading newspapers or road maps.

In summary, parents are making their desires known; they are demanding

that schools teach the basics to all students regardless of their background

and.interest. Parents are equally insistent upon schools keeping children

occupied during the school week, providing them with an array of salable skills

and doing so in a structured non-permissive environment.

As school managers have listened thoughtfully to the concerns of parental

groups, they have translated these concerns into two types of goals for schools -

sociali:ation and scholarship. Subiect matter knowledge as an end in itself has

rapidly been transformed into a vehicle for meeting the parents demands for

socialization (CSSE 15:5). The elementary science program described in the

Desired State section with its emphasis on the process of science and flexible

content requirements, taught in an active (often messy) hands-on method is in

direct conflict with the socialization goals. When socialization includes such

outcomes as students responding to external rather than internal motivation,
;

following directions, doing assigned tasks and conforming to autl,fority expectations,

it is viewed as the antithesis of a inquiry-oriented science program. When

parents' demands show a shift to these basic goals, Gchobl management supper*_

for elementary science simply disappears (CSSE 17:8).
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More than 70% of the elementary principal believed that back-to-basics

were the important issues and the 3 R's Must have priority (CSSE 18:55). School.,

administrators at the state and district level consistently see science as "not

as important" as other subjects (RTI 10). The mandate school administrators

see in the parental concern is the need for schools to contain the students,

control their behavior and provide some salable skills and knowledges in basic

fundamentals of reading, writing and arithmetic. Socialization is the priority,

and if time permits, scholarship can be.tolerated.

The teachers are the final arbitrators of what\actuallyhappens in the

classroom. They listen carefully to the school managers' translation of these

presres. Within the context of their science classroom, they decide how

science fits what they must do. They are keenly concerned about how to get

students to perform well and live up to the community expectations of them as

teachers (CSSE 15:14). Performing well clearly means meeting the demand of the

social system first (16:23), the needs of the individual students next (OSU, 147)

'and the scholarship needs of science last (CSSE 15:4).

Teachers believe that teaching science as inquiry has been tried and

that it did not work. From their perspective, too much emphasis on discovery-

learning, hands-on-demonstrations, field study and contemporary topics have not

helped the student (CSSE 15:4). Such instruction appears undisciplined, unproduc-

tive, and certainly not work-like (CSSE 12:8). Such instruction.hds not helped

students get ready for later schooling (CSSE 15;4). As teachers have read the

signals from parents, test scores, and school management concerns, they have

adopted more formal instruction as the best way to "contain and control the

students" while preparing them-for life. Students recognize that in this more

formal instructions learning is not by doing:but by reading (CSSE 13:51).

The persistent pattern in the plethora of messages from parents, school

managers and teachers is that science as an open-ended excitement and joy'in under-

standing more about one's environment and in seeking and finding answers tc.,

questions is not apart of the expectation

that enhances socialization goals while enabling

ooling. Formal instruction

teachers to control the students

does seem the "best. fit" response to today's mes age from parents. How can we
.)

as science educators respond in intellectually nonest ways to the school

situation?



First, we need to clarify both the goals and their priorities as seen by

the various decision-makers -- parents, school administrators and teachers. What

are their criteria for accountability? "What do they want from school?" is a

question that needs careful documentation.

Second, we need to identify the programs and teaching methods, the

outcomes-of-which are-congruent-with-the goals of parents, school administrators-

and teachers. We need to find ways in which science education goals become their

goals, owned by them. This can be done/by showing specific examples of ways in

which existing materials enhance basic skill development, improve attitude toward

schools, and nurture rational decision making.

Third, we need empirical data that will show the impact of science taught

on student outcomes which are congruent with the values of parents, school

administrators and teachers. In this way, science can be seen as part of the

solution to the problems decisiori-makers see as significant -- and only in this

way can science be an essential, valued part of the schoo3ing of children.

Reducin the Barriers to Desired Elementary Science Prouams

In addition to lack of parental support, elementary science education

suffers from a number of teacher-perceived barriers.

Most of the data on batriers are based on theself report of teachers

and administrators. There appears to be little information from actual, systematic
research on the conditions necessary to teach the aesired programs. To what

extent are the barriers listed inAthe Actual State section real? To what extent

are they a result of the value structure of the parents and administrators and

the training, interests and value structures of the teachers.

Are the lack of time or the fact that science is more difficult to teach

real barriers or a reflection of the values of teachers and communities? Both
,

certainly could reduce the extent or degree to which the desired program can be

taught, but much can still be done in a reduced time allotment. The same holds

true for budget and the lack of paraprofessional help. ),

The influence of traditional nits and the lack of dissemination of

alternative science programs may also be artifacts of other problems. If

teachers, do not feel that alternative inquiry-based materials are important,

-information concerning them will fall on deaf ears.

We suspect that with the exception of a few dire circumstances, if

teachers are well prepared and science is valued, the barriers will not arevail.
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--
Research is needed eb sort out xeal barriers from manifestations of a value-

.

system that says science is not'important for elementary students. It is

important that research be carried out where there is cler evidence of

community and school system support. One possible.method of research is to

perform case studies which focus on a variety of districts across the countr

where exemplary science is being taught in the elementary school. By looking

at the successful implementation of programs, strategies will be identified

e

for reducing the barriers or modifying pro

Such research can answer questions such as

an important role" If inquiry-based scien

is needed by teachers?

rams to meet the constraints present.

Did supervisory leadership play

e is valued, ho4 much preparation/

Improving Instruction

Instruction in science in the elementary school is falling short of the

"desired states". Although the pressures and values of the public and an array

of "barriers" are in large part responsible for this gap, it is the school personnel

(principals and teachers primarily) who ultimately have the responsj.bility an6

will be the change agents for improving science education. Presently, school

personnel are gener'ally not delivering effective science education in the

elementary schools.

If science were seen as highly important by parents and school admini-

strators, there would still be a problem. Barriers which would still stand in

the way include traditional textbook practices, budget for materials and systems

for handling them, lack of time for teachers to prepare and teach science, etc.

If these barriers could be changed or overcome, 'there would still be a problem.

The school personnel (primarily tae principal and teachers but also aides,

custodians, secretaries, and even bus drivers) represent constraints which need

to be dealt with as well.

The gap between the "desired states" for school personnel and what actually

exists is sizable. While it is desirable that school personnel feel confident

(and if not enthusiastic, at least interested) in teaching science, there is

every indication that elementary school teachers feel uncomfortable (in many

cases, inadequate) with science as a subject and show little interest'in teaching

it. While it is a desired state that teachers have an understanding of how young

children learn and demonstrate appropriate teaching strategies (i.e., use of

concrete materials, appropriate questioning, appropriate grouping strategies,

etc.), there is every indication that a majority of teachers are unaware of :he

Piagetian literature; use few, if any, concrete materials in their teaching; and

use lecture-discussion as the major teach4vmode (RTI 106; OSU 32, CSSE 16:7;
06-0



CSSE 18:8-9, 19).

In terms of teacher confidence and interest, school districts and state

departments of education reported that teachers perceived science to be less

important than other subjelts, that there was a lack ofiteachers' interest in

the area, and that teachers were inadequately prepared 1to teach science

(RTI Chapter 10). The Case Studies in Science Educatioin reported a deemphasis

of science instruction with many elementary teachers ignoring it completely

(CSSE 13:51). In one of the case studies, a teacher asked the class, "How do

we learn?" and the total class reply was, "We learn by/reading:" The lack of
1

interest on the part of teachers was reflected in National Assessment science

-data
/data for nine-year-olds. When asked if their teachers 'really liked" science,

I

sixty percent of the nine-year-olds marked, "I don't know" (RCO1T03). Only
I

six per,cent of the nine-year-olds selected science as favorite subject in

school and only eight percent listed science as their second choice, while

60 percent of the nine-year-olds listed either EngliSh or math as their first or

second choices (RCO1E01). These resu'ts probably reflect the interests of the

teachers; certainly it is in agreement with the data from teachers. For science

to become effectively taught, attitudes of school personnel toward science

education will have to be improved. For teachers to use a materials-oriented,

inquiry approach to science, they will have to becotle convinced that it is Forth

the trouble, that it can work in their setting, and they have the skills to do

the task.

The data indicate that elementary teachers'will increase their use of

inquiry/process-oriented science lessons when exposed to the appropriateptraining

(OSU 66). The problem is their inability to gain access to the training. There

is also evidence that the NSF institutes have been effective, but these programs

have been extremely limited. Science teachers whO have attended one or more NSF
N

1

sponsored activities are considerably more likely than other teachers to use

-..anipulatfiematerials at least once a week (RTI i 118, 120). more time is devoted

to science in classes using NSF-sponsored materials than in those not using

such materials (OSU 32).

To overcome this access problem at least two steps are needed:

1. Extensive resources Sho,41d be provided for upgrading the under;raduate

and graduate programs in elementary science education.

2. Because of the decreasing student population, fewer prospective deachers

will be passing through the colleges in the future. Therefore,

inservice education will be the only avenue of access for a great

majority of teachers. Massive support should be provided to universities,

states, consortia of school districts and individual districts to

provide local inservice courses that support the desired quality of

instruction. Where possible, inservice should be associated with
district level change processes, and combined with other efforts to

'improve elementary science instruction.

381



Getting Science Taught - A Systems Approach

The discrepancies listed above come from'all levels of the system: The

values and goals of the parents, citizens and teachers are involved. Many of the
barriers represent a lack of support from the administration (and ultimately the

community). The teacher, of course, is key. The teacher has the,final say on

11-34

the quality of the in a.given classroom of students.

Because all levels of the school system are involved, the entire system

should be attacked in an organized fashion. There is evidence that the institute

approach to the training of teachers and administrators is effective, but there

is also evidence that sending teachers back to a classroom in a school where an

inquiry-oriented teaching approach is not valued and supported negates effective

training. If the priorities of the community and the system do not support the

teaching of science, developing teacher skills will be of little benefit when

they return to the local school., Tkie barriers to effective instruction probably
will not be removed as long as science is not a priority within the system.

When the problems in the first twollevels (community and school admini-

strators) are left unresolved, the enthusiastic and prepared teachers face almost

unsurnountable difficulties in presenting a desirable science program. Yet,

the solutions in the past (i.e., NSF-supported curriculum materials and teacher

training' institutes) have addressed the last level (the teacher). Since good

curricula are now largely available and teacher preparation and know-how are

present, the solution in the future requires working on the rest of the system.

Most of the above recommendations can fit logically into a systems

approach such as that illustrated in Figure A. The essential piece still missing

is the resource person to create and carry out the plan. To solve this problem

it is recommended that extensive funding be provided at the state or local level

to investigate the effectiveness of such a systems approach. Funding should be

provided for resource people and programs to follow the recommendations of the

O

community, school and teacher levels. A national training program for the

resource persons would be an important prerequisite to linstalling the process
at the local level.

Where can support for thest recommendation be found? The present policy

and program of the NSF are not designed for this kind of systematic comprehensive
attack on the problem. The current NSF research programs could be modified and

-expanded to set up pilot programs to determine the effectiveness of the recommendations.

3
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Assuming the results of such research are positive, where do we go next?

As indicated 'earlier, extensive new elementary science curriculum development)

is not needed. The training of individual teachers in institute-like °

Settings is an endless task and, as argUed earlier, if it is. done without

the total systems approach the results are extremely limited.

If elementary science teaching is to be improved, what is needed is

massive support Of implementation activities. The last fifteen years of

elementary scliance educaticin has be'en largely devoted to curriculum develop-

ment. The next,fiffeen years should be sent on implementation. If the--

NSF is not prepared or capable of financing such an endeavor, other agencies

such as the Department of Education should be encouraged to do so:

3 0
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PREFACE

The national awareness of the interactions of science technology and

society has been'slow in coming, even thoUgh they have affected Political, social,

economic and technological decision-s through4the ages. Most people are aware of ,

these interactions only superficially, and yet major problems and major decisions

affecting their lives are a direct product of such interactions.

The teaching of science has undergone significant changes during the

second half of the twentieth century, In the early fifties; physics anid_gheMistry

courAs,emphasized t;echnical (though not societal) issues. The solvay process,

the steam novel, the automobile; etc. i,:ere added to_the chapters of chemistry

and physics books as "kactical'applications," and for a time the pure physicists

and 'chemists feared that texts would become ill
_
applications and no physics or

chemistry. In the,post7Sputnik era, the pendulum swung the other way toward
\

presentation of pure principles with little or no attention to real world applica-

,

tions or societal imOlications, and students begani choosing other subjects in
r

place of physics and chemistry. This meant that the eollege-bound student
t

has been largely isolated from the technological, as well as the, societal, aspects

bf science while in high school, and his only contact with societal issues of

science usually came frOm social science teachers who tended to emphasize the
\' k

\negative aspects Of science, if they mentioned technology at all.

It'was the responsibility of the Science/Technology/Society Focus Group of

Project Synthesis to inspect the major data sources of Project Synthesis for

indications of the current status of technology education in pre-college

science education programs. The ultimate goal of this.activity wasthe formu-

lation of policy-relevant interpretations and recommendations appropriate to

a 'variety, "audiences" involved n the science education enterprise.

The firs: tasks rf the group were to develop a working perSpective and to

identify goals of technology education, The product of this first phase of
fto

the project was ,an operational definition of the domain of technology education

stated in specific, concrete terms and relying primarily on examples. ThM
domain is presented in the first major section of this report, "The Desired

State of Teapology Education."

3f
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During the second phase of the study, the actua

programs as they pertain t6 technology education was dete

Project SynthesiS data base. This "actual' status" is, descri

major section of this rePort, while,the implications of the fin

subsequent xecOmmendations (the products of the third phase) are

the final section. This report and those of the other four Project

focus groupS constitute the working documents fro which the final Pro

Synthesis reports were derived.

I
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THE DESIRED STATE OF SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY-SOCIETY (STS) EDUCATION
,

Introduction

The definition-of technology as perceived by this focus group must

precede any discussion of the desired state of 'science programs in terms of

their treatmeot of sciende=technOlogy-society interactions. We accepted a
_

rather broad definition of technology,which includes both "Hard" and "Soft"

technology. Hard technology encompasses the hardware developed for use by

humans, This ranges from the first crude weapons and tools of primitive man .

to the moSt_sophisticated computer. Soft technology includes the systems involved

in the development and use of technological- devides, as well as the systems

involved in solving prOblems in industry and society at large, including behavior

modification. Low level technology is described as _the type of work which

semi-tkillecr,technicians do: wiring a lamp, changina a tire, or changing a

l'.,7aSher in a Faucet, etc.

The traffic control system in a community involves all three technoloales:

The ligihts timing mechanisms, machines which stripe the roads, signs, roads

are all hard technologies. The system which is designed to control the traffiz

laws,-timing sequences, maintenance schedules, procedures for thei

analysis and evaluation of the
4
system) are all soft technologies. The changing-

;

of the burned-out light, installation of traffiL lights, or s,triping of the road,

are all low level technologies. The impact of the entire traffic control system

on individuals and society is an exampia,of the science - technology- society interface.

This section of the report d:S -ss:atemeht of the desired state for the

teaching of science.-technology-societYissues at the present time (1979).

Since there are very feW organized science;technology-society courses presently

,being taught at the secondary school level, it was necessary lor the focus group

to identify and describe specific.concerns at this time. These areas are:

A. Energy

B. Population

C. Human Engineering

D. Environmental Quality

E. Utilization of Natural Resources

F', National Defense and Space

G.. Sociology of Science .1

4

: 1 ::,ffects of Technological Development

11
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The list of topics above represents areas which are commonly identified.
as pttin6,the perspective of this focus group. They are not the only

topics that,coUld be listed and we make no claims to have listed the

eight "most tignificant" topics. However, these topics do exemplify the

kinds of issues, with which we were concerned and,about which we sought

interpretatiOris. From our inspection of the data, we sincerely doubt that

-different, but similar lists of topics would have led to different inter-

pretations or, oonclusions.

In the following pages, we pre-sent examples of learning objectives which

further serve't\o define the intersect of the eight topic areas with the four

Project SynthesiS goal clusters; around which Much of this study is organized.
/'

It is important to remember that objectives,listud here are just a few of the

many one might identify. They do represent, however, .the kind of things we
I

were looking for; not the specific details for which we searched. Once,

x/-again, we are convinced that our ,interpretations and conclusions would net
_

have,been significantly altered i: we had used, different, but similar,

lists of desired,Outcomes. Neither was our study greatly affected by the

-format in which the example objectiveere presented. If they had been

Stated topically, behaviorally, or in terms of classroor.I activities, the

7

conclusions would have been the-same. '

The desire& student outcomes are to some extent .unique to the science-/
technology-society Perspective; ther'efore, considerable space is devoted

.//
to t brieflyheir description by example. Subsequent sections describe some

of, i focus groups thought concerning more general educat'onal concerns
// '

tuch as program characteristics, dissemination, adoption and implementaticn.

Desired Student Outcomes

I
t

Goal Cluster I - Personal Needs
I

.

..

Science education programs should prepare individuals to utilize science

for improving their own lives and coping with an increasingly technological

world.

392
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A. Enarov. Science education programs should provide the individual

with an understanding of the,energy problems from a personal perspective.

This outcome should allot./ the individual to perform such representative
4

tasks as to:

1. Describe /demonstrate specific ways by which an individual

can decrease energy waste.

2. Evaluate the various "trade-offal associated with decisions

involving his/her own energy conservation plan;

3. Apply rationaloprocesses of thought to a propO%sed solution

to his/her problems related to energy resources and their

efficient use..

B. Population. Science education programs should provide individuals

with an underdtanding of their role in population dynamics. this outcome

A
%should allow the individual to per:orm such representative tasks as to:

',/

1. Discuss the implications of alternatives regarding family

planning;

2. Using the Skills associated with values clarification, assess

his/hei own perceptions of current strategies which may

or may not contribute to population probleffis (e.g., birth

control; food production/distribution, pharmaceutical f.

Att

advances, organ transplants);

3. Describe the impact that technological advances has had

on the family ur.it in different type communities and predict

future impact (e,g, transportation, new and obsolete
1

careers, improved health services).

.-- C. Human Engineering. Science education programs should provide the

individual with an understanding of the emerging problems in the field of

human engineering. This, outcome should elloW the individual to perform

.
such representative tasks as to:

1. Describe various methods of human engineering (e.g., abortion,

organ transplants, cloning, gene engineering, and behavioral

modification);
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2. Accept responsibility for decision-making regarding the

solutions and/or directions of family situations (eg,

life, living will, organ banks);

3. Apply rational thought processes to issues ofhuman engineer-

ing which may confront tha individual (e.g., life,. behavior

modifications);

4. Be aware of the valut of genetic counseling as a mechanism

for personal human engineering; and

5. Demonstrate some appreciation/understanding of the impact

huffian engineering upon traditional belief systems at

the personal level (e.g., cloning, gene- engineering,

behavioral modification).

D. Environmental Quality Science education programs should provide

the individual with an understanding of the various aspects of environmental

quality and that those aspects may differ with other individuals. This

outcome should allow the individual to perform Such representative tasks as

to:

1. identify those elements in the environment which contribute

to or distract from environmental quality;
Att

2 Describe the significant role that the individual and his/

her, family play in contributing. directly and indirectly

to the environmental quality;

. Employ skills-and knowledge to improya his/her environmental

quality, and;

4. Develop personal values towards an improved quality of his/

her environment and demOnstrate behavior through life

that indicates a desire to improve it.

E. Utilization of Natural Resources. Science education programs should

provide the individual with an understanding of the various aspects of utilizing

the earth's natural resources. This outcome should allow the individual to

perform such .represehtative tasks as to:

IM
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1. '4dentify the common natural resources of the world and

classify them as either renewable or non-renew4le.
9

2., DesCribe how he/she is.a consumer of the various natural

resources and what effect the consumption Of these resources

haI on the individual's standard of living; -4$0

3 Describe methods for decreasing his /her consumption Of
\

natural resources and/describe what renewable oar recyclable

resources an 'be substituted for a nonrenewable resource

Without appreciably reducing his/her standard of living; and

Explain how a technique that could be used to decrease the

"`consumption of a natural resource may have an undesirable

"effect on another natural resource (e.g., tuninga motor

for better gasoline mileage may increase air pollution;

returning a small quantity of material to a recycling

plant may use more energy thanNit saves).

F. Space Research and National Defense. Science education programs

should provide the individual with an understanding of the various accomplish-
.

Ments of space research and national defense programs. This outcome should

allow the individual to perform such representative tasks as to:

1. Describe,examples of various "spinoffs" of tlfie space and

/national crefenseprograms,"(e.g., heart pacemnkers,

"space age" materials, transistors);

. Describe how these various technological advances could

affect the individual; and
.

3. Develop process and content skills necessary to evaluate

the short and long term effects on the individual of ,proposed

space and/or national defense projects.
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G. Sociology of Scfience. Science education programs shoilld provide

the individual with an, understanding of the sociology of science. This outcome_

should allow the individual to perform such representative tasks as to:

1. Work as a team member in science projects; and

2. Describe why scientists need to consider the sociological

'Tects of their individual accomplishments:

H. Effects of,TechnologicalDevelopment.-4. .ScienCe education programs

.should provide the individLal with an understanding of the effects of techno-

logial developments. This outcome should allow the individual to perform

such representative tasks as to:

1. Explain the strengths and limitations of the systems

approach to solvinepersonai problems;

Solve real and simulated personal problems by using a

systems approach;

3. Identify technological evelopments that are appropriate ,

solutions for a°specific situation, and also, how some of

theth may often by dangerous (e.g., drugsh pesticides,

reducing diets);

4 Judge the acceptability of consumer products in termslof

proper use, safety, and cost effectiveness (e.g., smoke
. -

detectors, microwave ovens, fire-resistant fabrics);.and

N

5. Examine and test various consumer products, for safety of

design and realize that some testing must-be done by testing

laboratories and not by individuals.

7
Goal. Cluster II - Societal Needs

Science education programs of the community should prepare its citizens

to utilize science to deal responsibly with science-related 4societal issues.

A. Energy. Science educatiOn programs should provide the individual

with the background necessary for taking responsible action on energy related

issues confronting the society. This )utcome should allow the individual to

perform such representative tasks as to:
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1 Describe the relationdhipof a community's energy consumption

to its quality of 'life; economics, amd future development;
t.

and compareth relationshipelationahip with'those in developed and

underdeveloped countries (e.g., developed countries use

more energy and material resources per capita than under-

developed Ountries);,

2. Describe the, role of interest groups and 'the various trade-
.-

offs associated with he development of an energy 21an; and

3. Evaluate the short and long range effects\of proposed
i

solutions to the energy problem.

B. Fooulation. Science education prograLts should proivde the individual

with the background necessary to understand and react to problems associated

wit: dynamics. This'outcome should allow the indiyiduar to .perform

such fepre'sentative tasks as to:

1. Describd the impact that overpopulation and populat,

distribution has on service elements of the society (eg,

4

energy, transportation, health care, $upplies);
to

2. Describe how overpopulation will effect the environmental

quality (i.e. poiLution); and

I

. .

3. Describe the long range consequences that population control

will have on other structures of.society (e.g., economics

structure designed for expansion). `' -

C. Human Engineering. Science education programs should provide the

individual with the background necessary to develop insight into the emerging

field of human engineering/and its impact on society. This outcome should al ow

the individual to perform such representativd tasks as to:
. .

1. Describe the possible effects of emerging techniques

/

control life and death;

2. Explain the short and long range effects of continued

technological control of humans (e.g, cloning decreases

variability, mass media); and
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'%' 3. Describe the ethical problems and threats.to .traditional

belief systems of some persons caused by techniques of human

engineering.

, D. Environmental' Quality. Science education programs should provide

the indlvidual with the background. necessary to recognize variations of the

acceptable environmental quality'of his/her community, state and nation, as

well as to maintain and/or improve it. This outcome should allow the individual,

to performsuch repregentative tasks as to:

1. Describe those characteristics of society that will

substantially decrease the environmental duality

overp'_puiation, excessive industrialization, excess use

of chemicals);

2. Bt aware of the impact on this country's stghdard of living

as the third_world's consumption of natural resources changes

(with a finitequantity of non-renewable resources, any

increase in use by the third world will cause reduction in

use by this country);

3. Share with others his/her skills and knowledge of methods

for improving the environmental quality; and

4. Develop attitudinal and community vanes which will be

'reflected in community practices and lays which will

promote acceptable environmental qbality (egban on

open trash burning, car pooling).

E., Utilization of Natural Resources. Science education programs should

provide the individual with the background necessary to recognize the societal

problems ,involved in finding, using and conserving natural resources. Thi*

outcome should allow the individual to perforM such representative tasks as to:

1. Describe the relationship between a society's consumption

of natural resources and that of third-world countries: and.

2. Give examples of how technolOgy has increased and also

decreaSed the rate of consumption cf our natural resources;

es
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3. ConStruct a scenario of the effect on his/her community

of an increase in consumption of the Earth's

natural resources by the third-uorld countries; and

4. Explain why long range planning for the Management of natural.

resources is neceStary

F. Space Research and National Defense. Science education programs should

provide the individual with the background necessary to react to the problems

and potential benefit's to society of the national defepse and-space programs. This

outcome should allow the individual to perform such representative tasks as to':

4 .

1. Ga'in knoWledte about research being do:6e by military projects

and space projects which present problems and/or fDenefits

to society;

2, Describe how ehe benefit/cost ratio affects decisions on

,various space and military proposals and projects (e.-1,,

communication satellites, nuclear aircraft carrier)';

3. Explain why basic research projects do not have a benefit/

cost ratio' (e.g., deep space exploration); and

4. Give examples of long range problems associated with storage

and disposal of military and space projects (e.g., nuclear

weaponS, satellite re-entry, nuclear waste).

G. Sociology of Science. Science education programs should provide the

individual with an understanding of the sociological effects of science anc

technology. This outcome should allow the individual to perform Atch representa-
,

tive tasks as to:
")

1. Give examples of the effects of several scientific and

technological/"developments on society; and

2. Give examples of how societal pressures have 'affected the

direction of scientific and technological research.

3 9
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H. Effects of Technological Developments. Science education programs

should provide the individual with an understanding of the impact of technological

developments on society, and enable them to make reasonable decisions regarding their

responsibilities involving these effects. This outcome should allow the individual

to perform'such representative tasks as to:
,

1. Identify examples of technological developments that have

affected society and state their strengths, weaknesses and

potential pay-offs (e.g., weather codification, automation,

artificial organ's, synthetics);

Cooperate in the use of technological devices and explain

the reason for rules associated; with 'hem (e.g., traffic

lights, pesticides, playing stereo. too loudly);

3.. Describe how technological developments have extended

human dapacity for the benefit of society (e.g., courluni-

cation systems, computers, force amplifiers,lrobotics);

4. Explain how 'research in one field often has pv-offs in

other fields (e.g., miniaturizatiQn in space programs and

pacemakers) ; and

5. Examine and test technological consumer products for proper

operation and/or safety or have sophisticated devices examined

by testing.laborilories.

00f

'Goal Cluster III - Academic Knowledge of Science

Science education programs of the community should insure the continued

,development and application of scientific knowledge by maintaining a "critical

mass" of fundaziental scientific understanding in the American 'Public.

A. Background Knowledge. Science education programs should.be included

as an essential to- general education and provide individuals with the necessar:'

process skills and knowledge of science and technology necessary to:

1. Conduct those representative taakoutlines in Goal Cluster I,

A-H and Goal Cluster II, A-3.
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2. Pose and answer problems confrpting the individual and/Or

society by applying scientific knowlddge; and

3. Evaluate scientific knowledge; research and technology.

B. Shifting Knowledge. Science education programs\hoGid provide the

individualvith an understanding of the tentative nature of scientific

-knowledge so'the individual. will be able to:

1. Identify examples of scientif1c knowledge and/or technology

that has become obsolete and how this has affected- society;

2. Identify examples of breakthroughs in scientific knowledge

and/or technology and how this has affected society, and

3. Describe how_ the potential and the limitatiOns'Of science and

technology are af,fected 'by rhsearCh and societal values.

C.' Continuin
1.

Education. Science education programs must provide a

continuing opportunity for individuals to gain current jcnowledge in science and

technology so the individual will be able to:

1. Inquire and increase one's scientific knowledge;

2. Apply scientific knowledge to new technology.;

3. Evaluate the long range impact of new scientific knowledge

and technology on society; and,

4. Prepare for -new- career opportunities as a result of the

impact of new technology. '

Goal Cluster IV - Career Awareness and. Education

Science education programs of the community should insure the continued

development and application,of scientific knowledge by maintaining a conti
\
Rual

supply of citizens' with scientific expertise.

A. Career Opportunities. Programs Of science education should provide__

the individual an appreciation for (of) the career opportunities in scdence,and

technology. _This outcome should .allow the individual to perform such representa-,:

tive tasks as to:

\ 401
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1. Identify sources of infortiation about career opportunities

in science related fields (e.g., science teacher, engineer,

other rote-Didderg)-;

2. Degcribe why bas16 education in science; mathematics and

technOlogy will enable an individual to move into many

fields;

3. Give exampls of career opportunities rat haVe opened and

examples of those that have closed as a result of the growth

of scienee and technology;

4 Describe basic requirements of various careers in science and

technology including not oni.y the specific emphasis in a'

chosen. field but also related (e.gengineers

need English, biologists meal Chemistry,-chemists.need

I

5. EXphin why scientists and engineers today need to ha-;e a

broadly based education to, better _relate their _chosen

field to society (eZ., history, economics, sociology,

mathematics); and

shifting job market).

B. Career Decisions. Programs of science education should provide the

individual, -the appropriate eXpertise/experience to make decisions and take

advantige of career options -in science.and technology. This outcome should

allow the individual to perform,,Such representative tasks as to:

1. 'Compare his /her interest -and capabilities, with those needed

in various science and technology,careers-as &result of

having performhl various roles in science related activities;

2. Describe the value structure-associated with various careers

and contrast those With his/her; own value: structure ( e.g.,

military research, disease control, medical research); aril

- 3: Having-chosen a career in science or technology, identity

the necessary academic preparation and related field experi-..-

ences necessary to be employable in the 'chosen career.
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4. Holistic View of-Science. Programs, of science education should

provide abroad yiew of science and technology/ to insure that the Perceptions

of individuals are most complete. This outcome should allow the individual

I

to perform such representative tasks as toil
4

1. Develop a picture of the structure of science and its

relation to society to insure that the scientists of the

future see the social context of science;

2. Acknowledge the ambiguities of science and somehow develop

a mechanism to accommodate them to insure that the scientist

of the future sees the potential pitfalls of science as

operated in society (eg, analytic vs. synthetic; objective

vs. subjective);

3. .
Acknowledge the elements of science considered to be most

troublesome by some, and relate them to the career of his/

her choice (eg, the uncertainty principle, bptimizatic^

and Self-correction)1 and

4. Give examples of how scientific and technological advances

have been used and abused society.

Desired Program Characteristics

Teachers ...

In an ideal situation, science teachers wouldbelieve that they have

responsibiity for enabling-their students to achieve learning objectives such

aEthose outlined earlier in this chapter. Their evaluation of the Materials

they utilize would 'reflect the importance of the STS domain, and they would

actively Seek science textbooks and Other. student resources -:ohich include top-
,

ics in 'that domain. Due to initiative.by teachers, district and state coor-

dinators and others, leachers Would be aware of existing materials which

pursue such objectives, and would influence their schools to offer course

options which stress, STS topics. Teacher preparation would include STS
4

related courses and'inservice activities would teachers up to date pn

emerging STS topics.
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Classroom Activities

The desired science program would use a variety of instructional mo-

dalities (e.g., readings, labOratory activities, out-of-school experienles,

lectures, discussions, films and simulations) which provide students with the
'eopportunity to- examine technological developments and their effect ,on indi-

viltals' and society.

Students would have ithe opportunity to examine technological develop-

ments and experience effects firsthand when appropriate and convenient. They

Would also have the opportunity to experience'results through laboratory ex-

periments, simulations, and various mgdia presentations. When a topic is-un-

familiaror beyohd the ability of the teacher,to press t personally there

would be opportuhity lor the students to glean the out ome through the medium
r .

, .

of direct interaction with experts in the field when possibly or through film,

filmstrip, television, etc.

Course Offerinand Student Populations

In the ideal situation, all students would have the opportunity-to,

achieve objectives such as those outlined earlier. Standard science cour,vd.

offerings', both required and optional, would include STS topics. Ideafly,,
C

mainline texts used would include STS topics integrated with more Tradition"al

science topics'. If such texts were not available, supplementary ma:tit-Eels ;9

would be found to fill the,gap. In advanced courses such as.chemistry ana

physicssuch topics Wo ld be selected-to help prepare responsible, socially
a

t

,

,

.

conscious scientists and vtginders. For sttiqnts, unlikely to Antek,engineer-

ing fields, less rigorous STS related codrses would befavailable.-4
T.
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ACTUAL PRACTICE REGARDING STS EDUCATION

OvervIew

With the above-stated goals areas of. concern in, mind, the focus
[

/ .

group eXamined the three studies funded ty NSF and the one funded by the
7

Office of Education (OE). The.three NSF studies include an -extefisiv review
/

of science eduCation-related reSearch, a coMponent of The Status of Pre-
/

ColleceScienCe, Mathematics and Social Science Education: 1955-1975
-/ ,.. -

(Helgeson, et al, '177), Case Studies in Science Education, Which is an in-
1

i / \
tensive Study'of what goes on in sdience classrooms (Stake and Easley, 1978),

and the 1977 National Survey of Science; Mathematics and Social Studies Educe-
/_--7

r-

tion Neiss ,4 T,1978he OE-funded project, the National Assessment of Educe- .

./
tionallProgress (NAEP), has completed its third and by far most comprehensive

/
assessment of science knowledge, skills, attitudes, and educational experienc-

, ,

/
es of pre-college students. 4W.

I/ .

The following statements ara a distillation of the findings of that

examinat'on.

.1. Teachers rely primarily. on textbooks fOr their course
4 o

: X content. L. .ence'for this -was found in all,four data
/

/ sources. Teachers, students and classroom observers all

2.

report an overwhelming reliance on science textbooks as

THE curriculum.

There is little of, nothing of STS, As defined by our

group, in currently available.textbooks. We reviewed. a

nuMber of widely used textbooks (as reported in Weiss,

1978), and found virtually no references to technology in

genetar, or to our eight specific areas .of concern. In

fact, we found fewer references to technology than in

textbooks of twenty years-ago: The books have:become
.

more theoretical, more abstract with feWer practicalia0=

plications. They appear tic) have evolyd in a context

7
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where sc-4en:e education is considered the domain of an

"elite' z:otipof students.

3. There are very 'few courses which attempt to meet the STS

goals-or area of concern. Those which do are, because

of the elitisi aMong school people, known by suchterms

as "dumb dumb physics ", etc. There are materials availa-

ble for technology-related courses, but they are virtual-

ly unknown among science teachers.

4. Preparation
)

of teachers to teach these courses effective-
.

Ily is essentiallymoneXistent in spite of the AAAS Guide-
- 1

lines of 1970 which Urged Such preparation. It appears

that the science courses taken by most teachers In col-

lege are those designed to prepare specialists in science

fields such, as botany,physics, and geology. Such cours-

es are genPra1 lly quite theoretical and present muchtin-

formation within. nar!itAl disciplinary boundarieL. Despite

the' tact that most high school students will not become

specialists in -scientific fields, the instruction they-

receive is patterned after college courses developed for

specialists.

2. There is some attempt at inservice _preparation of teach-
,

ers and administrators, but this falls more in the aware-

ness category than in-the preparation category. Most

inservice is apparently designed either to improve teach-

ineMethods .or teachers' backgIround in their discipline.
,

Although both those gOalS are very.4mportant, they are

unlikelyto result in more emphasis on technology in the

cuririculum.

6. National Assessment found that there is a very low level

of knalledge regar.,ing these'areas. For example; only, 12

percent of seventeen-year-olds ,knew that most plastics
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.come from petroleum, and only percent were aware that

the ,U.S. infant mortality rate is worse than that of most

western European countries. Achievement on a number of

National Assessment items in the STS-domain was quite

disappointing, and generally 'below achievement on more

"traditional" items.

From the above findings, it seems safe to conclude, that science educa

tion ha accepted very little responsibiliti,for education in the STS do
main. '1,/irtually every aspect of the science education enterprise has system

atically avoided attention to topics such as those in the previous section,of

this report. Act2ally, as our society has become more technologically orient--

ed, our science curriculum has become less so. Out group is deeplylconcerned

by this stia1e Aof- affairs. In order to deal with this problem, it is necessary

to consider those aspects of the societal and school context which appear re

lated to the problem.

Contextual Factors Affecting Science Education

The Social Setting

Society is in the midst of change. Although, change is a normal on

g4 ,

ng ,process which is not, in and of_itself, it amplifies the stress

conditiOns placed on the interface between elements of the social structure.

Such interface areas occur between various components of the culture which

can, for the most part, be identified as separate element;. The biological/

,ethiCal questions are examples of, such interfaces. Similarly, the problems of

short term vs: long term goalS are sometimes a function of interface. Histor-'

icaily the schools have playidimportant roles in reducing tensions which oc
, 1

cur at such interfaces. However, current change of society may be more rapid

than can be accommodated by the traditional mechanisms within the schools.

//

Schools in Changing Environments

Programmatic decisions in schools are normally left to the directfOn

of professionals.. However; when somastudents 'complete school only to demon
,

strate an inability' to read, write or do asic computations, the public

, 407
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confidente is shaken. It is not difficult to explain the trend to greater

public control of public institutions. In this situation, the broad purpose

(long term goal) of education isceasily rejected to insure that children de-

velop skills (short term goal) for getting high paying jobs. The result is a

narrowing of the perspective to one that is broadly accepted or understood.

The "back-to-the-basics" movement is a case in point. Certainly an under-

standingiof the "bsics" is important but undue emphaSis can cause a-limiting

of the knowledge that is learned.

This limiting of knowledge. can be seen in the well-intentioned move to

establish proficiency levels which is closely linked, to the back-to-the-basics

movement (CSSE 12:17; RTI 31-33). Minimum competency levels tend to foster a

belief in a certain completeness that is certified upon passing the minimum

'levels o't profici'ency whiCh tend to reflect low-level cognitive skills.(CSSE

14:33). Thus, teachers and courses emphasize low cognitive outcomes at the

expenSe of affective outcomes processes, or thinking (OSU 207). Similarly,

the emphasis on basic skills and minor applications precludes the.instruction

of the discipline for use in problem solving and analytical thought (CSSE

12:11,712; 14:34; 1.8:53). The instruction of inquiry skills is often consi-

dered to. be,in direct conflict with the (:work ethic" (CSSE 12:74: which is,in-

herent in n-the back-to-the-basics movement;-that is, "hard work is good work"

(CSSE 16:16). Furthermore, to teeth self-direction skillstfOr the value of

questioning is in contradiction with the authority/subordination ethic (CSSE

12:11; -CSSE 16:6, 33;,CSS'i 19:5, OSU 117). The result is that the teaching of

inquiry kising strategies of inquiry is almost nonexistent (CSSi. 12:4-7) and

the evaluation process becomes testing for the basics (CSSE 15:.15).

The Social emphasis on career education /training seems to have had a

significant impact upon how students view their education. Students seem to

feel that knowledge should have immediate application or cleArty relate to job

opportunities, (CSSE 18i43, 104); minimuM requirements become viewed as merely

hurdles to be overcome (CSSE 113:26; 15:13, 29). In such situations the

student is-seekth'g the grade or grade-point average, and this tends to dis-

courage students frpm4aking more rigorous courses (CSSE 12:18; 15:19, 28, 30,

31). This reaction may be,pore prelevant among thecollege bound (potential

*Scientitta and future leaders) than for'the noncollege-briented students.
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Hence, stuc,ents and parents think of education as preparation for the

career (CSSE 17:21). Parents believe that schools should.be teaching job

oriented knowledge, and skills (CSSE 18:43). Education and the schools are ex

pected to provide curricula rekted to job training or vocational preparation

(CSSE 12:22). Courses which provide "subtle" education are not easily identi

fied,With job preparation. It isinot readily apparent to the student how

science contributes to career development (CSSE 12:23-24), however, it seems

that technology education could be more readily identified with making career

choices.

In an era Where career preparation is a significant motivating factor,

students do not have adequate career information c. .heir disposal. It is be
;

lieved by many teachers that an education in natural science and mathematics

is useful only when preparing for technologically based careers (CSSE

12:24). Furthermore, there J.s evidence that suggea,ts that school personnel

are unaware of what the job market is (CSSE 12:25).

In summary, the social setting for contemporary education appears to

.be one which fosters shortrange objectives which have immediate or specific

rewards. There is little attention to long range purposes which lend them

selves to long term goal setting. Changes in curriculum or course offering in

the schools must take this phenomena into account. The public confidence once

enjoyed by the school and edudation is being seriously threatened.

Effects of Technology

While the schools are being subjected to increased public control,

technology appears to be developing in an uncontrolled direction and at an un

checked rate. The public seems to have little appreciation for the direct in

fluence of technology on the lives of individuals. Furthermore, the lack of

public awareness of technologic power results in-a false feeling of independ
.

ence while building a complex web of dep'eence.

Since the beginning of time the application of knowledge to improve

the quality of life and to remove the drudgery of labor has been an ongoing,

though not necessarilya conscious, process. Technology, whether it be the de

velopment of roadbuilding machines olr apparatus akin to artificial intelli

gence, has continued to change the course of human life. The "technology"

revolution'is still in motion and there is no indication that the momentum
A
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will decrease. in fdct, the increased alliance of science with technology
1

'over the past six decades has resulted in an unprecedented. growth of knowledge

and technolOgical development. The symbiotic growth of science and technology

can be discussed historically, but such an analysis is not important here. It

is,4iAowever, of interest to note that history clearly shows that technological

development parallels the growth of America but does not reflect the complex

interactions between society and science/technology.
1

Goals and Practices Related to STS Education.

Stated Goals

\
Many educators appear to recognize the importance'of students under

standing the relationship of science and technology to society. It is not

difficult to find documentation for this concern in professional journals such

as The Science Teacher and Science Education as well as in other professional

group publications such as HAAS. Guidelines an. Standards or NSTA:s Theory into

Action. Recommendations are continually being made calling for increased -

attention to societal issues such'as those which constitute the themes of the

STS focu#group (population, energy, etc.).

The Ohio State Report indicated that

"A number of concerns have emerged from the curriculum devel

opment of this period (1955 1975). Some materials arebe

ing produced to provide solutions to some of the prpblems.

Among the concerns were those previously mentioned, the .lack

I of practical or applied science and the lack of emphasis on

the difficulty of the materials produced (including content

and reading), lack of interdisciplinary emphasis, lack of

emphasis on technology, and continued lack of articulation in

curricular materials" .(0SU 30).

Also, according to the sand report:

"The objectives for teaching secondary school-appear to be in 6
\ " .

,transition. Increased emphasis is being given- to

4.10
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environmental concepts, societal concerns and world problems,

decision- making and interdisciplinary studies" (OSU, 21).

Actual Practice
i iI
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Unfortunately, there is little evidence to indicate that any more than ,

an extremely small number of students 'are being.exposed to courses or materi-

els with such emphasis (RTI: 58, B23).' There is even less evidence that STS

issues are being incorporated_ into traditional science courses, since such
. .

courses are largely textbook-Oriented and the most'commonly used, texts ignore

STS
J
topics. Thus, there, is a-great

r'

discrepancy between stated goals and

actual practice with respect to STS education.

. Although the three NSF studies e:camidedby Project Synthesis were not

intended to look specifically at whether or not the goals of the STS'focus

group are. being achieved there are numerous findings in the reports of those

studies from which it may be inferred that understandings about science-

technology - society are generally not a part of science education programs.

Thetfollowing/quotes from the CSSE Reports illustrate thiS point:

,/

"In'school settings greater emphasis was given tor reading and

arithmetic and to the results on minimum compete cy testing

1/1

aimed at the basics; .less emphasis was being given to

science, .math, and social studies concepts and relation-
...*

ships. teachers were willing to make this trade-off, saying
,

that youngsters would not 'understand complex ideas until they

could read them." (CSSE 19:3).
,

"As seen by most people in the schools, scienc ed6cation has

ho more alliance with mathematics education and 'social

it has with English education.

to be the subject matter of physics,

and perhaps, astronomy,; botany or

together as general science." (CSSE

studies education than

Science was seen by many

chethistry, and biology;

geology:sometimes mixed

13:1.7).

P
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"The science curriculuni of the school was\---,- inA operation

more than by definition -- taken to' be a seClpf.kmowledges

and-skills rooted in the academic disciplines. It was to be

shaied in common by all students who
1

woula., undertake the

study of science." (CSSE

"Still, the effective emphasis was toward education of future

scientists a small minority of all, students who take
:

science Courses.- (CSSE 19:4).

"Science and the sociai sciences are seldom being taught. in-4-

an interdisciplinary fashiOn. Perhaps they are too hard to .

teach that way." (CSSE 19:35)-

With ,perhaps an eicception or two in the case of environ-

mental.educationthere were essentially no interdisciplinary

efforts in theschools of the study." (CSSE 19:3).

Basic Problems -

In looking at the data, we saw three basic problems emerging. These

problems affect all claisses of students; the "academic elite", the "main-
.

stream", and the "nan-academic. These-problems are discussed below.

V

Problem 1: The basic knowledge and processes of technology, and their relation

to society are not being taught to many of the future leaders of

society. FurtherMore, these students are not being afforded the-
-.

opportunity to learn.of the'science-society issues important in

today's society.

eIt
;

appears that college-preparatory science courses are defined within

na'.row parameters. Teachers, students and parents rigidly believe that the

'biology, chemistry and physics sequence parallels appropiiate'thathematics

courses and that this is the proper preparation for college. The cont ent of

these Courses has 'become highly _refined. To modify the courses to include

technologic content or to deal with science-society issues would necessitate

reducinOr deleting science informatiOn accepted as important.

'



Several levels ot "screening" exist which selectively eacouraige or

discourage various student types. Tne screening occurs in various ways. Any

single individual, is subjected to the process several times. Thus, students.
receive many signals concerning their respective capabilirS, and worth. Stu--

A :

tienta who view themselves as college preparatory will elect to take the nar-
1

rawly defined courses in the college preparation track. (It is not clear how

a course becomes so labeled,) In the process of going through-the "appopri

ate: courses the student receives feedback relative to his/her potential suc

cess. For example, the most common sequence of natural science courses is

biology chemistry physicS.(RTI 56). When these courses are taught in an

elitist fashion the stiidebrisconfronted with_a_sequence representing in_
-.-creading abstraction.

Students are simultaneously screened for science careers through the

mathematics 'curricula. Mathematics, which is supposedly essential to the

sciences, has even greater problems with respect to elitism and sequencing

(CSSE 13:27). Students are faced with little flexibility in course scheduling

or special interest courses. Nevertheless, status oriented students do take

mathematics and science (CSSE 1'5:26). I

An additional element influencing the. course selection of the future

leader is found in the school counseling program. Counselors tend to "track"

high ability students into courses believed to be c lege preparatory. There

is a.belief that such students mast take the pure s iences (CSSE 12:25).

"Filtering".frequently occurs in the.process with high achievement students

being tracked in one sequence and with ."lower" achievesient individuals being

encouraged to take less rigorous courses. Counselors have even been reported

to have steed students away from science to easier courses ;in order to pres
.

erve the students' grade point averages (CSSE 12:25, 15129). Should some

st.-...dents with less than adequate skills in reading and other basics find their,

way into the more rigorous courses, they meet with difficulty because text
.

books are abstract and.writtem at a difficult reading level.

It is interesting to'note that courses designed for the, college bound

student are 'dot a prime target of external pressure groups: Regources will be

'provided to these courses' even under themost stringent, budgetary, ,restric

dons. Furthermore, these courses have embodied in them the elements of "hard

work" and "authoritarianism".(whether it be respect for the content or for the

413
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teacher) found in the back -to- the - basics movement (CSSE 16:21; 16:6; 19:5).

It is likely that the public will continue1to support such courses even 'under

the most difficult of financial conditions. The elitists perception of science

is a self-fulfilling motion. The attitudes of students, parents and couselors

are perpetuatd by the standards mployed in.the course and the success ratio

of studentS. In addition, the teachers' reliance on prepared curricular

materials (textbooks and laboratory exercises) insures that'the content will

remain "pure", abstract and difficult. Thus, there are no forces which would

put more stress on personal or societal relevanCe in these courses.

Problem 2: Courses which include basic knowledge and processes of technology

and their relation to society are not widely available to the non-

science-oriented "average" student.

As discussed above, traditional science courses reflect the philo soph-

ical view of-science as a searcE-for order. The content is rigorously guarded

to insure that it fits -this heritage (CSSE 12:9). Our review of the content

of widely used science texts designed,koth.for_ the science oriented and for

the non - science oriented student, reveals that the entire student population

receiving content which generally has little direct generalizability out-
..

side of the laboratory. Hence, .even the general student population is gen-
,.

erally provided an elitist curriculum in the natural science.courses.required

through grade 10, with little or no technology-relatedinformation (CSSE

18:81; 15:25-26; 12:17, 19; textbook review's).

The curriculum systematically excludes technological aspects as indi-
.

cated by the fact that references to technology are absent. Almost none of
\

the topics we described in Phase I were represented in any of the widely used
,

junior and senior high scbool texts identified by the X4I survey. This is

true of the NSF-supported curricula as well as programs which were subsequent-

ly developed and which utilized the inquiry-oriented materials. Hence, gen-
.

eral populations of students receive instruction which does c.ot help them

understand the technologies affecting society. Elitist science does not *edu-

cate the young in the identification of technologically bJa-ed problems-and the

problem-solvinp techniques necessary for developing solutioas. Neither do

students learn of the relation of science to technology. Milita:y needs,

4 '
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corporate growth, energy need6\, etc., are not part of the curricula and there-

fore the public remains ignorant or is at best misinformed. Furthermorz,

parents, recognizing the characteristics of traditional science, may find it,

difficult to admit that what was part oT their education may not have import-
.

ance for most students in today5s world.

Support for curricular changes is not forthcoming. Although less aca-

_demic courses which reflect student interest do find their way into the cur-

riculum, the content normally ieflects the disciplines of science. Many popu-

larized or "recreational" science courses .(e.g:, oceanography, edible ,plants,

etc.) merely focus on transferring principle,and content to everyday life in

a faddish manner. There is no real attempt to apply scientific concepts to

social situations or to-understand technology. More frequently than not, the

content is less rigorous than the traditional courses, and students, parents

and teachers have little respect for such courses. It appears that college-
,

prep stude-nta-view -these_courses as irrelevant to their education. The same

is true for technology - related courses. If resource reallocation is necessary__

because of budgetary problems or pressure \for more time to be devoted to

"basi ", few people would really argue for the maintenance of these types of

courses.

Problem 3: :on-academic students are sometimes provided courses which may

contain elements of technologic knowledge and process. However,

. such courses are frequently taught at a low-cognitive level and

are not issue-oriented.

Students- classified as non-academic-are frequently poor readerS and

lack cothputational skills. Texts for this population are written at over -

simplistic levels. Complex issues are-not treated in these4f-eXta. \Although

the screening processes described earlier apparently work well, not all stu-

dents who end up in these courses are untalented; much has to do with atti-

tudes.

The-techncrlogy-fourrd-in--theae--c-cmraers-t-e-n-da-to-b-eloi level and of a

pre=vocational nature. This reflects the commonly hed-rllsconception that
40 .

\
"slow students are good with their hands'''. Since the public and the schools

1

are not as concerned about maintaining the course content integrity for these

415
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students as they are for students in the more rigorous science courses, there

is considerable flexibility in the curricula. If\sciencesociety issues are
6

of interest; they can be incorporated without Offending.anyone.

Courses in this category are- -not likely to be affected by budget cuts

or resource reallocation. In a real sense, such courses are part of the

"Basics -to which attention_is being given, but again these courses are for

the,noncollege preparatory student.

V _

Summary,

The curriculum is highly structured; considerable .evidence exists
,

-which suggests. that thestextbook is or easily becomes the curriculum. The

knowledge taught is ordered, by the authors and merely accessed by-the teacher

who mayor may _hot be able to modify the knowledge to fit the needs of the

studnt (CSSE 12:4; CSSE 13:59; CSSE OSU 114, RTI Highlights Report 16).

A related phenomena is the belief of science and mathematics teachers that

they must cover material (namely, that outlined ih the textbook) (CSSE 15:6).

Secondly, there appears to be a belief that the material must be covered in_
order to prepare the Student for_ future courses(CSSE-16:21),. Ironically, the

teAchers.of subsequent courses Seldom believe that the material has ever beeso.
taught. Thit'"preparation ethic" (CSSE,16:21; 12:1-,6) apparently has little

relation to the articulation of needs between elem4n6ary, junior and senior

high-schools (CSSE 14028, 30,,31; 13.:30; 12:17). A careful review of science

textbooks clearly illustrates the lack of careful consideration of technology.

While an.,occasional photograph of mankind's.technologic prowess or a seemnglk

outofplace reference -to tome industrial accomplishment can be found in al

most every text, there is no "Systematic treatment' of the sciencetechnology

society interaction.

Program Implementdtion

I

/
. \

.

Program' Visibility
9 5/

/
It is reasonably well established that the textbook is essentially the

curriculum for the instruction of science., Therefore, it is fairly safe to

---
, infer the type of education being presented to students, knowing the textbooks

that are in use. To reiterate, a review of the most commonly used textbook
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shows that science-technology-society issues are not integrated into the wide-

.ly used material. ..,

-A selection o4texts.and supplementary materials which do stress. STS

topics is available. However, Weiss (RTI B33) shows that those curricula

\which were developed lot the purpose of providing students a basic understand7

ing of the STS issues, areot used. In fact, they are virtually unknown

among teachets. Teachers in grades 7-12 repott "having seen " and "having

used" a fictitious. curriculum -(that was included' in the study as a yalidity

check Mote than they repOrt having seen or used one of the leading technolo-

gy- oriented curricula! There may be many other reasons to explain this lack

of uad,*but the fact that teachers do not even know the materials exist is

certainly a jlartial explanation (RTI B38-B39). However, it is not clear why

those teachers Who not only are aware of the materials but haVe actually

taughtthem aubsequently return to more traditional curricula.

Teachers

Teachers face many probleMa which ;mitigate-against-useagainst-use of STS materi-

als., Teachers apparently have greater faith in'the advice and, information

"supplied by their peerS and local inservice programs thhn iii any other source
...

(RTI B118). These data may be misleading in that responses may be reflecting

day-to-day problemg-rather than larger science education issues. Yet it ap-
.

pears that inservice programs tend-to ignore the needs of the beginning teach-

er (0SU 73). The Ohio State document further reports that generally "in-
.

service education,.other than that promoted through NSF programs, does not ap-
4

pear toAlave been a major concern of science educators and researchers," (OSU

80). Updates.on content and curricula remain as needs..

Teaching assignments often do not match the training (OSU 90). The

junior high schools perhaps suffer the greatest,in that individuals who -have a

Minimum of preparation (minota ina discipline) frequenAY receive appoint-

ments to teach `in- their minors, or in subjects in whic,;they received no col-

lege training (OSU 82): The ramificationnf such misassignments are signifi-

cant and.go _beyond the focu_of,:this_paper, Howeverone .primary _effect is__

that the teachet relies heavily upon the textbook (CSSE 13:59, 62, 63; 12:32;

15:6..T7). Poorly prepared teachers cannot grasp opportunities to encourage the

inquisitive student ,(OS1T-118) or to relate the material to the general needs

417-
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of the student. This situation becomes even more acute whir: it is real.ized

that notionly are these teachers responsible for instructing students in the

minimal competencies, they also are involved in the establishment of the mini

mal proficiencies.

The problem of teacher education is further exacerbated by the total

lack of experience with technologic education. The importance of such experi
,

-enCe is described in the 1971 AAAS document) Guidelinesend'Standards for the

Education of Secondary School Teachers of CaienCe and Nathematics, which

',clearly articulated two major needs:

a. teachers need/knowledge and ,experience to illustrate the

cultural significance of science, to relate science and

Mathematics through technology to social conditions, and

to apply such knowledg tc studying societal problems;

and,
v.

b. teachers need to, attain broad Minimumcompe.tencies in

technology and technologicalproblem solving Skill

The AAAS document recognized that the student will need to learn such

knowledges to be-able to function in a future greatly influenced by technolo

gy. Although the three research reports do, allude to occasional treatmant by

teacherstof societal issues such as environmental quality (CSSE 12:43; 16:33;

17:11), population (CSSE 12:77), natural resources (CSSE 12:31), human engi

neering (CSSE 16:33; 12:27), and energy (CSSE 12:27); it is clear that there

is no systematic inclusion'of these issues in the. urriculum.

k

Classroom Practices

There is a significant difference between the type of education in the '

elementary school and=that Which begins in the junior high school (discipline

Oriented) (RTI Chap. 3). The.senier high school further increases the empha

sis on disciplinedefined education and its analytical characteristics. An
!

alternative way of viewing this transition is to view it as a shift in learn

ing from the integrated manner with emphasis on interdisciplinary elements

(science, as opposed to biology, earth, science, chemistry apd/physics) to

418
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learning which ignores the synthesis skills' and qualities. This fragmentation

---ividen-ced- by the number-olsemestrIong courses (RTI "65) in junior and

senior high school.

The curriculum for grAies 7-12 appears to reflect the structures. of

the disciplines as modeled in the universities. The, difficulties, of such a

Struqture can be seen in the problems related to the acceptance of the cur

ricula developed in the 60's which reinforced the centrality of the disci ,

pline. Several examples can be given of curricula :that were developed to re
,

flect*the structure of the discipline rather than the needs of students and

capabilities of the teacher. Certainly the problems related, to the imple

mentation efforts of SAPA, SC/S, PSSC, Chem Study, GSA and ESCP were at least

in part related to the misfit of the curriculum to .the classtoom as known by

teacher and student.

ClasS time, -number of hours per week, has changed little oer the past

twenty years. The traditional 45-60 minute period has continued to be the

main:Pattern of course presentation. fewer than 10 percent of iools permit

or encourage any variation,in the instructional block (OSU 15). .:lementary

schools devote 19 minutes/day in grades K-3,
l

and'35 Minutes/day in grades 4-6

"cin 50)-. Thelannual_expenditure ranges fPom 11-14 cents per pupil (OSU

40). It is doubtful that any of theSe resourc e-SAte devoted.to. technological

education. .
i

I

4 Teachers in junior and senior high school science appear to teach the
, .

same pattern that existed in the 1940's and 50's. The average load being be

tween five and'six clasTs es per day (CSS? 18:20).* There is no indication ofi
111

class size; however, it can be estimated that the teacher is responsible for

an average of,120 students per day.

While, there may be some evidence that teachers are returning to the

'utilization -of student oriented strategies (OSU 85),, the data are not clearly

patterned. The lecture and discussion techniques are !the most filtquently used

'(RTI, B60B63) at all grade, levels. In a sense, the limited use of equipment

and supplies (RTI'B84 B87) would suggest that students are doing more listen-

ing and discussing than doing'"hands.on activities ". It is of interest to

note that teachers of grades 7-9 science do not generally feel the need for

assistance in teaching lessons (RTI B112) and150-55 percent feel no need of

assistance for implementing instructional approaches/ which utilize inquiry or



hands-on strategies. This 'perception is also held by teachers of grades 10-12"

science kRTI B115).

It is not clear 'as to who is responsible-for career educathn., _Mbre

. often than not career decisions are a function of the
1

built-in screening

mechanism previously,described and of parental and student stereotypes of

science. If the'scientific and technital manpower needs of the future are to

the met, an increase in the quality and quahtity of career opportunities infor-

mation must be delivered to teachers. Teachers seem. to take little responsi-

bility fOr, career-advising. What information is provided to the student is

frequently in the classiCal traditions

of technological or technical:fields.
.

training as "Mr. Science"; the schools

(CSSE-12:24-25).

bf science and does not include aspects

NO\t all career opportunities require

are unaware of what the job market is

.Student Characteristics

The three research studies only indirectly provide profiles of student

populations. The general characteristics of the students who would take the

three types of:courses described in the "Science Program Characteristids" sec-

tion are.sopewhat vague but perhaps as specific as needed. Th4 studies, how-

ever, do provide some insight into student attitudes and perceptions.

Student attitudes about science have been a frequent focus of study

and are regularly reported in the literature. Usually the research is aimed

-at-assessing the effects of specific techniques or courses. In the broader

perspective these stuaii-dow-that-snience is never rated high by students.

For example, only 14 percent of 9-year-olds rank science as-thel favorite or

second most favorite subject. Thirteen-year-olds give it a 29 percent vote

and-20 percent of 17-year-olds rank It-first or-second-(NAEP-COU014-, The

'Ohio State study supports this analysis.

4

It appears that the student's perception of his/her ability is closely

related to whetheor not they take courses in science. Social, economic, and
1

cultural factors definitely influence the student's perception of his/her

ability (CSSE 15:39). Also, students tend to reflect parental biases and at'4,;
---

titudeS!tbwards tle science, which in turn influences-the student's-sell-

* perception (CSSE 15:29-30). Student attitudes earl become positive if success

in courses occurs (CSSE 15:32-33). However, the effect of the screening
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. .5

phenomena, as it relates ,t,o- s to have failure more common than sue-

cASS,.._In_factfailute_ia_expe,5ted. _

Thp student's perception-of his/her ability is also related to what

some- have lab*led "fate control" (CSSE 11.5:37). If the studewbelieves ,he/she

has some control over 'his/her life, career exp4tationsare r.onsiderably high-

er (CSSE 15:34-41). Inherent'in the 'elements surrounding-fate control is the

sequentiAi nature of the natural sciences and niathematics. Once out of step

with the sequence, a.student must have a sufficiently strong self-concept to

do the necessary "remedial" work. Minorities,;"late.bloomers" and returning

adult students are all faced with such remedial work and the likelihood of

discouragement. These students V.11 not
;'

have the opportunity to learn of
,\

;

science/sodiety/technofogy issues. To categorize these types of students as

now-academc is'\a social injustice.

Conclusion .

Thus the student's education continues to reflect4lassical science,

amoral, value-free, and pure of-heart.. The future leader, the future scien-
R.,.

eist and, the future voter tend to receive an education-that omits learning

about the factors which will potentially detetmine the society, in which they
,

will live as adults. It is difficult to anticipate hoc these individuals will
1 z.

interact with technology of the future andior,make decisions. rela1 tive to na-
.

,tional defense, space programs; and R&D in general.

V

Ig

4 21 V
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REOMMENDATIONS

The STS focus group has made recommendations for various audiences

based od the problems identified in Section II. Hence audiences include:

those working directly.in and with Schdols; those concerned with teacher edu-

cation; curriculum developers; and funding agencies and policy makers.

Recommendations for School Teople

dhe of the groups of concern includes
.
those people who)are paid public

employees involved in ,edlication,at the state, county, and local level
.. ,

encompassing the.chief state school officer and his staff, school superin-

tendents and all school employeeS. For that group, we have the following

suggestions.

.
o School people should encourage textbook publishers to in-

clude STS material in their texts inall areas of
science.

o School people-should-encOurage the development of special
publications,. films; etc., presenting specific STS situa-=
tions 'such as auto safety, fiber op'...s in communication!,
and the connection between space exploration and the
hearOacemaker.

o School administrators at all levels should encourage
teacher training institutions to include STS in their
prograts. They sI.Juld also encourage the participation
of. teacherS in in-service programs devoted to STS.

o Using' knowledge gained ,:from- recent publications of new

STS developments, indiVidual teacherS -should be encour-
aged to develop the1r own curriculum materials to fit the
teaching of*the newdevelopment into their courses where
,approPriate:

o A serious attempt Should be made to introduce complete
courses cm-STS into the school ptogkam foe all students

at-the secondary level. These courses should not he lim-
ited to eitherthe ,fait learners- or the slow-learners of
the-school but rather be directed to all citizense*of a
technologically oriented society as general education.

0. Whether or-not texts include STS- material, teachers
should be enCouraged to-include the teaching of STS when



it applies in the appropriat e place in the courses they
are teaching. For example, an explanation of radioactive'
decay might include a discussion of the problems of dis-
posal of-radioactivl. wastes from nuclear reactors, or a

;lesson on-how-the eye sees might include a discussion and
explanation of how the Optacan and Kurzweil machined-aid
the blind in reading directly from the printed page.

o Science departments along with school'administrators
should be encouraged to discuss with any other interested
groups, t6 question of what should go out of the curricu-

,

lum as more STS material comes in, or if it is possible
to include STS material so that it blends in with the
standard course material ,so that little of the standard
materials need- to be. eliminated.

o

-*tti

Science departments' along with school administrato'r's
should be a encouraged to maker more information regarding

content of STS courses and potential careers in the STS
area available to school counselors so that they might
more effectively guide students into appropriate courses
and careers.

o School administrators should encourage and support
teacher awareness-conferences on STS curriculum and
information regarding new technological developments.
Recently the state school adminidtrators,of New Mexico
supported such conferences for teachers and counselors
regarding the potential careers in technt4ogy oriented
programs for minority studentS along withthe curricular
materiala'which would help those students achieve skills
required for success in rhe 'field.

t

o/ :4,any teachers are concerned that the inclusion of STS
materials in their courses. is not acceptable to state
agencies- and colleges. The state education departmeat
should make a special effort to assure teachers that the
indlusion of such material is not only acceptable but 'is
actually desirable at all levels.

t, School officials at all levels should facilitate the
integration' of STS. materials in curricula areas other

1

*than sdience by encouraging personnel from the various
areas to work together so that when appropriate, science,
English, mathematics, andsocial science as well as busi-
ness-departmentiwork4ogether_in the development of
activities on a 'given topic. For example, the present TV
sistem,, whidh,through Minor technological-nhanges-could-
be- expanded to -beCome-aninteractive educational,System,
could-have implications in science (the technology), bus-.
ineds (the economics), social studies (the social impli-
cations), and' English (the method of presentation) class-
es. One of thejProblems which emergei regarding STS
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issues is that in someareas of ehe school, there is such
"preaching" either for or against technology.without the
opportunity for students to make decisions whith recidire
a look at a numbep'of alternative solutions to -a specific
problem. The energy crisis is ode'afea in which social
science and science teachers could work together to pro-
Vide studinti with the opportunity to develop and examine
all alternatives in the areas of education, legislation,
and technology as potential Solutions to the Problem,.
They must then. be encouraged to look at the secondary and
even tertiary effects of Bath of the alternatives until
they develop --a real' understanding of the statement:. "For
every Complex problem_ihere is usually an answer that is
forthright, simple, difect--and wrong." '

o AS clearinghouses are forme to include information.and
even curricular material's in the STS, area, school teach-
ers must be made awarelof them through their administra -'
tors and be given encouragement and time to explore their
contents for possible inclusion in their',teaching.

o State and local school systems should develop materials
and systems for finding out what the students at various
levels already know about technology as a basis for
developing prograins for carrying ou the above recom-
mendations.

Recommendations for Teacher Education

SO.ence-technology-society issues..are not new on the teacher education

scene. The National Science Foundation has long sponsored the development of

curricula which deal with STS. Efforts have been made to implement the cur-
.,

ricula through teacher education efforts. Technology edutation was and is a

critical, part of the in- service education of a small portion of teachers.

In 1971, the American association for the Advancement of Science

(AAAS) published Guidelines for Standards for the Education of Secondary

School Teachers of Science and MatheMatiCs. This association of scientists,

the largest such group in the world', recognized the importance of teachers'
!

being educated relating to STS. AAAS specifically stated, "Teachers need to

attain broad minimum competencies in technology and technological problem

-lc solving skills."

px Therefore, the credibilitY. of STS as an educational component is

established. However, the data sfiow that teachers,are unaware of the exist-
,

ence Df related curricula (RTI, Table B.19). One might infer that teachers ,

are also unaware of the STS issues even though -the, media has given high vi%s-,

ibility to specific issues over the years. Hence:

424.
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Pre - service and in-service .teacher education programd .must

contain systematic strategies to developteacher awareness of

the importance of including STS'in their science courses as

legitimate subject matter for study. 4
/
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1 Sin' curriculum for Grades 7-12 appears to re4ect the disciplines as
./

modeled in the universities, and since teachers tend to teach as they_ were
A
Ykaught (0§U Table 6), it is important that new courses on STS and technology

-education be developed'at the college level. Such courses would serve not

only to educate students about apprOpriata issues and provide training in ap-
*

Tropriate skillS.but would also serve as models for emulation and establish

the credibility of STS in public education. These courses should not be bf-

fared"through the professional education (College or School of Education) but

by thp departments' normally associated with arts, sciences, and engineering.

Teacher education, as is any professional training effort, is the responsi-

bility of the...total institution. Therefore, the courses should be of, a,quali-

ty,meriting "general education credit- which could be ea1ned by any student

completing the requirements.

Schdol$ and Colleges of Education as well as in-service programs de

veloTed at the local level will include coIponents of STS in their efforts.

Whether this is accomplished through special courses, materials, or training

is
0

sessions; the objective is to help teachers learn how to4incorporate STS

ments into existing programs and courses. (Although specialized, courses are

appropriate and-need development, the focUS here is the education of the

teacher.), The teacher needs to know: (1) what are the most important compo-

nentsnents of STS which are relevant to the course, (2) what can be excised from

the course without losing credibility, (3) what are the resources that are

available, and (4) what vib a reasonable expectation of student performance.

With a knowledge of these four areas, the teacher would be able to screen Id

select textbooks for adoption.

Knowledge, of these four ,areas would serve the pre-service and practic-
.

fng teachers well. Such information is essential to the development of STS

course-related instructional units; to the screening and selection of text-

/books; and, for the development of curricula which reflect the needs of stu-

dents at the local level.
Jf 40
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It should be,Pointed out that the use of STS instructional activities
4

in th'edisciplinecentered courses (biology,' chemistry, physics) would facili
p

tate the studen t'st'ability to see direCt applidations of Zhe course content.
0

What, might,normally be viewed as esoteric information :ould be related to

daily activities without a significant restructuring ol,the course. Students

would be proyided situation s which would illustrate the direct effects of

technology and the relationship of science to society.' In such an environment

the student would be learning the-relationships of sciencetechnologysociety

and of his/her responsibilities rather than being preached to about his/her

duties.

Much needsto be lone in teacher education programs to improve teacher

awareness and abilities related to the inclusion and subsequent instruction of

technologic edgcation and science/technology/society issues. It would seem

that many such "improvements" of pre and inservice programs do not involve

wholesale Curriculdm revision or significant retraining. Rather, the integra--,,

tion of bits and pieces with ongoing programs will not only initiate the

awareness of and need' for STS but will begin .to provide the classroom teacher

with the necessary knowledge and skill to work with students in an effective

manner in the classroom.
.

The above recommendations and commentary are directed at the education
. .

of classroom teachers. School counselors comprise another important group

.needing information regarding technologic education specifically and STS

issues in general. The data. show that this population is very'important in

advising students as to courses to take and careers to explore. Theae profes
. ./

sionals'must be kept informed of new curricula and courses and the strident

population for which the prognims are.designed.

' Not Only are programmatic elements of importance to the counselor, the

rationale of science education is a "basic" in any. education must be clearly

articulated. The perception of science as a course of study for a selected
.

population pr elite is no longer acceptable. Professional educatots, whose

responsibility it is to provide guidance and counsel to the future citizen,

must be made aware of the critical:importance inhererit in technologic

educatibn as a basis for understanding the complex,- technologically based,

world 'in which tale student will work and live. Similarly, counselors must

appreciate the strength of a science program in providing the student options
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for career choices and personal development. A thorough analysis of the

mechanisms by which to bring this information to the attention of counselors

must be made and implemented as quickly as possible.

Recommendations for Curriculum Developers

In, this section of the report the term curriculum developer' is used to

identlly individuals oi. organizations involved in the creation, modification,

or selection of materials that can be used in or support students' learning.

The individuals or organizations in this category idcludea broad spectrum of

titles and wide variety of activities such as: a classroom teacher con

structing learning modules for handicapped students;, a curriculum team of

classroom teachers modifying their middle school science program; a cityWide

textbook adoption committee evaluating, according to a predetermined criteria,

elementary science books; a statewide curriculum committee developing a new

course of study in marine biology; a nat,ionally funded organization -creating

monies to support an earth science program; several authorsicollaborating on a

new teXtbook series for a commercial publishing house; and a national science

teachers organization designing curriculum materials to address the energy

.problems of our country.

It is recommended by the Science, Technology and"Society POcus Group

of Project Synthesis that those individuals and/or organizations responsible

for any type of curriculum development activity consider implementing into

their work those recommended objectives and representative tasks, of science

education programs specified in Phase I of this report. The recommended

objectives and representative tasks may be achieved by incorporating into
1,

local, state, or national curriculum development projects one.or more of the

following strategies:.

1. Establish within the professional and lay community a

philosophy that the teaching of topics in science, teth

nology and society (STS) is an appropriate domain of

science education; and the skills, knowledge and

awareness of- those objectives specified in Phase I of

this report are essential for a wellrounded general edu

cation.

, -
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2. Evaluate- existing courses of study and delete that mater-

ial 'Mhich is obsolete,*or relevant onlyTto the future

scientist.- This will provide "space" to infuse' into
1

existing science programs selectedtopicsdealing with

the-interactron,of,scienceitechnolOgy, and society

(STS). Infusion of such topics into courses that are re-

quiredpuctras middle school science, general science,

etc.) mould insure that the total spectrum of the student

population would he exposed to this important area.

3. Establish specific courses (fnll year, semester, mini-

courses) that address contemporary ST, topics. Data in-

dicates that there are very few such courses and imple-

mentationof those that do exist has" not been widespread.

4.. Include as part of any textbook seledtion criteria a

parameter dealing with STS. Studies indicate that the

material contained within a textbook will, in most cases,

dtctatethe instructional outcomes of the course.r
.

1. Develop a wide range of materials to support both formal

courses of Study as well as community information pro-

gramsl. These would include such STS materials as:

learning activity packets; movies; ,slide'-taes; compendia

of articles from magazines (e.gi, Sblar Energy Digest,

Popular Science; Mechanix Illustrated); and establish

files of.local field trips and community guest lecturers.
t

Recommendations for Funding Agencies and.Policy-Makers

The purpose of this section is to suggest actions at the policy level,

for those group, agencies and foundations interested in stimulating.

technology education. It is extremely important to remember certain educa-

tional- factors which serve as impediments to technology education and with

which we-must come to grips if technology education is to gain, a foothold. As
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discussed earlier, theie 146tors include the academic preparation ethic, the

training of science teachers almost exclusively in disciplinary Science, over-
\*'

r whelming reliance on textbooks which are now generally devoid of technology,

and genrally shrinking budgets in schools, accompanied by vocal "back to the

basics"' :proponents:

Technology education is a Stati'orinfancr. There are few good

technology_ materials, -very few, students'. enrolled-in technology courses, little

or no' preparation for teachers tO'teach technology 'education, extremely little

in- service actiirity regarding technology, and apparently little sentiment at

the school leveI'to change this situation. In fact, there is virtually no

awareness of the existence of techtiblogy education at the local levels.

Given the situation in our schools and the state of infancy of tech-

nology education, we must accept the fact that increasing the amount of tech-

nology education is a long-=term,47boot-strapping
"
process. The experience of

NSF course development in the 1960's leads to the conslusion that simply pour-

ing massive resources into materials development would be ill-advised at this
'f

time. What is needed instead is continued modest developlent'in materials

accoMparded by activities on other fronts which will serve to develop a sound

fou dation for broadscale!implementation sometime in the future. These
\

acti ities can be classified into awareness activities, research activities,

curriculum development activities, and leadership activities.

Awareness Activities

Because few people even know that technology education materials

exist, and because there is relatively little general knowledge regarding

technological topics and issues themselves, we suggest large-scale campaigns

to increase the awareness of techhology's impact on human lives. This cam-

paign would be directed to teachers and their supervisory counterparts; -to.

teacheeeducators, and to those involved in curriculum development, especially'

authors and publishers of widely used textbook series. Essentially, these

activities would be directed at "building a case" for technolbgy education on

a national scale. There is considerible-evidence in our data sources that
.

general rejection, of innovative materials in the 1960's and 1970's was due in.,
-

large part to the lack of teacher acceptance of the goals of the newer curric-

ula: In technology education, Ve Cannot afford to repeat that mistake.
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Somehow teacher's' perceptions of educational goals must be changed if there is

to be any changelp behaviors. We do not claim to have a complete plan for

such an awareness campaign. -However, some general-itrategieSnan be dis
cussed. Because this is a longterm plan, it seems important to-have a steady

stream of lowprofile information flowing into the system. Biweekly-news ,

letters entitled something like "Science, Technology and People" could be made

widely available to teachers and others.- They could include articles on the

application of science principles (heavily valued by teachers) in technologi

dal developMents,, and discussions of the positive, and negative effects of

these developments. Remembering from our data that teachers listen to other

teachers more than to anyone else for curriculum advice, there could be arti

/

cles'written by-teachers about technology=related class activities, field

trips, etc., and there could even be complete classroom or individual actiyi

ties included.
\

Because of the very large ifffluende textbooks exert on content, it

seems imperative to include their authors in this awareness campaign. Publi

cationtsimilar in intent, but much more sophisticated in nature, could be

directed at showing how technological applications could be worked into tradi

tional textual materials. It also seems cost effective to involve curriculum

developers in "high prestige" invitational conferences where they could con

centrate on technology,topids and discuss possibilities for workinghem into

the curriculum. Dollars spent in such conferences could conceivably have huge

payoffs because textbooks appear to be the most influential, factor in course

content'and a relatively limited number of text publishers and authors supply

the bulk of he market. If the goal:perceptions of those who produde texts

can be -than ed even, slightly, those changesmay:Manifest themselves in the

exposute ofimillions of children to some technology education.

'Because-of the dominance of textbooks in science eduCation, their

selection -beres an extremely, imporpant decision at the local level. For

this -reason, any activities which would result in the addition of technology

relevant criteria to that decisionmaking process could have positive influ

ence and should. receive_ support at the policylevel. For,e4mple, criteria

for textbook selection 'could be developed in such a way that they would

reflect tcience"technologysociety concerns. Such criteria could be converted
, -

into checklists for use by ttates and locals in textbook selection. If such
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checklists -had' the,credibility of endorsement by science teachers organiza

tions (e.g., NSTA) and ofganizations of scientists (e.g., AAAS), there would

be a betterchance of their utilization in the decision process.

Research,Adtivities'

Because technology'education is relatively'new, the general under
,

standingyof factors relevant to technology education is not nearly as well

giided as the general, understanding .of more traditional areas of education.

If efforts to, promote technology education are to succeed, certain basic ques

tions must first be answered by research activities.

Perhapsthe most basic question IS, "What is the domain of technology

edudation?" 'There are nogenerally accepted answers to this question. Our

efforts to define the area in this project (see Phase I material) convinced-us

of the- wide diversity in perceptions,, of" the elemen,ts of technology education.

TWo related' efforts could address this, problem. First, there seems to be a

need for a "taxonomy" of technology topics for education. Such.a taxonomy

Would` ptlovide,a,Checiclist against which to compare developmental plans, course
,

outlines, etc, and 3ould provide a pointof departure for discussing the

field. A second need is for some systematically determined" compendium of

".important learnings" in technology education. Such a document would be dif

ferent from 'a taxonomy in that it would be future oriented and would address

the question: "Of possible knowledge relative to technology, which knowledge

is likely to be most usgfull" 2

kFollowing the development of such a taxonomy and compendiuM, the next
Ale

important question involves the public level of understanding, of various

. aspects of the science technology1society interface. National surveys of

knowledge relevant to this rrea would provide important information for future

curriculud4,4evelopment:

,There: also appears to be a need for research into the nature of the

decisionmaking proceswhich deterMines course offerings and course content.

Our group was unable to get a very detailed picture of this process from the

data base, and consider an understanding of that process to be a prerequisite

to effecting changes -in those decisions. It is important to know who those

decisionmakers are, i.e., what kinds of teachers are, most involved,, what role

do district and state supervisors play, what is the nature of may influence,
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how do textbook salesmen\ficinto the process, etc. It.isalsp important to

know the kinds of factors which affect-these decisions. For example, how do

class size, number of teacher preparatiOns per day, feedback from former stu
,,- 1.

dents, textbook selection checklists, etc. influence the choice'of curricu
,

eld? Finally, we need to know what kinds of external voices have credibility

in the eyes' of the,local decisionmakers. Would they, for examO.e, listen /eo

professiOnal organizatioriS of scientists, teachers, or thy college professors

fowhom they are preparing their students? Also needed is information re
.

gar,ding the extent to which these various decisionmakers value knoWledge

aboilt.technological implications for individuals and society as a whole.

Another important school"' decision making process on which we have lit
.

tle information is in'the area of student course selection. Because tec
4

nologyrelated courses at the secondary level are most likely to be elective

rather than required, an understanding the factor; involved in student

-selection or rejection of such 'courses is quite important. Factors needing

,investigation inclide: (1)"Ehe roles of teachers, parents, counselors, other

students and written information in influencing such course selection;

(2) course characteristics Which are important to students and to those who

influence Students; and (3) student, teacher and community perceptions and

valuing of technology-related coursesiand topics. It is important to know,

for example, whether courses such'as "The Mande'World" are percai-;.red as

"dimb bell physics",:, whether they are seen as useful for college=bound, non
.

technical students, or for thote not going to college, etc. These questions

about the decision making process probably require some very specialized sur

vey research combined with wellfocused case studies.

There isialso a need for a Ireater "technology awareness" in the

design of general research in the area of science education. The four :ajor

information sources used by Project Synthesis did not reflect significant

attention being given to technology issues in their design or reporting. We

do have information indicating that very little technology related education

occurs. However, we do not have information about the nature of that which

does occur; -For example, weknow little Of the preparedhess of teachers in

thit. area, of the way technologyrelated tor4cs, are handled in olassrooMs, of

the nature of materials available, how accurately technology related topics

are handled, what sources of information have credibility, etc. We strongly
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recommend that some att ention be given to ,such questions in future research

endeavors in science education.

4
/

durriculum.Devel4Ment Activities
)

There are two generalavenues through which technology education can
/

find its way to Students in achools. One is by inclusion into existing cur
. i/

ricula and courses, asidiscussed in the "Awareness" section. A second ,route
/

is throughcourses.specializing in technology educations Cuiriculum develop.

/
ment 'activities should address both"possibilities.

/
0

Materials developed for inclusion into existing courses appear most
. .

likely to succeed, d,
/-
if their relevance to the specific content of those courses

1

is explicitly evident and if ,traditional classroom procedures Can be ,utilieed.

as much as poysible. For example, a module on genetic engineering would
A 4

include inftmation regarding connections between genetic theory (as tradi

tionaily discussed in biology texts) and possible new developments. Ii would
/

1 I

also include some,hom9work Sheets (probably in the form of ditto masters), a

J'f' /
. .. .

few st questions, a teacher might add the unit exam, a list of. terms withate / 4
,

definitions, and clear instructions regarding how to fit the unit into exist
:.

ing -J biology courses.

/
Mat erials developed foispecialized courses in technology arealso in

1
0 .

short supply and fUrtherfdevelopment is needed in this area. Such development

,shou'ld-be based on information gleaned from the research activities outlined
.

/

earlier. We strongly recommend that no new developments be planned or funded
.

without substantial planning and funding for broadscal *dissemination,of these

materials.

Leadership Activities

There is an apparent need in technology education for a leadership an

coordination function at,the national level. 'Me activities recommended ear

Tier are likelyAto have little impact unless they, fit).ogically into a coordi-
-_,

nated group effort of those supporting technology education. We recommend the

formationWof a national center for leadership in .technology education. Such a
. -

Center would probably need to be supported for Olumber of /ears and would

serve as a continuing stimulus for coordinated activity. It would need to

serve as a clearinghouse for strategies, information and ideas and as a

N
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pro-active coordinator of research, development and dissemination activities.

One of the first activities of such a center should be a thorough study of re-

sources availabld in =technology Resou..ees to be sought ani organ-

ized would' include: funding Sources; groups, institutions, agencies, and in-
*

dividua/'s,who support technology education; and materials and techniques which

have been developed to aid technology eduCation.


